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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

READING James enlarges one's sensibility. He makes one aware of

hitherto unsuspected and unknown areas of feeling and perception;
these, ultimately absorbed, in turn allow one to go beyond, plumb-
ing further areas, and receiving experiences and impressions one
would earlier have been impervious to. James held that the food of

art is all of life; that all of life is amenable through art; and that

art in turn influences and broadens life. What are James* means?
What demands does he make?
As his father's concern had been with the countries of the mind,

so James' was with the countries of manners. For the "polite" society
of which he wrote, in which statement hides both character and

morals, occasionally, however, revealing both, James offers manners
as a clue to character and motivation, and hence to morals. He grad-

ually moved toward dramatic presentation, from the audience as

being explained to, to the audience as witness. What it sees, and
what it grasps is only what from certain clues in previous scenes

these occasionally revealing statements it can gather. Since man
rather hides than reveals himself, since also, characters never under-

stand themselves completely, their actions in any absolute situation

(their dilemma) always leave a residue of ambiguity, offering the

reader for final judgment several alternatives, often opposite. His

situations are not capable of a single interpretation or of a single

response, and cannot be resolved by action, but can only be tenta-

tively evaluated by the same complex process by which they have

been presented. The typical progress in knowing the process of

knowledge is through observation and polite participation. Char-

acter and motivation are inexhaustible in their complexity and

hence, inexhausted by James, their creator; and since they are so,

they are incapable of being completely revealed, and therefore are

incapable of being completely and absolutely truthful. James will

sometimes present a single character who occasionally merely wit-

nesses but more often participates in or reflects the whole scene;
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and the proper understanding of that situation will involve the

reader in an evaluation of the character of the narrator; for the

character of the agent will of course color his apprehension of a

scene. Point of View, James' most celebrated technical innovation,

is this apprehending of a scene through one single character within

the limitations of that character. Since the character himself does

not as he cannot know himself completely, but does nevertheless

act, his imperfect actions will affect those of others, and the outcome
of the situation will somewhat be determined by the character of

the actor. Since action should spring only from complete self-

knowledge and from complete comprehension of the motives of

others, a state which is usually not present, acts, as such, are few
and far between, the major part, or the most important part of a

certain kind of Jamesian tale or novel consisting of the presentation
of the situation and the apprehending of that situation by the

central character so that an intelligent action or complete under-

standing is possible. If the action is done without sufficient prepara-
tion and penetration, the consequence is disaster or, as in The
Sacred Fount, the most fundamental kind of Jamesian comedy. But
as absolute preparation for an action is itself impossible given

incomplete self-knowledge all of James* dramas can be said to be
the inevitable tragic consequences of a commitment to action or to

interpretation without sufficient self-knowledge or a sufficient knowl-

edge of others.

The demands on the reader are great. The reader is privileged
to overhear, but he must also guess. In a very real sense he recreates;

he participates in the perception of that part of the whole by the

characters that for the moment is presented to him. He is the enquir-

ing intelligence himself. To understand, he must stop to interpret,
must in short achieve for a moment a certain distance from the

intimacy he has just established, only to return to it after he has

absorbed it, to witness creatively again. The demand James makes
on his reader is that he participate to understand and interpret, and
that he progress in a situation like the central sensibility itself, or

like the several points of view approaching a point of action through
the apprehending of a situation, with, however, the added privilege
for him of looking critically over the presented figures' shoulders.



SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

HENRY JAMES wrote over one hundred short stories and novellas; over

twenty novels; literally hundreds of essays and reviews; and over 2,000

letters. Most of the letters are still unpublished; as are some of the

essays; finally as of 1950 all his stories have been accounted for, with
the single exception of his very first. "A Tragedy of Error/* (February

1864), was discovered by Leon Edel and reprinted by him in the New Eng-
land Quarterly, September 1956.

Between 1907 and 1909, James issued the twenty-four volumes of the

New York Edition, a collection of his selected fiction in a thoroughly re-

vised text. To these works he prefixed eighteen "Prefaces/* that are the

criticism of his work and his theory of fiction. Omitted from the edition

was over one-third of his fiction. The present selected list includes some
of these omitted works.

The text of the New York Edition varies considerably from that of the

first edition. The first edition text usually varies from the first printed

magazine text, though to a far lesser degree, and again, also to a lesser

extent, from revisions subsequent to the first edition. For the New York
Edition James revised especially the earlier works. As the revisions reveal

in this volume, points of salience have been excised in favor of a more

gradual, more rounded presentation. The changes in the New York Edi-

tion alter the tone and the substance of a tale. It is therefore important
to know which text the reader has before him.
To continue his reading of Henry James, the reader is advised to consult

the guide Paperbound Books in Print. James in First Editions or even in

early reprints is hard to come by. Since the introduction of the paperback,
or for approximately the last ten years, James has been reprinted, but with

a good deal of duplication, the same tale appearing five or six times in as

many different collections. M. D. Zabel has brought out a neglected work
of James, In the Cage, but aside from this little has recently been added.

This situation the present anthology seeks to correct. Three tales are re-

printed here for the first time in over forty years. Also reproduced are

James' discussions in the Notebooks of two of the three tales (the third

tale is not discussed in the Notebooks). In addition, variant readings ac-

company each tale. These variants are reproduced from the later revisions

and, in one instance, where the manuscript of the revisions was available,
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from the manuscript. Also included are three early essays from 1865-1866,

when James first began to publish, that were first issued forty years ago in

a very small edition, and have not been reprinted since.

Included in the selected bibliography are the titles of James* most sig-

nificant novels; of his important collections of short stories; of most novel-

las; and of his collections of essays. Posthumous collections of his essays

and stories have also been cited. The second section is a selected list of

biographical and critical works, and a selected guide to various collections

of his letters. To conclude, there is a brief biographical chronology.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

PART I

A. NOVELS

1. Roderick Hudson (1875)
2. The American (1877)
3. The Europeans (1878)
4. The Portrait of a Lady (1881)
5. The Bostonians (1886)
6. The Princess Casamassima (1886)
7. The Tragic Muse (1890)
8. The Spoils of Poynton (1897)
9. What Maisie Knew (1897)

10. The Awkward Age (1899)
11. The Sacred Fount (1901)
12. The Wings of the Dove (1902)
13. The Ambassadors (1903)
14. The Golden Bowl (1904)
15. The Sense of the Past (1917). Posthumous and Incomplete.
16. The Ivory Tower (1917). Posthumous and Incomplete.

B. COLLECTIONS OF SHORT STORIES

1. A Passionate Pilgrim and Other Tales (1875). Henry James' first

book. (His first novel, Watch and Ward, had run serially in the

Atlantic Monthly, August-December 1871, but did not appear in

book form until 1878.)
2. The Author of Beltraffio (1885)
3. The Aspern Papers (1888)
4. The Lesson of the Master (1892)
5. The Real Thing (1893)
6. Terminations (1895)
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7. Embarrassments (1896)
8. The Soft Side (1900)
9. The Better Sort (1903)

10. The Finer Grain (1910)

Among collections made by others of tales Henry James did not

collect or collected but did not issue in the United States:

1. Travelling Companions (1919). Ed. by A. Mordell.

2. A Landscape Painter (1920). Ed. by A. Mordell.

3. Master Eustace (1920). Ed. by A. Mordell.

4. Eight Uncollected Tales (1950). Ed. by Edna Kenton.

C. SHORTER NOVELS OR NOVELLAS

1. Gabrielle de Bergerac (1869) [Ed. by A. MordelL] (This tale's first

"collection" was as a single title in 1918. A. Mordell's name did

not appear on the title page.)
2. Daisy Miller (1878)
3. Washington Square (1880)
4. The Reverberator (1888)
5. A London Life (1889)
6. In the Cage (1898)
7. The Two Magics (1898)
8. Julia Bride (1909) (This date is of the first separate book publica-

tion, the tale's first book publication having been in vol. XVII of

the New York Edition. Julia Bride first appeared in Harper's Mag-
azine, March-April 1908.)

D. COLLECTED EDITIONS

1. Collective Edition of 1883 (1883). 14 Volumes. Novels and Tales.

2. The Novels and Tales of Henry James (the "New York Edition")

(1907-1909). 24 Volumes. (In 1918, the unfinished The Ivory Tower
and The Sense of the Past were added to this edition as volumes 25

and 26, accompanied like the First Editions of these novels of the

previous year, by Henry James* notes.) (Leon Edel has argued that

the number of volumes was Henry James* choice, and that the New
York Edition has an "architecture.")

3. The Novels and Stories of Henry James (the Macmillan Edition)

(1921-1923). 35 Volumes. Ed. by Percy Lubbock. Contains nearly all

of James' fictions: the New York Edition, in that text and with the

"Prefaces" he wrote especially for that edition; all the tales he him-

self collected; and most of the novels. Omitted are some very early

tales; his plays; two novels derived from plays The Other House;

The Outcry; and one novella, "Covering End," also derived from a

play.
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E. PLAYS

1. Theatricals (1894)

2. Theatricals: Second Series (1894)

(A definitive edition of James' plays, playlets, and scenarios, and
a good discussion of his "dramatic years" is Leon Edel's The Com-

plete Plays of Henry James (1949)

F. ESSAYS: A) LITERARY

1. French Poets and Novelists (1878)
2. Hawthorne (1879) (Henry James* only full-length study and still

the best on the subject.)

3. Partial Portraits (1888)
4. Essays in London and Elsewhere (1893)
5. The Question of Our Speech (1905)
6. Notes on Novelists With Some Others (1914)

B) TRAVEL
1. Transatlantic Sketches (1875)
2. Portraits of Places (1883)
3. A Little Tour in France (1884)
4. English Hours (1905)
5. The American Scene (1907)
6. Italian Hours (1909)

(A good selection from these is M. D. ZabeFs The Art of Travel of

Henry James (1959)

Among collections made by others of essays James himself did not

collect, the following are outstanding:
1. Views and Reviews (1908). Ed. by LeRoy Phillips.
2. Notes and Reviews (1921). Ed. by Pierre de Chaignon la Rose.

(Three of the 25 essays first gathered here are reprinted in this

volume.)
3. The Scenic Art (1949). Ed. Allan Wade.
4. The Painter's Eye (1956). Ed. by John L. Sweeney. (See also Henry

James' own Picture and Text (1893)
5. The Future of the Novel (1956). Ed. by Leon Edel. (Reprints two

essays for the first time.)
6. Literary Reviews and Essays (1957). Ed. by A. MordelL (Reprints

62 essays for the first time.)
7. Parisian Sketches, 1875-1876 (1958). Ed. by Leon Edel and Use

Dusoir Lind. (Henry James as foreign correspondent on matters

cultural for the New York Herald)
8. The American Essays of Henry James (1959). Ed. by Leon Edel.

F. AUTOBIOGRAPHY
1. A Small Boy and Others (1913)
2. Notes of a Son and Brother (1914)
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3. The Middle Years (1917) Posthumous and Incomplete.

(These have been conveniently gathered in one volume by F. W.

Dupee (1947)

J. TRANSLATIONS
1. Port Tarascon, by Alphonse Daudet (1890). (From the French.)

I. INTRODUCTIONS

(Henry James -wrote introductions to volumes by among others: Dau-

det; Loti; de Maupassant; Balzac; Flaubert; Kipling; Rupert Brooke.)

Unique and indispensable is The Notebooks of Henry James (1947).
Ed. by F. O. Matthiessen and K. B. Murdock.

PART II

LETTERS (arranged in chronological order)

1. Henry James, ed. The Letters of William James (1920. 2 Vol.) (Let-
ters to Henry James, to friends, to the family, ed. by the author's

nephew and name-sake, the son of William James. Linked by an

informative biographical commentary.)
2. Percy Lubbock, ed. The Letters of Henry James (1920. 2 Vol.)

(With introduction, biographical links, head-notes identifying the

correspondents. Still the most complete collection.)

3. Elizabeth Robbins, ed. Theatre and Friendship. Some Henry James
Letters (1932). (About 150 letters to the author, an actress and

friend, linked by her commentary, and dating from 1891 to the end

of his life.)

4. Janet Adam Smith, ed. Henry James and Robert Louis Stevenson

(1948). (42 letters, 16 from Henry James to Stevenson, together with

James* famous essay, The Art of Fiction, Stevenson's rejoinder, A
Humble Remonstrance, and Henry James* essays, Robert Louis

Stevenson (1887) and The Letters of Robert Louis Stevenson (1899).

(Precise and shrewd evaluations by two friends and mutually re-

specting and admiring authors.)
5. Virginia Harlow. Thomas Sargeant Perry: A Biography and Letters

to Perry from William, Henry, and Garth Wilkinson James (1950).

(A biography of a life-long friend of Henry James. Appendix "A"

includes about 70 letters from the Jameses, over half "published
from ms." James here is outspoken about the literary scene and its

figures.)

6. Leon Edel, ed. The Selected Letters of Henry James (1955)

(About 120 letters, half first published from ms., covering Henry

James* life-span and showing him in all the facets of his activity:

son, brother, friend, novelist, playwright, businessman.)
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B. BIOGRAPHICAL (arranged in chronological order)

1. Austin Warren. The Elder Henry James (1934).

(Brilliant biography of Henry James' father and of the immediate

family.)

2. Edith Wharton. A Backward Glance (1934).

(A nostalgic, moving memoir, with intimate, humorous, admiring

glimpses of Henry James.)
3. Anna Robson Burr, ed. Alice James. Her Brothers. Her Journal

(1934).

(The intense, introspective, lyrical journal of James* invalid sister

who died in London near James in 1892. The Journal is of May
1889-March 1892.)

4. F. O. Matthiessen. The James Family (1947).

(Bulky and brilliant. The Jameses as minds. Reproduces writings

by all.)

5. Simon Nowell-Smith, ed. The Legend of the Master (1947).

(Biographically invaluable, giving glimpses of the person and
manner of Henry James from many sources and at many differ-

ent times; hence a superb guide to memoirs and to the circle of

James' acquaintances.)
6. Ralph Barton Perry. The Thought and Character of William

James. Briefer Version (1948).

(A one-volume condensation of the 1935 Pulitzer-prize winning

biography of Henry James' older brother. Valuable and re-

spected comment on H. J.'s work by William. Letters from and

to.)

7. Frederic Harold Young. The Philosophy of Henry James, Sr.

(1951).

(An exposition of the philosophy of the novelist's father.) (See also

Quentin Anderson, The American Henry James (1957), which

sees the work as reflecting the philosophy of the father.)
8. F. W. Dupee. Henry James; His Life and Writings. Enlarged and

Reissued (1956). (Sound.)
9. Leon Edel. Henry James. The Untried Years: 1843-1870 (1953).

(The first volume of a projected three-volume biography by a life-

long James scholar.)

10. Robert C. LeClair. Young Henry James (1843-1870) (1955).

(Dedicated; factually not interpretatively exhaustive.)
11. Clare Benedict. Constance Fenimore Woolson (n.d.).

(By the niece of the American short story writer and novelist,

herself an acquaintance of Henry James. Glimpses of Henry James
as polite and impassioned travelling companion and guide to

places of Europe and places of the mind.)

C. CRITICAL (arranged in alphabetical order)

1. Joseph Warren Beach. The Method of Henry James (1918); En-

larged Ed. (1954).
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(Still the best account of his technique; lucidly presented.)
2. R. P. Blackmur, ed. The Art of the Novel. Critical Prefaces by

Henry James (1934).

(James* 18 "Prefaces" to the New York Edition constitute his own
account of his technique and the acknowledging of his successes and
failures. R. P. Blackmur's Introduction conveniently classifies (and
also redefines) James' technical terms and indicates in which "Pref-

aces" the major discussions of each of these may be found.)
3. F. W. Dupee, ed. The Question of Henry James (1947).

(26 essays early and late by various hands. Noteworthy are the es-

says by Lubbock; Sherman; Beach; Wilson; Beerbohm. The valu-

able 15-page Bibliography is reproduced from Lyon N. Richard-

son's Henry James. Representative Selections (1941).
4. Percy Lubbock. The Craft of Fiction (1921).

(The application of Jamesian novelistic techniques in critical studies

of James and non-James novels. Distinguished in this difficult sub-

ject for its lucid ease.)

5. F. O. Matthiessen. Henry James: The Major Phase (1944).

(A brilliant study of the three major last novels The Wings of the

Dove; The Ambassadors; The Golden Bowl from the inception
of the idea to its creative embodiments, viewed against the social

milieu. Influential in prolonging emphasis on the late works to*

the neglect of the charm, elegance and lucidity of the earlier. In-

cluded is a brief study of James* revisions of The Portrait of a.

Lady: "The Painter's Sponge and Varnish Bottle.")
6. Richard Poirier. The Comic Sense of Henry James: a Study of the

Early Novels (1960).

(A full-length study devoted to the novels up to The Portrait of a

Lady. Not scholarly, like C. P. Kelly's fine account, The Early De-

velopment of Henry James (1930), but more sensitive to the values

of the early novels.)
7. Edmund Wilson. "The Ambiguity of Henry James/* In The Triple

Thinkers (1948). (First-rate.)

8. Yvor Winters. "Maule's Well, or Henry James and the Relation of

Morals to Manners/' In In Defense of Reason (1947).

(A radical, brilliant study of the relation of the work to the author

to the culture of perception to character.)
9. M. D. Zabel, ed. The Viking Portable Library Henry James (1956;

Second Printing).

(The best introductory guide to Henry James. Thorough.)

As invaluable only as The Notebooks of Henry James (1947) is A
Bibliography of Henry James, by Leon Edel and Dan H. Lawrence

(1957).
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BIOGRAPHICAL CHRONOLOGY

b. April 15, 1843. Second son (the first, William, the future philosopher),

to Henry James, Sr., and Mary Robertson Walsh, in Washington Square

Place, New York City.

1843-44. First travels in Europe.
1845-55. Family lives in New York City and Albany, N.Y.

1855-58. Second travels in Europe.
1858. Returns to America. Lives in Newport.
1859. Third Travels in Europe.
1860-63. Newport again. Receives "obscure hurt" while helping to extin-

guish a fire. At Harvard Law School, but gives it up.
1864. Family moves from Newport to Boston. His first publications:

a)
"A Tragedy of Error" (February)

b) Review of N.W. Senior's Essays on Fiction (October)
1866. Family settles in Cambridge, Mass.

1869. Fourth Travels in Europe first as adult.

1871. First novel: Watch and Ward, serialized. (Not issued as a book

until 1878.)

1872-74. Fifth Travels in Europe.
1875. Winters in New York City. First books:

a) A Passionate Pilgrim and Other Tales (Stories)

b) Transatlantic Sketches (Travel Sketches)

c)
Roderick Hudson (Novel)

1876. In France and England, meeting the outstanding literary figures.

Begins life-long residence in England.
1881. Returns to America.

1882. Death of Mother and of Father.

1883- In London. Later (1897) at Lamb House, Rye, Sussex. His "dra-

1904. matic years" (1890-95) end in disaster when he and Guy DomvilU

are jeered at final curtain.

1904. Returns to America for the first time in 21 years.

1905. Traveller and Lecturer in U.S. Returns to England and Lamb
House.

1906-09, Preparation and issuance of New York Edition of his worL
1910. William ill; returns with him to U.S. Death of William.

1911. Honorary degree from Harvard. Returns to Lamb House.

1912. Takes flat in London. Receives honorary degree from Oxford.

1915. Naturalized as a British subject. Stroke, complicated by pneu-
monia.

d February 28, 1916.



EDITOR'S NOTE to

Xady Barberina"

(1884)

FROM the outset it has been the intention of this anthology to pre-
sent to the reader stories by James not readily available in recent

editions, and to accompany them, whenever possible, with textual

variants.

This latter seemed an easy matter at first, when even such a heavily
revised story as "Glasses" was being worked on; but when it came
to "Lady Barberina," included here because it is available only in

the scarce sets of the New York Edition (1907-09), the Macmillan
Edition (London 1921-1923), and in the scarcer First Edition of 1884,

it first became apparent how thoroughly James had revised the text

for the New York Edition.

Every page was minutely reworked. The sleek elegance of the first

edition text was turned to that of the more rounded fullness of 1907-

1909, but accompanied by greater concision and the more exact

shade. If sometimes the corrections can only be laid to the ponderous-
humorous ambience of the late manner, more often they can be justi-

fied in terms of the greater justice to the conceived but at first not

fully realized subject. The tale is of course a study of character under

pressure of a situation. It belongs with the fictions on the interna-

tional theme, but James has reversed the usual procedure, and
instead of sending a young American girl to marry an English earl

and to live happily in England, the daughter of a marquis marries

a plutocratic American and unhappily comes to live in New York

City. The reversal of procedure results also in a reversal in fate. The
actual presentation of their figures is that of sculpture slowly being

turned, so that their whole aspect is gradually presented. But their

presentation has also the painterly quality of flatness, in the sense

that their depth is not studied but is only suggested, as the character

of a personage who sat for a portrait is only suggested but not

exhaustively presented on the flat surface of the canvas. This is in

keeping with James* early declared principle of presentation, which

held that "characters" are "figures" to be "exhibited," derived from
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his congenital kind of realism, which discovered figures through
observation and their depth through growing intimacy, and in turn
so unfolded them. To realize the subject more completely, to bring
out all its facets without changing the structure of the tale, is the

expressed intention of the revisions.

Less than two weeks after James had begun to think "Lady Bar-
berina" through (May 17, 1883), he had written half of it. He then
laid it aside for two shorter tales. It was not published until the next

year in serial form (Century Magazine, May-July 1884), after which
it appeared in Tales of Three Cities (1884), from which it is here

reprinted. In the New York Edition, from which the variants are

derived, it was included in vol. XIV with other tales on the inter-

national theme.

When "Lady Barberina" appeared, Robert Louis Stevenson ex-

pressed his admiration for the Park scene, and to William Dean
Howells this study was so memorable that in A Hazard of New
Fortunes (1890) Lady Barberina Lemon becomes an easy reference

during a soiree.

Note: All variants have been carefully entered, but contractions

"he's" for "he is"; "he'd" for "he would"; "hell" for "he will";
"some fellow's" for "some fellow is"; "I've" for "I have"; etc. have
no more been indicated after the first few pages, specifically the first

extended conversation wherein they first occur. Changes in punctua-
tion from a ; to a and indications of omitted commas in adjec-
tival series, revealing of James' new sparsity in comma usage, have
been omitted, unless the text were grossly affected. Brackets indicate

changes in the bracketed text. Numbers standing free denote addi-

tions to the text.



HENRY JAMES

ON

"Lady Barberina"

(From the Notebooks.)

FROM 1878 until 1910 Henry James kept his notebooks, a fascinating rec-

ord of complete artistic intimacy and equally complete personal secrecy. In
these notebooks he entered and worked out his novels and tales, encour-

aged himself after his failures, and prodded and adjured his muse.

Toward the end of his life he destroyed a good many of his papers.
Those notebooks that remained, together with other papers, were later de-

posited by his name-sake and nephew, Henry James, the son of his brother,

the philosopher William James, at Harvard University, where they were

edited by F. (X Matthiessen and K. B. Murdock, and published in 1947 by
the Oxford University Press.

The following excerpts, as those preceding "Glasses," are James* discus-

sion of these tales in the notebooks. (The notebooks dealing with "Ben-

volio" have not survived.)

[BOSTON, April 8, 1883}
x x x x x In this same letter to Osgood I gave a sketch of the plan
of a short story of the 'international' family (like Daisy Miller, the

Siege of London, etc.). 'The name of the thing to be Lady Barberina.

I have already treated (more or less) the subject of the American

girl who marries (or concerning whom it is a question whether she

will marry) a British aristocrat. This story reverses the situation and

presents a young male American who conceives the design of marry-

ing a daughter of the aristocracy. He is a New Yorker, a good deal

of an Anglo-maniac and a "dude"; and as he has a good deal of

money she accepts him and they are united. The 1st half of the

tale goes on in England. In the 2d the parties are transported to New
York, whither he has brought Ms bride, and it relates their adven-
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tures there, the impressions made and received by the lady, and the

catastrophe/ So much to Osgood. I think something very good

might be made of this I see it quite vividly.

Lady Barberina: Notes. (May 17th, 1883)
He must be a young physician, the youth who marries the earl's

daughter, for that will be very national and typical. It is only here

that the son of a rich man of a man as rich as his father would
have entered that profession, and that the profession itself is capable
of being considered 'rather aristocratic/ His father leaves him a

great fortune but he is still 'Doctor Jeune' (say). He doesn't prac-
tice but he cares for medicine, and is very generous and beneficent to

the suffering poor. He has a brother who is vulgar, and a mother
who is charming; and the relations of these two with Lady Barberina

after she gets to N.Y. are of course a feature in the story. Lady B/s

expectation of going before Mrs. Jeune (her mother-in-law, etc.).

Of course the difficulty will <be> to make the marriage natural:

but this difficulty is inspiring. On her part (Lady B/s) his large for-

tune will go far toward explaining it. She is not a beauty, though a

very fine creature, and she has no fortune to help her to marry in

England. She is twenty-six years old, her father is a poor peer, and
she has four sisters and five brothers. Her mother thinks that for her

to marry a rich man la-bas will be a pied a Vetrier for the rest of the

brood that the boys in particular, some of them yet young, will

be accommodated with ranches and monied wives in the U.S. Be-

sides Barberina likes the young man, and he must be made attrac-

tive. The novelty, the change, takes her fancy, everything American
is so the fashion. The T)r/ is a big dose to swallow; and I think I

must concede that, in London, as he has quite ceased to practice, he
doesn't put forward the title. It is only after she is married and
reaches New York that she finds every one giving it to him his own
brother always calling <him by> it, etc. One of her sisters, by the

way, must come with them to America, and must be recommended
as liking it awfully. She must marry a poor young man: a handsome
minister of N.Y. The thing is to make the marriage with Lady B.

seem natural and possible to my hero, without making him appear
snobbish. But it surely can be done. To begin with, there is nothing
in life to prevent him from falling in love with her. She must strike

him as a splendid young woman responding completely to his ideal

of physical completeness, happy development, perfect health, etc.,

for all of which he must have an immense appreciation. He must be
a great admirer of the physique of <the> English race and think
her a beautiful specimen of it. He is a little fellow himself not a
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physique which he wishes to perpetuate telle quelle; but very cool,

very deliberate, very obstinate, and very much attached to his own
ideas: opposition always puts him on his mettle; and his marriage
to Lady B. is opposed. It is a point that his friends and relations,

some of them, think it as strange that he should wish to marry her,

as hers do that she should unite herself to him. He declines to see

why it should be difficult for him to marry any woman in the world

whom he may fancy; and he is really urged to prosecute his suit by
the determination that she shall find it natural and comfortable.

Damn it, if he fancies an earl's daughter he will have an earl's

daughter. The attitude of his mother to be defined, and the details

of the episode in New York worked out. Then the entree en matiere

in London. He must have a pair of confidants there, who bring him

accidentally into relation with Lady B., and who watch his proceed-

ings with amusement and dread. In addition to this he must have

a friend a Boston M.D. (of the type of J.P.).
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I.

IT is well known that there are few sights i-n the world more brilliant

than the main avenues of Hyde Park of a fine afternoon in June.
This was quite the opinion of two persons who, on a beautiful day
at the beginning of that month, four years ago, had established them-

selves under the great trees in a couple of iron chairs (the big ones

with arms, for which, if I mistake not, you pay twopence), and sat

there with the slow procession of the Drive behind them, while

their faces were turned to the more vivid agitation of the Row.

[They were lost]
1 in the multitude of observers, [and]

2
they be-

longed, superficially, at least, to that class of persons who, wherever

they may be, rank rather with the spectators than with the spectacle.

They were quiet, simple, elderly, of aspect somewhat neutral; you
would have liked them extremely, but you would scarcely have

noticed them. [Nevertheless, in all that shining host, it is to them,

obscure, that we must give our attention. The]
3 reader is begged to

have confidence; he is not asked to make vain concessions. [There
was that]

4 in the faces of our friends [which indicated]
5 that they

were growing old together, and [that they]
6 were fond enough of

each other's company not to object [(if]
7 it was a conditionf)]

8 even

to that. The reader will have guessed that they were husband and

wife; and perhaps while he is about it he will t9 ^ have guessed that

they were of that nationality for which Hyde Park at the height of

the season is most completely illustrative. They were [familiar

strangers, as it were;]
10 and people at once so initiated and so de-

tached could only be Americans. This reflection, indeed, you would
have made only after some delay; for it must be [admitted that they

1 Lost 2
[omitted]

* It was indicated touchingly
3 It is to them, obscure, in all that % [omitted]

e
[omitted]

shining host, that we must never- 7 since 8

theless give our attention. On 9 further

which the l native aliens, so to speak,
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carried few patriotic signs on the surface].
11 They had the American

turn of mind, but that was very [subtle];
12 and to your eye if your

eye had cared about it they might have been [of English, or even of

Continental, parentage].
13 It was as if

[it
suited them to be]

14 colour-

less; their colour was all in their talk. They were not in the least

verdant; they were gray, rather, of monotonous hue. If they were

interested in the riders, the horses, the walkers, the great exhi-

bition of English wealth and health, beauty, luxury and leisure,

it was because all this referred itself to other impressions, be-

cause they had the key to almost everything that needed an answer

because, in a word, they were able to compare. They had not

arrived, they had only returned; and recognition much more than

suprise was expressed in their quiet [gaze].
15

[It may as well be said

outright that]
16 Dexter Freer and his wife belonged [17:I to that

[class]
18 of Americans who are constantly "passing through" Lon-

don. [Possessors]
19 of a fortune of which, from any standpoint, the

limits were plainly visible, they were unable to [command that high-
est of luxuries a habitation in their own country].

20 They found it

much more possible to economise at Dresden or Florence than at

Buffalo or Minneapolis. [The economy was as great, and the inspira-
tion was greater].

21 From Dresden, from Florence, moreover, they

constantly made excursions [which would not]
22 have been possible

[in those other cities];
23 and it is even to be feared that they [had

some rather expensive methods of saving].
24 They came to London to

buy their portmanteaus, their toothbrushes, their writing-paper; they

occasionally even [crossed]
25 the Atlantic^263 to assure themselves

that [27]
prices [over there]

28 were still the same. They were emi-

nently a social pair; their interests were mainly personal. Their point
of view always was so [distinctly]

29 human that they [passed for

being fond of]
30

gossip; and they certainly [knew a good deal

about]
31 the affairs of other people. They had friends in every coun-

try, in every town; and it was not their fault if people told them
11 allowed that they bristled with form of ease, the ease of living at

none of those modern signs that home
carry out the tradition of the old 21 The saving was greater and the

indigenous war-paint and feathers strain was less

12 secret 22 that wouldn't
is either intimately British or more 23 with an excess of territory

remotely foreign 24
practised some eccentricities of

1-* they studied, for convenience, to be thrift

superficially 25 recrossed 26 westward
15

eyes 16
[omitted]

17 in fine 27 westward 28
[omitted]

1 8 great company 29
invidiously

19 Enjoyers 30 were supposed too addicted to
20 treat themselves to that commonest 31 kept up their acquaintance with
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their secrets. Dexter Freer was a tall, lean man, with an interested

eye, and a nose that rather^ 32 !

aspired [than drooped],
33

yet was

salient withal. He brushed his hair, which was streaked with white,

forward over his ears, [in]
34 those locks [which are]

35
represented in

the portraits of clean-shaven gentlemen who flourished fifty years

ago, and wore an old-fashioned neckcloth and gaiters. His wife, a

small, plump person, [of superficial freshness],
36 with a white face,

and hair [that was still perfectly]
37

black, smiled perpetually, but

had never laughed since the death of a son whom she had lost ten

years after her marriage. Her husband, on the other hand, who was

usually quite grave, indulged on great occasions in resounding mirth.

People confided in her less than in him; but that mattered little, as

she confided [sufficiently]
38 in herself. Her dress, which was always

black or dark gray, was so harmoniously simple that you could see

she was fond of it; it was never smart by accident^393
. She was full of

intentions, of the most judicious sort[; and]
40

though [she was]
41

perpetually moving about the world [she]
42 had the air of [being

perfectly stationary].
43 She was celebrated for the promptitude with

which she made her sitting-room at an inn, where she might be

spending a night or two, [look like an apartment long inhabited].
44

With books, flowers, photographs, draperies, rapidly distributed

she had even a way, for the most part, of having a piano the place
seemed almost hereditary. The pair were just back from America,

where they had spent three months, and now were able to face the

world with something of the elation [which people feel]
45 who have

been justified [in a prevision].
46

They had found their native land

quite ruinous.

"There he is again!" said Mr. Freer, following with his eyes a

young man who passed along the Row, riding slowly. "That's a

beautiful thoroughbred!"
Mrs. Freer asked idle questions only when she [wished for]

47 time

to think. At present she had simply to look and see who it was her

husband meant. "The horse is too big," she remarked, in a moment.

"You mean [that the rider is]
48 too small," her husband [rejoined;

"he
is]

49 mounted on his millions."

"It is really millions?"

32 drooped than 33 [omitted]
43 waiting for everyone else to pass

34 and into 35
[omitted]

44 appear a real temple of memory
36 rather polished than naturally

45 of people
fresh 46 of a stiff conviction

37 still evenly
38 much 39 or by fear 47 wanted

40 and, 41 [omitted]
48 the rider's

42 49 returned. "He's
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"Seven or eight, they tell me/'

"How disgusting!" It was [in this manner]
50 that Mrs. Freer

usually spoke of the large fortunes of the day. "I wish [he would]
51

see us," she added.

"He does see us, but he doesn't like to look at us. He is too con-

scious; he isn't easy."

"Too conscious of his big horse?"

"Yes, and of his big fortunef; he
is]

52 rather ashamed of
[it]

53."

"This is an odd place to [come, then],"
54 said Mrs. Freer.

"I am not [sure of that. He will]
55 find people here richer than

himself, and other big horses in plenty, and that will cheer him up.

Perhaps, too, he is looking for that girl."

"The one we heard about? He can't be such a fool."

"He isn't a fool," said Dexter Freer. "If [he is]
56

thinking of her,

he has some good reason."

"I wonder what Mary Lemon would say[."]
57

"[She would]
58

say it was [right,]
59 if he should do it. She thinks

he can do no wrong. [He is exceedingly]
60 fond of her/'

"I shan't be sure of that C61 ^ if he takes home a wife [who will]
ea

despise her."

"Why should the girl despise her? [She is]
63 a delightful woman."

"The girl will never know it and if she should, it would make no
difference; she will despise everything."

"I don't believe it, my dear; [she will]
64 like some things very

much. Every one will be very nice to her."

"She will despise them all the more. But we are speaking as if it

were all arrangedf;]
65 1 don't believe in it at all," said Mrs. Freer.

"Well, something of the sort in this case or in some other is

sure to happen sooner or later," her husband replied, turning round
a little toward the [part of the delta which is]

66 formed, near the

entrance to the Park, by the [divergence]
67 of the two great vistas

of the Drive and the Row.
Our friends had turned their backs, as I have said, to the solemn

revolution of wheels and the densely-packed mass of spectators who
had chosen that part of the show. These spectators were now agitated

by a unanimous impulse: the pushing back of chairs, the shuffle of

feet, the rustle of garments and the deepening murmur of voices

so so 56 he's 62 who'll
51 he'd 57

, Ms wife pursued. 63 She's
52 - He's 58 She'd 64 she'll

53 that 59 all right 65 .

54 hang one's head in 60 He's immensely 66 hack-water, as it were,
55 so sure. He'll 61 ," said Mrs. Freer,

" 67 confluence
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sufficiently expressed it. Royalty was approaching royalty was pass-

ingroyalty had passed,
t68 ^ Freer turned his head and his ear a

littlef;]
69 but [he]

7 failed to alter his position further, and his wife
took no notice of the flurry. They had seen royalty pass, all over

Europe, and they knew [that]
71 it passed very quickly. Sometimes it

came back; sometimes it didn't; [for]
72 more than once they had

seen it pass for the last time. They were veteran tourists, and they
knew [perfectly]

73 when to get up and when to remain seated. Mr.
Freer went on with his proposition: "Some young fellow is certain

to do it, and one of these girls is certain to take the risk. They must
take risks, over here, more and more."
"The girls, I have no doubt, will be glad enough; they have had

very little chance as yet. But I don't want Jackson to begin/'
"Do you know I rather think I do[?]"

74 said Dexter Freerf;]
75

"It will be very amusing/
"For us, perhaps, but not for him[; he will]

76
repent of it, and

be wretched. He is too good for that/'

"Wretched, never! He has no capacity for wretchedness; and that's

why he can afford to risk it."

"He will have to make great concessions," Mrs. Freer remarked.
"He won't make one."

"I should like to see."

"You admit, then, that it will be amusing[, which
is]

77 all I

contend for. But, as you say, we are talking as if it were settled,

whereas there is probably nothing in it, after all. The best stories

always turn out false. I shall be sorry in this case."

They relapsed into silence, while people passed and repassed them
continuous, successive, mechanical, with strange [sequences of

faces].
78

They [looked at the people],
79 but no one [looked at]

80

them, though every one was there so admittedly to see what was to be
seen. It was all striking, all pictorial, and it made a great composi-
tion. The wide, long area of the Row, its red-brown surface dotted

with bounding figures, stretched away into the distance and became
suffused and misty in the bright, thick air. The deep, dark English
verdure that bordered and overhung it, looked rich and old, revived

and refreshed though it was by the breath of June. The mild blue of

68 Mr. 69
,

75 .

70
[omitted].

76 . He'll
71

[omitted] 77 and
72 [omitted] 78 facial, strange expressional, se-

73 as perfectly as regular attendants quences and contrasts

at complicated church-services 79 watched the procession
74

, so heeded
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the sky was spotted with great silvery clouds, and the light drizzled

down in heavenly shafts over the quieter spaces of the Park, as one

saw them beyond the Row. All this, however, was only a background,
for the scene was before everything personal; [superbly]

81
so, and

full of the gloss and lustre, the contrasted tones, of a thousand pol-

ished surfaces. Certain things were salient, pervasive the shining
flanks of the perfect horses, the twinkle of bits and spurs, the smoth-

ness of fine cloth adjusted to shoulders and limbs, the sheen of hats

and boots, the freshness of complexions, the expression of smiling,

talking faces, the flash and flutter of rapid gallops. Faces were every-

where, and they were the great effectf;]
82 above all, the fair faces of

women on tall horses, flushed a little under their stiff black hats,

with figures stiffened, in spite of much definition of curve, by their

tight-fitting habits. Their [hard little]
83 helmets; their neat, com-

pact heads; their straight necks; their firm, tailor-made armour;

their [blooming, competent physique]
84 made them look [doubly]

85

like amazons about to ride a charge. The men, with their eyes before

them, with hats of undulating brim, good profiles, high collars, white

flowers on their chests, long legs and long feet, had an air more

elaboratively decorative, as they jolted beside the ladies, always out

of step. These were [youthful]
86

types; but it was not all youth, for

many a saddle [was surmounted by]
87 a richer rotundity; and ruddy

faces, with short white whiskers or with matronly chins, looked down

comfortably from an equilibrium [which was moral and social]
88 as

well as physical. The walkers differed from the riders only in being
on foot, and in looking at the riders more than these looked at them;

for they would have done as well in the saddle and ridden as the

others ride. The women had tight little bonnets and still tighter little

knots of hair; their round chins rested on a close swathing of lace, or,

in some cases, [of]
89 silver chains and circlets. They had flat backs

and small waists; they walked slowly, with their elbows out, carrying

vast parasols, and turning their heads very little to the right or the

left. They were amazons unmounted, quite ready to spring into the

saddle. There was a great deal of beauty and a [general look of suc-

cessful development],
90 which came from clear, quiet eyes, and

[from]
91 well-cut lips,

C92] on which syllables were liquid and sen-

si quite splendidly
88 that seemed moral

82 89 on throttling
83 well-secured 9(> diffused look of happy expansion,
84

frequent hardy bloom, all all limited and controlled

85 singularly
91

[omitted]
86 the younger

92 rims of stout vessels that didn't

87 sustained overflow, and
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tences brief. Some of the young men, as well as the women, had the

happiest proportions and oval faces[,]
93 in which line and colour

were pure and fresh and the idea of the moment was [not very]
94

intense.

"They are^95 ^
very good-looking/' said Mr. Freer, at the end of ten

minutes[; "they are]
96 the finest whites."

"So long as they remain white they do very well; but when they
venture upon colour!" his wife replied. She sat with her eyes [on a]

97

level [with]
98 the skirts of the ladies who passed her; and she had

been following the progress of a green velvet robe, enriched with

ornaments of steel and much gathered up in the hands of its wearer,

who, herself apparently in her teens, was accompanied by a young
lady draped in [scanty]

99
pink muslin, embroidered, aesthetically,

with flowers that simulated the iris.

"All the same, in a crowd, they are wonderfully well turned out,"

Dexter Freer went on[; "take the]
10 men, and women, and

horses [101]
together. Look at that big fellow on the light chestnut:

what could be more perfect? By the way, it's Lord Canterville," he
added in a moment[,]

102 as if the fact were of some importance.
Mrs. Freer recognised its importance to the degree of raising her

glass to look at Lord Canterville. "How do you know it's he?" she

asked, with [her glass]
103 still up.

"I heard him say something the night I went to the House of

Lords. It was very few words, but I remember him. A man [who

was]
104 near me [told me]

105 who he was.*'

"He is not so handsome as you," said Mrs. Freer, dropping her

glass.

"Ah, you're too difficult!" her husband murmured. "What a pity
the girl isn't with him," he went on[; "we]

106
might see something."

It appeared in a moment tl07] that the girl was with him. The
nobleman designated had ridden slowly forward from the start,

[but]
108

just opposite our friends [he]
109

pulled up to look [behind

him,]
110 as if [he had been]

m
waiting for some one. At the same

moment a gentleman in the Walk engaged his attention, so that he

advanced to the barrier which protects the pedestrians, and halted

there, bending a little from his saddle and talking with his friend,

who leaned against the rail. Lord Canterville was indeed perfect, as

93 faces 100 "
lumping io . "We

94 far from li and dogs i7
, however,

95 often 102 and 1 8 then

9 . "They're on the whole ios that implement 109 had
9T at the 10* [omitted]

n back

98 of 99 scant 105 mentioned m [omitted]
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his American admirer had said. Upwards of sixty, and of great

stature and great presence, he was [really a]
112

splendid apparition.

In [exquisite]
113

preservation, he had the freshness of middle life[,

and]
114 would have been young^

115 ^ to the eye if E116] the lapse of

years [were not needed to account for his considerable girth].
11 ? He

was clad from head to foot in garments of a radiant gray, and his fine

florid countenance was surmounted with a white hat, of which the

majestic curves were a triumph of good form. Over his mighty chest

[was spread]
118 a beard of the richest growth, and of a colour, in

spite of a few streaks, vaguely grizzled, to which the coat of his

admirable horse appeared to be a perfect match. It left no oppor-

tunity, in his uppermost button-hole, for the customary [gar-

denia];
119 but this was of comparatively little consequence, [as]

12

the vegetation of the beard itself was tropical. Astride his great

steed, with his big fist, gloved in pearl-gray, on his swelling thigh, his

face lighted up with good-humoured indifference, and all his mag-
nificent surface reflecting the mild sunshine, he was [a very imposing
man indeed, and visibly, incontestably, a personage].

121
People

[almost]
m

lingered to look [1233 at him as they passed. His halt was

brief, however, for he was almost immediately joined by two hand-

some girls, who were as well turned out, in Dexter Freer's phrase, as

himself. They had been detained a moment at the entrance to the

Row, and now advanced side by side, their groom close behind them.

One was [124] taller and older than the other, and it was [appar-

ent]
125 at a glance that they were sisters. Between them, with their

charming shoulders/126 ^ contracted waists, and f127 ^ skirts that

hung without a wrinkle, like [a plate]
128 of zinc, they represented in

a singularly complete form the pretty English girl in the position in

which she is prettiest.

"Of course they are his daughters/' said Dexter Freer, as [they]
m

rode away with Lord Canterville; "and in that case one of them must

be Jackson Lemon's sweetheart. Probably the bigger; they said it was

the eldest. She is evidently a fine creature/'

112 a thoroughly !2l
, strikingly, a founded and build-

H3
capital ed figure, such as could only rep-

114 he resent to the public gaze some
us indeed Institution, some Exhibition or
11 6 his large harmonious spread some Industry, in a word some

hadn't spoken of unquenchable Interest

117
[omitted]

122 quite
126 their

118
disposed itself 123 Up 127 their

H9 orchid 124 noticeably
128

plates
120 since 125

plain
12 9 these young ladies.
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"She would hate it over there/' Mrs. Freer remarked, for all

answer to this cluster of inductions.

"You know I don't admit that. But granting she should, it would
do her good to have to accommodate herself."

"She looks so confoundedly fortunate, perched up on that saddle/'

[Dexter Freer pursued,]
13 without [heeding]

131 his wife's
[re-

joinder].
132

"Aren't they supposed to be very poor?"
"Yes, they look it!" And his eyes followed the [distinguished]

13S

trio[, as,]
134 with the groom, as [distinguished]

135 in his way as any
of them, they started on a canter.

The air was full of sound, [but it]
136 was low and [diffused];

137

and when, near our friends, it became articulate, the words were

simple and few.

t 138 3 "It's as good as the circus, isn't it, Mrs. Freer?" These words

correspond to that description, but they pierced the [air]
139 more

effectually than any our friends had lately heard. They were uttered

by a young man who had stopped short in the path, absorbed by the

sight of his compatriots. He was short and stout, he had a round,
kind face, and short, stiff-looking hair, which was reproduced in a

small bristling beard. He wore a double-breasted walking-coat, which

was not, however, buttoned, and on the summit of his round head

was perched a hat of exceeding smallness, and of the so-called "pot"

category. It evidently fitted him, but a hatter himself would not have

known why. His hands were encased in new gloves, of a dark-brown

colour, and [they hung with an air of unaccustomed inaction]
14 at

his sides. He sported neither umbrella nor stick. He [extended one

of his hands,]
m almost with eagerness, to Mrs. Freer, blushing a

little as he [became aware that he had been eager].
142

"Oh, Doctor Feeder!" [she said, smiling]
143 at him. Then she

repeated to her husband, "Doctor Feeder, my dear!" and her hus-

band said, "Oh, Doctor, how d'ye do?" I have spoken of the compo-
sition of [his]

144
appearance; but the items were not perceived by

these two. They saw [only]
145 one thing, his delightful face, which

130 he went on 138
[no paragraph]

131 heed of i 39 dense medium
132 speech

14 these masquerading members
133 eminent hung consciously, quite ruefully,
134 while, i41 offered one of his stuffed gloves
135 eminent I42 measured his precipitation
136

[omitted]
i43 she smiled

137 economized i44 the young man's i*5 but
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was both simple and clever[, and unreservedly good].

146 They had

lately made the voyage from New York in his company, and
[it was

plain that he would be very genial at sea].
147 After he had stood in

front of them a moment, a chair beside Mrs. Freer became vacant, on
which he took possession of it, and sat there telling her what he

thought of the Park and how he liked London. As she knew every one
she had known many of his people at home; and while she listened

to him she remembered how large their contribution had been to

the [virtue and culture]
148 of Cincinnati. Mrs. Freer's social horizon

included even that city; she had [been on terms almost familiar

with]
149 several families from Ohio, and was acquainted with the

position of the Feeders there. This family, very numerous, was
interwoven into an enormous cousinship. She [15 J herself [was

quite out of such a system],
151 but she could have told you whom

Doctor Feeder's great-grandfather had married. Every one, indeed,
had heard of the good deeds of the descendants of this worthy, who
were generally physicians, excellent ones, and whose name expressed
not inaptly their numerous acts of charity. Sidney Feeder, who had
several cousins of this name established in the same line at Cincin-

nati, had transferred himself and his ambition to New York, where
his practice[}]

152 at the end of three yearsf, had]
153

begun to grow.
He had studied his profession at Vienna, and was [impregnated]

154

with German science; [indeed, if he had]
155

only worn spectacles, he

might t156 !
perfectly [,

as he sat there watching the riders]
157 in Rot-

ten Row as if their proceedings were a successful demonstration, have

passed for
[a]

158
young German [of distinction].

159 He had come
over to London to attend a medical congress which met this year in

the British capital; for his interest in the healing art was by no means
limited to the cure of his patientsf; it]

16 embraced every form of

experiment, and the expression of his honest eyes would almost have
reconciled you to vivisection.

[It was the first time he had come

to]
161 the Park; for social experiments he had little leisure. Being

aware, however, that it was a very typical, and as it [were]
162

146 and, as if this weren't enough, 152 had
showed a really tasteless over- 153

[omitted]

heaping of the cardinal virtues 154 saturated
147 he was clearly a person who 155 had he

would shine at sea with an almost 156 indeed
intolerable blandness 157 while he watched the performers

148 moral worth 158 some famously "materialistic"
149 had occasion to exercise an 159

[omitted]
amused recognition of 160 . it

150 stood off 161 This was his first time of looking
151 from any Western promiscuity into 162 might be
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symptomatic, sight, he had conscientiously reserved an afternoon,

and [had]
163 dressed himself carefully for the occasion. "It's quite

a brilliant show/' he said to Mrs. Freer; "It makes me wish I had a

mount." Little as he resembled Lord Canterville, he rode [very

well].
164

"Wait till Jackson Lemon passes again, and you can stop him and

make him let you take a turn." This was the jocular suggestion of

Dexter Freer.

"Why, is he here? I have been looking out for him[; I]
165 should

like to see him."

"Doesn't he go to your medical congress?" asked Mrs. Freer.

"Well, yes, he attends[; but he]
166 isn't very regular. I guess he

goes out a good deal."

"I guess he does," said Mr. Freer; "and if he isn't very regular, I

guess he has a good reason. A beautiful reason, a charming reason,"

he went on, bending forward to look down toward the beginning of

the Row. "Dear me, what a lovely reason!"

Doctor Feeder followed the direction of his eyes, and after a

moment understood his allusion. Little Jackson Lemon^167 *' on his

big horse, [passed]
168

along the avenue again, riding beside one of

the [young girls]
169 who had come that way shortly before [in the

company]
17 of Lord Canterville. His lordship followed, in conversa-

tion with the other, his younger daughter. As they advanced, Jackson
Lemon turned his eyes [toward]

m the multitude under the trees,

and it so happened that they rested upon the Dexter Freers. He
smiled, and raised his hat with all possible friendliness; and his three

companions turned to see [to whom he was bowing with so much

cordiality].
172 As he settled his hat on his head he espied the young

man from Cincinnati, whom he had at first overlooked; whereupon
he [smiled still more brightly]

173 and waved Sidney Feeder an airy

salutation with his hand, reining in a little at the same time just

for an instant, as if he half expected [the Doctor]
174 to come and

speak to him. Seeing him with strangers, [however],
175

Sidney Feeder

hung back, staring a little as he rode away.
It is open to us to know that at this moment the young lady by

163
[omitted]

169 bright creatures

164
, as he would have gaily said, 170 under escort

first-rate 171 to

165 and 172 whom he so frankly greeted
166 but 173 laughed for the luck of it

167 passed
174 this apparition

168
[omitted]

175 none the less
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whose side he was riding [said to him, familiarly enough]:
176 "Who

;are those people you bowed to?"

"Some old friends of mine Americans," cm i Jackson Lemon

{answered].
178

"Of course they are Americans; there is nothing
1179 ^ but Ameri-

cans [nowadays]."
18

"Oh yes, our turn's coming round!" laughed the young man.
"But that doesn't say who they are," his companion continued.

"It's so difficult to say who Americans are," she added, before he had
time to answer her.

"Dexter Freer and his wife there is nothing difficult about that[;

every]
181 one knows them."

"I never heard of them," said the English girl.

"Ah, that's your fault C182 ^. I assure you everybody knows them."

"And does everybody know the little man with the fat face [183 i

whom you kissed your hand [to]
184 ?"

"I didn't kiss my hand, but I would if I had thought of it. He is a

great chum of mine, a fellow-student at Vienna.

"And what's his name?"
"Doctor Feeder."

Jackson Lemon's companion [was silent a moment].
185 "Are all

your friends doctors?" [she presently inquired.]
186

"No; some of them are in other businesses."

"Are they all in some business?"

"Most of them; save two or three, like Dexter Freer."

"[Dexter]
186A Freer? I thought you said Doctor Freer."

The young man gave a laugh. "You heard me wrong. You have

got doctors on the brain, Lady Barb."

"I am rather glad," said Lady Barb, giving the rein to her horse,

who bounded away.
"Well, yes, she's very handsome, the reason," Doctor Feeder re-

marked, as he sat under the trees.

"Is he going to marry her?" Mrs. Freer inquired.

"Marry her? I hope not."

"Why do you hope not?"

"Because I know nothing about her. I want to know something
about the woman that man marries."

17$ put him the free question 182 and your misfortune
177 said 183 to

178
[omitted] 184

[omitted]
179 anywhere 185 had a dandling pause
ISO now 186

[omitted]
isi . Every 186A 'Dexter'
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"I suppose you would like him to marry in Cincinnati/
1

Mrs.

Freer [rejoined lightly].
187

"Well, I am not particular where it is; but I want to know her

first." Doctor Feeder was very sturdy.
"We were in hopes you would know all about it," said [Mr.

Freer].
188

"No; I haven't kept up with him there."

"We have heard from a dozen people that he has been always with

her for the last month; and that kind of thing, in England, is sup-

posed to mean something. Hasn't he spoken of her when you have
seen him?"

"No, he has only talked about the new treatment of spinal menin-

gitis. He is very much interested in spinal meningitis."
"I wonder if he talks about it to Lady Barb," said Mrs. Freer.

[189] "Who is she, any way?" the young man [inquired].
190

"Lady [Barberina]
191 Clement"

"And who is Lady [Barberina]
192 Clement?"

"The daughter of Lord Canterville."

"And who is Lord Canterville?"

"Dexter must tell you that," said Mrs. Freer.

And Dexter accordingly told him that the Marquis of Canterville

had been in his day a great sporting nobleman and an ornament to

English society, and had held more than once a high post in her Maj-
esty's household. Dexter Freer knew all these things how his lord-

ship had married a daughter of Lord Treherne, a very serious, intel-

ligent and beautiful woman, who had redeemed him from the

extravagance of his youth and presented him in rapid succession

with a dozen little tenants for the nurseries at Pasterns this being,
as Mr. Freer also knew, the name of the principal seat of the Canter-

villes. The [Marquis]
193 was a Tory, but [very liberal]

194 for a

Tory, and very popular in society at large; good-natured, good-

looking, knowing how to be [genial]
195 and yet remain a grand

seigneur^ clever enough to make an occasional speech, and much
associated with the fine old English pursuits, as well as with many of

the new improvements the purification of the Turf, the opening
of the museums on Sunday, the propagation of coffee-taverns, the

latest ideas on sanitary reform. He disapproved of the extension of

the suffrage, but pie positively had]
196

drainage on the brain. It

187 not unadventurously threw out 191 Barb 192 Barb
188 his other entertainer 193 head of that house
189 Well, his companions both let 194 not a particular dunce

him. i95 rather remarkably free

io wanted to know 196 had positively
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had been said of him at least once (and [I think]
197 in print) that

he was just the man to convey to the popular mind the impression
that the British aristocracy is still a living force. He was^ 198 ^ not

very rich, [unfortunately]
199

(for a man who had to exemplify such

truths), and of his twelve children no less than seven were daughters.

Lady [Barberina],
200

Jackson Lemon's friend, was the second; the

eldest had married Lord Beauchemin. Mr. Freer had caught quite
the right pronunciation of this name[: he called it]

201 Bitumen.

Lady [Louisa]
202 had done very well, for her husband was rich, and

she had brought him nothing to speak of; but it was hardly to be

expected [that the others would do so well].
203

Happily the younger

girls were still in the schoolroom; and before they had come up,

Lady Canterville, who was a woman of [resources],
204 would have

worked off the two that were out. It was Lady Agatha's first season;

she was not so pretty as her sister, but she was thought to be cleverer.

Half a dozen people had spoken to him of Jackson Lemon's being a

great deal at the Cantervilles. He was supposed to be enormously
rich.

"Well, so he is," said Sidney Feeder, who had listened to Mr.

Freer's [little recital]
205 with attention, with eagerness even, but[206 i

with an air of imperfect apprehension.
"Yes, but not so rich as they probably think."

"Do they want his money? Is that what they're after?"

"You go straight to the point," Mrs. Freer [murmured].
207

"I haven't the least idea," said her husband. "He is a very [nice

fellow]
208 in himself."

"Yes, but he's a doctor," Mrs. Freer remarked.

"What have they got against that?" asked Sidney Feeder.

"Why, over here, you know, they only call them in to prescribe,"
said [Dexter Freer; "the]

209
profession isn't a what you'd call

aristocratic."

"Well, I don't know it, and I don't know that I want to know it.

How do you mean, aristocratic? What profession is? It would be

rather a curious one. [210] Many of the gentlemen at the congress
there are quite charming."

197
, if this historian is not mistaken, 205

report
198 unfortunately 206

, for all its lucidity,
199

[omitted]
207 rang out

200 Barb 208 good sort

201 which he successfully sounded as 209 his other friend. "The
202 Lucretia 210 Professions are meant to do the
203 they would all achieve such work of professions; and what

flights work's done without your sleeves

204 bold resource rolled up?
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"I like doctors very much/* said Mrs. Freer; "my father was a

doctor. But they don't marry the daughters of marquises/'
"I don't believe Jackson wants to marry that one [211] ."

"Very possibly not people are such asses/' said Dexter Freer.

"But he will have to decide. I wish you would find out, by the way;

you can if you will."

"I will ask him up at the congress; I can do that. I suppose he has

got to marry some one[," Sidney Feeder]
212 added, in a moment[,

"and]
21S she may be a [nice girl]."

214

"She is said to be charming/'

"Very well, then; it won't hurt him. I must say, however, I am not

sure I like all that about her family."
"What I told you? It's all to their honour and glory

E215V
"Are they quite on the square? It's like those people in Thack-

eray."

"Oh, if Thackeray could have done [this!" Mrs. Freer exclaimed,

with a good deal of expression].
216

"You mean all this scene?" asked the young man.

"No; the marriage of a British noblewoman and an American
doctor. It would have been a subject for [Thackeray]."

217

"You see you do want it, my dear," said [Dexter Freer]
218

quietly.
"I want it as a story, but I don't want it for Doctor Lemon."
"Does he call himself 'Doctor' still?" Mr. Freer asked of young

Feeder.

"I suppose he does; I call him so. Of course he doesn't practise.

But once a doctor, always a doctor."

"That's doctrine for Lady Barb!"

Sidney Feeder [stared].
219 "Hasn't she got a title too? What would

she expect him to be? President of the United States? He's a man
of real ability; he might have stood at the head of his profession.

When I think of that, I want to swear. What did his father want to

go and make all that money for?"

"It must certainly be odd to them to see a 'medical man' with six

or eight millions," Mr. Freer [observed].
220

"They use^221 ^ the same term as the Choctaws," said his wife.

"Why, some of their own physicians make immense fortunes," Sid-

ney Feeder [declared].
222

211 ," Sidney Feeder calmly argued 21* this." And Mrs. Freer yearned
212 /* The young man over the lost hand
213 "And 217 a master of satire 220 conceded

214 good thing
218 her husband 221 much

215 /> said Mr. Freer 219 wondered 222 remarked
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"Couldn't he^ 223 ! be made a baronet by the Queen?" [This sug-

gestion came from Mrs. Freer.]
224

"Yes, then he would be aristocratic/' said the young man. "But I

don't see why he should want to marry over here; it seems to me to

be going out of his way. However, if he is happy, I don't care. I like

him very much; he has [got lots of]
225

ability. If it hadn't been for

his father he would have made a splendid doctor. But, as I say, he
takes a great interest in medical science, and I guess he means to

promote it all he can with his [226 J fortune. [He will always be

doing something in the way of]
227 research. He thinks we do know

something, and he is bound we shall know more. I hope she won't

[prevent]
228 him, the young marchioness is that her rank? And I

hope they are really good people. He ought to be very useful. I

should want to know a good deal about the^ 229 ^

family I was going
to marry into."

"He looked to me, [as he rode]
23

there, as if he knew a good deal

about the Clements," Dexter Freer said, [rising,]
231 as his wife sug-

gested [that]
232

they ought to be going; "and he looked to me
pleased with the knowledge. There they come, down [on]

233 the

other side. Will you walk away with us, or will you stay?"

"Stop him and ask him, and then come and tell us in Jermyn
Street." This was Mrs. Freer's parting injunction to Sidney Feeder.

"He ought to come himself tell him that," her husband added.

"Well, I guess 111 stay," said the young man, as his companions
merged themselves in the crowd that now was tending toward the

gates. He went and stood by the barrier, and saw Doctor Lemon and
his friends pull up at the entrance to the Row, where they appar-

ently prepared to separate. The separation took some time, and [Sid-

ney Feeder]
234 became interested. Lord Canterville and his younger

daughter lingered to talk with two gentlemen, also mounted, who
looked a good deal at the legs of Lady Agatha's horse. [Jackson]

235

Lemon and Lady [Barberina]
236 were face to face, very near each

other; and she, leaning forward a little, stroked the overlapping
neck of his glossy bay. At a distance he appeared to be talking, and
she to be listening [and saying nothing].

237 "Oh yes, he's making
223 "

she went on,
" 230

riding
224

[omitted] 231 getting to his feet
225 'Al' 232

[omitted]
226

big 233
[omitted]

22T He'll be sure to keep up his in- 234 Jackson's colleague
terest in 235 Doctor

228 lower 236 Barb
229

foreign 237 without response
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love to her," thought Sidney Feeder. Suddenly her father^238 ! turned

away, to leave the Park, and she joined [him]
239 and disappeared,

while [Doctor Lemon]
24 came up on the left again, as [if]

241 for a

final gallop. He had not gone far before he perceived his [con-

frere],
2*2 who awaited him at the rail; and he repeated the gesture

[which]
243

Lady [Barberina had spoken of as a kissing of his]
244

hand, though it [must be added that,]
245 to his friend's eyes[, it

had not quite that significance].
246 When he [reached the point

where Feeder stood]
247 he pulled up.

"If I had known you were coming here I would have given you a

mount," he [said].
248 There was not in his person that irradiation

of wealth and distinction which made Lord Canterville glow like a

picture; but as he sat there with his [249 3 little legs stuck out, he
looked very bright and sharp and happy, wearing in his degree the

aspect of one of Fortune's favourites. He had a thin, keen, delicate

face, a nose very carefully finished, a [rapid]
25

eye, a trifle hard in

expression, and a [small]
251 moustache, a good deal cultivated. He

was not striking, but he [was very positive],
252 and it was easy to

see that he [was full of purpose],
253

"How many horses have you got about forty?" his compatriot

inquired, in response to his greeting.
"About five hundred," said Jackson Lemon.
"Did you mount your friends the three you were riding with?"

"Mount them? They have got the best horses in England."
"Did they sell you this one?" Sidney Feeder continued, in the same

humorous strain.

"What do you think of him?" said his friend[, not deigning to

answer]
254 this question.

"He's an awful old screw; I wonder he can carry you."
"Where did you get your hat?" t255 ^ asked [Doctor Lemon, in

return].
256

"I got it in New York. What's the matter with it?"

238 and sister 248 immediately and bountifully
239 them cried

240 Jackson
2*9 neat

241
[omitted]

25
quick

242 comrade 251 fine, dark

243
[omitted]

252 had his intensity

244 Barb had described as a kiss of 253 had his purposes
the 254 without heed of

245 had not 255 Jackson
246 that full grace

256 both as a retort and as relevant

247 came within hail criticism
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"It's very beautiful; I wish I had [bought]
25T one like it."

"The head's the thing not the hat. I don't mean yours[, but]
258

mine. There is something very deep in your question; I must think

it over."

"Don't don't/' said Jackson Lemon; "you will never get to the

bottom of it. Are you having a good time?"

"A glorious time. Have you been up to-day?"

"Up among the doctors? No; I have had a lot of things to do [259J".

["We]
26 had a very interesting discussion. I made a few remarks."

"You ought to have told me. What were they about?"

"About the intermarriage of races, from the point of view "

And Sidney Feeder paused a moment, occupied with the attempt to

scratch the nose of [his friend's]
261 horse.

"From the point of view of the progeny, I suppose?"
"Not at all; from the point of view of the old friends."

"Damn the old friends!" Doctor Lemon exclaimed, with jocular

crudity.
"Is it true that you are going to marry a young marchioness?"

The face of the [young man]
262 in the saddle became just a trifle

rigid, and his firm eyes [fixed themselves on Doctor Feeder].
263

264] "Who has
[
told you that]

2es ?

"Mr. and Mrs. Freer, whom I met just now."

"Mr. and Mrs. Freer be hanged! And who told them?"

"Ever so many [266:i
people; I don't know who."

"Gad, how things are tattled!" cried Jackson Lemon, with

[some]
267

asperity.
"I can see it's true, by the way you say that t268V
"Do Freer and his wife believe it?" Jackson [Lemon]

269 went on

impatiently.

"They want you to go and see them: you can judge for yourself."
"I will go and see them, and tell them to mind their business."

"In Jermyn Street; but I forget the number. I am sorry the

marchioness isn't [American," Sidney]
27 Feeder continued.

"If I should marry her, she [would be," said his friend. "]
2n But

I don't see what difference it can make to you" [272;i
.

257 brought over 265
played that on you

258 i mean 266 fashionable
259

, Jackson was obliged to plead 267
[omitted]

260 "Well" and his friend richly re- 268 /' his friend ingenuously stated

covered it "we 269
[omitted]

261 the beautiful 262
speaker 270 one of ours," Doctor

263 penetrated the other 271 would be quick enough.
264

[no paragraph] 272, said Jackson.
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"Why, shell look down on the profession; and I don't like that

from your wife."

'That will touch me more than you."
'Then it is true?" [cried Feeder, more seriously, looking up at his

friend].*

"She won't look down; I will answer for that."

"You won't care; you are out of it all now."

"No, I am not; I mean to do [a great deal]
274 of work."

"I will believe that when I see it," said Sidney Feeder, who was

by no means perfectly incredulous, but who thought it salutary to

take that tone. "I am not sure that you have any right to work

you oughtn't to have everything; you ought to leave the field to

us [275]
4 you must pay the penalty of being [so rich].

276 You would

have been celebrated if you had continued to practise more cele-

brated than any one. But you won't be now you can't be [277]
.

Some one else [will be,]
278 in your place."

Jackson Lemon listened to this, but without meeting the eyes of

the [speaker];
279

not, however, as if he were avoiding them, but as if

the long stretch of the Ride, now less and less obstructed, [invited

him]
280 and made his companion's talk [a little]

281
retarding.

Nevertheless, he answered, deliberately and kindly enough: "I hope
it will be you[;" and]

282 he bowed to a lady who rode past

"Very likely it will. I hope I make you feel [badly that's]
283

what I'm trying to do."

"Oh, awfully!" [cried Jackson Lemon; "all]
284 the more that I

am not in the least engaged."

"Well, that's good. Won't you come up tomorrow?" Doctor Feeder

went on.

'Til try, my dear fellow; I can't be sure. By-by!"

"Oh, you're lost anyway!" [cried]
285

Sidney Feeder, as the other

started away.

273 Doctor Feeder cried with a finer 279
prophet

appeal
274 no end 280

irresistibly drew him off again

275
, not take the bread out of our 281

[omitted]

mouths and get the kudos 282
, old boy." And

276 bloated 283 mean. That's

277 any way you fix it 284 Jackson cried. "All

278 is going to be 285 sighed
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IT was Lady Marmaduke, the wife of Sir Henry Marmaduke, who
had introduced [Jackson Lemon]

x to Lady Beauchemin; after which

Lady Beauchemin had made him acquainted with her mother and
sisters. Lady Marmaduke [was also transatlantic; she had been]

2 for

her conjugal baronet the most [permanent]
3
consequence of a tour

in the United States. At present, [at]
4 the end of ten years, she knew

her London as she had never known her New York, so that it had
been easy for her to be, as she called herself, [Jackson Lemon's]

5

social godmother. She had views with regard to his career, and these

views fitted into a [social scheme]
6 which, if our space permitted, I

should be glad to lay before the reader in its magnitude. She wished
to add an arch or two to the bridge on which she had effected her

transit from America, and it was her belief that [Jackson]
7 Lemon

might furnish the materials. This bridge, as yet a somewhat sketchy
and rickety structure, she saw (in the future) boldly [stretching]

8

from one solid [pillar]
9 to another. It [would have to go]

10 both

ways, for reciprocity was the keynote of Lady Marmaduke's plan. It

was her belief that an ultimate fusion was inevitable, and that those

who were the first to understand the situation would [gain the

most].
11 The first time [Jackson Lemon]

12 had dined with her, he
met Lady Beauchemin, who was her intimate friend. Lady Beauche-

min was remarkably gracious[; she asked]
13 him to come and see her

as if she really meant it. Het 14 J

presented himself, and in her

1 the amusing young American 8 stretch
2 too was of outland strain, remain- 9

pier

ing 10 could but serve
3
ponderable 4 by n

enjoy the biggest returns from it

"5
Jackson's 12 the young man

5 scheme of high policy
13

, asking
r Doctor 14 in fact
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drawing-room met her mother, who happened to be calling at the

same moment. Lady Canterville, not less friendly than her daughter,
invited him down to Pasterns for [Easter week;]

15 and before a

month had passed it [seemed to]
16 him that, though he was not

what he would have called intimate at any house in London, the

door of the house of Clement opened to him pretty often. This [was
a considerable]

17
good fortune, for it always opened upon a charm-

ing picture. The inmates were a blooming and beautiful race, and
their interior had an aspect of the ripest comfort. It was not the

splendour of New York (as New York had lately begun to appear
to the young man), but [a splendour in which there was an unpur-
chasable ingredient of age].

18 He himself had a great deal of money,
and money was good, even when it was new; but old money was [the

best].
19 Even after he learned that Lord Ganterville's fortune was

[more ancient than abundant],
20 it was still the [mellowness of the

golden element]
21 that struck him. It was Lady Beauchemin who

had told him that her father was not rich; having told him[, besides

this,]
22
many surprising things things [that were]

23
surprising in

themselves [or]
24

surprising on her lips. This [struck him afresh

later]
25 that evening the day he met Sidney Feeder in the Park..

He dined out, in the company of Lady Beauchemin, and afterward*

as she was alone her husband had gone down to listen to a debate

she offered to "take him on." She was going to several places, [and
he must be going to some of them].

26 They compared notes, and it

was settled [that]
27

they should proceed together to the Trumping-
tons', whither, [also,]

28 it appeared at eleven o'clock [that]
29 all the

world was [going,]
30 the approach to the house [being]

31 choked for

half a mile with carriages. It was a close, muggy night; Lady Beauche-

min's chariot, in its place in the rank, stood still for long periods. In

his corner beside her, through the open window, Jackson Lemon,
rather hot, rather oppressed, looked out on the moist, greasy pave-

ment, over which was flung, a considerable distance up and down,
the flare of a public-house. Lady Beauchemin, however, was not

15 Eastertide, 21
positive golden glow

16 struck 22 furthermore
17 seemed no small 23 both
18 an appearance and a set of condl- 24 and

tions, of factors as he used to say,
25 was to come home to him afresh

not to be set in motion in that 26 at some of which he must be due

city by any power of purchase
27

[omitted]
19 somehow more to the shilling and 28

[omitted]
the pound 29

[omitted]
20 less present than past

30
proceeding, with 31

[omitted]
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impatient, for she had a purpose in her mind, and now she could

say what she wished.

"Bo you really love her?" That was the first thing she said.

"Well, I guess so," Jackson Lemon answered, as if he did not

recognise the obligation to be serious.

Lady Beauchemin looked at him a moment in silence; he felt her

gaze, and turning his eyes, saw her face, partly shadowed, with the

aid of a street-lamp. She was not so pretty as Lady [Barberina];
32

her [countenance]
33 had a certain sharpness; her hair, very light in

colour and wonderfully frizzled, almost covered her eyes, the expres-
sion of which, however, together with that of her pointed nose, and
the glitter of several diamonds, emerged from the gloomJ

34 ^ "You
don't seem to know. I never saw a man in [such an odd state/']

35

[she presently remarked.]
36

"You push me a little too much; I must have time to think of it,"

the young man [went on].
37 "You know in my country they allow

us plenty of time." He had several little oddities of expression, of

which he was perfectly conscious, and which he found convenient,

for they [protected]
38 him in a society [in which a lonely American

was rather exposed; they gave him the advantage which corresponded
with certain drawbacks].

39 He had [very few natural American-

isms,]
40 but the occasional use of one, discreetly chosen, made him

appear simpler than he really was, and [he had his reasons for wish-

ing]
41 this result. He was not simple; he was subtle, circumspect,

shrewd
[, and]

42
perfectly aware that he might make mistakes. There

was a danger of his making [a mistake at present]
43 a mistake

[which would be immensely grave].
44 He was [determined]

45
only

to succeed. It is true that for a great success he would take a certain

risk; but the risk was to be considered, and he gained time while he

multiplied his guesses and talked about his country.
"You may take ten years if you like," said Lady Beauchemin. "I

am in no hurry whatever to make you my brother-in-law. Only you
must remember that you spoke to me first."

32 Barb sured him the profit correspond-
33 features ing with sundry sacrifices

34 What she next said seemed some- 40 no great assortment of vernacular

how to fall in with that. drolleries, conscious or uncon-
35 so vague a state." scious, to draw upon;
36

[omitted] 41 reasons determined his desiring
3T returned 42

38 guarded 43 one now
39 condemning a lonely New Yorker 44 that might gravely count
who proceeded by native inspira-

4 5 resolved

tion to much exposure; they en-
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"What did I say?"
"You [told me that Barberina was]

46 the finest girl you had seen

in England."
"Oh, I am willing to stand by that[;]

47 I like her type."
"I should think you might!"
"I like her [very much]

*8 with all her peculiarities."

"What do you mean by her peculiarities?"

"Well, she has some peculiar ideas," said Jackson Lemon, in a tone

of the sweetest reasonableness; "and she has a peculiar way of speak-

ing."

"Ah, you can't expect us to speak [as]
49 well as you!" cried Lady

Beauchemin.
"I don't [know]

50 why not[; you]
51 do some things much better."

"We have our own ways, at any rate, and we think them the best

in the worldJ 52 ^ One of them is not to let a gentleman devote him*

self to a girl for [three or four months]
53 without some sense o

responsibility. If you don't wish to marry my sister you ought to go

away."
"I ought never to have come," said Jackson Lemon.
"I can scarcely agree to that[; for]

54 I should have lost the pleasure

of knowing you."
"It would have spared you this duty, which you dislike very

much."

"Asking you about your intentions? t55] I don't dislike it at [all;

it]
56 amuses me extremely."
"Should you like your sister to marry me?" asked Jackson

[Lemon,]
57 with great simplicity.

If he expected to take [Lady Beauchemin]
58

by surprise he was

disappointed; for she was perfectly prepared to commit herself. "I

should like it [very much].
59 I think English and American society

ought to be but one[ ]
60 I mean the best of each[ a]

61
great

whole."

"Will you allow me to ask whether Lady Marmaduke suggested

that to you?"
c 62 ^

"We have often talked of it."

46 spoke to me of Barb as 54 /* her ladyship good-naturedly re-

47 . And he had another try, which plied, "as in that case

would have been transparent to a 55 Oh

compatriot. "I guess
56 all!" she cried. "It

48 all round 49 so 50 see 57 [omitted]
51 . He was perfectly candid. "You 58 her

52 as they mostly are!" laughed
59

particularly

Lady Beauchemin.
" 60 -

53 so long a time 61 . A 62 he at once enquired.
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"Oh yes, that's her aim."

"Well, it's my aim too. I think there's a [great deal]
63 to be done."

"And you would like me to do it?"

"To begin it, precisely. Don't you think we ought to see more of

each other? I meant 64 ! the best in each country."

Jackson Lemon [was silent a moment].
65 "I am afraid I haven't

any general ideas. If I should marry an English girl it wouldn't be

for the good of the species."

"Well, we want to be mixed a little; that I am sure of," Lady
Beauchemin said.

"You certainly got that from Lady Marmaduke[."]
66

"It's too tiresome, your not consenting to be serious! But my
father will make you so/' [Lady Beauchemin went on].

67 "I may as

well let you know that he intends in a day or two to ask you your

intentions. That's all I wished to say to you. I think you ought to

be prepared."
"I am much obliged to you; Lord Canterville will do quite

right[."]
68

There was, to [Lady Beauchemin]
69 something really unfathom-

able in this little American doctor, whom she had taken up on

grounds of large policy, and who, though he was assumed to have

sunk the medical character, was neither handsome nor distinguished,

but only immensely rich and quite originalf, for he was not]
70

insig-

nificant. It was unfathomable, to begin with, that a medical man
should be so rich, or that so rich a man should be medical; it was even,

to an eye [which was]
71

always gratified by suitability,
72 1 rather

irritating. Jackson Lemon himself could have explained [it]
73 better

than any one else, but this was an explanation [that]
74 one could

scarcely ask for. There were other things; his cool acceptance of cer-

tain situations; his general indisposition to [explain];
75 his way of

taking refuge in jokes which at times had not even the merit of

being American; his way, too, of appearing to be a suitor without

being an aspirant. Lady Beauchemin, however, was, like [Jackson

Lemon],
76

prepared to run a certain risk. His reserves made him

slippery; but that was only when one pressed. She flattered herself

63 lot 70 since he wasn't strictly

64 /' she took the precaution to ex- 71
[omitted]

plain, "just
72 and, for that matter, almost every-

65 appeared to weigh it where recognizing it,

66 /' he commented. 73 the anomaly 74 [omitted]
67 she went on with her pleasant

75 make comprehension easy, let alone

assurance to guess it, with all his guessing, so

68
f the young man allowed. much hindered

69 his companion
76 her puzzling friend himself
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[that]
77 she could handle people lightly. "My father will be sure to

act with perfect tact," she said;
"

f 78 ^of course, if you shouldn't care

to be questioned, you can go out of town." She had the air of really

wishing to [make everything easy for him].
79

"I don't want to go out of town; I am enjoying it far too much
here," [her companion answered].

80 "And wouldn't your father have

a right to ask me what I [meant]
81
by that?"

Lady Beauchemin [hesitated; she was slightly perplexed].
82 But

in a moment she exclaimed: "He is incapable of saying anything

vulgar!"
She had not [really]

83 answered his inquiry, and he was conscious

of [that];
84 but he was quite ready to say to her, a little later, as he

guided her steps from the brougham to the strip of carpet which,

[between]
85 a [somewhat]

86
rickety border of striped cloth and f 87 ^

a double row of waiting footmen, policemen and dingy amateurs

of both sexes, stretched from the curbstone to the portal of the

Trumpingtons. "Of course I [shall not]
88 wait for Lord Canterville

to speak to me."

He had been expecting some such announcement as this from

Lady Beauchemin, and [he]
89

judged [that]
90 her father would do

no more than his duty. He [knew that he ought to]
91 be prepared

with an answer to [Lord Canterville],
92 and he wondered at himself

for^ 93 ! not [yet]
M

having come to the point. Sidney Feeder's ques-
tion in the Park had made him feel rather pointless; it was the

first t95 3 allusion [that had been]
96 made to his possible marriage,

[except on the part of]
97
Lady Beauchemin. None of his own people

were in London; he was perfectly independent, and even if his

mother had been within reach he could not 98 * have consulted her

on the subject. He loved her dearly, better than any one; but she

was not a woman to consult, for she approved of whatever he did:

[it
was her standard].

99 He [was]
10 careful not to be too serious

when he talked with [Lady Beauchemin];
101 but he was very serious

indeed as he thought over the matter within himself, which he did

77
[omitted]

78 though 88 shan't 89
really

o
[omitted]

79 act with the most natural delicacy
ai felt he should

so Jackson cried 92 the high challenge so prefigured
81 should mean 93 still *

[omitted]
$$ direct

82 thought she really wondered 9 as yet
97 by anyone but

83
definitely

98 quite
84 this " the fact of his doing it settled the

85 beneath case for her

86
[omitted]

10 had been
87 between 101 Barb's relative
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even among the diversions of the next half-hour, while he squeezed

obliquely and [slowly]
102

through the crush in Mrs. Trumpington's

drawing-room. At the end of the half-hour he came away, and at

the door he found Lady Beauchemin, from whom he had separated

on entering the house, and who, this time with a companion of her

own sex, was awaiting her carriage and still "going on." He gave

her his arm [into]
103 the street, and as she [stepped into]

104 the

vehicle she repeated that she [wished he would]
105

go out of town

[for a few days].
106

"Who, then, would tell me what to do?" he [asked, for answer],
107

looking at her through the window.

She might tell him what to do, but he felt free, all the same; and

he was determined this should continue. To prove it to himself he

jumped into a hansom and drove back to Brook Street[,]
108 to his

hotel, instead of proceeding to a bright-windowed house in Portland

Place, where he knew [that after midnight he should]
109 find Lady

Canterville and her daughters. [There had been a reference to the

subject between Lady Barberina and himself during their ride, and

she]
no would probably expect him; but it made him taste his liberty

not to go, and he liked to taste his liberty. He was aware that to

taste it in perfection he ought to [go to bed];
111 but he [did not go

to bed],
112 he did not even take off his hat. He walked up and down

his sitting-room, with his head surmounted by this ornament, a good

deal tipped back, and his hands in his pockets. There were [a good

many]
11S cards stuck into the frame of the mirror, over his chimney-

piece, and every time he passed the place he seemed to see what was

written on one of them the name of the mistress of the house in

Portland Place, his own name, and, in the lower left-hand corner[,

the words:]
114 "A small Dance." Of course, now, he must make up

his mind; he would make it up [to]
115 the next day: that was what

he said to himself as he walked up and down; and according to his

decision he would speak to Lord Canterville or he would take the

night-express to Paris. It was better meanwhile [that]
116 he should

not see Lady Barberina. It was vivid to him, as he [paused occasion-

102 with tight arrests no He recalled a reference to that

103 to chance during his ride with Lady
104 entered Barb, who
105 hoped he'd just

m "turn in"

106
[omitted]

112 didn't turn in

107 returned 1 1 3 various

108 and 114
[omitted]

10 he should after midnight
>115 by U

[omitted]
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ally, looking vaguely at that]
11T card in the chimney-glass, that he

had come pretty far; and he had come so far because he was under

the [charm yes, he was in love with]
118

Lady Barb. There was no

doubt whatever of [that];
119 he had a faculty for diagnosis, and he

knew perfectly [well]
12 what was the matter with him. He wasted

no time in musing [upon]
121 the mystery of [this passion,]

122 in

wondering whether he might not have escaped [it]
123

by a little

vigilance at first, or [whether it would die out if he]
124 should [1251

go away. He accepted it frankly, for the sake of the pleasure it gave
him the girl was the delight of [his eyes]

126 and confined himself

to considering [whether such a marriage]
12T would square with

his general situation^ 128 !. [This would not]
129 at all necessarily

follow from the fact that he was in love; too many other things

would come in between. The most important of these was the

change, not only of the geographical, but of the social, standpoint
for his wife, and a certain readjustment that it would involve in his

own relation to things. He was not inclined to readjustments, and

there was no reason why he should be; his own position was in most

respects so advantageous. But the girl tempted him almost irre-

sistibly, satisfying his imagination both as a lover and as a student

of the human organism; she was so blooming, so complete, of a type

so rarely encountered in that degree of perfection. Jackson Lemon
was [not an]

13
Anglo-maniac, but he [admired the physical condi-

tions]
131 of the English their complexion, their temperament, their

tissue; and Lady [Barberina]
132

[struck him,]
133 in flexible, vir-

ginal form[, as]
134 a wonderful compendium of these elements.

There was something simple and robust in her beauty; it had the

quietness of an old Greek statue, without the vulgarity of the mod-

ern simper or of contemporary prettiness. Her head was antique;

and though her conversation was quite of the present period, Jack-

son [Lemon had said to]
135 himself that [there was sure to be in her

soul a certain]
13e

primitive sincerity [which would match with her

117 occasionally paused with fevered 127 how it

eyes on the 128 to marry her

118
spell yes, he was under the spell,

129 The squaring wouldn't

or whatever it was, of ISO no

119 this 131 took peculiar pleasure in certain

120 [omitted]
121 on physical facts

122 his state;
132 Barb

123 such a seizure I33 had affected him from the first as

124 if it would abate 134
[omitted]

125 he 135 told

126 most of his senses *3 6 some
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facial mould].

137 He saw her as she might be in the future, the beau-
tiful mother of beautiful children, in whom the [look of race]

13S

should be conspicuous. He should like his children to have the [look
of race, and he was not]

13d unaware that he must take his precau-
tions accordingly. A great many people [had it in England;]

14 and
it was a pleasure to him to see

[it],
141

especially as no one had it so

unmistakably as the second daughter of [Lord Canterville].
142 It

would be a great luxury to call [such a woman]
143 one's own; noth-

ing could be more evident than that, because it made no difference

that she was not strikingly clever. Striking cleverness [was not a part
of harmonious form and the English complexion];

144 it was asso-

ciated with the modern simper, which was a result of modern nerves.

If Jackson [Lemon]
145 had wanted a [nervous wife,]

146 of course

he could have found her at home; but this tall, fair girl, whose
character, like her figure, appeared mainly to have been formed by
riding across country, was differently put together. All the same,
would it suit his book, as they said in London, to marry her and

transport her to New York? He came back to this question; came
back to it with a persistency which, had she been admitted to a view
of it, would have tried the patience of Lady Beauchemin. She had
been irritated, more than once, at his appearing to attach himself
so exclusively to [this]

147 horn of the dilemma as if it could possi-

bly fail to be a good thing for a little American doctor to marry
the daughter of an English peer. It would have been more becom-

ing, in her ladyship's eyes, that he should take [that]
148 for granted

a little more, and the consent of her ladyship's of their ladyships'

family a little less. They looked at the matter so differently! Jackson
Lemon was conscious that if he should [marry Lady Barberina

Clement]
149 it would be because it suited him, and not because it

suited his possible sisters-in-law. He believed [that he acted in all

things by his own will an organ for which he had the highest

respect].
150

137 of soul couldn't but match with 144 wasn't one of the signs, nor a
the cast of her brow, of her mark of the English complexion
bosom, of the back of her neck, in general
and of the high carriage of her 145

[omitted]
head, which was at once so noble 146 wife of fiddlestrings
and so easy 147 that 148 this

138 appearance of "race" 149 propose for the young woman
139 appearance of race as well as who so strongly appealed to him

other signs of good stuff, and 150 himself to act in all things by his
wasn't own faculty of choice and voli-

140 in England had these indications, tion, a feature of his outfit in
141 them 142 the Cantervilles which he had the highest confi-
143 a creature so constituted dence
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It would have seemed[, however, that on this occasion it]
151 was

not working very regularly, [for]
152

though he had come home to go
to bed, the stroke of half-past twelve saw him jump, not into his

[couch,]
153 but into a hansom which the whistle of the porter had

summoned to the door of his hotel, and in which he rattled off to

Portland Place. Here he found in a very large house an assembly
of [three hundred people,]

154 and a band of music concealed in a

bower of azaleas. Lady Canterville had not arrived; he wandered

through the rooms and assured himself of that. He also discovered

a very good conservatory, where there were banks and pyramids of

azaleas. He watched the top of the staircase, but it was a long time

before he saw what he was looking for, and his impatience at last

was extreme. The reward, however, when it came, was all that he
could have desired. It [was a little smile from Lady Barberina],

155

who stood behind her mother while the latter extended [her]
156

finger-tips to the hostess. The entrance of this charming woman[,
with]

157 her beautiful daughters always a noticeable incident

was effected with a certain [brilliancy],
158 and just now it was agree-

able to Jackson [Lemon to think that it concerned him]
159 more

than any one else in the house. Tall, dazzling, indifferent, looking
about her as if she saw very little, Lady [Barberina]

16 was certainly
a figure round which a young man's fancy might revolve. [She

was]
161

very quiet and C162 3
simple,

[163:1 had little manner and little

movement; but her detachment was not a vulgar art. She appeared
to efface herself, to wait till, in the natural course, she should be

attended to; and in this there was evidently no exaggeration, for she

was too proud not to have perfect confidence. Her sister, [smaller,

slighter],
164 with a little surprised smile, which seemed to say that

in her extreme innocence she was [yet]
165

prepared for anything,

having heard, indirectly, such extraordinary things about society,

was much more impatient and more expressive, and [1663
projected

across a threshold the pretty radiance of her eyes and teeth before

her mother's name was announced. Lady Canterville was [thought]
167

by many persons [to be very superior to]
16S her daughters; she had

kept even more beauty than she had given them; and it was a beauty

151 indeed that just now this part of 15S spread of commotion

his inward machine 159 to feel this produced impression
152 since, concern him probably
153 sheets 160 Barb
154 five hundred persons

161 Very rare, yet
162 very 163 she

155 consisted of a clear smile from 16*
quite another affair 165 still

Lady Barb 166 had always 167 [omitted]
156 vague 168 more admired and more cham*
157 and pioned than
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which had been called intellectual. She had extraordinary sweetness

without any definite professions; her manner was mild almost t(

tenderness; there was even [a kind of pity in
it].

169 Moreover, he
features were perfect, and nothing could be more gently graciou:
than a way she had of speaking, or rather, of listening, to people
with her head inclined a little to one side. Jackson [Lemon liked hei

very much],
170 and she had certainly been [most kind]

m to him
He approached Lady [Barberina]

172 as soon as he could do so with

out an appearance of [precipitation, and said]
173 to her that he

hoped very much she would not dance. He was a master of the ari

which flourishes in New York above every other, and [he]
m had

guided her through a dozen waltzes with a skill which, as she felt,

left absolutely nothing to be desired. But dancing was not his busi-

ness to-night. She smiled [a little]
175 at the expression of his hope.

"That is what mamma has brought us here for," she said; "she

doesn't like it if we don't dance/'

"How does she know whether she likes it or not? You [have

always]
176 danced."

["Once I didn't/' said Lady Barberina].
177

He told her [that, at any rate, he would]
17S settle it with her

mother, and persuaded her to wander with him into the conserva-

tory, where [there were]
m coloured lights

cl8 i

suspended among
the plants, and a vault of verdure [overhead].

181 In comparison with

the other rooms [the conservatory was dusky and remote].
182 But

they were not alone; half a dozen other couples [were in posses-

sion].
183 The gloom^

18*! was rosy with the slopes of azalea, and suf-

fused with mitigated music, which made it possible to talk without

consideration of one's neighbours. [Nevertheless],
185

though it was

only in looking back on the scene later that Lady Barberina [per-
ceived this],

186 these dispersed couples were talking very softly. She
did not look at them; [it seemed to her]

18T
that, virtually, she was

alone with [Jackson Lemon].
188 She said something about [con-

ies in it a degree of thoughtful pity,
178 he would at any rate

of human comprehension 179
[omitted]

170 liked her without trepidation
180 were 181 arched above

171 "awfully nice" 182 this retreat was far and strange
172 Barb 183 appeared to have had reasons as

173 rushing up; he remarked good as theirs

174
[omitted] 184

f none the less,

175 without scorn 185 in spite of this

176 always have 186 noted the fact

177 "Oh once there was a place where 187 she seemed to take it

I didn't/' said Lady Barb 188 the young American
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servatories],
180 about the fragrance of the air; for all answer to which

he asked her, as he stood there before her, a question [by which she

might have been exceedingly startled].
190

"How do people who marry in England ever know each other

before marriage? They have no chance/'

"I am sure I don't know/' [said Lady Barberina;]
m "I never was

married."

"It's very different in my country. There a man may see much of a

girl; he may [come and see]
192

her, he may be constantly alone with

her. I wish you allowed that over here/'

Lady [Barberina suddenly examined]
193 the less ornamental side

of her fan, as if it had never [occurred to her before to look at
it].

194

"It must be so very odd, America," she [murmured at last].
195

"Well, I guess in that matter we are right; over here it's a leap in

the dark."

"I am sure I don't know," [said the girl].
196 She had folded her

fan; she stretched out her arm mechanically and plucked a sprig of

azalea.

"I guess it doesn't signify, after all," Jackson [Lemon remarked.

"They]
197

say that love is blind at the best." His keen young face

was bent upon hers; his thumbs were in the pockets of his trousers;

he smiled [a little],
198

showing his fine teeth. She said nothingf, but

only pulled]
199 her azalea to pieces. She was usually so quiet that

this small movement [looked restless].
200

"This is the first time I have seen you in the least without a lot

of people," he went on.

"Yes, it's very tiresome," [she said].
201

"I have been sick of it; I didn't want [2021 to come here to-night."

She had not met his eyes, though she knew they were seeking her

own. But now she looked at him [a moment].
203 She had never

objected to his appearance, and in this respect [she]
204 had no

repugnance to [overcome].
205 She liked a man to be tall and hand-

some, and Jackson Lemon was neither; but when she was sixteen,

and as tall herself as she was to be at twenty, she had been in love

189 the flowers 197 however proceeded. "Don't you
190 that might have startled her by know they

its suddenness 19S with a slight strain

191 she returned. 199 only pulling
192

freely call on 20 was striking
193 Barb began to examine 201 [omitted]
194 invited her before 202 even

195 then concluded 203 straight
204 [omitted]

196 she again made answer 205 surmount
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(for three weeks) with one of her cousins, a little fellow in the

Hussars, who was shorter even than the American, [shorter conse-

quently than herself].
206 This proved that distinction might be inde-

pendent of stature not that she [207] ever reasoned it out. [Jack-

son]
20S Lemon's facial spareness[, his bright little eye, which seemed

always to be measuring things, struck her as original, and she

thought them very cutting],
209 which would do very well [for]

21

a husband of hers. As she made this reflection, [of course
it]

2n never

occurred to her that she herself might [be cut;]
2i2 she was not a

sacrificial lamb. She [perceived that]
213 his features expressed a

mind a mind [that would be rather effective].
214 She would never

have [taken him for]
215 a doctor; though, indeed, when all was said,

[that]
216 was very negative and didn't account for the way he im-

posed himself.

"Why, then, did you come?" she asked, in answer to his last

speech.
"Because it seems to me after all better to see you in this way than

not to see you at all; I want to know you better."

"I don't think I ought to stay here," [said Lady Barberina, look-

ing]
217 round her.

"Don't go till I have told you I love you," [murmured the young
man].

218

She made no exclamation, indulged in no start; he could not see

even that she changed colour. She took his request with a noble

simplicity, [with]
219 her head erect and her eyes lowered.

[220] "i don't think you have^221 ! a right to tell me that."

"Why not?" Jackson [Lemon]
222 demanded. "I [wish]

223 to claim

the right; I [wish]
224

you to give it to me."

"I can't I don't know you. You have said
[it]

225
yourself."

"Can't you have a little faith? f226 ^ That will help us to know
each other better. It's disgusting, the want of opportunity; even at

206 was of inches markedly fewer 214 immensely useful, like a good
than her own hack or whatever, and that he

207 had knew how to employ
208 Doctor 215 supposed him
209 and his bright occular attention, 21 e this

which had a fine edge, and a 21 7 she said as she looked
marked scale, unfolded, and ap- 218 the young man distinctly replied

plied rule-fashion, affected her as 219
[omitted]

original, and she thought of them 220
[no paragraph run on]

as rather formidable to a good 221 quite 222 [omitted]

many people 223, 224 want 225 that
210 in 211 it of course 226 he at once asked, speaking as
212 suffer true measurement, for fast as if he were not even a little

213 felt sure afraid to urge the pace.
"
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Pasterns I could scarcely get a walk with you. But [I have the greatest
faith in]

22T
you. I [feel that]

22S I love you, and I couldn't do more
than that at the end of six months. I love your beauty^

229 ! I love

you from head to foot. Don't move, please don't move." He lowered

his tone; but it went straight to her ear, and [it must be believed that

it had]
23 a certain eloquence. For himself, after he had heard him-

self say these words, all his being was in a glow. It was a luxury to

speak to her of her beauty; it brought him nearer to her than he had
ever been. But the colour had come into her face, and it seemed
to remind him that her beauty was not all. "Everything about you
is [sweet and noble]

231
," he went on; "everything is dear to me. I

am sure you are good. I don't know what you think of me; I asked

Lady Beauchemin to tell me, and she told me to judge for myself.

Well, then, I judge you like me. Haven't I a right to assume that

till the contrary is proved? May I speak to your father? That's what
I want to know. I have been waiting; but now what should I wait

for longer? I want to be able to tell him [that you have given me
some hope.]

232 I suppose I ought to speak to him first. 1 meant to,

to-morrow, but meanwhile, to-night, I thought I would just put
this in. In my country it wouldn't matter particularly. You must

see all that over there for yourself. If you should tell me not to

speak to your father, I wouldn't; I would wait. But I like better to

ask your leave to speak to him than to ask his to speak to you."
His voice had sunk almost to a whisper; but, though it trembled,

[his emotion gave it peculiar]
233

intensity. He had the same attitude,

his thumbs in his trousers, his^2343 attentive [235 ^ head, his smile,

which was a matter of course; no one would have imagined what he

was saying. She had listened without moving, and at the end she

raised her eyes. They rested on his^230 } a moment, and he remem-

bered[, a good while later, the look which]
237

passed her lids.

r238] "You may say anything that you please to my father, but I

don't wish to hear any more. You have said too much, considering
how little idea you have given me before."

"I was watching you," said Jackson Lemon.

[Lady Barberina]
239 held her head higher, looking straight at

227 I've the most absolute trust of 235 young 236 own
228 know 237 for a long time the look, the clear

229
, 1 love your nature, effluence of splendid maidenhood,

230 we must believe conveyed as deep as surrender, that

231 true and sweet and grand 238 Disconcertingly, however, there

232 you've given me hope. was no surrender in what she an-

233 the fact of his pleading gave it swered.

234 neat 239 She
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him. Then, quite seriously, "I don't like to be watched," she
[re-

marked].
240

"You shouldn't be so beautiful, then. Won't you give me a word

of hope?" [he added.]
241

"I have never supposed I should marry a foreigner," said Lady

pBarberina].
242

"Do you call me a foreigner?"
"I think your ideas are very differentf,]

243 and your country

[is]
244

diferentf; you]
245 have told me so yourself."

"I should like to show it to you; I would make you like it."

"I am not sure what you would make me do," [said Lady Bar-

berina,]
246

very honestly.

"Nothing [that]
247

you don't want."

"I am sure you would try," she [declared, with a smile].
248

"Well," said Jackson Lemon, "[after all, I am]
249

trying now."

To this she [simply replied]
25 she must go to her mother, and

he was obliged to lead her out of the [conservatory].
251 Lady Canter-

ville was not immediately found, so that he had time to [murmur]
252

as they went, "Now that I have spoken, I am very happy."

"Perhaps you are happy too soon," [said the girl.]
253

"Ah, don't say that, Lady Barb." ^54 i

"Of course I must think of it."

"Of course you must!" [said Jackson Lemon].
255 "I will speak to

your father to-morrow."

"I can't fancy what he will say."

"How can he dislike me? wei" the young man [asked,]
257 in a

tone which Lady Beauchemin, [if she had]
25S heard him, would

have [been forced to attribute to his general affectation of the

jocose].
259 What Lady Beauchemin's sister thought of it is not

recorded; but there is perhaps a clue to her opinion in the answer

she made him after a moment's silence: "Really, you know, you are

a foreigner!" With this she turned her back [upon him],
260 for she

was already in her mother's hands. Jackson Lemon said a few words

to Lady Canterville; they were chiefly about its being very hot. She

gave him her vague, sweet attention, as if he were saying something

ingenious
[261;| of which she missed the point. He could see [that]

262

240 returned 241
[omitted]

253
[omitted]

242 Barb 243, 244
[omitted]

254 /' he tenderly groaned.
245 . You 246 she went on 255 Jackson abundantly concurred
24T

[omitted]
256 But I guess he doesn't!

248 smiled as for more accommoda- 257 cried 258 had she

tion 259 felt to be connected with his gen-
249 I'm after all 250 returned that eral retreat upon the quaint
251

place
252 keep it up a little 260

[omitted]
261 but 262

[omitted]
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she was thinking of the doings of her daughter Agatha, whose atti-

tude toward the contemporary young man was wanting in the per-

ception of differences a madness^263 ! without method; she was evi-

dently not occupied with Lady [Barberina]
264

, who was more to be

[trusted].
265 This young woman never met her suitor's eyes again;

she let her own rest, rather ostentatiously, [upon]
266 other objects.

At last he was going away without a glance from her. [Lady Canter-

ville]
26T had asked him to come to lunch [on]

268 the morrow, and

he had said he would [do so]
269 if she would promise him he should

see his lordship. "I can't pay you another visit until I have had some

talk with him," [he said].
270

"I don't see why not; but if I speak to him I dare say he will be

at home," she [answered].
271

"It will be worth his while!"
[272] Qackson Lemon]

273 left the house reflecting that as he had

never proposed to a girl before he could not be expected to know
how women demean themselves in this emergency. He had heard,

indeed, that Lady Barb had had no end of offers; and though he

[thought it probable that the number was exaggerated],
274 as it

always is, [it
was to be supposed]

275 that her way of appearing

suddenly to have dropped him was but the usual behaviour for the

occasion.

263 too much 272 [no paragraph run on]

264 Barb 2^5 depended on 266 on 273 At this he almost committed him-

267 Her mother self; and he

268 for 274 supposed the number probably
269 come overstated

270
[omitted]

271 returned 2 ?5 he had to infer



III.

AT her mother's the next day she was absent from luncheon, and
Lady Canterville mentioned to him (he didn't ask) that she had
gone to see a dear old great-aunt, who was also her godmother, and
who lived at Roehampton. Lord Canterville was not present, but

[our young man was informed by]
* his hostess that he had promised

her he would come in exactly at three o'clock. [Jackson Lemon
lunched with Lady Canterville]

2 and the children, who appeared
in force at this repast, all the younger girls being present, and two
little boys, the juniors of the two sons who were in their teens.

[Jackson],
3 who was [very]

4 fond of children, and thought these

absolutely the finest in the world magnificent specimens of a mag-
nificent brood, such as it would be so satisfactory in future days to
see about his own knee [Jackson felt that he was being]

5 treated
as one of the family, but was not frightened by what [he supposed
the privilege to imply].

6
Lady Canterville [betrayed no conscious-

ness]
7 whatever of his having mooted the question of becoming her

son-in-law, and he believed [that her eldest daughter]
8 had not told

her of their^J talk [the night before].
10 This idea gave him pleasure;

he liked to think [that]
n

Lady Barb was judging him for herself.

Perhaps, indeed, she was taking counsel of the old lady at Roe-

hampton: he [believed that he was]
12 the sort of lover of whom a

godmother would approve. Godmothers in his mind were mainly
associated with fairy-tales (he had had no baptismal sponsors of his

own); and that point of view would be favourable to a young man
with a great deal of gold who had suddenly arrived from a foreign

1 Jackson learned from 6 he read into the privilege of his
2 Our young man lunched with her admission

ladyship 7 showed no sense
3 Doctor Lemon 8 the absent object of his attentions

4
[omitted] 9

evening's 10, 11
[omitted]

5 Doctor Lemon felt himself 12 saw himself
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country an apparition, surely, [sufficiently]
13 elfish. He made up

his mind [that]
14 he should like Lady Canterville as a mother-in-

law; she would be too well-bred to meddle. Her husband came in at

three o'clock, just after they had [left the table],
15 and [said to

Jackson Lemon]
ie that it was very good in him to have waited.

"I haven't waited," Jackson replied, with his watch in his hand;

"you are punctual to the minute/'

I know not how Lord Canterville may have judged his young
friend, but Jackson Lemon had been told more than once in his life

that he [was a very good fellow, but rather too literal].
17 After he

had lighted a cigarette in his lordship's "den," a large brown apart-
ment on the ground-floor, which partook at once of the nature of

an office and of that of a harness-room
(it could not have been called

in any degree a library^
18

!),
he went straight to the point in these

terms: "Well now, Lord Canterville, I feel as if I ought to let you
know without more delay that I am in love with Lady Barb, and
that I should like to [marry her]/'

ld So he spoke, puffing his cig-

arette, with his conscious but unextenuating [eye]
20 fixed on his

host.

No man, as I have intimated, bore better being looked at than

this noble personage; he seemed to bloom in the envious warmth of

human contemplation, and never appeared so faultless as when [he

was]
21 most exposed. "My dear fellow, my dear fellow/' he mur-

mured, almost in disparagement, stroking his ambrosial beard from

before the empty fireplace. He lifted his eyebrows, but [he]
22 looked

perfectly good-natured.
"Are you surprised, sir?" Jackson [Lemon]

23 asked.

"Why, I suppose [any one is]
24

surprised at [a man]
25

wanting
one of his children. He sometimes feels the weight of that sort of

thing so much, you know. He wonders what [the devil]
26 another

man [wants]
21 of them/' And Lord Canterville laughed pleasantly

[out of]
2S the copious fringe of his lips.

"I only want one of them," said [Jackson Lemon],
29

laughing too,

but with a lighter organ.

"Polygamy would be rather good for the parents. However,

Louisa told me the other night [that she thought you were]
30 look-

ing the way you speak of."

13 in a proper degree l* [omitted]
20

eyes 21, 22
[omitted]

15 risen 16 observed 2S
[omitted]

IT would have been all right if he 24 a fellow's 25 any one's

hadn't been so literal 26 use on earth 27 can make
18 or even a study

28 through 29 his guest
19 make her my wife 30 she knew you to be
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"Yes, I [told]
31 Lady Beauchemin that I love Lady Barb, and

she seemed to think it [was]
32 natural."

"Oh [yes,]
3S I suppose there's no want of nature in it! But, my

dear fellow, I really don't know what to say"
t 343

.

"Of course you'll have to think of it." [Jackson Lemon, in saying

this, felt that he was]
35

making the most liberal concession to the

point of view of his interlocutor; being perfectly aware that in his

own country it was not left much to the parents to think of.

"I shall have to talk it over with my wife."
"

^ 363 Lady Canterville has been very kind [to me];
37 I hope

she will continue."
[38j

]vfy dear fellow, we are excellent friends. No one could

appreciate you more than Lady Canterville. Of course we can only
consider such a question on the a the highest grounds. You would

never want to marry without knowing, as it were, exactly what you
are doing. I, on my side, naturally, you know, am bound to do the

best I can for my own [39] child. At the same time, of course, we
don't want to spend our time in a walking round the horse. We
want to [keep to the main line]."

40 It was settled between them

after a little that the [main line was that Jackson Lemon]
41 knew

to a certainty the state of his affections and was in a position to pre-

tend to the hand of a young lady who, Lord Canterville might say

[
of course, you know, without any swagger ]

42 had a right to

expect to do well[, as the women call
it].

43

"I should think she had," [Jackson]
44 Lemon said; "she's a

[beautiful]
45

type."

[Lord Canterville stared a moment].
46 "She is a clever, well-grown

girl, and she takes her fences like a grasshopper. Does she know all

this, by the way?" [he added.]
47

"Oh yes, I told her last night."

Again Lord Canterville had the air, unusual with him, of [return-

ing his companion's scrutiny].
48 "I am not sure [that]

49
you ought

to have done that, you know."

31 mentioned to 32, 33
[omitted]

42 without undue swagger,
34 /' his lordship added 43 as any girl about the place
35 In saying which Jackson felt him- 44 Doctor 45

very rare

self to be 46 His entertainer had a pleasant
36 Well 37

[omitted] blank look
38 Lord Canterville passed a large

47
[omitted]

fair hand, as for inspiration, over 48 sounding, at some expense of pre-
his beard. cious moments, the expression of

3d poor 40 get at the truth about him face of a visitor so unacquainted
41 truth about Lemon's business was with shyness

that he 49
[omitted]
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"I couldn't have spoken to you first I couldn't," said Jackson
Lemon. "I meant to, but it stuck in my crop."

"They don't in your country, I guess," his lordship [returned,

smiling].
50

"Well, not as a general thing; however, I find it very pleasant to

[discuss]
51 with you now." And in truth it was very pleasant. Noth-

ing could be easier, friendlier, more informal, than Lord Canter-

ville's manner, which implied all sorts of equality, especially that of

age and fortune, and made [Jackson Lemon]
52 feel at the end of

three minutes almost as if he too were a beautifully preserved and

somewhat straitened nobleman of sixty, with the views of a man of

the world about his own marriage. [The young American]
53

per-

ceived that Lord Canterville waived the point of his having spoken
first to the girl herself, and saw in this indulgence a just concession

to the ardour of young affection. For [Lord Canterville]
54 seemed

perfectly to appreciate the sentimental side at least so far as it

was embodied in his visitor when he said, without deprecation:
"Did she give you any encouragement?"

"Well, she didn't box my ears. She told me that she would think

of it, but that I must speak to you. [But, naturally],
55 I shouldn't

have said what I did to her if I hadn't made up my mind during the

last fortnight that I am not disagreeable to her."

"Ah, my dear young man, women are odd [cattle!" Lord Canter-

ville]
56 exclaimed, rather unexpectedly. "But of course you know

all that," he added in an instant; "you take the general risk."

"I am perfectly willing to take the general risk; the particular
risk

[is]
57 small."

"Well, upon my honour I don't really know my girls. You see a

man's time, in England, is tremendously taken up; but I dare say

it's the same in your country. Their mother knows them I think

I had better send for their mother. If you don't mind *- 5^ I'll just

suggest that she join us here."

"I'm rather afraid of you both together, but if it will settle it any

quicker
"

[said Jackson Lemon. Lord Canterville]
59

rang the

bell, and, when a servant appeared, despatched him with a message
to her ladyship. While they were waiting, the young man remem-

bered [that it was in his power to]
60

give a more definite account

50 amicably laughed 56 fish!" this parent
51 have the whole thing out 57 strikes me as

52 our young man 53 Jackson
58 /' Lord Canterville wound up,

"

54 his lordship
59 Jackson said. His companion

55
Naturally, however eo how easily he could
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of his pecuniary basis. He had simply [said]
61 before that he was

abundantly able to marry; he shrank from putting himself forward

as a [billionaire. He had a fine taste, and]
62 he wished to appeal to

Lord Canterville primarily as a gentleman. But now that he had to

make a double impression, he bethought himself of his millions, for

millions were always impressive. "[I think
it]

63
only fair to let you

know that my fortune is really very considerable," [he remarked].
64

"Yes, I dare say you are beastly rich/' said Lord Canterville 1653 .

"[I have about]
66 seven millions/

1

"Seven millions?"

"I count in dollars; upwards of a million and a half sterling."
Lord Canterville looked at him from head to foot/67 ! with cw an

air of cheerful resignation to a form of grossness [which threat-

ened]
69 to become common. Then he said, with a touch of that

inconsequence of which he had already given a glimpse: "What the

deucef, then,]
70

possessed you to turn doctor?"

Jackson Lemon coloured a
littlef, hesitated, and then replied,

quickly: "Because I had]
71 the talent for it."

"Of course, I don't for a moment doubt
[of]

72
your ability; but

don't yout
73 ^ find it rather a bore?"

"I don't practise much. I am rather ashamed to say that."

"Ah, well, of course, in your country it's different. I dare say

you've got a door-plate, eh?"

"Oh yes, and a tin sign tied to the balcony!" [said Jackson Lemon,
smiling].

74

t "What tJ did your father say to it?"

"To my going into medicine? He said he would be hanged if he'd
take any of my doses. He didn't think I should succeed; he wanted
me to go into the house/'

"Into the House a [" said Lord Canterville, hesitating a
little. "Into your Congress yes, exactly."]

7T

"Ah, no, not so bad as that. Into the store," Jackson Lemon [re-

61 stated self of his best of reasons. "Why
62 monster of money. With his excel- my having simply

lent taste 72
[omitted]

63 It strikes me as 64
[omitted] 73 /' his lordship candidly asked,

"

65 with a natural and visible faith 74 Jackson laughed
66 Well, I represent all told some 75 Here the joke was beyond his-
67 exhaling friend, who but went on:
68 great promptitude 76 on earth
69

threatening 77 y Lord Canterville just wondered.
7 <) in that case -That would be into your Con-
71 and demurred, but bethought him- gress?"
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plied, in the candid tone in which he expressed himself when, for

reasons of his own, he wished to be perfectly national].
78

[Lord Canterville]
79

stared, not venturing, even for the moment,
to hazard an interpretation; and before a solution had presented
itself Lady Canterville [came into the room].

80

"My dear, I thought we had better see you. Do you know he wants
to marry our second girl?" It was in these simple

[81] terms that her

husband acquainted her with the question.

[Lady Canterville]
82

expressed neither surprise nor elation; she

simply stood there, smiling, [with]
83 her head a little inclined to

the side[, with all her customary graciousness].
84 Her charming eyes

rested on [those of Jackson Lemon];
85 and though they [seemed to

show that she had to think a little of so serious a proposition],
86 his

own discovered in them none of the coldness of calculation. "Are

you talking about [Barberina] ?*'
87 she asked in a moment, as if her

thoughts had been far away.
Of course they were talking about [Barberina, and Jackson

Lemon]
88

repeated to her [ladyship]
89 what he had said to [the

girTs father].
90 He had thought it all over, and his mind was quite

made up. Moreover, he had spoken to [Lady Barb].
91

"Did she tell you that, my dear?" [asked Lord Canterville],
92

while he lighted another cigar.

She gave no heed to this inquiry, which had been vague and acci-

dental on [his lordship's part, but simply said to Jackson Lemon]
93

that the thing was very serious, and that they had better sit down

[for]
94 a moment. In an instant he was near her on the sofa on

which she had placed herselff, still smiling and looking up at her

husband with an air of general meditation, in which a sweet com-

passion for every one concerned was apparent].
95

"[Barberina]
96 has told me nothing/* she [said,]

97 after a little.

78 returned with that refinement of 88 dear Barb, and Jackson
the ingenuous which he reserved 89

[omitted]

for extreme cases fl her noble spouse
79 His host 91 the young woman
80 was on the scene 92 his lordship asked

81 and lucid 93 the speaker's part; she simply re-

82 She 83
[omitted] marked to their visitor

84 and her beautiful benevolence 94
[omitted]

well to the front 95 and whence she still smiled up at

85 Doctor Lemon's her husband with an air of luxuri-

86 showed a shade of anxiety for a ous patience
matter of such importance

9e Barb

87 dear Barb 97 dropped, however,
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"That proves she cares for me!" Jackson [Lemon exclaimed

eagerly].
98

Lady Canterville looked as if she thought this [almost]
" too

ingenious, almost [professional];
100 but her husband [said cheer-

fully, jovially]:
101 "Ah, well, if she cares for you, 1 don't object."

This was a little ambiguous; but before [Jackson Lemon]
102 had

time to look into it, [Lady Canterville asked gently:]
103 "Should

you expect her to live in America?"

"Oh, yes; that's my home, you know."

"Shouldn't you be living sometimes in England?"

"Oh, yes, well come over to see you." [The young man]
104 was

in love, he wanted to marry, he wanted to be genial, and to com-

mend himself to the [parents of Lady Barb; at the same time]
105 it

was in his nature not to accept conditions, save in so far as they

[exactly suited him,]
106 to tie himself, or, as they said in New York,

[to]
107

give himself away. [In any transaction he preferred]
108 his

own terras to those of any one else[. Therefore,]
109 the moment

Lady Canterville gave signs of wishing to extract a promise, he was

on his guard.
"She'll find it very different; perhaps she won't like it," her lady-

ship suggested.
"If she likes me, shell like my country," [said]

110
Jackson

Lemon[J
m with decision.

"He tells me he has [got]
112 a plate on his door," Lord Canter-

ville [remarked humorously].
113

"We must talk to her, of course; we must understand how she

feels[," said]
114 his wife[, looking more serious than she had done

as yet].
115

"Please don't discourage her, Lady Canterville," [the young man

begged];
116 "and give me a chance to talk to her a little more myself.

You haven't given me much chance, you know."

"We don't offer our daughters to people^
117 ! Mr. Lemon." [Lady

Canterville was always gentle, but now she was a little majestic].
118

98 declared with instant lucidity
ios He preferred in any transaction

99
really

109
, so that no [omitted]

100 as professional as if their talk m returned 112 [omitted]

were a consultation 113 put in for the right pleasant tone

101 went, all gaily, straight to the H4 " and

point
ii 5 looked, though still gracious,

102 the young man more nobly responsible
103 his hostess put a bland question.

116 Jackson firmly said

104 He IIT however amiable,
105

familyj yet 118 Her charming grand manner
106 met his taste, not 107

[omitted] rather quickened
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"She isn't like some women in London, you know," [said Jackson
Lemon's host, who seemed to remember that to a discussion of such

importance he ought from time to time to contribute a word of

wisdom.]
119 And Jackson [Lemon],

120
certainly, if the idea had

been presented to him, would have said that, No, decidedly, Lady
[Barberina]

121 had not been thrown at him.

"Of course not," he declared, in answer to her mother's remark.

"But, you know, you mustn't [refuse them]
122 too much, either, you

mustn't make a poor fellow wait too long. I admire her, I love her,

more than I can say; I give you my word of honour for that."

"He seems to think that settles it," said Lord Canterville, [smiling
down at the young American, very indulgently,]

123 from his place
before the cold chimney-piece.

"[Of course]
124 that's what we desire, Philip," her ladyship re-

turned[, very nobly].
125

"Lady Barb believes it; I am sure she does!" Jackson [Lemon]
126

exclaimed t 12<n. "Why should I pretend to be in love with her if I

am not?"

Lady Canterville received this [inquiry]
128 in silence, and her

husband, with just the least air in the world of repressed impatience,

began to walk up and down the room. He was a man of many
engagements, and he had been closeted for more than a quarter of

an hour with the young American doctor. "Do you imagine you
should come often to England?" Lady Canterville [demanded, with

a certain abruptness, returning to that important point].
129

"I'm afraid I can't tell you that; of course we shall do whatever

seems best." He was prepared to suppose they should cross the

Atlantic every summer: that prospect was by no means displeasing
to him; but he was not prepared to [give any such pledge to Lady
Canterville, especially as he did not believe it would really be

necessary].
130 It was in his mind, not as an overt pretension, but as

a tacit implication, that he should treat with [Barberina's par-

ents]
131 on a footing of perfect equality; and there would somehow

be nothing equal if he should begin to enter into engagements which

didn't belong to the essence of the matter. They were to give their

119 Lord Canterville hopefully ex- 124 Certainly

plained; "you see we rather stave 125 with an equal grace
off the evil day: we like to be 126

[omitted]

together."
120

[omitted]
127 with spirit

128 appeal
121 Barb [This change will no more 129 asked as if to think of everything

be indicated.]
I30 tie himself, as he would have said,

122 decline overtures up to it, nor up to anything in

123 shining richly down at the young particular
AmoTtVon 131 th< rvar<arm nf M rm;nrnpd bride
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daughter, and he was to take her: in this arrangement there would

be as much on one side as on the other. But beyond this he had

nothing to ask of them; there was nothing he [wished]
132 them to

promise, and his own pledges, therefore, would have no equivalent.

Whenever his wife should wish it, she should come over and see

her people. Her home was to be in New York; but he was
^
tacitly

conscious that on the question of absences he should be very liberalf.

Nevertheless,]
133 there was something in the very grain of his

character [which]
134 forbade [that he should commit himself at

present in respect to]
135 times and dates.

Lady Canterville looked at her [husband, but her husband was]
136

not attentive; he was taking a peep at his watch. In a moment, how-

ever, he threw out a remark to the effect that he thought it a capital

thing that the two countries should become more united, and there

was nothing that would bring it about better than a few of the best

people on both sides pairing off together. The English, indeed, had

begun it; a lot of fellows had brought over a lot of pretty girls, and

it was quite fair play that the Americans should take their pick.

They were all one race, after all; and why shouldn't they make one

society the best on both sides, of course? Jackson Lemon smiled

as he recognised Lady Marmaduke's [philosophy],
137 and he was

pleased to think [that]
138

Lady Beauchemin had some influence

with her father; for he was sure the [old gentleman]
139

(as he men-

tally designated his host) had got all this from her, though he ex-

pressed himself less happily than the cleverest of his daughters. Our

hero had no objection to make to it, especially if there [was any-

thing]
14 in it that would really help his case. But it was not in the

least on these high grounds [that]
141 he had sought the hand of

Lady Barb. He wanted her not in order that her people and his

(the best on both sides!) should make one society; he wanted her

simply because he wanted her. Lady Canterville smiled; but she

seemed to have another thought.
"I quite appreciate what my husband says; but I don't see why

poor Barb should be the one to begin/'
"I dare say she'll like it," said [Lord Canterville,]

142 as if he were

attempting a short cut. "They say you spoil your women awfully."

"She's not one of their women yet/' [her ladyship]
143 remarked,

132 was calling on 138
[omitted]

13$
, and 134 that 139 great old boy

IWhe should be eagerly yielding
1*0 were aught

about 1^1 [omitted]
13

spouse, but he was now 1*2 his lordship
137 great doctrine 143 Lady Canterville
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in the sweetest tone in the world; and then she added, without Jack-
son Lemon's knowing exactly what she meant, "It seems so strange."
He was a little irritated; and [perhaps these simple words]

144

added to the feeling. There had been no positive opposition to his

suit, and [Lord and Lady Canterville]
145 were most kind; but he felt

[that they held]
146 back a little, and though he had not expected them

to throw themselves on his neck, he was rather disappointed [,]
147

his pride was touched. Why should they hesitate? He considered

himself such a good parti. It was not so much [the old gentleman],
148

it was Lady Canterville. As he saw [the old gentleman]
149 look,

covertly, a second time at his watch, he could have believed [he
would have been]

15
glad to settle the matter on the spot. Lady

Canterville seemed to wish [her daughter's lover]
151 to come for-

ward more, to give certain assurances and [guarantees].
152 He felt

that he was ready to say or do anything that was a matter of proper
form; but he couldn't take the tone of trying to purchase her lady-

ship's [consent],
153

penetrated as he was with the conviction that

such a man as he could be trusted to care for his wife rather more
than an impecunious British peer and his wife could be supposed

(with the lights he had acquired in English society) to care even

for the handsomest of a dozen children. It was a mistake on Lady
Canterville's part not to recognise that. He humoured [her mis-

take]
154 to the extent of saying, just a little drily, "My wife shall

certainly have everything she wants."

"He tells me he is disgustingly rich," Lord Canterville added,

pausing before their companion with his hands in his pockets.
"I am glad to hear it; but it isn't so much that," she answered,

sinking back a little on her sofa. If it was not that, she did not say
what it was, though she had looked for a moment as if she were

going to. She only raised her eyes to her husband's face, [as if to

ask]
155 for inspiration. I know not whether she found it, but in a

moment she said to Jackson Lemon, seeming to imply that it was

quite another point: "Do you expect to continue your profession?"
He had no such intention, so far as his profession meant getting

up at three o'clock in the morning to assuage the ills of humanity;
but here, as before, the touch of such a question instantly stiffened

him. "Oh, my profession! [I
am rather ashamed of that matter].

156

144 these vague words perhaps 150 him
145 both his entertainers 151 their aspirant
146 them hold 152 pledges

153 assent

147 154 this 155 she asked

148 his noble host 156 1 rather wince at that grand old

149 her lord and master name
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I have neglected my work so [much, I don't know what I shall be

able to do, once I am really settled at home]
157."

Lady Canterville received these remarks in silence; fixing her eyes

[again]
15S

upon her husband's [face].
159 But [this nobleman was

really not helpful]
16

; still with his hands in his pockets, save when
he needed to remove his cigar from his

lips, he went and looked out

of the window. "Of course we know you don't practise, and when

you're a married man you will have less time even than now. But
I should really like to know if they call you Doctor over there."

"Oh yes, universally. We are [nearly]
161 as fond of titles as your

people."
"I don't call that a titleri62J."

"It's not so good as duke or marquis, I admit; but we have to

take what we have got."

"Oh, bother, what does it signify?" [Lord Canterville]
16S de-

manded, from his place at the window. "I used to have a horse
named Doctor, and a [devilish]

164
good one too."

["You may call me bishop, if you like," said Jackson Lemon,
laughing.]

165

Lady Canterville [looked grave, as if she did not enjoy this

pleasantry].
166 "I don't care for [any]

167
titles," she observed; "I

don't see why a gentleman shouldn't be called Mr."
It suddenly appeared to [Jackson Lemon]

168 that there was some-

thing helpless, confused, and even slightly comical, in [the position
of this noble and amiable lady].

169 The impression [made him feel

kindly;]
17 he too, like Lord Canterville, had begun to long for a

short cut He relaxed a moment, and leaning toward his hostess,
with a smile and his hands on his little knees, he said softly, "It

seems to me a question of no importance; all I desire is that you
should call me your son-in-law."

[Lady Canterville]
171

gave him her hand, and he pressed it almost

affectionately. Then she got up, remarking that before anything was
decided she must see her [daughter, she]

172 must learn from her

157
scandalously that I scarce know 164

jolly
on what terms with it I shall be 165 "Don't you call bishops Doctors?

though hoping for the best Well then call me Bishopl" Jack-
when once I'm right there again son laughed.

158 once more 166
visibly didn't follow

is$
[omitted] 167 anylo Ms countenance really rather 1 68 her young friend
failed her 1 69 her state

lei almost 170 was mollifying, and
162 / her ladyship smiled 171 She
1^3 his lordship 172 child,
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own lips the state of her feelings. "I don't like at all her not having
spoken to me already," she added.

"Where has she gone to Roehampton? I dare say she has told

it all to her godmother," said Lord Canterville.

"She won't have much to tell, poor girl!" Jackson [Lemon ex-

claimed].
173 "I must really insist upon seeing with more freedom

the person I wish to marry."
"You shall have all the freedom you want, in two or three days/*

said Lady Canterville. She [smiled with all her sweetness]
174

; she

appeared to have accepted him, and yet still to be making tacit

assumptions. "Are there not certain things to be talked of first?"

"Certain things, dear lady?"

[Lady Canterville]
175 looked at her husband, and though he was

still at his window[, this time he felt it]
176 in her silence, and had

to come away and speak. "Oh, she means settlements, and that kind

of thing." This was an allusion [which]
177 came with a much better

grace from [him].
178

Jackson [Lemon looked]
179 from one of his companions to the

other; he coloured a little, and [gave a smile that was perhaps a

trifle fixed].
180 "Settlements? We don't make them in [the United

States].
181 You may be sure I shall make a proper provision for my

wife."

"My dear fellow, over here in our class, you know, it's the cus-

tom," said Lord Canterville, with a [richer brightness]
182 in his face

at the thought that the discussion was over.

"I have my own ideas," Jackson [answered, smiling].
183

"It seems to me it's a question for the solicitors to discuss," Lady
Canterville suggested.

"They may discuss it as much as they please[," said Jackson Lemon,
with a laugh].

184 He thought he saw his solicitors discussing it! He
had indeed his own ideas. He opened the door for [Lady Canter-

ville],
185 and the three passed out of the room together, walking into

the hall in a silence [in which there was just a tinge of]
186 awkward-

ness. A note had been struck which grated and scratched a little. A
pair of [brilliant]

187 footmen, at their approach, rose from a bench

173
freely commented 18i my country

174 irradiated all her charity
182 truer ease

ITS She 183 returned with even greater confi-

176 he felt it this time dence
177 that 184 "

the young man showed amuse-
178 the father ment
179 turned 185 his hostess

iso his self-control was perhaps a 186 that expressed a considerable

trifle strained 187 shining
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to a great altitude, and stood there like sentinels presenting arms.

Jackson [Lemon]
18S

stopped, looking for a moment into the interior

of his hat, which he had in his hand. Then, raising his keen eyes,

he fixed them a moment on those of Lady Canterville, addressing
her, instinctively, rather than [her husband].

189 "I guess you and
Lord Canterville had better leave it to me!"
"We have our traditions, Mr. Lemon," said her ladyship [,

with

nobleness].
190 "I imagine you don't know "

she [murmured].
191

Lord Canterville laid his hand on [the young man's]
192 shoulder.

"My dear boy, those fellows will settle it in three minutes."

"Very likely they will!" said Jackson Lemon. Then he asked of

Lady Canterville when he might see Lady Barb.

She [hesitated a moment, in her gracious way].
193 "I will write

you a note."

One of the tall footmen, at the end of the impressive vista, had

opened wide the portals, as if even he were aware of the dignity to

which the [little visitor]
194 had virtually been raised. But Jackson

lingered [a moment;]
195 he was visibly unsatisfied, though appar-

ently so little unconscious [that]
196 he was unsatisfying. "I don't

think you understand me."

"Your ideas are certainly different," said Lady Canterville.
cm3 "If the girl understands you, that's enough!" [Lord Canter-

ville exclaimed in a jovial, detached, irrelevant way.]
19S

"May not she write to me?" Jackson asked of her mother. "I cer-

tainly must write to her, you know, if you won't let me see her."

"Oh yes, you may write to her, Mr. Lemon."
There was a point for a moment in the look [that he gave Lady

Canterville],
199 while he said to himself that if

[it were]
20 neces-

sary he would transmit his [notes]
201

through the old lady at Roe-

hampton. "All right, good-bye; you know what I want, at any rate."

Then, as he was going, he turned and added: "You needn't be
afraid [that]

202 I won't t203 ^
bring her over in the hot weather!"

"In the hot weather?" Lady Canterville murmured, with vague
visions of the torrid zone[, while the young American]

204
quitted

the house with the sense [that]
205 he had made great concessions.

188
[omitted] 197 His lordship, however, made

189 his other critic comparatively light of it.

iso with a firm grace 198
[omitted]

191
gravely breathed 199 he returned on this

192 their visitor's 200
[omitted]

19$ turned it spaciously over 201 appeal 202
[omitted]

194 small strange gentleman 203 always
195 = 204 . Jackson, however
196

[omitted] 205
[omitted]
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His host and hostess passed into a small morning-room, and (Lord
Canterville having taken up his hat and stick to go out again) stood

there a moment, face to face. C206]

[207] "jt s ciear enough he wants her/
1

[said his lordship, in a sum-

mary manner.]
208

"There's something so odd about him," Lady Canterville an-

swered. "Fancy his speaking so about settlements!"

"You had better give him his head; hell go much quieter."
"He's so obstinate very obstinate; it's easy to see that. And he

seems to think 200 3 a girl in your daughter's position can be married

from one day to the other with a ring and a new frock like a

housemaid."

"WellfJ
21 of course, over there, [that's]

211 the kind of thing.
But he seems really to have a most extraordinary fortune; and every
one does say

t212] their women [have]
213 carte blanche"

"Carte blanche is not what Barb [wishes]
214

; she [wishes]
215 a

settlement. She wants a definite income[;]
216 she wants to be safe."

[Lord Canterville stared a moment].
217 "Has she told you so?

I thought you said
" And then he stopped. "I beg your pardon,"

he added.

[Lady Canterville gave no explanation of her inconsistency. She

went on to remark]
218 that American fortunes were notoriously in-

secure; one heard of nothing else; they melted away like smoke. It

was their duty to their child to demand that something should be

fixed.

[219] j|e has a million and a half sterling[/
f

said Lord Canter-

ville].
220 "I can't make out what he does with it."

["She ought to]
221 have something very handsome[," his wife

remarked].
222

"[Well, my dear, you must settle it:]
223

you must consider it; you
must send for [Hilary].

224
Only take care you don't put him off; it

may be a very good opening, you know. There is a great deal to be

206 Then his lordship spoke in a 217 He looked at her rather straight

summary manner. 21 8 She didn't explain her inconse-

20T
[no paragraph rim on] quence; she only remarked

208 [omitted]
219 Well, he met this in his way.

209 "
she went on, "that 220

[omitted]
210 that 221 She rose to it without a flutter.

211 is "Our child should then

212 they give
222

[omitted]
213

[omitted]
22S "I agree, my dear; but you must

214, 215 wants manage it;

216 ," said Lady Canterville;
" 224 Hardman
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done out there; I believe in all that," Lord Canterville went on, in

the tone of a conscientious parent.
"There is no doubt that he is a doctor in [those places/' said

Lady Canterville, musingly].
225

"He may be a pedlar for all I care."

"If they should go out, I think Agatha might go with them," her

ladyship continued, in the same tone/2263 a little disconnectedly.
"You may send them all out if you like. Good-bye!" [And Lord

Canterville kissed his wife.]
227

[But she]
228 detained him a momentf, with her hand on his

arm].
229 "Don't you think he is [very much]

23 in love?"

"Oh yes, he's very bad; but he's a [clever]
231 little beggar."

"She [likes him very much],"
232

Lady Canterville [announced],
233

rather formally, as they separated.

225 some awful place," his wife 229
[omitted]

brooded 230
greatly

226 but 231 sharp
227

[omitted]
232

certainly quite likes

228 The pair embraced, but her hand 233 stated
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JACKSON LEMON had said to [Sidney]
J Feeder in the Park that he

would call on Mr. and Mrs. Freer; but three weeks [elapsed]
2 before

he knocked at their door in Jermyn Street. In the meantime he had
met them at dinner, and Mrs. Freer had told him [that]

3 she hoped
[very much]

4 he would find time to come and see her. She had not

reproached him, nor shaken her finger at him; and her clemency,
which was calculated, and very characteristic of her, touched him so

much (for he was in fault; she was one of his mother's oldest and
best friends), that he very soon presented himself. It was on a fine

Sunday afternoon, rather late, and the region of Jermyn Street

looked forsaken and inanimate; the native dulness of the [landscape

appeared in all its purity].
5 Mrs. Freer, however, was at home, rest-

ing on a lodging-house sofa an angular couch, draped in faded

chintz before she went to dress for dinner. She made the young
man very welcome; she told him [6 ^ she had been thinking of him

[a great deal]
7

; she had [wished to have]
8 a chance to talk with him.

He immediately [perceived]
9 what she had in^ 10 ! mind, and then

he remembered that Sidney Feeder had [told]
1X him what it was

that [Mr. and Mrs. Freer]
12 took upon themselves to say. This had

provoked him at the time, but he had forgotten it afterward; partly
because he became aware, that same [evening, that he did wish to

marry the "young marchioness,"]
13 and partly because since then

he had [had]
14 much greater [annoyances].

15 Yes, the poor young
man, so conscious of liberal intentions, of a large way of looking at

the future, had had much to irritate and disgust him. He had seen

the mistress of his affections but three or four times, and he had

received [letters]
16 from Mr. [Hilary],

17 Lord Canterville's solicitor,

i Dr. 2 were to elapse lOher n named to 12 this pair
3 how much * [omitted]

13 night of his wanting to make the

5 brick scenery reigned undisputed "young marchioness" his own,
6 how much 7

[omitted]
*4 suffered 15 annoyance

8 longed so for 9 guessed
16 a letter 17 Hardman
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asking him, in terms the most obsequious, it is true, to designate

some gentleman of the law with whom the preliminaries of his mar-

riage to Lady [Barberina]
18 Clement might be arranged. He had

given Mr. [Hilary]
19 the name of such a functionary, but he had

written by the same post to his own solicitor (for whose services in

other matters he had had much occasion, Jackson Lemon being

distinctly contentious), instructing him that he was at liberty to

meet [Mr. Hilary],
20 but not at liberty to entertain any proposals

as to [this]
21 odious English idea of a settlement. If marrying Jack-

son Lemon [were not]
22 settlement enough, then [Lord and Lady]

23

Canterville had [better]
24 alter their point of view. It was quite out

of the question [that]
25 he should alter his. It would perhaps be

difficult to explain the [strong aversion that]
26 he entertained to the

introduction into his prospective union of this harsh diplomatic
element; it was as if they mistrusted him[,]

2T
suspected him; as if

his hands were to be tied, so that he [could not]
28 handle his own

fortune as he thought best. It was not the idea of parting with his

money that displeased him, for he flattered himself [that]
29 he had

plans of expenditure for his wife beyond even the imagination of

her distinguished parents. It struck him even that they were fools

not to have [perceived that]
so

they should make a much better thing
of it by leaving him perfectly free. This intervention of the solicitor

was a nasty little English tradition totally at variance with the

large spirit of American habits to which he would not submit. It

was not his way to submit when he disapproved: why should he

change his way on this occasion, when the matter lay so near
him? 31 3 These reflections, and a hundred more, had flowed freely

through his mind for several days before [he called]
32 in Jermyn

Street, and they had engendered a lively indignation and a [really]
33

bitter sense of wrong. [As may be imagined, they had infused]
34 a

certain awkwardness into his relations with the house of Canter-

ville, [and]
35 it may be said [of these relations that they]

3e were
for the moment virtually suspended. His first interview with Lady
Barb, after his conference with the old couple, as he called her

1$ Barbarina 19 Hardman 29
[omitted]

20 that gentleman 21 the 30 felt subtly sure
22 wasn't 31 [new paragraph]
23 the house of 32 his call
2* but to 33

[omitted]
25

[omitted] 34 They had even introduced, as may
26 dislike be imagined,
27 and 35 of which Indeed
28 shouldn't be able to 36 that these amenities
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august elders, had been as [tender]
37 as he could have desired. Lady

Canterville [38 3 at the end of three days, [had]
39 sent him an invita-

tion five words on a card asking him to dine with them [to-

morrow],
40

quite en famille. This had been the only formal intima-

tion that his engagement to [Lady Barb]
41 was recognised; for even

at the family banquet, which included half a dozen [outsiders],
42

there had been no [allusion]
4S on the part either of his host or his

hostess to the subject of their [conversation]
44 in Lord Canterville's

den. The only allusion was a wandering ray, once or twice, in Lady

[Barberina's]
45

eyes. When, however, after dinner, she strolled away
with him into the music-room, which was lighted and empty, to

play for him something out of [Carmen]* of which he had spoken
at table, and when the young couple were allowed to enjoy for up-
wards of an hour, unmolested, the comparative privacy of [this rich

apartment],
47 he felt [that]

48
Lady Canterville definitely [counted

upon]
49 him. She didn't believe in any serious difficulties. Neither

did he, then; and that was why it was [a nuisance]
50 there should

be a vain appearance of them. The arrangements, he supposed

[Lady Canterville]
51 would have said, were pending, and indeed

they were; for he had already given orders in Bond Street for the

setting of an extraordinary number of diamonds. Lady Barb, at any
rate, during that hour he spent with her, had had nothing to say
about arrangements; and it had been an hour of pure satisfaction.

She had seated herself at the piano and had played perpetually, in a

soft incoherent manner, while he leaned over the instrument, very
close to her, and said everything that came into his head. She was

[very bright and serene,]
52 and [she]

53 looked at him as if she liked

him [very much].
54

This was all he expected of her, for it did not belong to the cast

of her beauty to betray a vulgar infatuation. That beauty was [more

delightful to him than ever; and there was a softness about her

which seemed to say to him that from this moment she was quite his

own].
55 He felt more than ever [the value of such a possession; it

37 frank, had been as sweet, 38 had 51 her ladyship
39

[omitted]
40 on the morrow 52 braver and handsomer than ever

41 her daughter 53
[omitted]

42
guests of pleasant address but 54 out and out

vague affiliation 55
clearly all he had believed it from

43 reference 44 converse the first, and with something now
45 Barb's own fine 46 "Carmen" thrown in, something ever so

47 that elegant refuge 48
[omitted] touching and stirring, which

4& to count on seemed to stamp her from that

50 not to be condoned that moment as his precious possession
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came over him more than ever that it had taken a]
56

great social

outlay^
7 3 to produce such a mixture. Simple and girlish as she was,

and not particularly quick in the give and take of conversation, she

seemed to him to have a part of the history of England in her blood;

she was [a resume]
5S of generations of privileged people, and of cen-

turies of rich country-life. Between these two, of course, [there]
59

was no [allusion to]
60 the question which had been put into the

hands of Mr. [Hilary],
61 and the last thing that occurred to Jackson

[Lemon]
e2 was that Lady Barb had views as to his settling a fortune

upon her before their marriage. It may appear [singular],
63 but he

had not asked himself whether his money operated upon her in any

degree as a bribe; and this was because, instinctively, he felt [that]
64

.such a speculation [was]
65

idle, the point was^ 663 not to be ascer-

tained, and because he was [willing to assume that it was]
67

agree-

able to her [that she should]
6S continue to live in luxury. It was emi-

nently agreeable to him [that he might]
69 enable her to do so. He

was acquainted with the mingled character of human motivesf, and

he was glad that]
70 he was rich enough to pretend to the hand of a

young woman who, for the best of reasons, would be very expensive.

After [that happy hour]
71 in the music-room he had ridden with her

twice; but [he had not]
72 found her otherwise accessible. She had

let him know, the second time they rode, that Lady Canterville had

directed her to make, for the moment, no further appointment with

Mm; and on his presenting himself, more than once at the house,

he had been told that neither the mother nor the daughter was at

home; it had been added that Lady Barberina was staying at Roe-

hampton. [On giving him that information in the Park, Lady Barb

had looked at him with a]
73 mute reproach there was always a

certain superior dumbness in her eyes as if he were exposing her

to an annoyance that she ought to be spared [;
as if he were]

74
taking

an eccentric line on a question that all well-bred people treated in

the conventional way.
[ His induction from this was not that she

wished to be secure about his money, but that, like a dutiful Eng-
lish daughter, she received her opinions (on points that were indif-

5 her intimate value and the 69 to have means to

5T it had taken 70 and glad
58 the fine flower 71 the good passage

72 hadn't

59
[omitted]

73 In touching on that restriction

so
glance at 61 Hardman she had launched at him just a

62
[omitted]

63 odd 64
[omitted] distinguishable

65
[omitted]

66
essentially

74
, or

6T quite ready to take it for 68 to 75 [new paragraph]
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ferent to her) ready-made from a mamma whose fallibility had never

been exposed. He knew by this that his solicitor had answered Mr.

[Hilary's]
76

letter, and that Lady Canterville's coolness was the fruit

of [this]
77

correspondence. The effect of it was not in the least to

make him come round, as he phrased it; he had not the smallest

intention of doing that. Lady Canterville had spoken of the tradi-

tions of her family; but he had no need to go to his family for his

own. They resided within himself; anything [that he had defi-

nitely]
78 made up his mind to, acquired [in an hour a kind of leg-

endary force].
79 Meanwhile, he was in the detestable position of not

knowing whether or no he were engaged. He wrote to Lady Barb to

[inquire]
80 it being so strange [that]

81 she should not receive him;
and she [answered in]

82 a very pretty little letter, which had to his

mind a [sort of bygone]
83

quality, [an old-fashioned freshness, as if

it might have been written in the last century by Clarissa or Amelia:

she answered]
84 that she did not in the least understand the situa-

tion; that, of course, she would never give him up; that her mother

had said [that]
85 there were the best reasons for their not going too

fast; that, thank God, she was yet young, and could wait as long as

he would; but that she begged he wouldn't write her [anything]
8e

about money-matters[, as she could never comprehend them. Jack-

son]
87 felt that he was in no danger whatever of making this last

mistake; he only noted how Lady Barb thought it natural that there

should be a discussion; and this made it vivid to him afresh that he

had got hold of a daughter of the Crusaders. His ingenious mind
could appreciate this hereditary assumption [perfectly,]

88 at the

same time that, to light his own footsteps, it remained entirely

modern. He believed or he thought he believed that in the end

he should marry [Barberina Clement]
89 on his own terms; but in

the interval there was a sensible indignity in being challenged and

checked. One effect of it, indeed, was to make him desire the [girl

more keenly].
90 When she was not before his eyes in the flesh, she

hovered before him as an image; and this image had reasons of its

76 Hardman's 77 the might have flowed, a little thinly,
78 he had once undiscussably from the pen of Clarissa or Sophia.
79 in three minutes the force, and She professed

with that the due dignity of a tra- 85
[omitted]

dition 8e
[omitted]

80 clear it up, to smooth it down 87 : she had never been able to count
si

[omitted] even on her fingers. He
82 addressed him in return 8

[omitted]
83 a fine by-gone

89 his gorgeous girl

84
, a last-century freshness that 90 young woman more intensely
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own for [being a radiant picture].
91 C923 There were moments, how-

ever, when he wearied of [looking at it; it was so]
93

impalpable and

thanklessf, and then]
94

Jackson Lemon, for the first time in his life,

[was melancholy].
95 He felt alone in London, and very much out of

it, in spite of all the acquaintances he had made, and the bills he had

paid; he felt the need of a greater intimacy than any he had formed

(save, of course, in the case of Lady Barb). He wanted to vent his

disgust, to relieve himself, from the [American]
96

point of view. He
felt that in engaging in a contest with the great house of Canter-

ville he was, after all, rather single. That singleness was, of course,

in a great measure an inspiration; but it pinched him [a little]
97 at

moments. Then [he wished his mother had been in London, for]
98

he used to talk of his affairs a great deal with this delightful parent,

who had a [soothing]
" way of advising him in the sense he liked

best. He had even gone so far as to wish he had never laid eyes on

Lady Barb [and]
100 had fallen in love [with some transatlantic

maiden of a similar composition].
101 He presently came back, of

course, to the knowledge that in the United States there was and

there could be nothing [similar to Lady Barb;]
102 for was it not

precisely as a [product]
103 of the English climate and the British

constitution that he valued her? He had relieved himself, from his

[American]
104

point of view, by speaking his mind to Lady Beauche-

min, who confessed that she was [very much]
105 vexed with her par-

ents. She agreed with him that they had made a great mistake; they

ought to have left him free; and she expressed her confidence that

[that]
106 freedom [would be for her family, as it were,]

10T like the

silence of the sage, golden. He must [excuse them; he]
108 must re-

member that what was asked of him had been their custom for cen-

turies. She did not mention her authority as to the origin of customs,

but she [assured]
109 him that she would say three words to her

father and mother which would make it all right. Jackson answered

91 making him at hours fairly Ian- 1 00 but

guid with love 101 instead with some one or other of

92 [new paragraph] the rarer home-products
93 the mere enshrined memory it 102

nearly so rare as the young lady
was too who had in fact appealed to him

94 . Then it befell that so straight,
95 dropped and gave way gave way, 103 high resultant

that is, to the sense of sadness 104 New York
96 New York 105

infinitely
ioe such

97 hard 107 could only have been, in him, for
98 it would have pleased him could herfamliy,

his mother have been near; 108 let them down easily,
99 delicate 109 promised
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that customs were all very well, but that n 3
intelligent people

recognised[, when they saw
it,]
m the right occasion for departing

from them; and with this he awaited the result of Lady Beauche-

min's remonstrance. It had not as yet been perceptible, and it must
be said that this charming woman was herself [much bothered].

112

ens] when, on her venturing to say to her mother that she thought
a wrong line had been taken with regard to her sister's pretendant,

Lady Canterville had replied that Mr. Lemon's unwillingness to

settle anything was in itself a proof of what they had feared, the

unstable nature of his fortune [(for]
114 it was useless to talk this

gracious lady could be very decided [there could be no]
115 seri-

ous reason but that onej):]
116 on meeting this argument, as I say,

Jackson's protectress fell considerably baffled. It was perhaps true,

as her mother said, that if they didn't insist upon proper [guaran-

tees]
117 Barberina might be left in a few years with nothing but the

stars and stripes (this odd phrase was a quotation from Mr. Lemon)
to cover her[118 ^. Lady Beauchemin tried to reason it out with Lady
Marmaduke; but these were complications unforeseen by Lady
Marmaduke in her project of an Anglo-American society. She was

obliged to confess that Mr. Lemon's fortune could not have the

solidity of long-established things; it was a very new fortune in-

deed. His father had made the greater part of it all in a lump, a few

years before his death, in the extraordinary way in which people
made money in America; that, of course, was why the son had those

singular professional attributes. He had begun to study to be a

doctor very young, before his expectations were so great. Then he

had found he was very clever, and very fond of it; and he had kept
on, because, after all, in America, where there were no country-

gentlemen, a young man had to have something to do, don't you
know? And Lady Marmaduke, like an enlightened woman, inti-

mated that in such a case she thought it in much better taste not

to try to sink anything. "Because, in America, don't you see," she

reasoned, "you can't sink it nothing will sink. Everything is float-

ing about in the newspapers." And she tried to console her friend

by remarking that if Mr. Lemon's fortune was precarious, it was

at all events so big. That was just the trouble for Lady Beauchemin;
it was so big, and yet they were going to lose it. He was as obstinate

as a mule; she was sure he would never come round. Lady Marma-

110
really

113 [new paragraph]
in at sight, and then indeed quite

n* since

enjoyed
115 as if there could be any

112 not quite at ease 116 117
pledges us withal
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duke declared [that he would]
119 come round; she even offered to

bet a dozen pair of gants de Suede on it; and she added that this

consummation lay quite in the hands of Barberina. Lady Beauche-

min promised herself to [converse]
12 with her sisterf; for]

m it was

not for nothing [that she herself had felt the international conta-

gion].
122

Jackson Lemon, to dissipate his chagrin, had returned to the

sessions of the medical congress, where, inevitably, he had fallen

into the hands of Sidney Feeder, who enjoyed in this disinterested

assembly [a high popularity].
123 It was Doctor Feeder's earnest de-

sire that his old friend should share
[it,

which was]
124 all the more

[easy as]
125 the medical congress was really, as the young physician

observed, a perpetual symposium. Jackson Lemon entertained the

[whole]
126

body [127 J entertained it profusely, and in a manner

befitting one of the patrons of science rather than
[its]

128 humbler

votaries; but these dissipations [only]
129 made him forget [for a mo-

ment that]
13 his relations with the house of Canterville [were

anomalous].
131

[His great difficulty]
132

punctually came back to

him11333
, and [Sidney]

134 Feeder saw it stamped [upon]
135 his brow.

Jackson Lemon, with his acute inclination to open himself, was
on the point, more than once, of taking [the sympathetic Sidney]

136

into his confidence. His [friend]
137

gave him easy [opportunity;

he]
138 asked him what it was he was thinking of all the time, and

whether the young marchioness had concluded she couldn't swal-

low a doctor. These forms of speech were displeasing to [Jackson

Lemon],
13 whose fastidiousness was nothing new; but

[it
was

for]
14 even deeper reasons [that he said]

141 to himself that[, for]
142

such complicated cases as his, there was no assistance in Sidney
Feeder. To understand his situation one must know the world; and
the [child]

143 of Cincinnati didn't know the world at least the

world with which [his friend]
144 was now concerned.

"Is there a hitch in your marriage? Just tell me that," Sidney
Feeder had said, taking [everything for granted, in a manner which

119 he really would 129
[omitted]

120 contend 130 but for the hour the arrest of
121

, as 131
[omitted] 132 it

122 she had herself caught the glam- 133 that he was disconcerted
our of her friend's international 134 r. 135 On
scheme 136 his sturdy friend 137 colleague

123 the highest esteem 138 occasion
124 his credit 139 our baffled aspirant

140 he had
125

easily that 126 entire I4ifor saying 142 in 143 children
12T at dinner 128 the 144 this son of New York
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was in itself a proof of great innocence].
145 It is true he had

added that he supposed he had no business to ask; but he had been
anxious about it ever since hearing from Mr. and Mrs. Freer that

the British aristocracy was down on the medical profession. "Do

they want you to give it up? Is that what the hitch is about? Don't
desert your colours, Jackson. The [elimination]

146 of pain, the miti-

gation of misery, constitute surely the noblest profession in the

world/'

"My dear fellow, you don't know what you are talking about/'

Jackson [observed, for]
147 answer to this. "I haven't told any one

I was going to be married; still less have I told any one that any one

[objected]
14S to my profession. I should like to see [them]

149 do
it. I have [15 3

got out of the swim [to-day],
151 but I don't regard

myself as the sort of person that people object to. And I do expect
to do something, yet."

"Come home, then, and do it. And [excuse me]
152 if I say that

the facilities for getting married are much greater over there."

"You don't seem to have found them very great
[153] ."

"I have never had time[. Wait]
154 till my next vacation, and you

will see."

"The facilities over there are too great. Nothing is [good]
155 but

what is difficult," said Jackson [Lemon, in a tone of artificial senten-

tiousness that quite tormented his interlocutor].
156

"Well, they have got their backs up, I can see that. I'm glad you
like it. Only if they despise your profession, what will they say to

that of your friends? If they think you are queer, what would they
think of me?" asked Sidney Feeder, [the turn of whose mind]

157 was

not, as a general thing, in the least [sarcastic],
158 but who was pushed

to this sharpness by a conviction that (in spite of declarations which

seemed half an admission and half a denial) his friend was suffer-

ing [himself to be bothered]
159 for the sake of a good [which might

be obtained elsewhere without bother. It had come over him that

the bother was of an unworthy kind.]
16

"My dear fellow, all [that is idiotic." That had been Jackson

145 things for granted in a manner 154 to really go into them. But wait

that of itself testified to an inno- 155 worth while

cence abysmal 156 with a sententious ring that quite
146 suppression distressed his mate
147 could only observe in 15T whose spirit

158 bitter

148
objects

149 any one 159 worry, or really perhaps some-

150 rather 151
[omitted] thing like humiliation

152 don't crush me with grandeur 160 that might be gathered at home
153 /' Jackson sniffed on every bush.
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Lemon's reply; but it expressed but a portion of his thoughts. The

rest]
161 was inexpressible, or almost

[; being connected with a senti-

ment of rage]
162 at its having struck even so genial a mind as Sid-

ney Feeder's that, in proposing to marry a daughter of the highest
civilisation, he was going out of his way departing from his nat-

ural line. Was he then so ignoble, so pledged to inferior things, that

when he saw a girl who (putting aside the fact that she had not

genius, which was rare, and which, though he prized rarity, he didn't

want) seemed to him the most [complete feminine nature]
163 he had

known, he was to think himself too different, too incongruous, to

mate with her? He would mate with whom he [chose];
164 that was

the upshot of Jackson Lemon's [reflections].
165 Several days elapsed,

during which everybody even the pure-minded, like cl66] Sidney

[Feeder]
167 seemed to him very abject.

[I
relate all this to show why it was that]

16S in going to see Mrs.
Freer [he]

169 was prepared much less to be angry with people who,
like [the Dexter Freers,]

17 a month before, had given it out that

he was engaged to a peer's daughter, than to resent the insinuation

that there were obstacles to such a prospect. He sat with [Mrs.

Freer]
m alone for half an hour in the sabbatical stillness [of

Jermyn Street].
172 Her husband had gone for a walk in the Park; he

always walked in the Park [on]
173

Sunday. All the world might have
been there, and Jackson and Mrs. Freer in sole possession of the dis-

trict of St. James's. This perhaps had something to do with making
him at last [rather]

m
confidential; [the influences were concilia-

tory, persuasive. Mrs. Freer was extremely sympathetic; she treated

him like]
175 a person she had known from the age of ten; asked his

leave to continue recumbent; talked a great deal about his mother;
and seemed almost for a while to perform the [kindly]

176 functions
of that lady. It had been wise of her from the first not to allude, even

indirectly, to his having neglected so long to call; her silence on this

point was in the best taste. Jackson [Lemon]
177 had forgotten

161 that's 'rot'!" This had been Jack- 169
[omitted]

son Lemon's retort which ex- ITO her husband and herself

pressed, however, not half his 171 the lady of Jermyn Street

feeling. The other half 172
[omitted]

162, springing as it did from his I73 ofa

depth of displeasure 174 so
163

naturally and functionally found- 175 they had such a margin for easy
ed and seated feminine subject egotism and spreading sympathy.164 "damn pleased" 165

passion Mrs. Freer was ready for any-166 poor 167
[omitted] thing in the critical, the "real"

168 All of which is recorded to show line; she treated him as
176 earnest 177

[omitted]
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[that]
178 it was a habit with her, and indeed a high accomplishment,

never to reproach people with these omissions. You might have left

her alone for [two years]
179 her greeting was always the same; she

[was never]
18 either too delighted to see you or not delighted

enough. After a while, however, he [perceived that her silence had
been to a certain extent a reference];

181 she appeared to take for

granted [that he devoted]
182 all his hours to a certain young lady. It

came over him for a moment that his [country people]
183 took a

great deal for granted; but when Mrs. Freer rather abruptly, sitting

up on her sofa, said to him, half simply, half solemnly, "And now,
my dear Jackson, I want you to tell me something!" he [per-

ceived]
184 that after all shet 185 3 didn't pretend to know more about

[the impending matter]
186 than he himself did. In the course of a

quarter of an hour so appreciatively she listened he had [told her
a good deal about

it].
187 It was the first time he had said so much

to any one, and the process relieved him even more than he would
have supposed. [It made certain things]

188 clear to him, by bringing
them to a point above all, the fact that he had been wronged. He
made no [allusion]

189 whatever to its being out of the usual way
that, as an American doctor, he should sue for the hand of a mar-

quis's daughter; and this reserve was not voluntary, it was quite
unconscious. His mind was too full of the [offensive conduct]

19

of the Cantervilles, and the sordid side of their want of confi-

denceJ 191 ! He could not imagine that while he talked to Mrs. Freer
and it amazed him afterward that he should have chattered so;

he could account for it [only]
1S2

by the state of his nerves she

should be thinking only of the strangeness of the situation he
sketched for her. She thought Americans as good as other people,
but she didn't see where, in American life the daughter of a marquis
would, as she phrased it, work in. To take a simple instance, they
coursed through Mrs, Freer's mind with extraordinary speed would
she not always expect to go in to dinner first? As a noveltyf,]

193 over

there, they might like to see her do
it[,

at
first];

194 there might be
even a pressure for places [for the spectacle].

195 But with the in-

178 how 186 his business
179 months or years,

187 given her much information
iso never was iss There were things it made
181 felt her silence to be in some 189 mention

measure an allusion 190 sudden rudeness
182 his devoting 191 [new paragraph]
183

compatriots
1^2 but

1 84 saw 193 and for a change
185

kept within bounds and 194
[omitted]

195 at the show
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crease of every kind of sophistication that was taking place in Amer-

ica, the humorous view to which she would owe her [safety]
19e

might not continue to be taken; and then where would [197] Lady
Barberina be? This was^ 198 3 but a [small]

199
instance; but Mrs.

Freer's vivid imagination much as she [2003 lived in Europe, she

knew her native land so well saw a host of others massing them-

selves behind it. The consequence of all of which was that after

listening to [him]
201 in the most engaging silence, she raised her

clasped hands, pressed them against her breast, lowered her voice to

a tone of entreaty, and, with [her perpetual little smile],
202 uttered

three words: "My dear Jackson, don't don't don't"

"Don't what?" [he asked, staring].
203

"Don't neglect the chance you have of getting out of
it[;]

204 it

would never do."

He knew what she meant by his chance of getting out of it; [in

his many meditations he had],
205 of course, not overlooked that. The

ground the old couple had taken about settlements (and the fact

that Lady Beauchemin had not come back to him to tell him, as she

promised, that she had moved them, proved how firmly they were

rooted) would have offered an all-sufficient pretext to a man who
should have repented of his advances. Jackson [Lemon]

206 knew

[that];
207 but he knew at the same time that he had not repented.

The old couple's want of imagination did not in the least alter the

fact that [Barberina was,]
208 as he had told her father, [a beautiful

type].
209 Therefore he simply said to Mrs. Freer that he didn't in

the least wish to get out of it; he was as much in it as ever, and

[he]
21 intended to remain [there].

211 But what did she mean, he

[inquired]
212 in a moment, by her statement that it would never do?

Why wouldn't it do? Mrs. Freer replied by another [inquiry

Should]
213 he really like her to tell him? It wouldn't do, because

Lady Barb would not be satisfied with her place at dinner. She

would not be content in a society of commoners with any but

190 immediate ease 197 poor 205 he had, in his many meditations
198 in truth 206

[omitted]
199 scant 207 this

200 had 208 the girl was, in her perfection
201 her young friend 209 one of the rarest of types
202 all the charming cheer of her 210

[omitted]
wisdom 211 it

203 He took it at first coldly
212 asked

204 . you see 213
question- should
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the best; and the best she could not expect (and it was to be sup-

posed that he did not expect her) always [to have].
214

"What do you mean by commoners?" Jackson [Lemon demanded,

looking very serious].
215

"I mean you, and me, and my poor husband, and Dr. Feeder,"
said Mrs. Freer.

"I don't see how there can be commoners where there are not

lords. It is the lord that makes the commoner; and vice versa.
9 '

"Won't a lady do as well? [216 ^ Lady Barberina a simple English

girl can make a million inferiors."

"She will be, before anything else, my wife; and she [will not talk

about inferiors any more than I do. I never do; it's very vulgar/']
217

"I don't know what she'll talk about, my dear Jackson, but she

will think; and her thoughts won't be pleasant I mean for others.

Do you expect to sink her to your own rank?"

Jackson Lemon's bright little eyes [were fixed more brightly than
ever upon]

218 his hostess. "I don't understand you[; and
I]

219 don't

think you understand yourself." This was not absolutely candid, for

he did understand Mrs. Freer to a certain extent; it has been related

that, before he asked Lady Barb's hand of her parents, there had
been moments when he himself [was not very sure that the flower of

the British aristocracy]
22 would flourish in American [soil].

221 But
an intimation from another person that it was beyond his power to

pass off his wife whether she were the daughter of a peer or of a

shoemaker set all his blood on fire. It quenched on the instant his

own perception of difficulties of detail, and made him feel only that

he was dishonoured he, the heir of all the ages by such insinua-

tions. It was his belief though he had never before had occasion

to put it forward that his position, one of the best in the world,

[was one of those positions that make]
222

everything possible. He
had had the best education the age could offer, for if he had rather

wasted his time at Harvard, where he entered very young, he had,

as he believed, been tremendously serious at Heidelberg and at Vi-

enna. He had devoted himself to one of the noblest of professions

214
grossly to monopolise; as people 21 8 rested more sharply on
of her sort, for that matter, did 219 and
so successfully grab it in England 220 doubted if a flower only to be

215 rather grimly demanded described as o the social hot-

216 Our house, that is of aristocratic air,

217 won't on the whole think it any 221 earth

less vulgar to talk about inferiors 222 had about it the felicity that

than I do myself." makes
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a profession recognised as such everywhere but in England and

[he]
223 had inherited a fortune far beyond the expectation of his

earlier years, the years when he cultivated habits of work which
alone or rather in combination with talents that he neither exag-

gerated nor [minimised]
224 would have conduced to distinction.

He was one of the most fortunate inhabitants of an immense, fresh,

rich country, a country whose future was admitted to be incalcu-

lable, and he moved with perfect ease in a society in which he was
not overshadowed by others. It seemed to him, therefore, beneath his

dignity to wonder whether he could afford, socially speaking, to

marry according to his taste. [Jackson Lemon pretended to be

strong;]
225 and what was the use of [being strong]

226 if you were
not prepared to undertake things [that]

227 timid people might find

difficult? It was his plan to marry the woman he [liked,]
22S and not

to be afraid of her afterward. The effect of Mrs. Freer's doubt of his

success was to represent to him that his own character would not
cover his wife's; she couldn't have made him feel [otherwise]

229 if

she had told him that he was marrying beneath him, and would have
to ask for indulgence. "I don't believe you know how much I think
that any woman who marries me will be doing very well/' he [added,

directly].
230

"I am very sure of that; but it isn't so simple one's being an
American," Mrs. Freer rejoined, with a

[little]
231

philosophic sigh.
"It's whatever one chooses to make it."

"Well, you'll make it what no one has done yet, if you take that

young lady to America and make her happy there."

"Do you think it's such a very dreadful place?"
["No, indeed; but]

232 she will."

Jackson [Lemon got up]
233 from his chair, and took up his hat

and stick. He had actually turned a little pale, with the force of his

emotion; [it
had made him really quiver]

234 that his marriage to

Lady Barberina [should]
235 be looked at as too high a flight. He

stood a moment leaning against the mantelpiece, and very much
tempted to say to Mrs. Freer that she was a vulgar-minded old
woman. But he said something that was really more to the point:
"You forget that she will have her consolations."

223
[omitted] 231 small

224 undervalued 232 His hostess had a pause. "It's not
225 He pretended to general strength, a question of what I think, but
226

strength of what
227

[omitted] 233 rose
228 desired 234 there was a pang of wrath for him
229 worse in this fact
230 nrnnrmflv
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"Don't go away, or I shall think I have offended you. You can't

console [a wounded marchioness]."
236

"How will she be [wounded]?
237

People will be charming to her."

"They will be charming to her charming to her!" These words
fell from the lips of Dexter Freer, who had opened the door of the

room and stood with the knob in his hand, putting himself into

relation to his wife's talk with their visitor. This [was accom-

plished]
238 in an instant. "Of course I know whom you mean," he

said, while he exchanged greetings with Jackson [Lemon].
239 "My

wife and I [of course you know]
24 we are great busybodies have

talked of your affair, and we differ about it completely: she sees

only the dangers, [and]
241 1 seef242 ^ the advantages."

"By the advantages he means the fun for us," Mrs. Freer [re-

marked],
243

settling her sofa-cushions.

Jackson looked with a certain sharp blankness from one of these

disinterested judges to the other; [and]
244 even yet they [did

not perceive]
245 how their misdirected [familiarities]

24S
wrought

[upon]
247 him. It was hardly more agreeable to him to know that

the husband wished to see Lady Barb in America, than to know that

the wife [had a dread of such a vision; for there]
24S was that in

Dexter Freer's face which seemed to [say that the thing would

take]
249

place somehow for the benefit of the spectators. "I think

you both see too much a great deal too muchf," he answered,
rather coldly].

250

"My dear young man, at my age I [can]
251 take certain liberties,"

said Dexter Freer. "[Do it]
252 I beseech you to do it; it has never

been done before." And then, as if Jackson's glance had challenged
this last assertion, he went on: "Never, I assure you, this particular

thing. Young female members of the British aristocracy have mar-

ried coachmen and fishmongers, and all that sort of thing; but they
have never married you and me."

"They certainly haven't married [you,"]
253 said Mrs. Freer.

"I am much obliged to you for your advice." It may be thought
that Jackson Lemon took himself rather seriously; and indeed I am

236 an injured noblewoman 246 freedom
237 injured

247 on
238 harmony was achieved 248 waved away such a vision. There
239

[omitted]
249 forecast the affair as taking

240
naturally

250 in the whole thing," he rather

241 while 242 all coldly returned

243 explained
251 may

244
[omitted]

252 "Do what you've planned
245 scarce saw 253 the 'likes* of either of you!"
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afraid that if he had not done so there would have been no occasion

[for my writing this little history].
254 But it made him almost sick

to hear his engagement spoken of as a curious and ambiguous phe-
nomenon. He might have his own ideas about it one always has

about one's engagement; but the ideas that appeared to have peopled
the imagination of his friends ended by kindling a [little hot spot]

255

in each of his cheeks. "I would rather not talk any more about my
little plans," he added to [Dexter Freer].

256 "I have been saying all

sorts of absurd things to Mrs. Freer."

"They have been most interesting^
257

^," that lady declared. "You
have been very stupidly treated."

"May she tell me when you go?" her husband asked of the young
man.

"I am going now; she may tell you whatever she likes."

"I am afraid we have displeased you," [said Mrs. Freer];
258 "I

have said too much what I think. You must [excuse]
259 me, it's all

for your mother."

"It's she whom I want Lady Barberina to see!" Jackson [Lemon]
26

exclaimed, with the inconsequence of filial affection.

"Deary me!" [murmured Mrs. Freer].
261

"We shall go back to America to see how you get on," her hus-

band said; "and if you succeed, it will be a great precedent."
"Oh, I shall succeed!" And with this he took his departure. He

walked away with the quick step of a man labouring under a cer-

tain excitement; walked up to Piccadilly and down past Hyde Park
Corner. It relieved him to [traverse]

262 these distances, for he was

thinking hard, under the influence of irritation; and [locomotion

helped him to think. Certain suggestions that had been made him
in the last half hour rankled in his mind, all]

263 the more that they

[seemed to have a kind of]
264

representative valuef, to be]
265 an

echo of the common voice. If his prospects wore that face to Mrs.

Freer, they would probably wear it to others; [and]
266 he felt a

[sudden need of showing]
267 such others that they took a pitiful

measure of his position. [Jackson Lemon]
268 walked and walked

254 even for this summary report of 263 it was as if his movement phrased
him his passion. Certain lights flashed

255 small hot expanse on him in the last half-hour
256 his host turned to fire in him
257 and most infuriating 264 had a
258 she went on 265 and were
259 pardon 200

[omitted]
266 so

261 Mrs. Freer gently wailed 267 strong sharp need to show
262 measure 268 He
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till lie found himself on the highway of Hammersmith. I have

represented him as a young man [of much strength of purpose],
269

and I may appear to undermine this plea when I [relate]
27 that he

wrote that evening to his solicitor that Mr. [Hilary]
2T1 was to be

informed that he would agree to any proposals for settlements that

[Mr. Hilary]
272 should make. Jackson's [strength of purpose]

273

was shown in his deciding to marry Lady Barberina on any terms.

It [seemed to him, under the influence]
274 of his desire to prove that

he was not afraid so odious was the imputation that terms of any
kind were very superficial things. What was fundamental, and of

the essence of the matter, would be to [marry Lady Barb and]
275

carry everything out.

269 with a stiff back 274 had come over him through the
270 note 271 Hardman action
272 this worthy 273 stiff back 275 secure the grand girl and then



V.

"ON Sundays, now, you might be at home," [Jackson Lemon]
1 said

to his wife in the following month of March, more than six months
after his marriage.

''Are the people any nicer on Sundays than they are on other

days?" Lady Barberina [replied],
2 from the depths of her chair, with-

out looking up from a stiff little book.

He [hesitated a single instant]
3 before answering: "I don't know

whether they are, but I think you might be/'

"I am as nice as I know how to be. You must take me as I am.
You knew when you married me that I was not an American."

Jackson Lemon stood before the fire, towards which his wife's

face was turned and her feet were extended; stood there same time,

with his hands behind him and his eyes dropped a little obliquely

upon [the]
* bent head and richly-draped figure [of Lady Barberina].

5

It may be said without delay that he was [irritated],
6 and it may

be added that he had a double cause. He [felt]
7 himself [to be]

8 on
the verge of the first crisis that had occurred between himself and
his wife the reader will [perceive]

9 that it had occurred rather

promptly and he was annoyed at his annoyance. A glimpse of his,

state of mind before his marriage has been given to the reader, who
will remember that at that period [Jackson Lemon]

10
[somehow

regarded]
n himself [as]

12 lifted above possibilities of irritation.

When one was strong, one was not [irritable];
13 and a union with a

[kind of]
14

goddess would of course be [an element of strength].
15

Lady Barb was af16 ^

goddess still, and [Jackson Lemon admired his

* be 8
[omitted]

9 note
2 asked 10 our young man
3 waited ever so briefly 11 had believed 12

[omitted]
* Lady Barb's 13

fidgety
i*

species of calm
5
[omitted] 15 a source of repose

$ SOre of SOlll 7 knew 16 calm, was an ^vpn ralm^r
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wife as much as]
17 the day he^18 ^ led her to the altar; but I am not

sure [that he felt so strong].
19

"How do you know what people are?" he said in a moment. "You
have seen so few; you are perpetually denying yourself. If you should
leave New York to-morrow you would know wonderfully little about
it."

"It's all C20 3 the same," [said Lady Barb; "the]
21

people are all

exactly alike^i."

"How can you tell? You never see them."
"Didn't I go out every night for the first two months we were

here?"

"It was only to about a dozen houses f23
3always the same; people,

moreover, you had already met in London. You have got no general

impressions."
[24] "That's just what I [have]

25
got; I had them before I came.

[Every one is just the same; they]
26 have just the same names just

the same manners."

Again, for an instant, Jackson [Lemon hesitated];
27 then he

said[, in that apparently artless tone]
2S of which mention has already

been made, and which he sometimes used in London during his

[wooing]:
29 "Don't you like it over here?"

Lady Barb [raised her eyes from her book].
30 "Did you expect

me to like it?"

"I hoped you would, of course. I think I told you so."

"I don't remember. You said very little about it; you seemed to

make a kind of mystery. I knew, of course, you expected me to live

here, but I didn't know you expected me to like it."

"You thought I asked of you the sacrifice, as it were."

"I am sure I don't know/' said Lady Barb. She got up from her

chair and tossed [the volume she had been reading]
31 into the empty

seat. "I recommend you to read that book," she added,

"Is it interesting?"
"It's an American novel."

"I never read novels."

"You had better look at that one; it will show you the kind of

people you want me to know."

17 he had a much more intimate view 25 have

of her divinity than on 18 had 20 I see no difference whatever. They
19 he felt either as firm or as easy

27 hung fire

20
just

21 she pleaded. "The 28 with that practised fiat candor
22 There's only one sort 29 courtship
23 those, I agree,

3 had returned to her book, but she
24 she raised her beautiful blank looked up again

face. 31 her unconsolatory volume
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"I have no doubt it's very vulgar," [said Jackson Lemon;]
32 "I

don't see why you read it."

"What else can I do? I can't always be riding in the Park; I hate

the Park," [Lady Barb remarked].
33

"It's quite as good as your own/' said her husband.

She glanced at him with a certain quickness, her eyebrows slightly

lifted. "Do you mean the park at Pasterns?"

"No; I mean the park in London."

"I don't care about London. One was only in London a few

weeks." C34]

35 i "I suppose you miss the country," [said Jackson Lemon].
36 It

was his idea of life that he should not be afraid of anything, not be

afraid, in any situation, of knowing the worst that was to be known
about it; and the demon of a courage with which discretion was not

properly commingled prompted him to take soundings which were

perhaps not absolutely necessary for safety, and yet [which]
37 re-

vealed unmistakable rocks. It was useless to know about rocks if he
couldn't avoid them; the only thing was to trust to the wind.

"I don't know what I miss. I think I miss everything!" This was
his wife's answer to his too curious inquiry. It was not peevish, for

that
[is not]

38 the tone of at 39 ^

goddess; but it expressed a good
deal a good deal more than Lady Barb, who was rarely eloquent,
had expressed before. Nevertheless, though his question had been

precipitate, Jackson [Lemon]
40 said to himself that he might take

his time to think over what [his wife's little speech contained];
41 he

could not help seeing that the future would give him [abundant
opportunity for that].

42 He was in no hurry to ask himself whether

poor Mrs. Freer, in Jermyn Street, might not, after all, have been

right in saying that[, in regard to marrying the product of an English

caste],
43 it was not so simple to be an American doctor t^might

avail little even, in such a case, to be the heir of all the ages. The
transition was complicated, but in his bright mind it was rapid, from
the brush of a momentary contact with such ideas to certain con-

siderations which led him [to say, after an instant, to his wife,]
45

"Should you like to go down into Connecticut?"

32 Jackson said. 39 calm
33 she quite rang out 40

[omitted]
34 She had a horrible lovely ease. 41 her fewness of words enclosed
35 Yet he but wanted to help her 42

plenty of chance
turn round. 43 when it came to marrying an Eng-

36 he su^ested lish caste-product
ST that 44 it

s& wasn't 45 to go on after an instant:
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"Into Connecticut?"

"That's one of our States; it's about as large as Ireland. I'll take

you there if you like."

"What does one do there?"

"We can try and get some hunting."
"You and I alone?"

"Perhaps we can get a party to join us."

"The people in the State?"

"Yes; we might propose it to them."

"The tradespeople in the towns?"

"Very true; they will have to mind their shops," [said Jackson

Lemon].
46 "But we might hunt alone."

"Are there any foxes?"

"No; but there are a few old cows."

Lady Barb had already [perceived]
47 that her husband [took it

into his head once in a while to laugh at her],
48 and she was aware

that [the present occasion]
49 was neither worse nor better than

some others. She didn't mind
[it]

50
particularly now, though in

England it would have disgusted her; she had the consciousness of

virtue an immense comfort and flattered herself [that]
51 she had

learned the lesson of an altered standard of fitness[; there were,

moreover,]
52 so many more disagreeable things in America than

being laughed at by one's husband. But she pretended [to mind

it,]
53 because [it]

54 made him stop, and above all
[it stopped]

55 dis-

cussion, which with Jackson was [so often jocular, and none the less

tiresome for that].
56 "I only want to be left alone," she said, in

answer though, indeed, it had not the [manner]
57 of an answer

to his speech about the cows. With this she wandered away to one

of the windows [which]
5S looked out on the Fifth Avenue. She was

very fond of these windows, and she had taken a great fancy to the

Fifth Avenue, which, in the high-pitched winter weather, when

everything sparkled, was [a spectacle full of novelty].
59 It will be

seen that she was not wholly unjust to her adoptive country: she

found it delightful to look out of the window. This was a pleasure
she had enjoyed in London only in the most furtive manner; it was

not the kind of thing that girls [did in England].
60 Besides, in Lon-

46 Jackson said 53 not to like it 54 this 55 checked

47 noted 56 habitually so facetious and conse-

48 sought the relief of a laugh at her quently so tiresome

expense
57

style
49 his present opportunity

58 that

50 that trick in him 51
[omitted]

59 bright and funny and foreign
62 besides which there were ^o in England did
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don, in Hill Street, there was nothing particular to see; but in the

Fifth Avenue everything and every one went by, and observation

was made consistent with dignity by the [masses]
61 of brocade and

lace [in which the windows were draped],
62 which, somehow, would

not have been tidy in England, and which made an ambush without

concealing the brilliant day. Hundreds of women the [curious]
63

women of New York, who were unlike any that Lady Barb had

hitherto seen passed the house every hour, and her ladyship was

infinitely entertained and mystified by the sight of their clothes. She

spent [a good deal]
64 more time than she was aware of in this

[amusement; and if she had]
65 been addicted to returning upon her-

self, [or]
66

asking herself for an account of her conduct an inquiry

[which]
6T she did not, indeed, completely neglect, but [treated very

cursorily it would have made her smile sadly to think]
68 what she

appeared mainly to have come to America for, conscious though
she was that her tastes were very simple, and that so long as she

didn't hunt, it didn't much matter what she did.

Her husband turned about to the fire, giving a push with his foot

to a log that had fallen out of its place. Then he said and the con-

nection with the words she had just uttered was [apparent]
6d

enough "You really must t 7 J be at home on Sundays, you know.

I used to like that so much in London. All the best women here do

it. You had better begin to-day. I am going to see my mother; if I

meet any one I will tell them to come."

"Tell them not to talk so much/' said Lady Barb, among her lace

curtains.

"Ah, my dear," [her husband replied],
11 "it isn't every one [that]

72

has your concisionl" And he went and stood behind her in the win-

dow, putting his arm round her waist. It was as much of a satisfac-

tion to him as it had been six months before, at the time the solic-

itors were settling the matter, that this flower of an ancient stem

should be worn upon his own breast; he still thought its fragrance
a thing quite apart, and it was as clear as day to him that his wife

was the handsomest woman in New York. He had begun, after their

arrival, by telling her this very often; but the assurance brought no
colour to her cheek, no light to her eyes; to be the handsomest

*i
quantities 88 made no great form of she must

^2
dressing the embrasure have a wan smile for this proof of

*
queer *

[omitted] direct
65 recreation, and had she 70 manage to
66 to 71 Jackson returned
w

[omitted] 72 who
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woman in New York [evidently did not seem to her]
7S a position

in life. [Moreover, the reader may]
u be informed that, oddly

enough, Lady Barb did not particularly believe this assertion. There

were some very pretty women in New York, and without in the least

wishing to be like them she had seen no woman in America whom
she desired to resemble she envied [some of their elements].

75 It is

probable that her own finest points were those of which she was

most unconscious. But [her husband was]
76 aware of all of them;

nothing could exceed the minuteness of his appreciation of his wife.

It was a sign of this that after he had stood behind her a moment

he kissed her very tenderly. "Have you any message for my mother?"

he asked.

"Please give her my love. And you might take her that book."

"What book?"

"That nasty one I have been reading."

"Oh, bother your books," [said Jackson Lemon,]
7T with a cer-

tain irritation, as he went out of the room.

There had been a good many things in her life in New York that

cost Lady Barb an effort; but sending her love to her mother-in-law

was not one of these. She liked Mrs. Lemon better than any one she

had seen in America; she was the only person who seemed to Lady
Barb really simple, as she^ 78 * understood that quality. Many people

had struck her as homely and rustic, and many others as pretentious

and vulgar; but in Jackson's mother she had found the golden mean

of a [simplicity]
79 which, as she would have said, [was]

80
really nice.

Her sister, Lady Agatha, was even fonder of Mrs. Lemon; but then

Lady Agatha had taken the most extraordinary fancy to every one

and everything, and talked as if America were the most delightful

country in the world. She was having a lovely time (she already spoke

the most beautiful American), and had been, during the^ winter

[that was]
82

just drawing to a dose, the most prominent girl in New

York. She had gone out at first with her [sister],
83 but for some weeks

past Lady Barb had let so many occasions pass, that Agatha threw

herself into the arms of Mrs. Lemon, who found her [extraordi-

narily]
84

quaint and amusing and was delighted to take her into

73
, now that she was acquainted with 77 he cried

that city, plainly failed to strike 78 herself

her as 7d discretion, of a native felicity and

74 The reader may moreover modesty and decency

76 them some of their peculiar little ^ were

freshnesses
si bright

82
[omitted]

83 elder

7e Jackson was intensely
8* unsurpassably
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society. Mrs. Lemon, as an old woman, had given up such vanities;

but she only wanted a motive, and in her good nature she ordered a

dozen new caps and sat smiling against the wall while her little Eng-
lish maid, on polished floors, to the sound of music, cultivated the

American step as well as the American tone. There was no trouble,

in New York, about going out, and the winter was not half over

before the little English maid found herself an accomplished diner,

rolling about, without any chaperon at all, to [banquets]
85 where

she could count [upon]
86 a bouquet at her plate. She had had a

great deal of correspondence with her [mother]
87 on this point, and

Lady Canterville [at last withdrew]
88 her protest, which in the mean-

time had been perfectly useless. It was ultimately Lady Canterville's

feeling that if she had married the handsomest of her daughters to

an American doctor, she might let another become a professional

raconteuse (Agatha had written to her that she was expected to talk

so much), strange as such a destiny seemed for a girl of nineteen.

Mrs. Lemon [was even a much simpler woman] 89 than Lady [Bar-

berina thought]
90 her; for she had not noticed that Lady Agatha

danced much oftener with Herman Longstraw than with any one

else. Jackson [Lemon],
91

though he went little to balls, had discov-

ered this truth, and he looked slightly preoccupied when, after he

had sat five minutes with his mother on the Sunday afternoon

through which I have invited the reader to trace so much more than

(I am afraid) is easily apparent of the progress of this simple story,

he learned that his sister-in-law was entertaining Mr. Longstraw in

the library. [He]
92 had called half an hour before, and she had

taken him into the other room to show him the seal of the Canter-

villes, which she had fastened to one of her numerous trinkets (she
was adorned with a hundred bangles and chains), and the proper
exhibition of which required a taper and a stick of wax. Apparently
he was examining it very carefully, for they had been absent a good
while. Mrs. Lemon's simplicity was further shown by the fact that

she had not measured their absence; it was only when Jackson ques-
tioned her that she remembered.
Herman Longstraw was a young Californian who had turned up

in New York the winter before, and who travelled on his moustache,
as they were understood to say in his native State. This moustache,
and some of [the]

03
accompanying features, were [very ornamental];

94

85 feasts 90 Barb imputed to
8e on 91 himself
87 own female parent 92 That young man
88 had at last withdrawn 93 its

s had even a higher simplicity 94
greatly admired
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several ladies in New York had been known to declare that they were

as beautiful as a dream. Taken in connection with his tall stature,

his familiar good-nature, and his remarkable Western vocabulary,

they constituted his only social capital; for of the two great divisions,

the rich Californians and the poor Californians, it was well known
to which he belonged. [Jackson]

95 Lemon [looked at]
96 him as [97] a

slightly mitigated cowboy, and was somewhat vexed at his [dear

mother],
98

though [he was]
" aware that she could scarcely figure to

herself what an effect such [an accent as that]
10 would produce in

the halls of Canterville. He had no desire whatever to play a trick

on the house to which he was allied, and knew perfectly that Lady
Agatha had not been sent to America to become entangled with a

Californian of the wrong denomination. He had been perfectly will-

ing to bring her; he thought, a little vindictively, that this would

operate as a hint to her [parents as to what he might have been

inclined to do if they had not sent Mr. Hilary after him].
101 Herman

Longstraw, according to the legend, had been a trapper, a squatter,
a miner, a pioneer had been everything that one could be in the

[romantic]
102

parts of America, and had accumulated masses of

experience before the age of thirty. He had shot bears in the Rockies

and buffaloes on the plains; and it was even believed that he had

brought down animals of a still more dangerous kind, among the

haunts of men. There had been a story that he owned a cattle-ranch

in Arizona; but a later and apparently more authentic version of

it, though [it represented]
103 him as looking after the cattle, did not

depict him as their proprietor.
C10*3 Many of the stories told about

him were false; but there [is]
105 no doubt [that]

106 his moustache,

his [good-nature]
107 and his [accent were genuine].

108 He danced

very badly; but Lady Agatha had frankly told several persons that

that was nothing new to her; and [she liked]
109

(this, however, she

did not tell)
t1103 Mr. Herman Longstraw. What she enjoyed in

America was the revelation of freedom; and there was no such proof
of freedom as [conversation]

in with a gentleman who dressed

95 Doctor 102 desperate
96 had viewed 103 representing
97 but !4 [new paragraph]
8 own parent

105 was
99 also 106

[omitted]
100 a form of speech as this remark- 3-07 native ease

ably straight echo of the prairie
108 native accent were the best of

101
progenitors on what he might their kind

have imagined doing if they
i9 in short she delighted

hadn't been so stupidly bent on no in

Mr. Hardman m absolutely unrestricted discourse
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[n [ii2] skins when [he was]
113 not in New York, and who, in his

usual pursuits, carried his life (as well as that of other [people])
114

in his hand. A gentleman whom she had sat next to at a dinner in

the early part of her [stay in New York,]
115 remarked to her that the

United States were the paradise of women and tll6] mechanics; and

this had seemed to her at the time very abstract, for she was not

:onscious, as yet, of belonging to either class. In England she had

been only a girl; and the principal idea connected with that was

simply that, for one's misfortune, one was not a boy. But [presently

>he perceived that New York was a paradise];
117 and this helped

tier to know that she must be one of the people mentioned in the

axiom of her neighbour people who could do whatever they

wanted, had a voice in everything, and made their taste and their

ideas felt. She saw [that it was great fun]
118 to be a woman in

America, and that this was the best way to enjoy the New York

winter the wonderful, brilliant New York winter, the queer, long-

shaped, glittering city, the heterogeneous hours, among which you
couldn't tell the morning from the afternoon or the night from

either of them, the perpetual liberties and walks, the rushings-out
and the droppings-in, the intimacies, the endearments, the comicali-

ties, the sleigh-bells, the cutters, the sunsets on the snow, the ice-

parties in the frosty clearness, the bright, hot, velvety houses, the

bouquets, the bonbons, the little cakes, the big cakes, the irrepressi-

ble inspirations of shopping, the innumerable luncheons and din-

ners [that were]
119 offered to youth and innocence, the quantities

of chatter of quantities of girls, the perpetual motion of the [Ger-

man,]
12 the suppers at restaurants after the play, the way in which

life was pervaded by Delmonico and Delmonico by the sense that

though one's hunting was lost and this [121] so different, it was

[almost as good and in]
122

all, through all, [a kind of]
123 suffusion

of [bright, loud,]
124

friendly soundf, which was very local, but very

human].
125

Lady Agatha at present was staying, for a little change, with Mrs.

Lemon, and such adventures as that were part of the pleasure of her

American season. The house was too close; but physically the girl

could bear anything, and it was all she had to complain of; for Mrs.

112 crude 113
[omitted] 120 "German,"

Unpersons us visit had 11* of 121 therefore
117 she presently herself found the 122

very nearly as good. In
odd American world a true so- 123 flowed a

fouxn of the youthful blest 124 loud unmodulated
us what fun it was 125 which reminded her of an end-
lit

{omitted] less tuning of rather bad fiddles
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Lemon, as we know, thought her a [bonnie little damsel],
126 and

had none of those old-world scruples in regard to spoiling young
people to which Lady Agatha now [perceived that she herself],

127 in

the past, had been unduly sacrificed. In her own way it was not at

all her sister's way she liked to be of importance; and this was

assuredly the case when she saw that Mrs. Lemon had apparently

nothing in the world to do (after spending a part of the morning
with her servants) but invent little distractions (many of them of the

edible sort) for her guest. She appeared to have certain friends, but
she had no society to speak of, and the people who came into her

house came principally to see Lady Agatha. This, as we have

[seen],
128 was strikingly the case with Herman Longstraw. The

whole situation gave [Lady Agatha]
12d a great feeling of success

success of a new and unexpected kind. Of course, in England, she

had been born successful, [in a manner, in coming into the world]
13

in one of the most beautiful rooms at Pasterns; but her present

triumph was achieved more by her own effort (not that she had tried

very hard) and by her merit. It was not so much what she said ([for

she could never say half as much as]
131 the girls in New York), as

the spirit of enjoyment that played in her fresh young face, with its

pointless curves, and shone in her gray English eyes. She enjoyed

everything, even the street-cars, of which she made liberal use; and
more than everything she enjoyed Mr. Longstraw and his talk about

buffaloes and bears. Mrs. Lemon promised to be very careful, as soon

as her son had begun to warn her; and this time she had a certain

understanding of what she promised. She thought people ought to

make the matches they liked; she had given proof of this in her late

behaviour to Jackson, whose own union was, in her opinion, marked
with all the arbitrariness of pure love. Nevertheless, she could see

that Herman Longstraw would probably be thought rough in Eng-
land; and it was not simply that he was so inferior to Jackson, for,

after all, certain things were not to be expected. Jackson [Lemon]
132

was not oppressed with his mother-in-law, having taken his pre-

cautions against such a danger; but he was [aware that]
13S he should

give Lady Canterville a permanent advantage over him
iff,

while

she was in America, her daughter Agatha should]
134 attach herself

to a mere moustache.

126 weird little specimen
131 since she could never equal for

127 knew she must quantity
128 noted i32

[omitted]
129 the young stranger

133 certain

iso as it might be called, through 134 her third daughter should while

her so emerging in America
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It was not always, as I have hinted, that Mrs. Lemon entered com-

detely into the views of her son, though in form she never failed to

ubscribe to them devoutly. She had never yet, for instance, appre-
>ended his reason for marrying [Lady Barberina Clement].

135 This

/as a great secret, and [Mrs. Lemon]
136 was determined f 137 ^ that

LO one should ever know it. For herself, she was sure that, to the

nd of time, she should not discover Jackson's reason. She [could]
138

icver ask about it, for that of course would betray her. From the

rst she had told him she was delighted; there being no need of

sking for explanations then, as the young lady herself, when she

hould come to know her, would explain. But the young lady had
tot yet explained; and after this, evidently, [she]

139 never would,

he was very tall, very handsome, she answered exactly to Mrs.

.emon's prefigurement of the daughter of a lord, and she wore her

lothes, which were peculiar, but[, to her,]
14

remarkably becoming,

-ery well. But she did not elucidate; we know ourselves that there

/as very little that was explanatory about Lady Barb. So Mrs.

^emon continued to wonder, to ask herself, "Why that one, more
han so many others, who would have been more natural?" The
hoice [appeared to]

141
her, as I have said, [very]

142
arbitrary. She

ound Lady Barb very different from other girls she had known, and
his led her almost immediately to feel sorry for her daughter-in-law.
Ihe [said to herself that Barb]

143 was to be pitied if she found her

msband's people as peculiar as his mother found her[; for]
144 the

esult of that would be to make her very lonesome. Lady Agatha
yas different, because she seemed to keep nothing back; you saw
ill there was of her, and she was evidently not home-sick. Mrs.

^emon could see that Barberina was ravaged by this last [passion
md was too proud]

145 to show it. She even had a glimpse of the

iltimate truth; namely, that Jackson's wife had not the comfort
>f crying, because that would have amounted to a confession that

he had been idiotic enough to believe in advance that, in an
\merican town, in the society of doctors, she should escape such

jangs. Mrs. Lemon treated her with [the greatest gentleness]
146 all

lie [gentleness]
147 that was due to a young woman [who was]

148

n the unfortunate position of having been married one couldn't

135 poor Lady Barb 142 as quite
136 she 143 felt how the girl
187

> in her gentleness, 144
, since

1S8 might 145 ailment and was also too haughty
139

[omitted] 146 studied consideration
140 to one of her shape 147 indulgence
141 struck 148

[omitted]
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tell whyJ
149 ^ The world, to [Mrs, Lemon's]

15 view, contained two

great departments that of [persons],
151 and that of things; and she

believed that you must take an interest either in one or the other.

The [152 3

incomprehensible [thing]
153 in Lady Barb was that she

cared for neither side of the show. Her house apparently inspired
her with no curiosity and no enthusiasm, though it had been

thought magnificent enough to be described in successive columns
of the American newspapers; and she never spoke of her furniture

or her domestics, though she had a prodigious [supply]
154 of such

possessions. She was the same with regard to her acquaintance, which
was immense, inasmuch as every one in the place had called on her.

Mrs. Lemon was the least critical woman in the world; but it had

[sometimes exasperated]
155 her just a little that her daughter-in-law

should receive every one in New York [in exactly the same way].
156

There were differences, Mrs. Lemon knew, and some of them were of

the highest importance; but poor Lady Barb appeared never to sus-

pect them. She accepted every one and everything, and asked no

questions. She had no curiosity about her fellow-citizens, and as she

never assumed it for a moment, she gave Mrs. Lemon no opportunity
to enlighten her. Lady Barb was a person with whom you could do

nothing unless she [gave]
157

you an opening; and nothing would
have been more difficult than to [enlighten her]

158
against her will.

Of course she picked up a little knowledge; but she confounded and

transposed American attributes in the most extraordinary way. She

had a way of calling every one Doctor; and Mrs. Lemon could

scarcely convince her that this distinction was too precious to be so

freely bestowed. She had once said to her [mother-in-law]
159 that

in New York there was nothing to know people by, their names were

so very monotonous; and Mrs. Lemon had entered into this enough
to see that there was something that stood out a good deal in Bar-

berina's own prefix. It is probable that during her short [stay in

New York]
16

complete justice was not done Lady Barb; she never

[got credit, for instance,]
m for repressing her annoyance at the

[aridity of the social nomenclature, which seemed to her hideous].
162

That little speech to her husband's mother was the most reckless

149 [new paragraph]
157 left

150 the elder lady's
158

"post'* her, as her mother-in-law

151 people would have said,

152 true 153
[omitted]

159 supporter
154 show i 60 period of domestication

155
occasionally ruffled l fii as an instance got credit

156 quite in the same automatic 1^2 poverty of the nominal signs and

manner styles, a deep desolation
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sign she gave of it; and there were few things that contributed more
to the good conscience she habitually enjoyed, than her self-control

on this particular point.

[Jackson]
163 Lemon was [making some]

164
researches, just now,

which took up a great deal of his time; and, for the rest, he passed
his hours [abundantly]

165 with his wife. For the last three months,
therefore, he had seen his [mother]

16<5
scarcely more than once a

week. In spite of researches, in spite of medical societies, where Jack-
son, to her knowledge, read papers, Lady Barb had more of her
husband's company than she had counted upon at the time she

married. She had never known a married pair to be so much to-

gether as she and Jackson; he appeared to expect her to sit with
him in the library in the morning. He had none of the occupations
of gentlemen and noblemen in England, for the element of politics

appeared to be as absent as the [hunting].
167 There were politics in

Washington, she had been told, and even at Albany, and Jackson
had proposed to introduce her to these cities; but the proposal,
made to her once at dinner before several people, had excited such
cries of horror that it fell dead on the spot. "We don't want you
to see anything of that kind," one of the ladies had said, and Jack-
son had appeared to be discouraged that is if, in regard to Jackson,
[one]

16S could really tell.

"Pray, what is it you want me to see?" Lady Barb had asked on
this occasion.

"Well, New York; and Boston,uw if you want to very much
but not otherwise[;]

17 and t 17^
Niagara[; and,]

172 more than any-
thing, Newport/*

[Lady Barb]
173 was tired of their eternal Newport; she had heard

of it a thousand times, and felt already as if she had lived there half
her life; she was sure, moreover, that she should hate

[it].
174 This

is perhaps as near as she came to having a lively conviction on any
American subject. She asked herself whether she was then to spend
her life in the Fifth Avenue, with alternations of a city of villas (she
detested

villas), and wondered [whether]
175 that was all the great

American country had to offer her. There were times when she

[thought that]
17e she would like the backwoods, and that the Far

ies Doctor ie&
(Boston 170), mthen

i* engaged in professional 112 But
*5

unreservedly 173 she
l * other nearest relative 174 the awful little placeW element of the chase 175 if

ieSsS*e 176 beKeved
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West might be a resource; for she had analysed her feelings just

deep enough to discover that when she had hesitating a good deal

turned over the question of marrying Jackson Lemon, it was not

in the least of American barbarism [that]
m she was afraid; her

dread [was]
1T8 of American civilisation. She [believed]

179 the little

lady I have just quoted [was]
18 a goose; but that did not make

New York any more interesting. It would be reckless to say that she

suffered from an overdose of Jackson's company, [because she had
a view of the fact that he was much]

181 her most important social

resource. She could talk to him about England; about her own Eng-
land, and he understood more or less what she wished to say, when
she wished to say anything, which was not frequent. There were

plenty of other people who talked about England; but with them
the range of allusion was always the hotels, of which she knew noth-

ing, and the shops, and the opera, and the photographs: they had

[a mania]
182 for photographs. There were other people who were

always wanting her to tell them about Pasterns, and the manner
of life there, and the parties; but if there was one thing Lady Barb
disliked more than another, it was describing Pasterns. She had

always lived with people who knew, of themselves, what such a place
would be, without demanding these pictorial efforts, proper only,
as she vaguely felt, to persons belonging to the classes whose trade

was the arts of expression. Lady Barb, of course, had never gone into

it; but she knew that in her own class the business was not to

express, but to enjoy; not to represent, but to be represented

though, indeed, this latter liability might [convey]
183 offence; for

it may be noted that even for an aristocrat Jackson Lemon's wife

was aristocratic.

Lady Agatha and her visitor came back from the library in course

of time, and Jackson Lemon felt it his duty to be rather cold to

Herman Longstraw. It was not clear to him what sort of a husband

his sister-in-law would do well to look for in America if there were

to be any question of husbands; but as to [this]
184 he was not bound

to be definite, provided he should rule out Mr. Longstraw. This

gentleman, however, was not given to [perceive]
185 shades of man-

ner; he had little observation, but very great confidence.

"I think you had better come home with me," Jackson said to

Lady Agatha; "I guess you have stayed here long enough/'

177
[omitted]

i 2 the hugest appetite
178 had been all 183 involve

179 judged iso [omitted]
184 that

181 since she quite felt him 185 noticing
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"Don't let him say that, Mrs. Lemon!" the girl cried. "I like being
with you so [very much]."

186

"I try to make it pleasant," said Mrs. Lemon. "I should really

miss you now; but perhaps it's your mother's wish." If it was a ques-

tion of defending her guest from ineligible suitors, Mrs. Lemon
felt, of course, that her son was more competent than she; though
she had a lurking kindness for Herman Longstraw, and a vague idea

that he was a gallant, genial specimen of t 187] young America.

"Oh, mamma wouldn't see any difference!" Lady Agatha [ex-

claimed, looking at Jackson]
188 with pleading blue eyes

[189 ^.

"Mamma wants me to see every one; you know she does. That's

what she sent me to America for; she [knew it was not]
19 like Eng-

land. She wouldn't like it if I didn't sometimes stay with people;
she always wanted us to stay at other houses. And she knows all

about you, Mrs. Lemon, and she likes you immensely. She sent you
a message the other day, and I am afraid I forgot to give it to you to

thank you for being so kind to me and taking such a lot of trouble.

Really she did, but I forgot it. If she wants me to see as much as

possible of America, it's much better I should be here than always
with Barb it's much less like one's own country. I mean it's much
nicer for a girl," said Lady Agatha, affectionately, to Mrs. Lemon,
who began also to look at Jackson [with a kind of tender argu-

mentativeness].
191

"If you want the genuine thing, you ought to come out on the

plains," Mr. Longstraw interposed, with [smiling]
192

sincerity. "I

guess that was your mother's idea. Why don't you all come out?"

He had been looking intently at Lady Agatha while the remarks I

have just repeated succeeded each other on her lips looking at her

with a [kind of]
193 fascinated approbation, for all the world as if

he had been a slightly slow-witted English gentleman and the girl
[had been]

194 a flower of the West a flower that knew [how to

talk. He]
195 made no secret of the fact that Lady Agatha's voice was

music to him, his ear being much more [susceptible]
196 than his

own inflections would have indicated. To Lady Agatha those inflec-

ise
awfully thought, played upon a faded

1ST
unsophisticated spinet with two girlish fingers

188 returned 192
bright

18& on her brother-in-law 193
[omitted]

iso knows for we've certainly told 194 herself

her enough that it isn't 195 the celebrated language of flow-
ii tinder the influence of this ut- ers. Susceptible even as Mrs.

tered sweetness which was like Lemon was he
some quaint little old air, she 19 accessible
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tions were not displeasing, partly because, like Mr. Herman himseli

in general, she had not a perception of shades; and partly becaus

it never occurred to her to compare them with any other tones. H
seemed to her to speak a foreign language altogether a romanti

dialect, through which the most comical meanings gleamed here an<

there.

"I should like it above all things," she said, in answer to his las

observation.

"The scenery's superior to anything round here/' Mr, Longstra'v
went on.

Mrs. Lemon, as we [know],
197 was the [softest]

198 of women; but

as an old New Yorker, she had no patience with some of the nev

fashions. Chief among these was the perpetual reference, which hac

become common only within a few years, to the outlying parts of th<

country, the States and Territories of which children, in her time

used to learn the names, in their order, at school, but which no on<

ever thought of going to or talking about. Such places, in [Mrs

Lemon's]
199

opinion, belonged to the geography-books, or at mos
to the literature of newspapers, but [not]

20 to society nor to con

versation; and the change which, so far as it lay in people's talk

she thought at bottom a mere affectation threatened to make hei

native land appear vulgar and vague. For this amiable daughter o

Manhattan, the normal existence of man, and, still more, of woman
had been "located," as she would have said, between Trinity Churcl

and the beautiful Reservoir at the top of Fifth Avenue monument
of which she was personally proud; and if we could look into th<

deeper parts of her mind, I am afraid we should discover there ar

impression that both the countries of Europe and the remainder oJ

her own continent were equally far from the centre and the light

"Well, scenery isn't everything," she [remarked, mildly,]
200A tc

Mr. Longstraw; "and if Lady Agatha should wish to see anything oi

that kind, all she has got to do is to take the boat up the Hudson/
[2013 Mrs. Lemon's recognition of this river, I should say, was al

that it need have been; she [thought that it]
202 existed for the pur

pose of supplying New Yorkers with poetical feelings, helping them

to face comfortably occasions like the present, and, in general, meet

foreigners with confidence part of the oddity of foreigners being

their conceit about their own places.

197 have gathered
20 A made a soft answer

198 mildest 199 her 2 i [no paragraph]
200 neither 202 held the Hudson
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"That's a good idea, Lady Agatha; let's take the boat/' said

Mr. Longstraw. 'I've had great times on the boats."

Lady Agatha [looked at her cavalier a little with those]
203

singu-

lar, charming eyes [of hers]
204

eyes o which it was impossible to

say, at any moment, whether they were the shyest or the frankest

in the world; and she was not aware, while this contemplation

lasted, that her brother-in-law was observing her. He was thinking
of certain things while he did so, of things he had heard about the

English; who still, in spite of his having married into a family of

that nation, appeared to him very much through the medium of

hearsay. They were more passionate than the Americans, and they
did things that would never have been expected; though they
seemed steadier and less excitable, there was much social evidence

to [show that they were]
205 moref206 ^1

impulsive.
"It's so very kind of you to propose that/' Lady Agatha said in

a moment to Mrs. Lemon. "I think I have never been in a ship

except, of course, coming from England. I am sure mamma would
wish me to see the Hudson. We used to go in immensely for boating
in England."

"Did you boat in a ship?" Herman Longstraw asked, showing his

teeth hilariously, and pulling his moustaches.

"Lots of my mother's people have been in the navy." Lady Agatha
perceived vaguely and good-naturedly that she had said something

[which]
207 the odd Americans thought odd, and that she must

justify herself. [Her standard of oddity was getting dreadfully dis-

located].
208

"I really think you had better come back to us," [said Jackson;

"your]
209 sister is very lonely without you/'

"She is much more lonely [with]
21 me. We are perpetually hav-

ing differences. Barb is dreadfully vexed because I like America,
instead of instead of

" And Lady Agatha paused a moment;
for it just occurred to her that this might be [a betrayal].

211

"Instead of what?" Jackson [Lemon]
212

inquired.
"Instead of perpetually wanting to go to England, as she does,"

she went on, only giving her phrase a little softer turn; for she felt

the next moment that [her sister]
213 could have nothing to hide,

and must, of course, have the courage of her opinions. "Of course

203 fixed on her amoroso her happening to her standard of
204

[omitted] oddity
208 prove them 209 Jackson repeated. "Your
20 Wildly 210tyjtfi

207
{omitted] 211 treacherous

*&* Something most unnatural was 212
[omitted]

213 Barb
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England's best, but I dare say I like to be bad/' [said Lady

Agatha,]
214

artlessly.

"Oh, there's no doubt you are awfully bad!" Mr. Longstraw [ex-

claimed],
215 with joyous eagerness. [Of course]

216 he could not

know that what she had principally in mind was an exchange of

opinions that had taken place between her sister and herself just

before she came to stay with Mrs. Lemon. This incident, of which

[Longstraw]
217 was the occasion, might indeed have been called a

discussion, for it had carried them quite into the [realms]
218 of the

abstract. Lady Barb had said she didn't see how Agatha could look

at such a creature as that an odious, familiar, vulgar being, who
had not about him the rudiments of a gentleman. Lady Agatha had

replied that Mr. Longstraw was familiar and rough, and that he had
a twang, and thought it amusing to talk [of]

219 her as "the Prin-

cess;" but that he was a gentleman for all that, and [that at any rate

he was tremendous fun].
220 Her sister [to this had rejoined]

221 that

if he was rough and familiar he couldn't be a gentleman, inasmuch

as that was just what a gentleman meant a man who was civil, and

well-bred, and well-born. Lady Agatha had argued that [this]
222 was

just where she differed; that a man might perfectly be a gentleman,
and yet be rough, and even ignorant, so long as he was really nice.

The only thing was that he should be really nice, which was the

case with Mr. Longstraw, who, moreover, was quite extraordinarily
civil as civil as a man could be. And then Lady Agatha^

223 ^ made
the strongest point she had ever made in her life (she had never been

so inspired) in saying that Mr. Longstraw was rough, perhaps, but

not rude a distinction altogether wasted on her sister, who declared

that she had not come to America, of all places, to learn what a

gentleman was. The discussion, in short, had been [lively],
224 I know

not whether it was the tonic effect on them, too,f
225 J of the fine

winter weather, or[, on the other hand,]
22e that of Lady Barb's

being bored and having nothing else to do; but Lord Canterville's

daughters went into the question with the moral earnestness of a

pair of [2273 Bostonians. It was part of Lady Agatha's view of her

admirer that he, after all, much resembled other tall people, with

214 the girl said ter what one called any one 01

215 broke out any thing here

216 Naturally
221 had returned to this

217 he himself 222 such a point
218 cold air 223 herself

219 to 224 a trifle grim
220 was tremendous fun whatever one 225 alien organisms as they were,

called him it didn't seem to mat- 22^
[omitted]

227 approved
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smiling eyes and moustaches, who had ridden a good deal in rough

countries," and whom she had seen In other places. If he was more

familiar, he was also more alert; still, the difference was not in

himself, but in the way she saw him the way she saw everybody

in America. If she should see the others in the same way, no doubt

they would be quite the same; and Lady Agatha sighed a little over

the 'possibilities of life; for this peculiar way, especially regarded In

connection with gentlemen, had become very pleasant to her.

She had betrayed her sister more than she thought, even though

Jackson Lemon did not particularly show it in the tone in which

he [said]:
228 "Of course she knows [that]

229 she Is going to see your
mother in the summer." His tone, rather, was that of irritation at

[the repetition of a familiar idea].
230

"Oil, it isn't only mamma," [replied Lady Agatha].
231

"I know she likes a cool house/' [said Mrs. Lemon, suggestively].
232

"When she goes, you had better bid her good-bye," [the girl]
233

went on.

"Of course I shall bid her good-bye/' said Mrs. Lemon, to whom,

apparently, this remark was addressed.

"I shall never bid [you]
234

good-bye, Princess/' Herman Long-
straw interposed. ["I can tell you that you never will see the last

of me."]
235

"Oh it doesn't matter about me, for I shall come back; but if

Barb once gets to England she [will never come back]."
236

"Oh, my dear child," [murmured Mrs. Lemon, addressing Lady

Agatha],
237 but looking at her son[.

Jackson looked at the ceiling, at the floor; above all, he looked]
238

very conscious.

"1 hope you don't mind my saying that, Jackson dear," Lady

Agatha said to him, for she was very fond of her brother-in-law.

"Ah, well, then, she shan't go, then," he [remarked, after a mo-

ment, with a dry little laugh].
239

"But you promised mamma, you know," said the girl, with the

confidence of her affection.

228 commented 220
[omitted]

237 Mrs. Lemon wailed, addressing
23*) so much harping on the very her young visitor

obvious 238, who on his side looked at the

281 the girl said ceiling, at the floor, looked above
232 Mrs. Lemon contributed all

233 Lady Agatha 239 threw off in a moment with a
234 you small strange dry laugh that
235 "You can bet your life on that.** attached his mother's eyes in shy
2M never will penetration to his face
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[Jackson looked at her with an eye which]
24

expressed
f 241 ^ none

even of his very moderate hilarity. "Your mother, then, must bring
her back."

"Get some of your navy people to supply an iron-clad!" cried

Mr. Longstraw.
"It would be very pleasant if the Marchioness could come over,"

said Mrs. Lemon.

"Oh, she would hate it more than poor Barb," Lady Agatha

quickly replied. It did not [suit her mood at all to see]
242 a mar-

chioness inserted into [the]
243 field of [her]

244 vision.

"Doesn't she feel interested, from what you have told her?" [Her-
man Longstraw asked of Lady Agatha].

245 But Jackson Lemon did

not heed his sister-in-law's answer; he was thinking of something
else. He said nothing more, however, about the subject of his

thought, and before ten minutes were over [he]
246 took his de-

parture, having, meanwhile, neglected also to revert to the question
of Lady Agatha's bringing her visit to his mother to a close. It was

not to speak to him of this (for, as we know, she wished to keep the

girl, and somehow could not bring herself to be afraid of Herman

Longstraw) that when [Jackson]
247 took leave she went with him to

the door of the house, detaining him a little, while she stood on the

steps, as people had always done In New York in her time, though
it was another of the new fashions she did not like, [not to come]

248

out of the parlour. She placed her hand on his arm to keep him
on the "stoop," and looked up and down into the [brilliant]

249

afternoon and the beautiful city its chocolate-coloured houses, so

extraordinarily smooth in which it seemed to her that even the

most fastidious people ought to be glad to live. It was useless to

attempt to conceal
it[;

her son's]
25

marriage had made a differ-

ence [25ii
j haci pU Up a kind of barrier].

252 It had brought with it

a problem much more difficult than his old problem of how to make
his mother feel [that she was]

253
still, as she had been in his child-

hood, the dispenser of his rewards. The old problem had been easily

solved; the new [one was a visible preoccupation].
254 Mrs. Lemon

240 Jackson's countenance 249 lucid

241 to her 250 : his

242 at all suit her to find 251 and a worry
243 her 252 a barrier that she was yet under
244

[omitted] the painful obligation of trying
245 Lady Agatha's admirer enquired to seem not to notice

246
[omitted]

247 her son 253 herself

248 the stiffness of not coming 254 was a great tax
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[felt that]
2W her daughter-in-law did not take her seriously; and

that was a part of the barrier. Even if [Barberina]
*56 liked her

better than any one else, this was mostly because she liked every

one else so little. Mrs. Lemon had [not a]
257

grain of resentment [in

her nature],
258 and it was not to feed a sense of wrong that she

permitted herself to criticise her son's wife. She could not help

feeling that his marriage was not altogether fortunate if his wife

didn't take his mother seriously. She knew she was not otherwise

remarkable than as being his mother; but that position, which was

no merit of hers (the merit was all Jackson's, in being her son),

[seemed to her]
259 one which, familiar as Lady Barb appeared to

have been in England with positions of various kinds, would natu-

rally strike the girl as [a]
26

very high [one,]
2Q1 to be accepted as

freely as a fine morning. If she didn't think of his mother as an

indivisible part of him, perhaps she didn't think of other things

either; and Mrs. Lemon vaguely felt that, remarkable as Jackson

was, he was made up of parts,
and that it would never do that

these [parts should depreciate]
262 one by one, [for]

263 there was

no knowing what that might end in. She feared that things were

rather cold for him at home when he had to explain so much to his

wife explain to her, for instance, all the sources of happiness that

were to be found in New York. This struck her as a new kind of

problem altogether for a husband. She had never thought of matri-

mony without a community of feeling in regard to religion and

country; one took those great conditions for granted, just as one

assumed that one's food was to be cooked; and if Jackson should

have to discuss them with his wife, he might, in spite of his great

abilities, be carried into regions where he would get entangled and

embroiled from which, even, possibly, he would not come back

at all. Mrs. Lemon had a horror of losing him in some way; and this

fear was in her eyes as she stood [on the steps]
264 of her house,

and, after she had glanced up and down the street, [looked at]
265

him a moment in silence. He simply kissed her again, and said she

would take cold*

"I am not afraid of that, I have a shawl!" Mrs. Lemon, who was

very small and very fair, with pointed features and an elaborate cap,

passed her life in a shawl, and owed to this habit her reputation for

255 was sure 260
[omitted]

sei and
25* Barbarima 202 should be rated lower
287 |B her nature no 263 since

2&s
[omitted]

264 by the doorway
aw affected her as 265 eyed
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being an Invalid an idea [which]
26e she scorned, naturally enough,

inasmuch as it was precisely her shawl that (as she believed) kept
[her from being one].

267 "Is it true Barberina won't come back?"

she [asked of her son].
268

"I don't know that we shall ever find out; I don't know that I

shall take her to England csea]."

[2TO] "Didn't you promise, dear?"

"I don't know that I promised; not absolutely/*
"But you wouldn't keep her here against her will?" [said Mrs.

Lemon, inconsequently].
271

"I guess she'll get used to it/' [Jackson answered, with a lightness
he did not altogether feel].

272

Mrs. Lemon looked up and down the street again, and gave a

little sigh. "What a pity she isn't American!" She did not mean this

as a reproach, a hint of what might have been; it was simply embar-
rassment resolved into speech.

"She couldn't have been American/' said Jackson, with decision.

"Couldn't she, dear?" [Mrs. Lemon]
273

spoke with [a kind of]
274

respect; she felt [that]
275 there were imperceptible reasons in this.

"It was just as she is that I wanted her," Jackson added.
"Even if she won't come back?" [his mother asked, with a certain

wonder].
276

"Oh, she has got to come back!" Jackson said, [going]
277 down

the steps.

266
[omitted] misrepresented the state of his

267 every ill at bay nerves
268 then asked 273 His mother
269 /' Jackson distinctly returned 274 conscientious 275

[omitted]
270 She looked more anxious still. 276 Mrs. Lemon went on with won-
271 quavered Mrs. Lemon der
272 he returned with a levity that 277 as he went
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LADY BARB, after this, did not decline to see her New York acquaint-
ances on Sunday afternoons, though she refused for the present to

enter into a project of her husband's, who thought it would be [a]
x

pleasant [thing]
2

[that]
3 she should entertain his friends on the

evening of that day. Like all good Americans, [Jackson]
4 Lemon

devoted much consideration to the great question^ how, in his

native land, society [should]
e be brought into being. It seemed to

him that it would help
m the good cause, for which so many Amer-

icans are ready to lay down their lives, if his wife should, as he

jocularly called it, open a saloon. He believed, or he tried to believe,

the salon now possible in New York, on condition of its being re-

served entirely for adults; and in having taken a wife out of a

country in which social traditions were rich and ancient, he had
done something towards qualifying his own house so splendidly

qualified in all strictly material respects to be the scene of such

an effort. A charming woman, accustomed only to the best [in each

country],
8 as Lady Beauchemin said, what [might she not]

9 achieve

by being at home [(to the elder generation)]
10 in an easy, early,

inspiring, comprehensive way[,]
1J on the evening [in the week on

which]
12

worldly engagements were least numerous? He laid this

philosophy before Lady Barb, in pursuance of a theory that if she

disliked New York on a short acquaintance, she could not fail to like

it on a long [one].
13

Jackson [Lemon]
14 believed in the New York

mind not so much, indeed, in its literary, artistic, C15 J or political

achievements, as in its general quickness and nascent adaptability.
He clung to this belief, for it was [a very important piece of mate-

i, 2, 3 [omitted]
10 always to adults only

4 Doctor 11 and
5 of 6 was to 7 on 12 of the seven when
S on each side is

[omitted]
14

[omitted]
* mightn't she 15 philosophic,
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rial]
16 in the structure [that]

17 he was attempting to rear. The New
York mind would throw its glamour over Lady Barb if she would

only give it a chance; for it was [exceedingly bright, entertaining,]
18

and sympathetic. If she would only [have a salon, where]
19 this

charming organ might expand, and where she might inhale its fra-

grance in the most convenient and luxurious way, without, as it

were, getting up from her chair; if she would only just try this

graceful, good-natured experiment (which would make every one

like her so much, too), he was sure [that]
20 all the wTinkles in the

gilded scroll of his fate would be smoothed out But Lady Barb did

not rise at all to his conception, and had not the least curiosity about

the New York mind. She thought it would be extremely disagree-

able to have a lot of people tumbling in on Sunday evening without

being invited; and altogether her husband's sketch of the Anglo-
American saloon seemed to her to suggest

* 21 3
familiarity, high[-

pitched talk]
22

(she had already made a remark to him about

"screeching women"), and [exaggerated]
2S

laughter. She did not tell

him for this, somehow, it was not in her power to express, and,

strangely enough, he never completely guessed it that she was

singularly deficient in any natural, or indeed acquired, understand-

ing of what a saloon might be. She had never seen^ 2^ one, and for

the most part [she never thought of things]
25 she had not seen. She

had seen great dinners, and balls, and meets, and runs, and races;

she had seen garden-parties, and [a lot]
26 of people, mainly women

(who, however, didn't screech), at dull, stuffy teas, and distinguished

companies collected in splendid castles; but all this gave her no [idea

of a tradition]
27 of conversation/28 * of a social agreement that the

[continuity]
29 of talk/303 its accumulations from season to season,

should not be lost. Conversation, in Lady Barb's experience, had

never been continuous; in such a case it would surely have been a

bore. It had been occasional and fragmentary, a trifle jerky, with

allusions that were never explained; it had a dread of detail; it

seldom pursued anything very far, or kept hold of it very long.

There was something else that she did not say to her husband in

reference to his visions of hospitality, which was, that if she should

16 an indispensable neat block 22 vociferation

17
[omitted]

23 random extravagant
18 thoroughly bright responsive

24 or dreamed of

is set up by the turn of her hand a 25 was incapable of imagining a thing

blest snug social center, a temple
26 bunches

of interesting talk in which 2 ? clue to a train

20
[omitted]

28 to any idea

21 crude 29 interest so its continuity
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open a saloon (she had taken up the joke as well, for Lady Barb was

eminently good-natured), Mrs. Vanderdecken would straightaway

open another, and Mrs. Vanderdecken's would be the more success-

ful of the two. This lady, for reasons that Lady Barb had not yet

explored, [was supposed to be]
31 the great personage [in]

32 New
York; there were legends of her husband's family having behind

them a fabulous antiquity. When this was alluded to, it was spoken
of as something incalculable, and lost in the dimness of time. Mrs.

Vanderdecken was young, pretty, clever, [absurdly]
33

pretentious

(Lady Barb thought), and had a wonderfully artistic house. Ambi-

tion[, also,]
8* was expressed

[35 ^ in every rustle of her garments; and

if she was the first [person]
36 in America [37 ^

(this had an immense

sound), it was plain [that]
3S she intended to [remain so].

39 It was

not till after she had been several months in New York that [it came
over Lady Barb that this brilliant, bristling native had]

40
flung

down the glove; and when the idea presented itself, lighted up by
an incident [which]

41 I have no space to [relate],
42 she simply

blushed a little (for Mrs. Vanderdecken), and held her tongue. She

had not come to America to bandy words about [precedence]
43 with

such a woman as that. She had ceased to think [about it much]
4*

(of

course one thought about it in England); [but]
45 an instinct of self-

preservation^
4^ led her not to expose herself to occasions on which

her^ 47 ^ claim might be tested. This[, at bottom, had]
4S much to do

with her having, very soon after the first flush of the honours paid
her on her arrival, and which seemed to her rather grossly overdone,
taken the line of scarcely going out. "They can't keep that up!" she

had said to herself; and, in short, she would stay^sj at home. She
had a [feeling]

50 that whenever^ 51 } she [should]
52

go forth she

[would]
58 meet Mrs. Vanderdecken, who would withhold, or deny,

or contest ^^ something poor Lady Barb could never imagine
what. She did not try to, and gave little thought to all this; for she

was not prone to confess to herself fears, especially fears from which
terror was absent [55 ^ But, as I have said, it abode within her as a

31 passed for -32 of 33
incredibly 46 old and deep-seated

34
[omitted] 35 further 36 lady 47 imputed 48 had at bottom

37
, *%ar none" 38

[omitted]
49 less boringly both for herself and

w retain the character for others
40 Lady Barb began to perceive this 50 sense 51 and wherever

easy mistress of the field, crying 52 might 5 3 should
out, gracious goodness, before she 54 or even magnanimously concede
was hurt, to have 55 What in the world had Mrs. Van-

41
[omitted] 42

report derdecken that she Barbarina
43 "precedence" Lemon (what a name!) could
44 of that convenience 45 though want?
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presentiment that if she should set up a drawing-room in the foreign

style [(it was curious, in New York, how they tried to be foreign),

Mrs. Vanderdecken]
56 would be beforehand with her. The con-

tinuity of conversation, oh[! that idea she would certainly have;]
57

there was no one so continuous as Mrs. Vanderdecken. Lady Barb,

as I have related, did not give her husband the surprise of [telling]
58

him [of]
59 these thoughts, though she had given him some other

surprises. He would have [been very much]
00 astonished, and per-

haps, after a bit, a little encouraged, at finding [that she was liable

to this particular form of irritation].
61

On the Sunday afternoon she was visible; and on one of these

[occasions],
62

going into her drawing-room late, he found her enter-

taining two ladies and a gentleman. The gentleman was Sidney
Feeder, and one of the ladies [was]

63 Mrs. Vanderdecken, whose
ostensible relations with [Lady Barb were]

m of the most cordial

nature. [If she intended]
65 to crush her (as two or three persons, not

conspicuous for a narrow accuracy, gave out that she privately de-

clared), Mrs. Vanderdecken^66 ^ wished at least to study the weak

points of the invader, to penetrate herself with the character of the

English girl. Lady Barb[, indeed,]
67

appeared to have [a mysterious
fascination for the representative of the American patriciate].

68 Mrs.

Vanderdecken could not take her eyes off her victim; and whatever

might be her estimate of her importance, [she]
69 at least could not

let her alone. "Why does she come to see me?" poor Lady Barb

asked herself. "I am sure I don't want to see her; she has done

enough for civility long ago/' Mrs. Vanderdecken had her own
reasons

[;
and one of them]

70 was simply the pleasure of looking at

the Doctor's wife, as she habitually called the daughter of the Can-

tervilles. She was not guilty of the [folly]
71 of depreciating [this

lady's appearance, and]
72

professed [an]
7S unbounded admiration

for it, defending it on many occasions against [superficial people
who said there were fifty women in New York that were hand-

56
(based, that is, on the suppression

64 her were indeed

of prattling chits and hobblede- 5 Intending utterly
68 yet

hoys) this sharp skirmisher 6T
verily

57 that she would certainly go in 68 for the representative of the Am-
for erican patriciate a mysterious

58 confiding to fascination

59
[omitted]

69
[omitted]

60 decidedly been 70
, one of which

61 her liable to any marked form of 71 rashness

exasperation
72 the appearance of so markedly

62 junctures fine a young woman, but
63 none other than 7S a positive
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somer]J
4 Whatever might have been Lady Barb's weak points, they

[were not]
T5 the curve of her cheek and chin, the setting of her head

on her throat, [or]
76 the quietness of her deep eyes, which were as

beautiful as if they had been blank, like those of antique busts.

"The head is enchanting perfectly enchanting/' Mrs. Vander-

decken used to say irrelevantlyf,]
7T as if there were only one head

in the place. She always used to ask about the Doctorf; and that

was]
78 another reason why she came. She [brought up]

79 the Doctor

at every turnf; asked]
80 if he were often called up at night; found

it the greatest of luxuries, in a word, to address Lady Barb as the

wife of a medical man, more or less au courant of her husband's

patients. The other lady, on this Sunday afternoon, was a certain

little Mrs. Chew, [whose clothes looked so new that she had the air

of a walking advertisement issued by a great shop, and who]
81 was

always asking Lady Barb about England, which Mrs. Vanderdecken

never did. The latter [visitor conversed with Lady Barb]
82 on a

purely American basis, with that continuity [(on her own side)]
8a

of which mention has already been made, while Mrs. Chew engaged

Sidney Feeder on topics equally local. Lady Barb liked Sidney

Feeder; she only hated his name, which was constantly in her ears

during the half-hour the ladies sat with her, Mrs. Chew having
wi

the habit, which annoyed Lady Barb, of [repeating perpetually the

appellation of her interlocutor].
85

Lady Barb's relations with Mrs. Vanderdecken consisted mainly
in wondering, while she talked, what she wanted of her, and in look-

ing, with her sculptured eyes, at her visitor's clothes, in which there

was always much to examine. "Oh, Doctor Feeder!" "Now, Doctor

Feederl" "Well, Doctor Feeder," these exclamations, on [the lips

of Mrs. Chew],
86 were an undertone in Lady Barb's consciousness.

When
[I]

8T
say [that]

87A she liked her husband's confrere, as he

[used to call]
88 himself, [I mean]

89 that she smiled at [him when he

came,]
90 and gave him her hand, and asked him if he would have

[some]
m tea. There was nothing nasty (as they*

923 said in London)

74 those of the superficial and stupid 84
t like so many persons living in

who pronounced her "left no- New York

where** by the best of the home- 85 re-apostrophising and re-designat-

grown specimens ing every one present
75 included neither 76 nor 77 and 8# Mrs. Chews' lips

78 which was precisely
87 we 87A

[omitted]
7$ dragged in so

f asking
88 never failed to describe

si who had the appearance of a 89 we understand

small but very expensive doll and 9 his appearance
82 discoursed ss

[omitted]
&i

[omitted]
92 so analytically
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[in]
93 Lady Barb, and she would have been incapable of inflicting a

deliberate snub upon a man who had the air of standing up so

squarely to any [work that]
94 he might have in hand. But she had

nothing^
953 to say to Sidney Feeder. He apparently had the art of

making her shy, more shy than usual
[; for]

96 she was always a little

so; she discouraged him, discouraged him completely
1073

. He was

not a man who wanted drawing out, there was nothing of that In

him, he was remarkably copious; but [Lady Barb appeared]
98 un-

able to follow him 1" 3
, and half the time, evidently, did not know

what he was saying. He tried to adapt his conversation to her needs;

but when he spoke of the world, of what was going on in society,

she was more at sea even than when he spoke of hospitals and labora-

tories, and the health of the city, and the progress of science. She

appeared, indeed, after her first smile, when he came in, which was

always charming, scarcely to see him, looking past him, and above

him, and below him, and everywhere but at him, [until he got

up]
10 to go again, when she gave him another smile, as expressive

of pleasure and of casual acquaintance as that with which she had

greeted his entry; it seemed to imply that they had been having

delightful [talk for an hour].
101 He wondered what the deuce Jack-

son Lemon could find interesting in such a woman, and he believed

[that]
W1A his perverse, though gifted colleague, [was]

102 not destined

to feel [that she illuminated]
103 his life. He pitied Jackson, he saw

that Lady Barb, in New York, would neither assimilate nor be

assimilated; and yet he was afraid [to betray his incredulity, think-

ing it might be depressing to poor Lemon to show him how his mar-

riage]
104 now so dreadfully irrevocable [struck others].

105
Sidney

Feeder was a man of a strenuous conscience, [and he did his]
106

duty
overmuch [by his old friend and his wife, from the simple fear that

he should not]
107 do it enough. In order not to appear to [neglect

them],
108 he called upon Lady Barb heroically, in spite of pressing

engagements, week after week, enjoying his virtue himself as little

as he made it fruitful for his hostess, who wondered at last what

93 about i 3 her in the long run enrich or

94 purpose illuminate

95 of her own at all 96 since 104
, for very compassion, to betray

97 and reduced him to naught to the poor man how the queer
98 she seemed step he had taken
99 in any direction i 5 might be going to strike most
100 till he rose others

101 communion 10 who did loyal
101A

[omitted] lOTand from the very fear he
102

[omitted] mightn't 108
[omitted]
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she had done to deserve [these visitations].
109 She spoke of [them]

to her husband, who wondered also what poor Sidney had in his

head, and yet [was unable, of course, to hint to him that he need

not think it necessary to come so often].
111 Between [Doctor

Feeder's]
112 wish not to let Jackson see [that]

11S his marriage had

made a difference, and Jackson's hesitation to reveal to [Sidney]
114

that his standard of friendship was too high, Lady Barb passed a

good many of those numerous hours during which she asked her-

self if f1151 she had come to America for [that].
116

Very little had

ever passed between her and her husband on the subject of [Sidney

Feeder; for an instinct told]
117 her that if they were ever to have

scenes, she must choose the occasion well; and this odd person [was

not]
118 an occasion. Jackson had tacitly admitted that his [friend

Feeder]
119 was anything she chose to think him; he was not a man

to be guilty, in a discussion, of the disloyalty of damning [him]
12

with praise that was faint. If Lady Agatha had [usually been with

her sister],
121 Doctor Feeder would have been better entertained;

for the younger of the English [visitors]
122

prided herself, after

several months of New York, on understanding everything that was

said, [and catching every allusion, it mattered not from what lips

it]
m fell But Lady Agatha was never at home; she had learned

[how]
124 to describe herself perfectly by the time she wrote [to]

125

her mother that she was always ["on the go."]
m None of the

innumerable victims of old-world tyranny [who have fled to the

United States as to a]
12T land of freedom, [have ever]

128 offered

more lavish incense to that goddess than this emancipated London

[d&utantc]**
9 She had enrolled herself in an amiable band [which

was]
18 known by the humorous name of "the Tearers" a dozen

young ladies of agreeable appearance, high spirits and good wind,

whose most general characteristic was that, when wanted, they were

to be sought anywhere in the world but under the roof [that was]
131

supposed to shelter them. They [were never at home];
132 and when

109 this extremity of appreciation
119 "confrere" 120 a real friend

[new paragraph]
121 been less of an absentee from her

no it sister's fireside, meanwhile
111 naturally shrank from damping 122

pair
too brutally his zeal 123 on interpreting every sound, no

112 the latter*s matter from what lips the mon-
113 [omitted] 114 him strous mystery
113 they were the ^sort of thing**

124
[omitted]

125
[omitted]

11
[omitted]

126 on the go. 127 welcomed to the
H7 the most regular of her bores, a 128 had yet 120 debutante

dear instinct warning ISO [omitted]
131

[omitted]
us not being 132 browsed far from the fold
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Sidney Feeder, as sometimes happened, met Lady Agatha at other

houses, she was in the hands of the irrepressible Longstraw. She

had come back to her sister, but Mr. Longstraw had followed her to

the door. As to passing it, he had received direct discouragement
from her brother-in-law; but he could at least hang about and wait

for her. It may be confided to the reader, at the risk of [diminish-

ing]
133 the effect of the only [incident which in the course of]

134

this very level narrative [may startle him,]
135 that he never had to

wait very long.
When Jackson Lemon came in, his wife's visitors were on the

point of leaving her; and he [did not ask even Sidney Feeder]
136 to

remain, for he had something particular to say to Lady Barb.

"I haven't [asked you half what]
137 I wanted I have been talk-

ing so much to Doctor Feeder/* the dressy Mrs. Chew said, holding
the hand of her hostess in one of her own, and toying [with]

138 one
of Lady Barb's ribbons with the other.

"I don't think I have anything to tell you; I think I have told

people everything/' Lady Barb answered, rather wearily.
"You haven't told me much!" Mrs. Vanderdecken [said, smiling

brightly].
139

"What could one tell you? you know everything," Jackson

[Lemon interposed].
140

"Ah, no; there are some things that are great mysteries for me,"

[the lady returned].
141 "I hope you are coming to me on the

[17th]
142

," she added, to Lady Barb.

"On the [17th? I think we are going]
143 somewhere."

"Do go to Mrs. Vanderdecken's," said Mrs. Chew; "you will see

the cream of the cream."

"Oh, gracious!" Mrs. Vanderdecken [exclaimed].
144

"Well, I don't care; she will, won't she, Doctor Feeder? the very

pick of American society." Mrs. Chew stuck to her point,

"Well, I have no doubt Lady Barb will have a good time," said

Sidney Feeder. "I'm afraid you miss the bran," he went on, with

irrelevant jocosity, to [Lady Barb].
145 He always tried the jocose

when other elements had failed.

"The bran?" [asked Lady Barb, staring].
146

133 discounting 134
passage in 1^1 this visitor promptly pronounced

135 formed to startle i42 seventeenth.

136 didn't even ask his colleague
us seventeenth? I believe we go

137 put to you half the questions
144 vaguely cried

138 at 1 3
richly radiated I*5 Jackson's bride

140
impatiently laughed 1*6 Jackson's bride couldn't think
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"Where you used to ride, in the Park."

"My dear fellow, you speak as if [it were]
147 the circus," [Jackson

Lemon said, smiling;]
148 "I haven't married a mountebank!"

"Well, they put some stuff on the road," Sidney Feeder explained,

not holding much to his joke.

"You must miss a great many things," said Mrs. Chew, tenderly.

"I don't see what," Mrs. Vanderdecken [remarked],
149

"except the

fogs and the Queen. New York it getting more and more like Lon-

don. It's a pity; you ought to have known us thirty years ago."

"[You are]
15 the queen, here," said Jackson Lemon; "but I don't

know what you know about thirty years ago."

"Do you think she doesn't go back? she goes back to the last

century!" cried Mrs. Chew.

"I dare say I should have liked that," said Lady Barb; "but I can't

imagine." And she looked at her husband a look she often had

as if she vaguely wished him to do something.
He was not called upon, however, to take any violent steps, for

Mrs. Chew presently said: "Well, Lady [Barberina],
151

good-bye;"

[and]
152 Mrs. Vanderdecken [smiled in silence]

153 at her hostess,

and addressed a farewell, accompanied very audibly with his title,

to her host; and Sidney Feeder made a joke about stepping on the

trains of the ladies' dresses as he accompanied them to the door.

Mrs. Chew had always a great deal to say at the last; she talked till

she was in the street, and then she [did not cease].
154 But at the end

of five minutes Jackson Lemon was alone with his wifef; and then

he told her]
155 a piece of news. He prefaced it, however, by an

inquiry as he came back from the hall.

"Where is Agatha, my dear?"

"I haven't the least idea. In the streets somewhere, I suppose/'
"I think you ought to know a little more."

"How can I know about things here? I have given her up; I can

do nothing with her. I don't care what she does."

"She ought to go back to England," Jackson Lemon said, after a

pause.
"She ought never to have come."

"It was not my proposal, God knows!" [Jackson answered, rather

sharply].
156

1*7 we had met at 153 glared genially and as for excess

148 her husband interposed. of meaning
l tinkled is* addressed that prospect
1*0 You're i55

, to whom he then announced
151 Barb * 52

[omitted]
156 he sharply returned
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"Mamma could never know what it really Is," [said]
m his

"No, it has not been as yet what your mother supposed! Herman

Longstraw wants to marry her[. He]
159 has made [me]

16 a formal

proposal. I met him half an hour ago in Madison Avenue, and he

asked me to come with him into the Columbia Club. There, in

the billiard-room, which to-day is empty, he opened himself think-

ing evidently that in laying the matter before me he was behaving
with extraordinary propriety. He tells me he is dying of love, and
that she is perfectly willing to go and live in Arizona."

"So she is/* said Lady Barb. "And what did you tell him?"
"I told him [that I was sure]

161 it would never do, and that at

any rate I could have nothing to say to it. I told him explicitly, in

short, what I had told him virtually before. I said [that]
162 we

should send [Agatha]
163

straight back to England, and that if they

[have]
164 the courage they must themselves broach the question

over there."

"When shall you send her back?" asked Lady Barb.

"Immediately; by the very first steamer."

"Alone, like an American girl?"
"Don't be rough, Barb," [said Jackson Lemon].

165 "I shall easily
find some people; lots of [people]

166 are sailing now."
"I must take her myself," Lady Barb [declared]

167 in a moment.
"I brought her out[, and]

168 1 must restore her to my mother's

hands."

[Jackson Lemon]
169 had expected this, and [he]

17 believed he
was prepared for

it[. But]
171 when it came he found his preparation

[was]
172 not complete[; for he]

17S had no answer to make none, at

least, that seemed to him to go to the point. During these last weeks
it had come over him, with a quiet, irresistible, unmerciful force,

that Mrs. Dexter Freer had been right [when she said]
m to him,

that Sunday afternoon in Jermyn Street, the summer before, that he
would find it was not so simple to be an American. Such [an iden-

tity]
175 was complicated, in just the measure that she had foretold,

157
[omitted] 166 them

158 more quietly noted 167 observed
159 and 16850
160

[omitted]
169 He 170

[omitted]
161 1 was convinced 171

, but
162

[omitted] 172
[omitted]

163 Aggie 173 . He
164 had 174 in saying
165 Jackson replied 175 a character
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by the difficulty of domesticating [one's wife].
176 The difficulty was

not dissipated by his having taken a high tone about it; it pinched
him from morning till mght^

1T7 ^ like a misfitting shoe. His high

tone had given him courage when he took the great step; but he

began to perceive that the highest tone in the world [cannot]
17S

change the nature of things. His ears tingled [when he reflected]
"*

that if the Dexter Freers, whom he had thought alike [ignoble]
18 in

their hopes and their fears, had been by ill-luck spending the winter

in New York, they would have found his predicament as [enter-

taining]
1S1 as they could [desire].

182
Drop by drop the conviction

had entered his mind the first drop had come in the form of a

word from Lady Agatha that if his wife should return to England
she would never again [cross]

183 the Atlantic [to the West].
184 That

word from [Lady Agatha]
185 had been the touch from the outside,

at which, often, [one's fears crystallise].
186 What she would do, how

she would resist this he was not yet prepared to tell himself; but

he felt, every time he looked at her, that this beautiful woman whom
he had adored was filled with a dumb, insuperable, ineradicable pur-

pose. He knew that if she should plant herself[,]
187 no power on

earth would move her; and her blooming, antique beauty, and the

general loftiness of her breeding, cameC188 ^ to seem to him[ rapidly

]
18& but the magnificent expression of a dense, patient, [imper-

turbable obstinacy].
190 She was not light, she was not supple, and

after six months of marriage he had made up his mind that she [was
not clever; but nevertheless]

1Q1 she would elude him. She had mar-

ried him, she had come into his fortune and his consideration for

who was she, after all? [Jackson Lemon was once]
192 so angry as to

ask himself, [reminding himself]
193 that in England Lady Claras

and Lady Florences were as thick as blackberries but she would
have nothing to do, if she could help it, with his country. She had

gone in to dinner first in every house in the place, but this had not

satisfied her. It had been simple to be an American, in [this]
194

sense that no one else in New York had made any difficulties; the

difficulties had sprung from [her peculiar feelings,]
195 which were

176 any wife at all liberally chosen 187 firm
177 it hurt him 178 couldn't 188 fast 189

[omitted]
17 as lie inwardly noted 190 ponderous power to resist

180 abject 191 wasn't intelligent in spite of all

181 good fun which
1S2 wish 192 he was on occasion
iss later re-cross 193 remembering
184

[omitted] 194 the good and easy
185 the competent source 195 the very, the consummate, make
180 a man's fear crystallises of her.
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after all what he had married her for, thinking they would be a fine

temperamental heritage for his brood. So they would, doubtless, in

the coming years, after the brood should have appeared; but mean-
while they interfered with the best heritage of all the nationality
of his possible children. [Lady Barb]

196 would dot197 ^ nothing vio-

lent; he was tolerably certain of that. She would not return to

England without his consent; only, when she should return, it

would be once for all. His only possible line, then, was not to take

her back a position replete with difficulties, [because, of course,]
igs

he had, in a manner, given his word[, while she had given no word
at all, beyond the general promise she]

199 murmured at the altar.

She had been general, but he had been specific; the settlements he
had made were a part of that. His difficulties were such as he could
not directly face. He must tack in approaching so uncertain a coast.

He said to [Lady Barb]
20

presently that it would be very incon-

venient for him to leave New York at that moment: she must re-

member [that]
201 their plans had been laid for a later [departure].

202

He could not think of letting her make the voyage without him, and,
on the other hand, they must pack her sister off without delay. He
would therefore make instant inquiry for a chaperon, and he re-

lieved his irritation by [expressing considerable disgust at]
20E Her-

man Longstraw.

Lady Barb did not trouble herself to denounce this gentleman;
her manner was that of having for a long time expected the worst.

She simply remarked [dryly,]
204 after having listened to her hus-

band for some minutes in silence: "[I would]
205 as lief she should

marry Doctor Feeder!"

The day after this, Jackson Lemon closeted himself for an hour
with [Lady Agatha],

206
taking great pains to set forth to her the

reasons why she should not [unite herself with]
20T her Californian.

Jackson was kind, he was affectionate; he kissed her and put his arm
round her waist, he reminded her that he and she were the best of

friends, and that she had always been awfully nice to him; therefore

he counted [upon]
208 her. She would break her mother's heart, she

would deserve her father's curse, and she would get him, Jackson,
into a pickle from which no human power could ever disembroil

196 She 202 move
197 indeed 203 cursing the name and every other
i8 since attribute of

199
; she herself giving none at all 204

[omitted]

beyond the formal promise
205 I'd quite

200 his wife 206 his sister-in-law

201
[omitted]

207 marry 208 on
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him. Lady Agatha listened and cried, [and]
209 returned his kiss very

affectionately, and admitted that her father and mother would

never consent: to such a marriage; and when he told her that he had

made arrangements [for her to]
21 sail for Liverpool (with some

charming people) the next day but one, she embraced him again and

assured him that she could never thank him enough for all the

trouble he had taken about her. He flattered himself [that]
211 he

had convinced, and in some degree comforted her, and reflected

with complacency that even should his wife take it into her headf,

Barberina]
212 would never get ready to embark for her native land

between a Monday and a Wednesday. The next morning Lady
Agatha [did not]

213
appear at breakfastf; but]

214 as she usually rose

very late, her absence excited no [2153 alarm. She had not rung her

bell, and she was supposed still to be sleeping. But she had never

yet slept later than midday; and as this hour approached her sister

went to her room. Lady Barb then discovered that she had left the

house at seven o'clock in the morning, and had gone to meet [Her-

man]
2ie

Longstraw at a neighbouring corner. A little note on the

table explained it very succinctly, and put beyond the power of

[Jackson Lemon and his wife]
217 to doubt that by the time this

news reached them their wayward sister had been united to the

man of her preference as closely as the laws of the State of New
York could bind her. Her little note set forth that as she knew she

should never be permitted to marry him, she had [determined]
218

to marry him without permission, and that directly after the cere-

mony, which would be of the simplest kind, they were to take a

train for the far West, f 219 ^ Our [history]
22

is concerned only with

the remote consequences of this [incident],
221 which made, of course,

a great deal of trouble for [Jackson Lemon].
222 He [went to the far

West in pursuit of the fugitives, and]
223 overtook them in Cali-

fornia; but he had not the [audacity]
224 to propose to them to sepa-

rate, [as it was easy for him to see]
225 that Herman Longstraw was

at least as well married as himself. Lady Agatha was already popular
in the new States, where the history of her elopement, emblazoned
in enormous capitals, was circulated in a thousand newspapers. This

20 she 218 resolved
210 that she should 219 [new paragraph]
211

[omitted]
220 record

212 Barb 221 affair

213 failed to 222 poor Jackson
214 though 223 pursued the fugitives to remote
215 immediate rocky fastnesses and finally
216 Mr. 224 boldness
217 the Jackson Lemons 225 for he promptly made out
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question of the newspapers had been for [Jackson Lemon]
226 one

of the most definite results of his sister-in-law's coup de tete. His first

thought had been of the public prints, and his first exclamation a

prayer that they should not get hold of the story. [But they did get
hold of it, and they treated the affair with their customary energy
and eloquence. Lady Barb never saw them];

227 but an affectionate

friend of the family, travelling at that time in the United States,

made a parcel of some of the leading journals, and sent them to

Lord Canterville. This missive elicited from her ladyship a letter

addressed to [Jackson Lemon]
22S which shook the young man's posi-

tion to the base. The phials of [an unnameable]
229

vulgarity had
been opened [upon]

23 the house of Canterville, and [his mother-in-

law]
231 demanded that in compensation for the affronts and injuries

that were being heaped upon her family, and bereaved and dishon-

oured as she was, she should at least be allowed to look on the face

of her [other]
232

daughter. "I suppose you will not, for the very

pity, be deaf to such a prayer as that," said Lady Barb; and though

[shrinking from recording]
233 a second act of weakness on the part

of a man [who had such]
234

pretensions to be strong, I must relate

that poor Jackson, who blushed dreadfully over the newspapers, and
felt afresh, as he read them, the force of Mrs. Freer's terrible axiom

poor Jackson paid a visit to the office of the Cunarders. He said to

himself [afterward]
235 that it was the newspapers that had done it;

he could not bear to appear to be on their side; they made it so hard

to deny that the country was [vulgar],
236 at a time when one was in

[such]
237 need of all one's arguments. Lady Barb, before sailing,

definitely refused to mention any week or month as the date of their

pre-arranged return to New York. Very many weeks and months
have elapsed since then, and she gives no sign of coming back. She

will never fix a date. She is much missed by Mrs. Vanderdecken,
who still alludes to her still says the line of the shoulders was su-

perb; putting the statement, pensively, in the past tense. Lady Beau-

chemin and Lady Marmaduke are much disconcerted; the interna-

tional project has not, in their view, received an impetus.

Jackson Lemon has a house in London, and he rides in the Park

226 our friend 229 a rank
227 They had, however, got hold of it 230 on

with a myriad wildly-waved hands 23 1 the noble matron
and were scattering it broadcast 232 second

over the world. Lady Barb never 233 loth to record

caught them in the act she sue- 234 with

ceeded perfectly in not seeing
235 later on

what she needn't 236 impossible
228 her son-in-law 237 [omitted]
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with his wife, who is as beautiful as the day, and 238 ^ a year ago pre-
sented him with a little girl, [with]

239 features that [Jackson]
24

already scans for the look of race whether in hope ort 241 ^ fear, to-

day, is more than my muse has revealed. He has occasional scenes

with Lady Barb, during which the look of race is very [visible]
242

in her own countenance; but they never terminate in a visit to the

Cunarders. He is exceedingly restless, and is constantly crossing to

the Continent; but he returns with a certain abruptness, for he can-

not bear to meet the Dexter Freers, [and they]
243 seem to pervade

the more comfortable parts of Europe. He dodges them in every
town, Sidney Feeder feels very badly about him; it is months since

Jackson has sent him any "results." The excellent fellow goes very
often, in a consolatory spirit, to see Mrs. Lemon[; but he]

244 has

not yet been able to answer her standing question: "Why that girl
more than another?" Lady Agatha Longstraw and her husband ar-

rived a year ago in England, and Mr. Longstraw's personality had
immense success during the last London season. It is not exactly
known what they live on, though it is perfectly known that he is

looking for something to do. Meanwhile it is as good as known that

[Jackson Lemon]
245

supports them.

238 who 242 clear

239 exhibiting 243 who 244
, but

240 he 245 their really quite responsible
241 in brother-in-law



EDITOR'S NOTE to

"Benvolio"

(1875)

JAMES published "Benvolio" in 1875 in the Galaxy, an American

periodical, but never collected the story for a volume issued in the

United States, including it instead, considerably revised, in "The
Madonna of the Future and Other Tales" (1879),

In the United States, the story, reprinted from the Galaxy, was

first issued in book-form posthumously in 1920, appearing with five

other early tales which James had not collected in the U. S. under

the imprint of Thomas Seltzer in a volume entitled Master Eustace.

This text is reprinted here, while the variants are from the 1879

edition that marked James* only reprint of "Benvolio." When he

reissued revised, early and recent tales, six years later in England as

Stories Revived (1885; 3 volumes), he omitted it.

Yet "Benvolio" is a significant tale, dealing as it does with the

relationship of the artist (Benvolio is a poet and playwright) to the

social world of the Countess and to the world, lonely, studious, crea-

tive, of Scholastica. After the tale begins after he has met the

Countess and Scholastica Benvolio produces poems and plays;

poems for Scholastica and plays for the Countess. The theatre to

which James was to turn seriously and with disastrous effect after

1890, unites the two worlds of Benvolio. Yet as an art form, the

play no more than the novel or the short story holds the author in

closest ties after its completion. The play, by reason of its modes

of apprehension, unites the artist as social being with the artist as

creator; yet the play, as creative act like the poem, is private and of

the scholastica aspect of the artist, Once the playwright has created

it, he is not concerned with how it fares in the world; he meditates

about his next creation. The night of the premiere of his second

comedy finds Benvolio with Scholastica rather than with the

Countess.

Perhaps James* need for recognition at the time was not as strong

as it became later, when he had written and was still to write, his
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masterpieces, and they dropped, as he told Hamlin Garland, "into a

hollow void." In 1875, several months before the publication of

"Benvolio," his first collection of short stories and travel sketches had

appeared. His first novel was to be published a few months later. In

the United States of the time he found editorial welcome and critical

praise wherever he turned and for whatever he did; the Galaxy was
but one of several outlets for James of which the Atlantic Monthly
was the most respected. When after 1895 he was definitely to turn

away from directing his major effort toward the theatre, in bitterest

disappointment, he did not express his experience in the themes of

his tales or in their genre; instead his tales abound with acts of overt

or moral violence: murder, fire, the violation of innocence; and his

major figures are the very young.
But in 1875 "Benvolio" is evidently a symbolic expression in a

smoothly mastered form of James' reflections about the artist's dual
need for society and for solitude. The Countess represents the one,
Scholastica the other, and Benvolio's vacillation between them,

James' need for both. Early during his long expatriation in London
he reported that he had "dined out" 107 times during the course of

one season. His mornings evidently went to his writings, as they did
after 1897, when he had purchased Lamb House, Rye, Sussex, and
his voice was heard booming out unto the cobble-paved streets as he
strode up and down in his study, dictating to which he had taken
in the late

f

80's.

The fictional technique for handling a situation that must have
been very close to him is the distancing one of the fairy tale.

NOTE: Brackets indicate changes in the bracketed text. Numbers
standing free denote additions to the text.
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(1875; 1879)





ONCE upon a time (as if he had lived in a fairy tale) there was a very

interesting young man. This is not a fairy tale, and yet our young
man was, in some respects, as pretty a fellow as any fairy prince. I

call him interesting because his type of character is one I have al-

ways found it [agreeable]
i to observe. If you fail to consider him so,

I shall te willing to confess that the fault is mine and not his; I shall

have told my story with too little skill.

His name was Benvolio; that Is, It was not; but we shall call him
so for the sake both of convenience and of picturesqueness. He was

[more than twenty-five years old, but he was not yet thirty-five];
2 he

had a little propertyf,]
3 he followed no regular profession. His per-

sonal appearance was in the highest degree prepossessing. Having
said this, It were perhaps well that I should let you you especially,
madam suppose that he exactly corresponded to your Idea of [a

well-favored young man];
4 but I am bound to explain definitely

wherein it was that he resembled a fairy prince, and I need further-

more to make a record of certain little peculiarities and anomalies In

which it is probable that your brilliant conception would be defi-

cient. Benvolio was slim and fair, with clustering locks, remarkably
fine eyes, and such a frank, expressive smile that, on the journey

through life, it was almost as serviceable to Its owner as the magic

key, or the enchanted ring, or the wishing-cap, or any other bauble

of necromantic properties. Unfortunately this charming smile was

not always at Ms command, and Its place was sometimes occupied

by a very [dusky and Ill-conditioned]
5 frown, which rendered the

young man no service whatever not even that of frightening peo-

ple; for though it expressed extreme irritation and Impatience, it

was characterized by the brevity of contempt, and the only revenge

1 profitable
3 and

2 about to enter upon the third dec- * manly beauty
ade of our mortal span; 5

perverse and dusky
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upon disagreeable things and offensive people that it seemed to

express a desire for on Benvolio's part was that of forgetting and

ignoring them with the utmost possible celerity. It never made any

one tremble, though now and then it perhaps made sensitive peo-

ple murmur an imprecation or two. You might have supposed from

Benvolio's manner, when he was in good humor (which was the

greater part of the time), from his brilliant, intelligent glance, from

his easy, irresponsible step,
and in especial from the sweet, clear,

lingering, caressing tone of his voice the voice as it were of a man

whose fortune has been made for him, and who assumes, a trifle

egotistically, that the rest of the world is equally at leisure to share

with Mm the sweets of life, to pluck the wayside flowers, and chase

the butterflies afield you might have supposed, I say, from all this

luxurious assurance of demeanor, that our hero really had the

wishing-cap sitting invisible on his handsome brow, or was obliged

only to close his knuckles together a moment to exert an effective

pressure upon the magic ring. The young man, I have said, [was

compounded of many anomalies];
6 I may say more exactly that he

was a tissue of [absolute]
7 contradictions. He did possess the magic

ring, in a certain fashion; he possessed, in other words, the poetic

imagination. Everything that fancy could do for him was done in

perfection. It gave him immense satisfactions; it transfigured the

world; it made very common objects sometimes seem radiantly beau-

tiful, and it converted beautiful ones into infinite sources of in-

toxication. Benvolio had what is called the poetic temperament. It

is rather out of fashion to describe a man in these terms; but I be-

lieve, in spite of much evidence to the contrary, that there are poets

still; and if we may call a spade a spade, why should we not call such

a person as Benvolio a poet?
These contradictions that I speak of ran through his whole na-

ture, and they were perfectly apparent in his habits, in his manners,

in his conversation, and even in his [person].
8 It was as if the souls

of two very different men had been [thrown]
9
together [in the same

mould]
10 and [they]

u had agreed, for convenience' sake, [to use

the very vulgar phrase of the day, to run the machine in alterna-

tion].
12 The [machine]

13 with Benvolio, was always the imagina-

tion; but in his different moods it [kept a very different tune].
14

To an acute observer his face itself would have betrayed these varia-

was a mixture of inconsistencies n
[omitted]

T
[omitted]

*2 to take the helm in alternation

8 physiognomy 8
placed

13 helm,
10 to make the voyage of life in the 1* worked very differently

same boat
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tions; and it Is certain that his dress, his talk, his way of spending
his time, one day and another, abundantly indicated them. Some-
times he looked very young rosy, radiant, blooming, younger than
his years. Then suddenly, as the light struck his head in a particu-
lar manner, you would see that his golden locks contained a sur-

prising number of silver threads; and with your attention quick-
ened by this discovery, you would proceed to detect something grave
and discreet in his smile something vague and ghostly, like the dim
adumbration of the darker half of the lunar disk. You might have
met Benvolio, in certain [moods],

15 dressed like a man of the high-
est fashion wearing his hat on his ear, a rose in his buttonhole, a

wonderful intaglio or an antique Syracusan coin, by way of a pin,
in his cravat. Then, on the morrow, you would have espied him

braving the sunshine in a rusty scholar's coat, with his hat pulled
over his brow a costume wholly at odds with flowers and gems. It

was all a matter of fancy; but his fancy was a weather-cock and faced

east or west, as the wind blew. His conversation matched his coat

and [trousers];
16 he talked one day the talk of the town; he chat-

tered, he gossiped, he asked questions and told stories; you would
have said that he was a charming fellow for a dinner party or the

pauses of a cotillion. The next he either talked philosophy or pol-
itics, or said nothing at all; he was absent and indifferent; he was

thinking his own thoughts; he had a book in his pocket, and evi-

dently he was composing one in his head. At home he lived in two

chambers. One was an immense room hung with pictures, lined with

books, draped with rugs and tapestries, decorated with a multitude

of ingenious devices (for of all these things he was very fond); the

other, his sleeping-room, was almost as bare as a monastic cell. It

had a meagre little strip of carpet on the floor, and a dozen well-

thumbed volumes of classic poets and sages on the mantel-shelf. On
the wall hung three or four coarsely engraved portraits of the

most exemplary of these worthies; these were the only ornaments.

But the room had the charm of a great window, in a deep embra-

sure, looking out upon a tangled, silent, moss-grown garden, and
in the embrasure stood the little ink-blotted table at which Benvolio

did most of his poetic scribbling. The windows of his sumptuous
sitting-room commanded a wide public square, where people were

always passing and lounging, where military music used to play on
vernal nights, and half the life of the great town went forward. At
the risk of your thinking our hero a sad idler, I will say that he

spent an inordinate amount of time in gazing out of these windows

is states of mind *& breeches
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([on either side]),
11 with his elbows on the sill. The garden ^did

not

belong to the house which he inhabited, but to a neighboring one,

and the proprietor, a graceless old miser, was very chary of permits

to visit his domain. But Benvolio's fancy used to wander through the

alleys without stirring the long arms of the untended plants, and to

bend over the heavy-headed flowers without leaving a footprint on

their beds. It was here that his happiest thoughts came to him that

inspiration (as we may say, speaking of a man of the poetic tempera-

ment) descended upon him in silence, and for certain divine, ap-

preciable moments stood poised along the course of his scratching

quill. It was not, however, that he had not spent some very charm-

ing hours in the large, richer apartment. He used to receive his

friends there sometimes in great numbers, sometimes at boister-

ous, many-voiced suppers, which lasted far into the night. When
these entertainments were over he never made a direct transition

to his little scholar's cell [with its garden view].
18 He went out

and wandered for an hour through the dark, sleeping streets of the

town, ridding himself of the fumes of wine, and feeling not at all

tipsy, but intensely, portentously sober. More than once, when he

came back and prepared to go to bed, he [had seen] the first faint

glow of dawn trembling over the tree tops of his garden. His friends,

coming to see him, often found the greater room empty, and, ad-

vancing, [pounded]
20 at the door of his chamber. But he frequently

kept quiet, not desiring in the least to see them, knowing exactly

what they were going to say, and not thinking it worth hearing.

Then, hearing them stride away, and the outer door close behind

them, he would come forth and take a turn in his slippers, over his

Persian carpets, and glance out of the window and see his defeated

visitant stand scratching his chin in the sunny squaref, and then]
21

laugh lightly to himself as is said to be the habit of the scribbling

tribe in moments of production.

Although he had [a family]
22 he enjoyed extreme liberty. His

family was so large, his brothers and sisters so numerous, that he

could absent himself [constantly]
2S and be little missed. Sometimes

he used this privilege freely; he tired of people whom he had seen

very often, and he had seen, of course, [an immense]
24 deal of his

family. At [others]
25 he was extremely domestic; he suddenly found

solitude depressing, and it seemed to him that if one sought society
as a refuge, one needed to be on familiar terms with it, and that

17 in either direction 22 many relations
is

[omitted]
23

[omitted]
10 saw 20

rapped 24 a great
21 . After this he would 25 other moments
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with no one was familiarity so natural as among people who had

grown up at a common fireside. Nevertheless it frequently occurred

to him for sooner or later everything occurred to him that he was

too independent and irresponsible; that he would be happier if [his

hands were sometimes tied, so long as the knot were not too

tight].
26 His curiosity about all things

[2T3 was great, and [he satis-

fied it largely whenever the occasion offered itself,]
28 but as the

years went by this pursuit of impartial science appeared to produce
a singular result. He became conscious of an intellectual condition

similar to that of a palate which has lost its relish. To a man with a

disordered appetite all things taste alike, and so it seemed to Ben-

volio that [his imagination was losing its sense of a better and a

worse].
29 It had still its [glowing]

30 moments, its feasts and its holi-

days; but, on the whole, the spectacle of human life was growing
flat and stale. This is simply a wordy way of expressing that [preg-

nantly synthetic]
31 fact Benvolio was blast. He knew it, he knew it

betimes, and he regretted it acutely. He believed [that such a con-

summation was not absolutely necessary especially at his time of

life; for he said to himself that there must be a way of using one's

faculties which will keep their edges sharp. There was a certain possi-

ble economy in one's dealings with life which would make the two

ends meet at the last. What was it? The]
32 wise man's duty was to

find it out. One of its rudiments, he believed, was that one grows
tired of one's self sooner than of anything else in the world. Idleness,

every one admitted, was the greatest of follies; but idleness was sub-

tle and exacted tribute under a hundred plausible disguises. One
was often idle when one seemed to be ardently occupied; one was

always idle [(it might be concluded)]
33 when one's occupations had

not a high aim. One was idle therefore when one was working sim-

ply for one's self. Curiosity for curiosity's sake, art for art's sake,

these were essentially broken-winded steeds. Ennui was at the end

of everything that did not [entangle us somehow with human]
M

life. To [get entangled],
35 therefore, [pondered]

36 Benvolio 1373
,

should be the wise man's aim. Poor Benvolio had to [ponder]
38 all

26 he had a little golden ball and ness to the last, and that it is only
chain tied to his ankle fools that are overbored. There

27 life and love and art and truth was a way of never being bored,
28 his theory was to satisfy it as freely and the

as might be; 33 [omitted]
29 the gustatory faculty of his mind 3* multiply our relations with,

was losing its keenness 35 multiply his relations

30 savory
36 [omitted]

31 comprehensive
3T reflected

32 that the mind can keep its fresh- 38 reflect on
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this, because, as I say, he was a poet and not a man of action. A fine

fellow of the latter stamp would have solved the problem without

knowing it, and bequeathed to his fellow men not [cold]
39 formulas

but vivid examples. But Benvolio had often said to himself that he
was born to imagine great things not to do them; and he had said

this by no means sadly, for, on the whole, he was very well content
with his portion. Imagine them he determined he would, and on a

[most]
40

magnificent scale. He would [entangle himself]
41 at least

[in a mesh of work work of the most profound and elaborate

sort].
42 He would [handle]

45
great ideas, he would enunciate great

truths, he would write immortal verses. In all this there was a large
amount of talent and a liberal share of ambition. I will not say that
Benvolio was a man of genius; it may seem to make the distinction
too cheap; but he was at any rate a man with an intellectual pas-
sion; and if, being near him, you had been able to listen intently
enough, he would, like the great people of his craft, have seemed
to emit something of that vague, magical murmur the voice of
the infinite which lurks in the involutions of a sea-shell. He him-
self, by the way, had once made use of this little simile, and had
written a poem in which it was melodiously set forth that the poetic
minds scattered about the world correspond to the little shells one
picks up on the beach, all resonant with the echo of ocean. The
whole thing was, of course, rounded off with the sands of time, the
waves of history, and other harmonious conceits.

*
frigid 42 and they should be very serious

4
[omitted] ones

*i
multiply his labors, 43 cultivate
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BUT (as you are naturally expecting to hear) Benvolio knew per-

fectly well that there is one [way of getting entangled which is far

more effectual]
I than any other [the way that]

2 a charming
woman [points out].

3 Benvolio was of course in love. Who was his

mistress, you ask (I flatter myself with some impatience), and was she

pretty, was she kind, was he successful? Hereby hangs my tale, which

I must relate [categorically].
4

Benvolio's mistress was a lady whom (as I cannot tell you her

real name) it will be quite in keeping to speak of as the Countess.

The Countess was a young widow, who had some time since divested

herself of her mourning weeds which indeed she had never worn
but very lightly. She was rich, extremely pretty, and free to do as

[pleased her].
5 She was passionately fond of pleasure and admira-

tion, and they gushed forth at her feet in unceasing streams. Her

beauty was not of the conventional type, but it was dazzlingly bril-

liant; few faces were more expressive, more fascinating. Hers was

never the same for two days together; it reflected her momentary
circumstances with extraordinary vividness, and in knowing her you
had the advantage of knowing a dozen different women. She was

clever and accomplished, and had the credit of being perfectly

amiable; indeed, it was difficult to imagine a person combining a

greater number of the precious gifts of nature and fortune. She

represented felicity, gaiety, success; she was made to charm, to play
a part, to exert a sway. She lived in a great house, behind high
verdure-muffled walls, where other Countesses, in other years, had

[been the charm and the envy of their time].
6 It was an antiquated

quarter, into which the tide of commerce had lately begun to roll
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heavily; but the turbid [waves]
7 of trade broke in vain against the

Countess's enclosure, and if in her garden and her drawing-room you
heard the deep uproar of the city, it was only as a vague undertone

to sweeter things to music, and witty talk, and tender [dialogue].
8

There was something very striking in this [unyielding, elegant]
9

privacy, in the midst of [public]
10 toil and traffic.

Benvolio was a great deal at this lady's house; he rarely desired

better entertainment. I spoke just now of privacy; but privacy was

not what he found there, nor what he wished to find. He went

there when he wished to learn with the least trouble what was

going on in the world, for the talk of the people the Countess gen-

erally had about her was an epitome of the gossip, the rumors, the

interests, the hopes and fears of polite society. She was a thoroughly
liberal hostess; all she asked was to be entertained; if you would
contribute to the common fund of amusement, of discussion, you
were a welcome guest. Sooner or later, among your fellow-guests,

you encountered every one of consequence. There were frivolous

people and wise people; people whose fortune was in their pockets,
and people whose fortune was in their brains; people deeply con-

cerned in public affairs, and people concerned only with the fit of

their garments or with the [number of the people who looked round
when their names were announced].

11 Benvolio, [who liked]
12

a large and various social spectacle, appreciated all this; but he was

best pleased, as a general thing, when he found the Countess alone.

This was often his fortune, for the simple reason that when the

Countess expected him, she invariably [had]
13 herself [14 ^ refused

to every one else. This is almost an answer to your inquiry whether

Benvolio was successful in his suit. As yet, strictly speaking, there

was no suitf.]
15 Benvolio had never made love to the Countess.

This sounds very strange, but it is nevertheless true. He was in love

with her; he thought her the most charming creature conceivable;

he spent hours with her alone by her own orders; he had had op-

portunity he had been up to his neck in opportunity and yet
he had never said to her, as would have seemed so natural, "Dear

Countess, I beseech you to be my wife." If you are surprised, I may
also confide to you that the Countess was; and surprise under the

circumstances very easily became displeasure. It is by no means cer-

tain that if Benvolio had made the little speech we have just imag-
ined, the Countess would have fallen into his arms, confessed to [a

l wave 11 effect upon the company of the an-
8
colloquy nouncement of their names

9 little oasis of luxury and 12 with his taste for 13 caused
10 common 14 to be is
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mutual]
16 name, and rung In finis to our tale, with the wedding

bells. But she nevertheless expected him in civility to pay her this

supreme compliment. Her answer would be what it might be; but
his silence was a permanent offence. Every man, roughly speaking,
had asked the Countess to marry him, and every man had been told

that she was much obliged, but had [no idea of marrying. Now]
17

here, with the one man who failed to asked her, she [had a great

idea]
18 of it, and [his forbearance]

19
gave her more to think about

than all the [importunities]
20 of [all]

21 her other suitors. The truth

was she liked Benvolio extremely, and his independence rendered
him excellent service. The Countess had a very lively fancy, and she

had fingered, nimbly enough, the volume of the young man's merits.

She was by nature a trine cold; she rarely lost her head; she meas-
ured each step as she took it; she had had little fancies and incipient

passions; but on the whole she had thought much more about love

than felt it. She had often tried to form an image [mentally]
22 of the

sort of man it would be well for her to love for so it was she ex-

pressed it. She had succeeded but indifferently, and her imagina-
tion had [gone a-begging]

23 until the day she met Benvolio. Then
it seemed to her that her quest was ended her prize gained. This

nervous, ardent, deep-eyed youth struck her as the harmonious coun-

terpart of her own facile personality. This conviction rested with the

Countess on a fine sense of propriety which it would be vain to

attempt to analyze; he was different from herself and from the other

men who surrounded her, and [to be complete it seemed to her that

she ought to have something of that sort in her train].
24 In the old

days she would have had
[it in the person of a troubadour or a

knight-errant; now,]
25 a woman who was in her own right a con-

siderable social figure might [conveniently annex it in the form of

a]
26 husband. I don't know how good a judge the Countess was of

such matters, but she believed that the world would hear of Ben-

volio. She had beauty, ancestry, money, luxury, but she had not

genius; and if genius was to be had, why not secure it, and complete
the list? This is doubtless a rather coarse statement of the Countess's

argument; but you have it thrown in gratis, as it were; for all I am

16 an answering 24 she valued him as a specimen of a

17 not been thinking of changing her rare and distinguished type
condition. But 25 him to be her minstrel or her

18 was perpetually thinking jester it is to be feared that poor
19 this negative quality in Benvolio Benvolio would have figured
20

positiveness rather dismally in the latter ca-

21
[omitted] pacity; and at present

22
[omitted]

26 give such a man a place in her

23 never found a pair o wings train as an illustrious
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bound to tell you is that this charming young woman took a fancy

to this clever young man, and that she used to cry sometimes for

a quarter of a minute when she imagined he [didn't care for]
27

her. Her tears were wasted, because he [did care]
28 for her more

even than she would have imagined if she had taken a favorable

view of the case. But Benvolio, I cannot too much repeat, was an

exceedingly complex character, and there was many a [hiatus]
29 in

the logic of his conduct. The Countess charmed him, excited him,

interested him; he did her abundant justice more than justice; but

at the end of all he felt that she failed to satisfy him. If a man could

have half a dozen wives and Benvolio had once maintained, po-

etically, that he ought to have the Countess would do very well for

one of them possibly even for the best of them. But she would not

serve for all seasons and all moods; she needed a complement, an

alternative what the French call a repoussoir. One day he was

going to see her, knowing that he was expected. There was to be a

number of other people in fact, a very brilliant assembly; but

Benvolio knew that a certain touch of the hand, a certain glance
of the eye, a certain caress of the voice, would be reserved for him
alone. Happy Benvolio, you will say, to be going about the world

with such charming secrets as this locked up in his young heart!

Happy Benvolio indeed; but mark how he trifled with his happi-
ness. He went to the Countess's gate, but he went no further; he

stopped, stood there a moment, frowning intensely, and biting the

finger of his glove; then suddenly he turned and strode away in the

opposite direction. He walked and walked and left the town be-

hind him. He went his way till he reached the country, and here

he bent his steps toward a little wood which he knew very well,

and whither indeed, on a spring afternoon, when she had taken

a fancy to play at shepherd and shepherdess, he had once come
with the Countess. He flung himself on the grass, on the edge of the

wood not in the same place where he had lain at the Countess's

feet, pulling sonnets out of his pocket and reading them one by one;
a little stream flowed beside him; opposite, the sun was declining;
the distant city lay before him, lifting its towers and chimneys
against the reddening western sky. The twilight fell and deepened
and the stars came out. Benvolio lay there thinking that he pre-
ferred them to the Countess's wax candles. He went back to town
in a farmer's wagon, talking with the honest rustic who drove it.

Very much in this way, when he had been on the point of knock-

ing at the gate of the Countess's heart and asking ardently to be

27 was Indifferent to 28
really cared 29

lapse
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admitted, he had paused, stood frowning, and then turned short

and rambled away into solitude. She never knew how near, two
or three times, he had come. Two or three times she had accused

him of being rude, and this was nothing but the backward swing
of the pendulum. One day it seemed to her that he was altogether
too vexatious, and she reproached herself with her good nature.

She had made herself too cheap; such conduct was beneath her dig-

nity; she would take another tone. She closed her door to him, and
bade her people say, whenever he came, that she was engaged. At
first Benvolio only wondered. Oddly enough, he was not what is

commonly called sensitive; he never supposed you meant to offend

him; not being at all impertinent himself, he was not on the watch
for impertinence in others. Only, when he fairly caught you in the

act he was immensely disgusted. Therefore, as I say, he simply won-
dered what had suddenly made the Countess so busy; then he
remembered certain other charming persons whom he knew, and
went to see how the world wagged with them. But they rendered the

Countess eminent service: she gained by comparison, and Benvolio

began to miss her. All that other charming women were who led

the life of the world (as it is called) the Countess was in a superior,
in a perfect degree; she was the ripest fruit of a high civilization;

her companions and rivals, beside her, had but a pallid bloom, an
acrid savor. Benvolio had a relish in all things for the best, and he

found himself breathing sighs under the Countess's darkened win-

dows. He wrote to her asking why in the world she treated him so

cruelly, and then she knew that her charm was working. She was

careful not to answer his letter, and to have him refused at her

gate as inexorably as ever. It is an ill wind that blows nobody good,
and Benvolio, one night after his dismissal, wandered about the

moonlit streets till nearly morning, composing the finest verses he

had ever produced. The subscribers to the magazine to which he

sent them were at least the gainers. But unlike many poets, Benvolio

did not on this occasion bury his passion in his poem; or if he did,

its ghost was stalking abroad the very next night. He went again
to the Countess's gate, and again it was closed in his face. So, after a

very moderate amount of hesitation, he bravely (and with a dex-

terity which surprised him) scaled her garden wall and dropped
down in the moonshine, upon her lawn. I don't know whether she

was expecting him, but if she had been, the matter could not have

been better arranged. She was sitting in a little niche of shrubbery,
with no protector but a microscopic lap-dog. She pretended to be

scandalized at his audacity, but his audacity carried the hour. "This

time certainly/' thought the Countess, "he will make his declaration.
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He didn't jump that wall, at the risk of his neck, simply to ask me
for a cup of tea/' Not a bit of it; Benvolio was devoted, but he was

not more explicit than before. He declared that this was the hap-

piest hour of his life; that there was a charming air of romance
In his position; that, honestly, he thanked the Countess for having
made him desperate; that he would never come to see her again but

by the garden wall; that something, to-night what was it? was

vastly becoming to her; that he devoutly hoped she would receive

no one else; that his admiration for her was unbounded; that the

stars, finally, had a curious pink light! He looked at her, through
the flower-scented dusk, with admiring eyes; but he looked at the

stars as well; he threw back his head and folded his arms, and
let the conversation pag]

30 while he examined the [constellations].
31

He observed also the long shafts of light proceeding from the win-

dows of the house, as they fell upon the lawn and played among
the shrubbery. The Countess had always thought him a [strange]

32

man, but to-night she thought him [stranger]
33 than ever. She

became satirical, and the point of her satire was that he was after all

but a dull fellow; that his admiration was a poor compliment; that

he would do well to turn his attention to astronomy! In answer to

this he came perhaps (to the Countess's sense) as near as he had
ever come to making a declaration.

"Dear lady," he said, "you don't begin to know how much I ad-

mire youl"
She left her place at this, and walked about her lawn, looking

at him askance while he talked, trailing her embroidered robe over

the grass, and fingering the folded petals of her flowers. He made a

sort of sentimental profession of faith; he assured her that she

represented his ideal of a certain sort of woman. This last phrase
made her pause a moment and stare at him, wide-eyed. "Oh, I mean
the finest sort/* he cried "the sort that exerts the widest sway. You
represent the world and everything that the world can give, and you
represent them at their best in their most generous, most graceful,
most inspiring form. If a man were a revolutionist, you would rec-

oncile him to society. You are a divine embodiment of all the amen-
ities, the refinements, the complexities of life! You are the flower
of urbanity, of culture, of tradition! You are the product of so many
influences that it widens one's horizon to know you; of you too it is

true that to admire you is a liberal education! Your charm is ir-

resistible; I [never approach you without feeling]
34 it."

so
flag 31 firmament 33 more singular

%%
singular 34 assure you I don't resist
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Compliments agreed with the Countess, as we may say; they not

only made her happier, but they made her better. It became a mat-
ter of conscience with her to deserve them. These were magnificent
ones, and she was by no means indifferent to them. Her cheek faintly
flushed, her eyes vaguely glowed, and though her beauty, in the

literal sense, was questionable, all that Benvolio said of her had
never seemed more true. He said more in the same strain, and she

listened without interrupting him. But at last she suddenly became

impatient; it seemed to her that this was after all a tolerably inex-

pensive sort of [tribute].
35 But she did not betray her impatience

with any petulance; she simply shook her finger a moment, to enjoin
silence, and then she said, in a voice of extreme gentleness "You
have too much imagination!" He answered that to do her perfect

justice, he had too little. To this she replied that it was not of her

any longer he was talking; he had left her far behind. He was spin-

ning fancies about some highly subtilized figment of his brain. The
best answer to this, it seemed to Benvolio, was to seize her hand and
kiss it. I don't know what the Countess thought of this form of

argument; I incline to think it both pleased and vexed her; it was
at once too much and too little. She snatched her hand away and
went rapidly into the house. Although Benvolio immediately fol-

lowed her, he was unable to overtake her; she had retired into im-

penetrable seclusion. A short time afterward she left town and
went for the summer to an estate which she possessed in a distant

part of the country.

35 wooing
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BENVOLIO was extremely fond of the country, but he remained in

town after all his friends had departed. Many of them made him

[say]
1 he would come and see them. He promised, or half promised,

but when he reflected that in almost every case he would find a

house full of fellow-guests, to whose pursuits he would have to con-

form, and that if he rambled away with a valued duodecimo in his

pocket to spend the morning alone in the woods, he would be de-

nounced as a marplot and a selfish brute, he felt no great desire to

[pack his bag].
2 He had, as we know, his moods of expansion and

of contraction; he had been tolerably [expansive]
3 for many months

past, and now [the tide of contraction had set in].
4 And then I

suspect the foolish fellow had no money to travel withal. He had

lately put all his available funds into the purchase of a picture an

estimable work of the Venetian school,^ suddenly thrown into the

market. It was offered for a moderate sum, and Benvolio, who was
one of the first to see it, secured it and hung it triumphantly in his

room. It had all the classic Venetian glow, and he used to lie on his

divan by the hour, gazing at it. It had, indeed, a peculiar property,
of which I have known no other example. Most pictures that are

remarkable for their color (especially if they have been painted a

couple of centuries) need a flood of sunshine on the canvas to bring
it out. But this [one]

6 seemed to have a hidden radiance of its own,
which showed brightest when the room was half darkened. When
Benvolio wished especially to enjoy his treasure he dropped his

Venetian blinds, and the picture [glowed forth]
7 into the cool dusk

with enchanting effect. It represented, in a fantastic way, the story
of Perseus and Andromeda the beautiful naked maiden chained
to a rock, on which, with picturesque incongruity, a wild fig-tree

* promise that 2 pay visits 5 which had been
3 inflated 6 remarkable work
* he had begun to take in sail 7 bloomed out
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was growing; the green Adriatic tumbling at her feet, and a splendid
brown-limbed youth in a curious helmet hovering near her on a

winged horse. The journey his fancy made as he lay and looked at

his picture Benvolio preferred to any journey he might make by
the public conveyances.
But he resorted for entertainment, as he had often done before,

to the windows overlooking the old garden behind his house. As the

summer deepend of course the charm of the garden increased. It

grew more tangled and bosky and mossy, and sent forth sweeter

and heavier odors into the neighboring air. It was a perfect soli-

tude: Benvolio had never seen a visitor there. One day, therefore, at

this time, it puzzled him most agreeably to perceive a young girl

sitting under one of the trees. She sat there a long time, and though
she was at a distance, he managed, bv looking long enough, to make
out that she was pretty. She was dressed in black, and when she

left her place her step had a kind of nun-like gentleness and demure-

ness. Although she was alone, [she seemed shy and half-startled].
8

She wandered away and disappeared from sight, save that here

and there he saw her white parasol gleaming in the gaps of the

foliage. Then she came back to her seat under the great tree, and

remained there for some time, arranging in her lap certain flowers

that she had gathered. Then she rose again and vanished, and Ben-

volio waited in vain for her return. She had evidently gone into the

house. The next day he saw her again, and the next, and the next.

On these occasions she had a book in her hand, and she sat in her

former place a long time, and read it with an air of great attention.

Now and then she raised her head and glanced toward the house as

if to keep something in sight which divided her care; and once or

twice she laid down her book and tripped away to her hidden duties

with a lighter step than she had shown the first day. Benvolio [had a

fancy]
9 that she had an invalid parent, or a relation of some kind,

who was unable to walk, and had been moved into a window over-

looking the garden. She always took up her book again when she

came back, and bent her pretty head over it with charming earnest-

ness. Benvolio had already discovered that her head was pretty. He
fancied it resembled a certain exquisite little head on a Greek silver

coin which lay, with several others, in an agate cup on his table.

You see he had also already taken to fancying, and I offer this as

the excuse for his staring at his modest neighbor by the hour [in this

inordinately idle fashion].
10 But he was not [really]

13-

Idle, because

8 there was something timid and 9 formed a theory 10
[omitted]

tentative in her movements 13- during these hours
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he was I can't say falling in love with her: he knew her too little

for that, and besides, he was in love with the Countess but because

he was at any rate cudgelling his brains about her. Who was she?

what was she? why had he never seen her before? The house in

which she apparently lived was on another street from Benvolio's

own, but he went out of his way on purpose to look at it. It was an

ancient, [gray],
12 sad-faced structure, with grated windows on the

ground floor; it looked like a convent or a prison. Over a wall, be-

side it, there tumbled into the stret some stray tendrils of a wild

[vine]
13 from Benvolio's garden. Suddenly Benvolio began to

[fancy]
14 that the book the young girl in the garden was reading

was none other than a volume of his own, put forth some six months
before. His volume had a white cover and so had this; white covers

are rather rare, and there was nothing impossible either in this

young lady's reading his book or in her finding it interesting. Very

many other women had done the same. Benvolio's neighbor had
a pencil in her pocket, which she every now and then drew forth,

to make with it a little mark on her page. This quiet gesture gave
the young man an exquisite pleasure.

I ani ashamed to say how much time he spent, for a week, at his

window. Every day the young girl came into the garden. At last

there [befell]
15 a rainy day a long, warm summer's rain and she

stayed within doors. He missed her quite acutely, and wondered,

half-smiling, half-frowning, [at]
16 her absence [making]

17 such a

difference [with]
18 him. He actually depended upon her. He [didn't

know]
ld her name; he knew neither the color of her eyes nor the

shade of her hair, nor the sound of her voice; it was very likely that

if he were to meet her face to face elsewhere, he would not recognize
her. But she interested him; he liked her; he found her little in-

definite, black-dressed figure sympathetic. He used to find the Count-
ess sympathetic, and certainly the Countess was as unlike this quiet
garden nymph as she could very well be and be yet a charming
woman. Benvolio's sympathies, as we know, were broad. After the

rain the young girl came out again, and now she had another book,

having apparently finished Benvolio's. He was gratified to observe
that she bestowed upon this one a much more wandering attention.

Sometimes she let it drop listlessly at her side, and seemed to lose

Iierself in maidenly reverie. Was she thinking how much more beau-
tiful Benvolio's verses were than others of the day? Was she per-

is
grizzled 16 that

is creeper 17 should make
14

suspect 18 for
is ocotinped id was ignorant of
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haps repeating them to herself? It charmed Benvolio to suppose
she might be; for he was not spoiled in this respect. The Countess

knew none of his poetry by heart; she was nothing of a reader.

She had his book on her table, but he once noticed that half the

leaves were uncut.

After a couple of days of sunshine the rain came back again, to

our hero's infinite annoyance, and this time it lasted several days.
The garden lay dripping and desolate; its charm had quite de-

parted. These days passed gloomily for Benvolio; he decided that

rainy weather, in summer, in town, was intolerable. He began to

think of the Countess again [. He]
20 was sure that over her broad

lands the summer sun was shining. He saw them, in envious fancy,
studded with joyous Watteau groups, feasting and making music
under the shade of ancestral beeches. What a charming life! he

thought what brilliant, enchanted, memorable days! He had said

the very reverse of all this, as you remember, three weeks before.

I don't know that he had ever [formulated]
21 the idea that men of

imagination are not bound to be consistent, but he certainly con-

formed to its spirit. We are not, however, by any means at the end
of his inconsistencies. He immediately wrote a letter to the Coun-
tess asking her if he might pay her a visit.

Shortly after he had sent his letter the weather mended, and he

went out [to take]
22 a walk. The sun was near setting; the streets

were all ruddy and golden with its light, and the scattered rain-

clouds, broken into a thousand little particles, were flecking the sky
like a shower of opals and amethysts. Benvolio stopped, as he saun-

tered along, to gossip a while with his friend the bookseller. The
bookseller was a foreigner and a man of taste; his shop was [on the

corner]
23 of the great square. When Benvolio went in he was serv-

ing a lady, and the lady was dressed in black. Benvolio just now
found it natural to notice a lady who was dressed in black, and the

fact that this lady's face was averted made observation at once

more easy and more fruitless. But at last her errand was finished;

she had been ordering several books, and the bookseller was writing
down their names. Then she turned round, and Benvolio saw her

face. He stood staring at her most inconsiderately, for he felt an

immediate certainty that she was the bookish damsel of the garden.
She gave a glance round the shop, at the books on the walls, at the

prints and busts, the apparatus of learning, in various forms, that

it contained, and then, with the [gentle],
24 half-furtive step which

20 he 22 for 23 in the arcade

21 devoted a formula to 2* soundless
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Benvolio now knew so well, she took her departure. Benvolio seized

the startled bookseller by the two hands and besieged him with

questions. The bookseller, however, was able to answer but a few

of them. The young girl had been in his shop but once before,

and had simply left an address, without any name. It was the address

of which Benvolio had assured himself. The books she had ordered

were all learned works disquisitions on philosophy, on history,
on the natural sciences[. She seemed an expert in such matters].

25

For some of the volumes that she had just bespoken the bookseller

was to send to foreign countries; the others were to be despatched
that evening to the address which the young girl had left. As Ben-

volio stood there the [bibliophilist]
26

gathered these latter together,
and while he was so engaged he uttered a little cry of distress: one
of the volumes of a set was missing. The [book]

27 was a rare one,
and it would be hard to repair the loss. Benvolio on the instant had
an inspiration; he demanded leave of his friend to act as messenger:
he* 283 W0uld cany the books, as if he came from the shop, and he
would explain the absence of the lost volume, and the bookseller's

views about replacing it, far better than one of the hirelings. He
asked leave, I say, but he did not wait till it was given: he snatched

up the pile of books and strode triumphantly away!

25
9 matters all of them, in which she 26 old bibliophile
seemed an expert 27 work 28 himself
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As THERE was no name on the parcel, Benvolio, on reaching the old

gray house, over the wall of whose court an adventurous [creeper]
x

stretched its long arm into the street, found himself wondering in

what terms he should ask to have speech of the person for whom the

books were intended. At any hazard he was determined not to re-

treat until he had caught a glimpse of the interior and its inhabi-

tants; for this was the same man, you must remember, who had
scaled the moonlit wall of the Countess's garden. An old serving
woman in a quaint cap answered his summons, and stood blinking
out at the fading daylight from a little wrinkled white face, as if

she had never been compelled to take so direct a look at it before.

He informed her that he had come from the bookseller's, and that

he had been charged with a personal message for the venerable

gentleman who had bespoken the parcel. Might he crave license to

speak with him? This obsequious phrase was an improvisation of the

moment[: of course it was hit or miss].
2 But Benvolio had an in-

definable conviction that it [was rightly aimed];
3 the only thing that

surprised him was the quiet complaisance of the old woman.
"If it's on a bookish errand you come, sir," she said with a little

wheezy sigh, "I suppose I only do my duty in admitting you!"
She led him into the house, through various dusky chambers, and

at last ushered him into an apartment of which the side opposite
to the door was occupied by a broad, low casement. Through its

small old panes there came a green dim light the light of the low
western sun shining through the wet trees of the famous garden.

Everything else was ancient and brown; the walls were covered with

tiers upon tiers of books. Near the window, in the still twilight, sat

two persons, one of whom rose as Benvolio came in. This was the

young girl of the garden the young girl [of]
4 an hour since at the

1 tendril 3 would fit the case

2 he had shaped it on the chance * who had been
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bookseller's. The other was an old man who turned his head, but

otherwise sat [quite still].
5

Both his [movements]
6 and his stillness immediately announced

to Benvoiio's [fine sense]
7 that he was blind. In his quality of poet

Benvolio was inventive; a brain that is constantly [cudgelled]
* for

rhymes is tolerably alert. In a few moments, therefore, he had given

a vigorous push to the wheel of fortune. Various things had hap-

pened. He had made a soft, respectful speech, he hardly knew about

what; and the old man had told him he had a delectable voice

a voice that seemed to belong rather to a person of education than

to a tradesman's porter. Benvolio confessed to having picked up
an education, and the old man had thereupon bidden the young

girl offer him a seat. Benvolio chose his seat where he could see

her, as she sat at the low-browed casement. The bookseller [on]
9

the square thought it likely Benvolio would come back that evening

and give him an account of his errand, and before he closed his

shop he looked up and down the street, to see whether the young
man was approaching. Benvolio came, but the shop was closed.

[He didn't notice it:]
10 he walked three times round [the great

Place]
13L without noticing it. He was thinking of something else.

He had sat all the evening with the blind old scholar and his daugh-

ter, and he was thinking intently, ardently of them. When I say of

them, of course I mean of the daughter.
A few days afterward he got a note from the Countess saying it

would give her pleasure to receive his visit. He immediately wrote

to her that, with a thousand regrets, he found himself urgently

occupied in town and must beg leave to defer his departure for a

day or two. The regrets were perfectly sincere, but the plea was none

the less valid. Benvolio had become deeply interested in his tran-

quil neighbors, and, for the moment, a certain way the young girl

had of looking at him fixing her eyes, first, with a little vague,

half-absent smile, on an imaginary point above his head, and then

slowly dropping them till they met his own was quite sufficient

to make him happy. He had called once more on her father, and

once more, and yet once more, and he had a vivid prevision that he

[would]
12 often call again. He had been in the garden and found

its mild mouldiness even more delightful on a nearer view. He had

pulled off his very ill-fitting mask, and let his neighbors know that

Ms trade was not to carry parcels, but to scribble verses. The old

# motionless ^ i**

movement 10 This he never noticed, however;
7 quid; perception

11 all the arcades

8 tapped *2 should
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man had never heard of his verses; he read nothing that had been

published later than the sixth century; and nowadays he could

read only with his daughter's eyes. Benvolio had seen the little

white volume on the table, and assured himself it was his own; and
he noted the fact that in spite of its well-thumbed air, the young
girl had never given her father a hint of its contents. I said just
now that several things had happened in the first half hour of Ben-

volio's first visit. One of them was that this modest maiden fell

[most positively]
13 in love with [him].

14 What happened when she

learned that he was the author of the little white volume I hardly
know how to express; her innocent passionf, I suppose, passed from
the positive to the superlative degree].

15 Benvolio possessed an old

quarto volume, bound in Russia leather, about which there clung
an agreeable pungent odor. In this old quarto he kept a sort of

diary if that can be called a diary in which a whole year had
sometimes been allowed to pass without an entry. On the other

hand, there were some interminable records of a single day. Turning
it over you would have chanced, not infrequently, upon the name
of the Countess; and at this time you would have observed on every

page some mention of "the Professor" and of a certain person
named Scholastica. Scholastica, [we]

16
immediately guess, was the

Professor's daughter. [Very likely]
17 this was not her own name,

but it was the name by which Benvolio preferred to know her, and
we needn't be more exact than he. By this time, of course, he knew
a great deal about her, and about her venerable sire. The Professor,

before the loss of his eyesight and his health, had been one of the

stateliest pillars of the University. He was now an old man; he had
married late in life. When his infirmities came upon him he gave

up his chair and his classes and buried himself in his library. He
made his daughter his reader and his secretary, and his prodigious

memory assisted her clear young voice and her [steady]
*
Amoving

pen. He was held in great honor in the scholastic world; learned

men came from afar to consult the blind sage, and to appeal to his

wisdom as to the ultimate law. The University settled a pension

upon him, and he dwelt in a dusky corner, among the academic

shades. The pension was small, but the old scholar and the young

girl lived with conventual simplicity. It so happened, however,

that he had a brother, or rather a half brother, who was not a book-

ish man, save as regarded his ledger and day-book. This personage
had made money in trade, and had retired, wifeless and childless,

is
[omitted]

* 6 you will

14 our young man I7 Probably
15 began to throb and flutter I8

softly
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Into the old gray house attached to Benvolio's garden. He had the

reputation of a skinflint, a curmudgeon, a bloodless old miser who

spent his days in shuffling about his mouldy [old house],
19

making
his pockets jingle, and his nights in lifting his money-bags out of

trapdoors, and counting over his hoard. He was nothing but a chill-

ing shadow, an evil name, a pretext for a curse: no one had ever

seen him, much less crossed his threshold. But it seemed that he

had a soft spot in his heart. He wrote one day to his brother, whom
he had not seen for years, that the rumor had come to him that he

was blind, infirm, and poor; that he himself had a large house with

a garden behind
it[,]

20 and that if the Professor was not too proud,
he was welcome to come and lodge there.

21 The Professor had come in this way a few weeks before, and

though it would seem that to a sightless old ascetic all lodgings

might be the same, he took a great satisfaction in [this one].
22 His

daughter found it a paradise, compared with their two narrow

chambers under the old gable of the University, where, amid the

constant coming and going of students, a young girl was compelled
to lead a cloistered life.

Benvolio had assigned as his motive for intrusion, when he had
been obliged to [confess to]

23 his real character, an irresistible de-

sire to ask the old man's opinion on certain knotty points of philos-

ophy. This was a pardonable fiction, for the event, at any rate, jus-

tified it. Benvolio, when he was fairly launched in a philosophical
discussion, forgot that there was anything in the world but meta-

physics; he revelled in transcendent abstractions, and became un-

conscious of all concrete things even of that most brilliant of

concrete things, the Countess. He longed to embark on a voyage
of discovery on the great sea of pure reason. He knew that from
such voyages the deep-browed adventurer rarely returns; but if he

[finds]
24 an El Dorado of thought, why should he regret the dusky

world of fact? Benvolio had [much high discourse]
25 with the Pro-

fessor, who was a devout neo-Platonist, and whose venerable wit had

spun to subtler tenuity the ethereal speculations of the Alexandrian
school. Benvolio at this season [vowed]

26 that study and science

were the only game in life worth the candle, and wondered how he
could ever for an instant have [thought otherwise].

27 He turned off

a little poem in the style of Milton's "Penseroso," which, if it had
not quite the merit of that famous effusion, was at least the young

19 mansion 24 were to find
2*

; 25 high colloquies
21

[no paragraph] 20 declared
22 his new abode 23 acknowledge 27 cared for more vulgar exercises
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man's own happiest performance. When Benvolio liked a thing he
liked it as a whole it appealed to all his senses. He relished its acci-

dents, its accessories, its material envelope. In the satisfaction he
took in his visits to the Professor it would have been hard to say
where the charm of philosophy began or ended. If it began with a

glimpse of the old man's mild, sightless blue eyes, sitting fixed be-

neath his shaggy white brows like patches of pale winter sky under
a high-piled cloud, it hardly ended before it reached the little black

bow on Scholastica's slipper; and certainly it had taken a compre-
hensive sweep in the interval. There was nothing in his friends that

[the appreciative fellow did not feel an immense kindness for].
28

Their seclusion, their stillness, their super-simple notions of the

world and the world's ways, the faint, musty perfume of the Uni-

versity which hovered about them, their brown old apartment, im-

penetrable to the rumors of the town all these things were part
of [the charm].

29 Then the essence of it perhaps was that in this

silent, simple life the intellectual key, if you touched it, was so

finely resonant. In the way of thought there was nothing into which
his friends were not initiated nothing they could not understand.

The mellow light of their low-browed room, streaked with the

moted rays that slanted past the dusky bookshelves, was the atmos-

phere of [culture].
30 All this made them, humble folk as they were,

not so simple as they at first appeared. They, too, in their own
fashion, knew the world; they were not people to be patronized; to

visit them was not a condescension but a privilege.
In the Professor this was not surprising. He had passed fifty years

in arduous study, and it was proper to his character and his office

that he should be erudite [impressive,]
31 and venerable. But [sweet

Scholastica]
32 seemed to Benvolio at first almost grotesquely wise. She

was an anomaly, a prodigy, a charming monstrosity. Charming, at any
rate, she was, and as pretty, I must lose no more time in saying, as had
seemed likely to Benvolio at his window. And yet, even on a nearer

view, her prettiness shone forth slowly [and half-dimly].
ss It was

as if it had been covered with a series of film-like veils, which had to

be successively drawn aside. And then it was such a homely, shrink-

ing, subtle prettiness, that Benvolio, in the private record I have

mentioned, never thought of calling it by the arrogant name of

beauty. He called it by no name at all; he contented himself with

enjoying it with looking into the young girFs mild gray eyes and

28 had not a charm, an interest, a so intelligence

character, for his appreciative
si [omitted]

mind 32 his devoted little daughter
29 his entertainment 3

[omitted]
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saying things, on purpose, that caused her candid smile to deepen
until (like the broadening ripple of a lake) it reached a [certain]

84

dimple in her left cheek. This was its maximum; no smile could do

more, and Benvolio desired nothing better. Yet I cannot say he was

in love with the young girl; he only liked her. But he liked her, no

doubt, as a man likes a thing but once in his life. As he knew her

better the oddity of hert 35 ^
learning quite faded away; it seemed

delightfully natural, and he only wondered why there were not more
women of the same pattern. Scholastica had imbibed the wine of

science instead of her mother's milk. Her mother had died in her

infancy, leaving her cradled in an old folio, three-quarters opened,
like a wide V. Her father had been her nurse, her playmate, her

teacher, her life-long companion, her only friend. He taught her the

Greek alphabet before she knew her own, and fed her with crumbs
from his own scholastic revels. She had taken submissively what was

given her, and, without knowing it, she grew up a [learned maiden].
36

Benvolio perceived that she was not in the least a woman of

genius. The passion for knowledge, of its own motion, would never

have carried her far. But she had a [clear, tranquil, natural mind,
which gave]

3T back an exact, definite image of everything that was

presented to it[;]
3S

[the sort of intelligence, Benvolio said, which
had been, as a minimum, every one's portion in the golden age, and
would be again the golden mean in the millennium.]

39 And then

she was so teachable, so diligent, so indefatigable. Slender and

meagre as she was, and rather pale, too, with being much within

doors, she was never tired, she never had a headache, she never

closed her book or laid down a pen with a sigh. [For helping a man,
Benvolio thought it was an exquisite organism].

40 What a work he

might do on summer mornings and winter nights with that brightly
demure little creature at his side, transcribing, recollecting, sympa-
thizing! He wondered how much she cared for these things herself;

whether a woman could care for them without being dry and harsh.

It was in a great measure for information on this point that he used

to question her eyes with the frequency that I have mentioned. But

they never gave him a perfectly direct answer, and this was why he
came and came again. They seemed to him to say, "If you could lead

a student's life for iny sake, I could be a life-long household scribe

for yours." Was it divine philosophy that made Scholastica charm-

84
particular 35 great 38 .

3 little handmaid of science 3d
[omitted]

37 perfect understanding & mind as 40 Benvolio said to himself that she

clear and stiU and natural as a was exquisitely constituted for

woodland pool, giving helping a man
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ing, or was it she that made philosophy divine? I cannot relate

everything that came to pass between these young people, and I must

leave a great deal to your imagination. The summer waned, and

when the [autumnal shadow began to gnaw the bright edge of the

days],
41 the quiet couple in the old gray house had expanded to a

talkative trio. For Benvolio the days had passed very fast; the trio

had talked of so many things. He had spent many an hour in the

garden with the young girl, strolling in the weedy paths, or resting

on a moss-grown bench. She was a delightful listener, because [while
she was perfectly deferential, she was also perfectly attentive].

42

Benvolio had had women[4S3 fix very beautiful eyes upon him, and
watch with an air of ecstasy the movement of his lips, and yet had
found them three minutes afterward quite incapable of saying what

he was talking about. Scholastica [followed him and, without effort

or exultation, understood him].
44

41 autumn afternoons began to grow 4$ to

vague 44 gazed at him, but she understood
42 she not only attended, but she fol- Mm too

lowed



V.

You will say that my description of Benvolio has done him injustice,
and that, far from being the sentimental weathercock I have de-

picted, he is proving himself a model of constancy. But mark the

sequel. It was at this moment, precisely, that, one morning, having
gone to bed the night before singing paeans to divine philosophy, he
woke up with a headache, and in the worst of humors with

[it].
* He

remembered Scholastica telling him that she never had headaches,
and the memory quite annoyed him. He [was in the mood for

declaring her]
2 a neat little mechanical toy, wound up to turn pages

and write a pretty hand, but with neither a head nor a heart that

was capable of human ailments. He fell asleep again, and in

one of those brief but vivid dreams that sometimes occur in the

morning hours, he had a brilliant vision of the Countess. She
was human beyond a doubt, and duly familiar with headaches
and heartaches. He felt an irresistible desire to see her and tell her
that he adored her. This satisfaction was not unattainable, and
before the day was over he was well on his way toward enjoying it.

He [found the Countess holding her usual court, and making a

merry world of
it].

3 He had meant to stay with her a week; he

stayed two months the most entertaining months of his life. I

cannot pretend, of course, to enumerate the diversions of this fortu-

nate circle, nor to say just how Benvolio spent every hour of his time.
But if the summer had passed quickly with him, the autumn moved
with a tread as light. He thought once in a while of Scholastica
and her father once in a while, I say, when present occupations
suffered his thoughts to wander. This was not often, for the Countess
had always, as the phrase is, [a dozen irons on the fire].

4 You see

1 abstract science to her estate, where he found her
2 suddenly found himself thinking holding her usual court and lead-
of her as ing a merry life

3 left fown anr? mar?** ltf riilm-im-am* 4 - t>
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the negative, with Benvolio, always implied as distinct a positive,
and his excuse for being inconstant on one side was that he was

at [that time very constant]
5 on another. He developed at this

period a talent as yet untried and unsuspected: he proved himself

capable of writing brilliant dramatic poetry. The long autumn eve-

nings, in a great country house, [offered the ideal setting]
6 for the

much-abused pastime known as private theatricals. The Countess

had a theatre, and abundant material for a troupe of amateur play-

ers; all that was lacking was a play exactly adapted to her resources.

She proposed to Benvolio to write one; the idea took his fancy; he
shut himself up in the library, and in a week produced a master-

piece. He had found the subject one day when he was pulling over

the Countess's books in an old MS. chronicle written by the chap-
lain of one of her late husband's ancestors. It was the germ of an
admirable drama, and Benvolio [enjoyed vastly the work of bring-

ing it to maturity].
7 All his genius, all his imagination went into it.

This was [their]
8
proper missionw, he cried to himself the study

of warm human passions, the painting of rich dramatic pictures, not

[the bald excogitation of cold metaphysical formulas].
10 His play

was acted with brilliant success, the Countess herself representing
the heroine. Benvolio had never seen her [act],

11 and had no idea

[she possessed the talent];
12 but she was inimitable, she was a

natural artist. What gives charm to life, Benvolio hereupon said to

himself, is the element of the unexpectedf, the unforeseen];
13 and

this one finds only in women of the Countess's type. And I should

do wrong to imply that he here made an invidious comparison, be-

cause he did not even think of Scholastica. His play was repeated
several times, and people were invited to see it from all the country
round. There was a great bivouac of servants in the castle court; in

the cold November nights a bonfire was lighted to keep the servants

warm. It was a great triumph for Benvolio, and he frankly enjoyed
it. He knew he enjoyed it, and how great a triumph it was, and

he felt every disposition to drain the cup to the last drop. He
relished his own elation, and found himself excellent company. He
began immediately another drama a comedy this time and he

was greatly interested to observe that when his work was [fairly]
14

on the stocks he found himself regarding all the people about

him as types and available figures. Everything [paid tribute to

5 such a time very assiduous of his faculties

6 were a natural occasion 10 dry chopping of logic
7 greatly enjoyed his attempt to n don the buskin

make a work of art out of it ^ of her aptitude for the stage
8 the * 3 [omitted]

1*
[omitted]
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his work];
15

everything presented Itself as possible material. Life,

[really,]
16 on these terms [was becoming]

17
very interesting, and

for several nights the laurels of Moliere kept Benvolio awake.

Delightful as this was, however, it could not last forever. [At the

beginning of the winter]
1S the Countess returned to town, and

Benvolio came back with her, his unfinished comedy in his pocket.

During much of the journey he was silent and abstracted, and the

Countess supposed he was thinking of how he should make the most

of that capital situation in his third act. The Countess's perspicuity
was just sufficient to carry her so far to lead her, in other words,

into plausible [wrong conjectures].
19 Benvolio was really wonder-

ing what in the name of mystery had suddenly become of his inspira-

tion, and why [2 3 his comedy had [turned stale on his hands]
21 as

the cracking of the post-boy's whip. He looked out at the scrubby
fields, the rusty woods, the sullen sky, and asked himself whether

that was the world to which it had been but yesterday his high
ambition to hold up the mirror. The Countess's dame de compagnie
sat opposite to him in the carriage. Yesterday he thought her, with

her pale, discreet face, and her eager movements that pretended to

be indifferent, a finished specimen of an entertaining genus. To-day
he could only say that if there was a whole genus, it was a thousand

pities, for the poor lady struck him as miserably false and servile.

The real seemed hideous; he felt homesick for his dear familiar

rooms between the garden and the square, and he longed to get into

them and bolt his door and bury himself in his old arm-chair and
cultivate idealism for evermore. The first thing he actually did on

getting into them was to go to the window and look out into the

garden. It had greatly changed in his absence, and the old maimed
statues, which all summer had been comfortably muffled in verdure,

were now, by an odd contradiction of propriety, standing white and
naked in the cold. I don't exactly know how soon it was that Ben-
volio went back to see his neighbors. It was after no great interval,

and yet it was not immediately. He had a bad conscience, and he
was wondering what he should say to them. It seemed to him now

(though he had not thought of it sooner) that they might accuse

him of neglecting them. He had cultivated their friendship, he had

professed the highest esteem for them, and then he had turned his

back on them without farewell, and without a word of explanation.
He had not written to them; in truth, during his sojourn with the

is he saw or heard was grist to his IS When the winter nights had be-
mill gun, 19 mistakes

1
[omitted] 20 the witticisms in his play and

17 became really
21 begun to seem as mechanical
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Countess, it would not have been hard for him to persuade himself

that they were people he had only dreamed about, or read about,
at most, in some old volume of memoirs. People of their value, he
could now imagine them saying, were not to be taken up and

dropped [in that summary fashion];
22 and if friendship was not to

be friendship as they themselves understood it, it was better that he
should forget them at oncef, for all time].

23 It is perhaps too much
to affirm that he [could imagine]

24 them saying all this; they were
too mild and civil, too unused to acting in self-defence. But they

might easily receive him in a way that would [irresistibly imply it,

for a man of any delicacy. He]
25 felt profaned, dishonored, almost

contaminated; so that perhaps when he did at last return to his

friends, it was because that was the simplest way to be puriied. How
did they receive him? I told you a good way back that Scholastica

was in love with him, and you may arrange the scene in your fancy
in any manner that best accords with this circumstance. Her for-

giveness, of course, when once that chord was touched, was propor-
tionate to her [resentment].

26 But Benvolio took refuge both from
his own compunctions and from the young girl's reproaches, in

whatever form these were conveyed, in making a full confession of

what he was pleased to call his frivolity. As he walked through
the naked garden with Scholastica, kicking the wrinkled leaves, he
told her the whole story of his sojourn with the Countess. The young
girl listened with bright intentness, as she would have listened to

some thrilling [chapter of]
27 romance; but she neither sighed, nor

looked wistful, nor seemed to envy the Countess, or to repine at her

own [dull fashion of life].
28 It was all too remote for comparison; it

was not, for Scholistica, among the things that might have been.

Benvolio talked to her^29 ^ about the Countessf, without reserve].
30

If she liked it, he found on his side that it eased his mind; and as

he said nothing that the Countess would not have been flattered

by, there was no harm done. Although, however, Benvolio uttered

nothing but praise of this distinguished lady, he was very frank

in saying that she and her way of life always left him at the end in

a worse humor than when they found him. They were very well in

their way, he said, but their way was not his way[, or could not be

in the long run; for]
31 him, he was convinced, the only [happi-

22 for a fancy
2T passage in a

23 and for ever 28 ignorance of the great world
24 imagined

29
very freely

25 imply a delicate resentment Ben- $<> [omitted]
volio S1 it only seemed so at moments.

26
displeasure For
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ness]
32 was in [seclusion, meditation, concentration.]

33 Scholastica

answered that it gave her [extreme pleasure]
34 to hear this, for it

was her father's belief that Benvolio had a great aptitude for philo-

sophical research, and that it was a sacred duty [with him to devote
his days and his nights to

it].
35

"And what is your [own]
36 belief?" Benvolio asked, remembering

that the young girl knew several of his poems by heart.

Her answer was very simple: "I believe you're a poet/'
"And a poet oughtn't to run the risk of turning pedant?"
"No," she answered; "a poet ought to run all risks even that one

which for a poet, perhaps, is [the]
37 most cruel. But he ought to

[evade]
38 them alii"

Benvolio took great satisfaction in hearing that the Professor
deemed that he had in him the making of a philosopher, and it

an impetus to the zeal with which he returned to work.

32 real felicity
35 to cultivate so rare a faculty

33 the pleasures of studyl
36

[omitted] 37
[omitted]

84 high satisfaction 38
escape
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OF COURSE even the most zealous student cannot work always, and

often, after a very philosophical day, Benvolio spent with the

Countess a very sentimental [morning].
1 It is my duty as a veracious

historian not to conceal the fact that he discoursed to the Countess

about Scholastica. He gave such a puzzling description of her that

the Countess declared that she must be a delightfully quaint crea-

ture, and that It would be vastly amusing to know her. She hardly

supposed Benvolio was in love with this little book-worm in petti-

coats, but to make sure if that might be called making sure she

deliberately asked him. He said No; he hardly saw how he could be,

since he was in love with the Countess herself! For a while this

answer satisfied her, but as the winter went by she began to wonder
whether there was not such a thing as a man being In love with two

women at once. During many months that followed Benvolio led a

kind of double life. Sometimes It charmed him and gave him an

Inspiring sense of personal power. He haunted the domicile of his

gentle neighbors, and drank deep of [philosophy, history, and all]
2

the garnered wisdom of the ages; and he made appearances as fre-

quent In the Countess's drawing-room, where he played his part with

magnificent zest and ardor. It was a life of alternationf, and varia-

tion,]
3 and contrast, and it really demanded a vigorous and elastic

temperament. Sometimes his own seemed to him quite inadequate
to the occasion he felt fevered, bewildered, exhausted. But when
it came to the point^

4^ it was Impossible to give up either his

worldly habits or his studious aspirations. Benvolio raged Inwardly
at the cruel limitations of the human mind, and declared it was a

great outrage that a man should not be personally able to do every-

thing he could Imagine doing. I hardly know how she contrived It,

but the Countess was at this time a more engaging woman than she

1 evening 3
[omitted]

2
[omitted]

* of choosing one thing or the other
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had ever been. Her beauty acquired an ampler and richer cast, and

she had a manner of looking at you, as she slowly turned away^,
which had lighted a hopeless flame in many a youthful breast. Ben-

volio one day felt in the mood for finishing his comedy, and the

Countess and her friends acted it. Its success was no less brilliant

than that of its predecessor, and the manager of the theatre imme-

diately demanded the privilege of producing it. You will hardly

believe me, however, when I tell you that on the night that his

comedy was introduced to the public its eccentric author sat dis-

cussing the absolute and the relative with the Professor and his

daughter. Benvolio had all winter been observing that Scholastica

never looked so pretty as when she sat, of a winter's night, plying a

quiet needle in the mellow circle of a certain antique brass lamp.

On the night in question he happened to fall a-thinking of this

picture, and he tramped out across the snow for the express purpose
of looking at it. It was sweeter even than his memory promised, and

it [drew]
6
every thought of his theatrical honors from his head.

Scholastica gave him some tea, and her tea, for mysterious reasons,

was delicious; better, strange to say, than that of the Countess, who,

however, it must be added, recovered her ground in coffee. The Pro-

fessor's [miserly]
7 brother owned a ship which made voyages to

China, and brought him goodly chests of the incomparable plant.

He sold the cargo for great sums, but he kept a chest for himself. It

was always the best one, and he had at this time carefully measured

a part of his annual [quantum into a piece of flossy tissue paper],
8

made it into a little parcel, and presented it to Scholastica. This is

the secret history of Benvolio's fragrant cups. While he was drinking
them on the night I speak of I am ashamed to say how many he

drank his name, at the theatre, was being tossed across the foot-

lights to a brilliant, clamorous multitude, who hailed him as the

redeemer of the national stage. But I am not sure that he even told

his friends that his play was being acted. Indeed, this was hardly

possible, for I meant to say just now that he had forgotten it.

It is very certain, however, that he enjoyed the criticisms the next

day in the newspapers. Radiant and jubilant, he went to see the

Countess [@l He found her looking terribly dark. She had been at

the theatre, prepared to revel in his triumph to place on his head

with her own hand, as it were, the laurel awarded by the public;

and his absence had seemed to her a sort of personal slight. Yet his

5 with a vague reproachfulness that T parsimonious
was at the same time an encourage* 8 dole

ment, d with half a dozen of them in his

banished pocket.
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triumph had nevertheless given her an exceeding pleasure, for it

had been the seal of her secret hopes of him. Decidedly he was to be

a great man, and this was not the moment for letting him gol At the

same time there was something [impressive in this extraordinary

lapse in his eagerness in]
10 his finding it so easy to forget his

honors. It was only an intellectual Crcesus, the Countess said to her-

self, who could afford to keep so loose an account ^113 . But she in-

sisted on knowing where he had been, and he told her he had been

discussing philosophy and tea with the Professor.

"And was not the daughter there?" the Countess demanded.
"Most sensibly!" he cried. And then he added in a moment "I

don't know whether I ever told you, but she's almost as pretty as

you/'
The Countess resented the compliment to Scholastica much more

than she enjoyed the compliment to herself. She felt an extreme

curiosity to see this inky-fingered [little nobody, who was spoken of

thus freely in the same breath with herself];
12 and as she seldom

failed, sooner or later, to compass her desires, she succeeded at last in

catching a glimpse of her Innocent rival. To do so she was obliged to

set a great deal of machinery In motion. She [made]
13 Benvolio^ 13 -43

give a lunch, in his rooms, to some ladies who professed a desire

to see his works of art, and of whom she constituted herself as

chaperon. She took care that he threw open [the room]
14 that looked

Into the garden, and here, at the window, she spent much of her

time. There was but a chance that Scholastica would come forth into

the garden, but It was a chance worth staking something upon. The
Countess gave to it time and temper, and she was finally rewarded.

Scholastica came out. The poor girl strolled about for half an hour,
in profound unconsciousness that the Countess's fine eyes were de-

vouring her. The Impression she made was singular. The Countess

found her both pretty and ugly: she did not admire her herself, but

she understood that Benvolio might. For herself personally she de-

tested her, and when Scholastica went In and she turned away from

the window, her first movement was to pass before a mirror, which
showed her something that, Impartially considered, seemed to her

a thousand times more beautiful. The Countess made no comments,
and took good care Benvolio did not suspect the trick she had played
him. There was something more she promised herself to do, and she

impatiently awaited her opportunity.
In the middle of the winter she announced to him that she was

10 noble in his indifference, his want 13 induced

of eagerness,
I*A to

11 with fame 1* syren
*4 a certain vestibule
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going to spend ten days in the country: she had received the most

attractive accounts of the state of things on her [estate].
15 There

had been great snow-falls, and the sleighing was magnificent; the

lakes and streams were solidly frozen, there was an unclouded moon,
and the resident gentry were skating, half the nigljt, by torch-light.
The Countess was passionately fond both of sleighing and skating,
and she found this picture irresistible. And then she was charitable,

and observed that it would be a kindness to the poor resident gentry,
whose usual pleasures were of a frugal sort, to throw open her house
and give a ball or two, with the village fiddlers. Perhaps even they

might organize a bear-hunt an entertainment at which, if properly
conducted, a lady might be present as spectator. The Countess
told Benvolio all this one day as he sat with her in her boudoir, in

the fire-light, during the hour that precedes dinner. She had said

more than once that he must decamp that she must go and dress

[for dinner];
16 but neither of them had moved. She did not invite

him to go with her to the country; she only watched him as he sat

gazing with a frown at the firelight the crackling [light]
17 of the

great logs which had been cut in the Countess's bear-haunted forests.

At last she rose impatiently, and fairly turned him out. After he had

gone she stood for a moment looking at the fire with the tip of her
foot on the fender. She had not to wait long; he came back within
the minute came back and begged her leave to go with her to the

country to skate with her in the crystal moonlight and dance
with her to the sound of the village [fiddles].

18 It hardly matters in

what terms his [petition]
10 was granted: the notable point is that

he made it. He was her only companion, and when they were estab-

lished in the castle the hospitality extended to the resident gentry
was less abundant than had been promised. Benvolio, however, did
not complain of the absence of it, because, for the week or so, he was

passionately in love with his hostess. They took long sleigh-rides
and drank deep of the poetry of winter. The blue shadows on the

snow, the cold amber lights in the west, the leafless twigs against the

snow-charged sky, all gave them extraordinary pleasure. The nights
were even better, when the great silver stars, before the moonrise,

glittered on the polished ice, and the young Countess and her lover,

firmly joining hands, launched themselves into motion and into the
darkness and went skimming for miles with their winged steps. On
their return, before the great chimney-place in the old library, they
lingered a while and drank little cups of wine heated with spices.
It was perhaps here, cup in hand this point is uncertain that

i& domain ie
[omitted] 18 violins

i? blaze IQ
request
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Benvollo broke through the last bond of Ms reserve, and told the

Countess that he loved her, in a manner [that quite satisfied]
20 her.

To be his in all solemnity, his only and his forever this he ex-

plicitly, passionately, imperiously demanded of her. After this she

gave her ball to her country neighbors, and Benvolio danced, to a

boisterous, swinging measure, with a dozen ruddy beauties dressed

in the fashions of the year before last. The Countess danced with
the lusty male counterparts of these damsels, but she found plenty
of chances to watch Benvolio. Toward the end of the evening she
saw him looking grave and bored, with very much such a frown in

his forehead as when he had sat staring at the fire that last day in

her boudoir. She said to herself for the hundredth time that he was
the [oddest]

21 of mortals.

On their return to the city she had frequent occasion to say it

again. He looked at moments as if he had repented of his bargain
as if it did not at all suit him that his being the Countess's only
lover should involve her being his only mistress. She deemed now
that she had acquired the right to make him give an account of his

time, and he did not conceal the fact that the first thing he had done

[after his return]
22 was to go to see his eccentric neighbors. She

treated him hereupon to a passionate outburst of jealousy; called

Scholastica a dozen harsh names a [dingy little Quakeress],
28 a

little underhand, hypocritical Puritan; demanded he should promise
never to speak to her again, and summoned him to make a choice
once for all. Would he belong to her, or to that odious little [blue-

stocking]
24 ? It must be one thing or the other; he must take her

or leave her; it was impossible she should have a lover who [could
be]

25 so little [26 ^ depended upon. The Countess did not say this

made her unhappy, but she repeated a dozen times that it made her
ridiculous. Benvolio turned very pale; she had never seen him so

before; a great struggle was evidently taking place within him. A
terrible scene was the consequence. He broke out into reproaches
and imprecations; he accused the Countess of being his bad angel,
of making him neglect his best faculties, mutilate Ms genius, squan-
der his life; and yet he confessed that he was committed to her; that

she fascinated him beyond resistance, and that, at any sacrifice, he
must still be her slave. This confession gave the Countess uncommon
satisfaction, and made up in a measure for the unflattering remarks
that accompanied it. She on her side confessed what she had always
been too proud to acknowledge hitherto that she cared vastly for

20 to satisfy
21

strangest 24 schoolmistress
22 on reaching town 25 was
23 a little dingy blue-stocking 20 to be
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him, and that she had waited for long months for him to say some-

thing of this kind. They parted on terms which it
[is]

27 hard to

define full of mutual resentment and devotion, at once adoring
and hating each other. AH this was deep and stirring emotion, and

Benvolio, as an artist, always in one way or another found his profit

in emotion, even when it lacerated or suffocated him. There was,

moreover, a sort of elation in having burnt his [ship]
28 behind him,

and [he]
29 vowed to seek his fortune, [30] in the tumult of life

and action. He did no work; his power of work, for the time at least,

was paralyzed. Sometimes this frightened him; it seemed as if his

genius were dead, his career cut short; at other moments his faith

soared supreme; he heard, in broken murmurs, the voice of the

muse, and said to himself that he was only resting, waiting, storing

up knowledge. Before long he felt tolerably tranquil again; ideas

began to come to him, and the world to seem entertaining. He
demanded of the Countess that, without further delay, their union

should be solemnized. But the Countess, at that interview I have

just related, had in spite of her high spirit received a great fright.

Benvolio, stalking up and down with clenched hands and angry

eyes, had seemed to her a terrible man to marry; and though she was

conscious of a strong will of her own, as well as of robust nerves, she

had shuddered at the thought that such scenes might ^i] recur. She

had hitherto seen little but the mild and [caressing],
32 or at most

the joyous and fantastic side of her friend's disposition; but it now

appeared that there was another side to be taken into account, and

that if Benvolio had talked of sacrifices, these were not all to be

made by him. They say the world likes its master that a horse of

high spirit likes being well ridden* This may be true in the long
run; but the Countess, who was essentially a woman of the world,

was not yet prepared to [surrender her own luxurious liberty in

tribute].
33 She admired [Benvolio the]

34 more now that she was

afraid of him, but at the same time she liked him a trifle less. She

answered that marriage was a very serious matter; that they had

lately had a taste of each other's tempers; that they had better wait

a while longer; that she had made up her mind to travel for a year,
and that she strongly recommended him to come with her, for

travelling was notoriously an excellent test of friendship.

27 would be 31 often 32
genial

28
ships 83 pay our young man the tribute of

29
[omitted] her luxurious liberty

so Ms intellectual fortune, 34 him
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SHE went to Italy, and Benvolio went with her; but before he went
he paid a visit to his other mistress. He flattered himself that he had
burned his ships behind him, but the fire was still visibly smoulder-

ing. It is true, nevertheless, that he passed a very strange half-hour

with Scholastica and her father. The young girl had greatly changed;
she barely greeted him; she looked at him coldly. He had no idea

her face could wear that look; it vexed him to find it there. He had
not been to see her [in]

1 many weeks, and he now came to tell her

that he was going away for a year: it is true these were not con-

ciliatory facts. But she had taught him to think that she possessed
in perfection the art of trustful resignation, of unprotesting, cheerful

patience virtues that sat so gracefully on her bended brow that the

thought of their being at any rate supremely becoming took the edge
from his remorse at making them necessary. But now Scholastica

looked older, as well as sadder, and decidedly not so pretty. Her

figure was meagre, her movements [23
angular, her [complexion,

even, not so pure as he had fancied].
3 After the first minute he

avoided [her]
4

eye; it made [her]
5 uncomfortable. Her voice she

scarcely allowed him to hear. The Professor, as usual, was serene

and frigid, impartial and transcendental. There was a chill in the

air, a shadow between them. Benvolio went so far as to wonder that

he had ever found a [charm]
6 in the young girl, and his present

disillusionment gave him even more anger than pain. He took leave

abruptly and coldly, and puzzled his brain for a long time afterward

over the mystery of Scholastica's reserve.

The Countess had said that travelling was a test of friendship; in

this case friendship (or whatever the passion was to be called) [bade

fair]
7 for some time to resist the test. Benvolio passed six months of

1 for 2 were 5 Mm
3 charming eye was dull Q great attraction

4 this charming eye
? promised
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the liveliest felicity. The world had nothing better to offer to a

man of sensibility than a first visit to Italy during those years of life

when perception is at its keenest, when [discretion]
8 has arrived,

and yet youth has not departed. He made with the Countess a long,

slow progress through the lovely land, from the Alps to the Sicilian

Sea; and it seemed to him that his imagination, his intellect, his

genius, expanded with every breath and [ripened with]
9

every

glance. The Countess was in an almost equal ecstasy, and their sym-

pathy was perfect in all points save the lady's somewhat indiscrim-

inate predilection for assemblies and receptions. She had a thousand

letters of introduction to deliver, [and they]
10 entailed a vast deal

of social exertion. Often, on balmy nights when he would have

preferred to meditate among the ruins of the Forum, or to listen

to the moonlit ripple of the Adriatic, Benvolio found himself

dragged away to kiss the hand of a decayed princess, or to take a

pinch from the snuff-box of an epicurean cardinal. But the cardinals,

the princesses, the ruins, the warm southern tides which seemed

the voice of history itself these and a thousand other things re-

solved themselves into [a vast]
u

pictorial spectacle the very stuff

that inspiration is made of. Everything [he]
12 had written before

coming to Italy now appeared to him worthless; this was the needful

stamp, the consecration of talent. One day, however, this [pure]
13

felicity was clouded; by a trifle you will say, possibly, but you must
remember that in men of Benvolio's disposition primary impulses
are almost always produced by [trifles light as air].

14 The Countess,

speaking of the tone of voice of some one they had met, happened
to say that it reminded her of the voice of that queer little woman
at home the daughter of the blind Professor. Was this pure inad-

vertence, or was it malicious design? Benvolio never knew, though
he immediately demanded of her, in surprise, when and where she

had heard Scholastica's voice. His whole attention was aroused; the

Countess perceived it, and for a moment she hesitated. Then she

bravely [proclaimed]
15 that she had seen the young girl in the musty

old book-room where she spent her dreary life. At these words,
uttered in a profoundly mocking tone, Benvolio had an extraor-

dinary sensation. He was walking with the Countess in the garden
of a palace, and they had just approached the low balustrade of a

terrace which commanded a magnificent view. On one side were
violet Apenines, dotted here and there with a gleaming castle or

8 knowledge 12 Benvolio
&
rejoiced in 13

[omitted]
10 which l* small accidents
11 an immense 15

replied
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convent; on the other stood the great palace through whose galleries
the two had just been strolling, with its walls incrusted with medal-

lions and its cornice charged with statues. But Benvolio's heart

began to beat; the tears sprang to his eyes; the perfect landscape
around him faded away and turned to [nothing],

16 and there rose

before him, distinctly, vividly present, the old brown room that

looked into the dull northern garden, tenanted by the quiet figures

he had once told himself that he loved. He had a choking sensation

and a sudden, overwhelming desire to return to his own country.
The Countess would say nothing more than that the fancy had

taken her one day to go and see Scholastica. "I suppose I may go
where I please!" she cried in the tone of the great lady who is

accustomed to believe that her glance confers honor wherever it falls.

"I'm sure I did her no harm. She's a good little creature, and it's

not her fault if she's so [unfortunately]
1T

plain/* Benvolio looked at

her intently, but he saw that he would learn nothing from her that

she did not choose to tell. As he stood there he was amazed to find

how natural or at least how easy it was to disbelieve her. She had
been with the young girl: that accounted for anything; it accounted

abundantly for Scholastica's painful constraint. What had the

Countess said and done? what infernal trick had she played upon
the poor girl's simplicity? He helplessly wondered, but he felt that

she could be trusted to hit her mark. She had done him the honor
to be jealous, and to alienate Scholastica she had invented some

[infernally plausible charge]
1S

against himself. He felt sick and

angry, and for a week he treated his companion with [the coldest

civility].
19 The charm was broken, the cup of pleasure was drained.

This remained no secret to the Countess, who was [profoundly
vexed at her own indiscretion].

20 At last she abruptly told Benvolio

that the test had failed; they must separate; he would [please]
21 her

by taking his leave. He asked no second permission, but bade her

farewell in the midst of her little retinue, and went journeying out

of Italy with no other company than his thick-swarming memories

and projects.
The first thing he did on reaching home was to repair to the

Professor's abode. The old man's chair, for the first time, was empty,
and Scholastica was not in the room. He went out into the garden,

where, after wandering hither and thither, he found the young girl

seated [on a secluded bench].
22 She was dressed, as usual, in black;

I6blankness 20 furious at the mistake she had
17 ridiculously made
18 ingenious calumny 21

gratify
is grim indifference 22 in a dusky arbour
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but her head was drooping, her empty hands were folded, and

her* S3J face was [sadder]
24 even than when he had last seen [her].

2

If she had been changed then, she was doubly changed now. Benvolio

looked round, and as the Professor was nowhere visible, he imme-

diately guessed the cause of her [affliction].
26 The good old man had

gone to join his immortal brothers, the classic sages, and Scholastica

was utterly alone. She seemed frightened at seeing him, but he took

her hand, and she let him sit down beside her. "Whatever you were

once told that made you think ill of me is detestably false/' he said.

"I have [a boundless]
27

friendship for you, and now more than

ever I should like to show it." She slowly gathered courage to meet

his eyes; she found them reassuring, and at last, though she never

told him in what way her mind had been poisoned, she suffered

him to believe that her old confidence had come back. She told

him how her father had died and how, in spite of the high philo-

sophical maxims he had bequeathed to her for her consolation, she

felt very lonely and helpless. Her uncle had offered her a mainte-

nance, meagre but sufficient; she had the old serving-woman to keep
her company, and she meant to live [where she was]

28 and occupy
herself with collecting her father's papers and giving them to the

world according to a plan for which he had left particular direc-

tions. She seemed irresistibly [appealing]
29 and touching and yet

full of [secret]
30

dignity and self-support. Benvolio fell in love with

her 313 on the spot, and only abstained from telling her so because

he remembered just in time that he had an engagement [with]
32

the Countess [which]
3S had not yet been formally rescinded. He

paid [her]
34 a long visit, and they went in together and rummaged

over her father's books and papers. The old scholar's literary memo-

randa proved to be extremely valuablef. It would be a great work

and a most interesting enterprise]
35 to give them to the world. When

Scholastica heard Benvolio's high estimate of them her cheek began
to glow and her spirit to revive. The present then was secure, she

seemed to say to herself, and she would have occupation for many
a month. He offered to give her every assistance in his power, and

in consequence he came daily to see her. Scholastica lived so much

23 sweet 30
[omitted]

24 more joyless
3* again

25 it 32 to be married to

2<s mourning aspect
33 and that this understanding

27 the tenderest 34 Scholastica

28 in her present abode $5
; it would be a useful and interest-

2tf tender ing task
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out of the world that she was not obliged to trouble herself about^ 3@]

gossip. Whatever jests were aimed at the young man for his visible

devotion to a mysterious charmer, he was very sure that her ear was
never wounded by base insinuations. The old serving-woman sat in

a comer, nodding over her distaff, and the two friends held long
confabulations over yellow manuscripts in which the commentary,
it must be confessed, did not always adhere very closely to the text.

Six months elapsed, and Benvolio found an ineffable charm in this

mild mixture of sentiment and study. He had never in his life been
so long of the same mind; it really seemed as if, as the phrase is, the

fold [was]
S7 taken for ever, as if he had done with the world and

were ready to live henceforth in the closet. He hardly thought of

the Countess, and they had no correspondence. She was in Italy, in

Greece, in the East, in the Holy Land, In places and situations that

taxed the imagination.
One day, in the darkness of the vestibule, after he had left

Scholastica, he was arrested by a little old man of sordid aspect, of

whom he could make out hardly more than a pair of sharply-glowing

[little]
38

eyes and an immense bald head, polished like [an ivory

ball].
30 He was a quite terrible little figure in his way, and Benvolio

at first was frightened. "Mr. Poet/* said the old man, "let me say a

single word. I give my niece a maintenance. She may do what she

likes. But she forfeits every [stiver]
40 of her allowance and her

expectations if she is fool enough to marry a fellow who scribbles

rhymes. I'm told they are sometimes an hour finding two that will

match! Good evening, Mr, Poet!" Benvolio heard a sound like the

faint jingle of loose coin in a [trowsers]
41

pocket, and the old man
abruptly retreated into his domiciliary gloom. Benvolio had never

seen him before, and he had no wish ever to see him again. He had
not proposed to himself to marry Scholastica, and even if he had, I

am pretty sure he would now have taken the modest view of the

matter, and decided that his hand and heart were an insufficient

compensation for the [forfeiture]
42 of a miser's fortune. The young

girl never spoke of her uncle: he lived quite alone apparently, haunt-

ing his upper chambers like a restless ghost, and sending her, by the

old serving-woman, her slender monthly allowance, wrapped up in

a piece of old newspaper. It was shortly after this that the Countess

at last came back. Benvolio had been taking one of [his long cus-

36 vulgar 37 were 4 penny
38

[omitted)
41 breeches

39 a ball of ivory
*%

relingulshmeut
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ternary walks],
43 and passing through the [park]

44 on his way home,

he had sat down on a bench to rest. In a few moments a carriage

came rolling by; in it sat the Countess beautiful, sombre, solitary.

He rose with a ceremonious salute, and she went her way. But in

five minutes she passed back again, and this time her carriage

stopped. She gave him a single glance, and he got in. For a week

afterward Scholastica vainly awaited him. What had happened? It

had happened that though she had proved herself both false and

cruel, the Countess again asserted her charm, and our precious hero

again succumbed to it. But he resumed his visits to Scholastica after

an interval of neglect not long enough to be unpardonable; the only
difference was that now they were not so frequent.

My story draws to a close, for I am afraid you have already lost

patience with [our young man's eternal comings and goings].
45

Another year ran its course, and the Professor's manuscripts were

arranged in great piles, and almost ready for the printer. Benvolio

had had a constant hand in the work, and had found it exceedingly

interesting; it involved inquiries and researches of the most stimu-

lating and profitable kind. Scholastica was very happy. Her friend

was often absent for many days, during which she knew he was

leading the great world's life; but she had learned that if she pa-

tiently waited, the pendulum would swing back and he would reap-

pear and bury himself in their books and papers and talk. And
[it

was not all work and no play between them either];
46

they [talked

of]
4T

everything that came into their heads, and Benvolio by no
means [forbade himself to descant on those things touching which
this sacred]

4S vow of personal ignorance had been taken for his

companion. He took her [wholly]
49 into his poetic confidence, and

read her everything he had written since his return from Italy. The
more he worked the more he desired to work; and so, at this time,

occupied as he was with editing the Professor's manuscripts, he had
never been so productive on his own account. He wrote another

drama, on an Italian subject, which was performed with magnificent
success; and this [he had]

50 discussed with Scholastica scene by
scene and speech by speech. He proposed to her to come and see It

acted from a covered box, where her seclusion would be complete.

43 those long walks to which he had 47 touched on

always been addicted 48 felt obliged to be silent about
44

public gardens those mundane matters as to which
45 the history of this amiable a

weathercock 4
[omitted]

46 their talk, you may be sure, was so production he
not all technical;
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She seemed for an instant to feel the force of the temptation; then

she shook her head with a frank smile, and said it was better not.

The play was dedicated to the Countess, who had suggested the sub-

ject to him in Italy, where it had been imparted to her, as a family

anecdote, by one of her old princesses. This easy, fruitful double life

might have lasted for ever but for two most regrettable events. Might
have lasted I say; you observe 1 do not affirm it positively. Scholastica

[became preoccupied and depressed];
51 she was suffering a secret

annoyance. She concealed it as far as she might from her friend,

and with some success; for although he suspected something and

questioned her, she persuaded him that it "was his own fancy. In

reality it was no fancy at all, but the very uncomfortable fact that

her shabby old uncle, the miser, was [making himself excessively

disagreeable to her].
52 He had told Benvolio that she might do as

[pleased her],
53 but he had recently revoked this amiable conces-

sion. He informed her one day by means of an illegible note,

scrawled with a blunt pencil, on the back of an old letter, that her

beggarly friend the poet came to see her altogether too often;

that he was determined she never should marry a crack-brained

rhymester; and ^ 54 ^ that before the sacrifice became too painful she

would be so good as to dismiss Mr. Benvolio. This was accompanied

by an intimation, more explicit than gracious, that he opened his

money bags only for those who deferred to his incomparable wis-

dom. Scholastica was poor, and simple, and lonely: but she was

proud, for all that, with a [silent]
55

pride of her own, and her uncle's

charity, proffered on these terms, became intolerably bitter to her

soul She sent him word that she thanked him for his past liberality,

but she would no longer be a charge upon him. She said to herself

that she could work; she had a superior education; many women,

she knew, supported themselves. She even found something inspir-

ing in the idea of going out into the world of which she knew so

little, to seek her fortune. Her great desire, however, was to keep
her situation a secret from Benvolio, and to prevent his knowing the

sacrifice she was making for him. This it is especially that proves

she was proud. It so [befell]
w that circumstances made secrecy possi-

ble. I don't know whether the Countess had always an idea of marry-

ing Benvolio, but her [unquenchable]
57

vanity still suffered from

the spectacle of his divided allegiance, and it suggested to her a

truly malignant revenge. A brilliant political mission, [for a par-

si lost her peace of mind 54 he requested
52 a terrible thorn in her side 55 shrinking and unexpressed
53 she liked 56 happened

7 imperious
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ticular purpose],
58 was about to be despatched to a neighboring

government, and half a dozen young men of eminence were to be

attached to it. The Countess had influence at court, and without

saying anything to Benvolio, she Immediately urged his claim to a

post, on the ground of his distinguished services to literature. She

pulled her wires so cleverly that in a very short time she had the

pleasure of presenting him his appointment, on a great sheet of

parchment, from which the royal seal dangled by a blue ribbon. It

involved an exile of but a few weeks, and to this, with her eye on

the sequel of her project, she was able to resign herself. Benvolio's

imagination took fire at the thought of spending a month at a for-

eign court, in the very hotbed of consummate diplomacy; this was a

phase of experience with which he was as yet unacquainted. He
departed, and no sooner had he gone than the Countess, at a venture,

waited upon Scholastica. She knew [she]
59 was poor, and she be-

lieved that in spite of her homely virtues she would not, if the

opportunity [was placed]
60 in a certain light, prove implacably in-

disposed to better her fortunes. She knew nothing of the young girl's

contingent expectations from her uncle, and her interference, at this

juncture, was simply a remarkable coincidence. She laid before her

a proposal from a certain great lady, whose husband, an eminent

general, had just been dubbed governor of an island on the other

side of the globe. This lady desired a preceptress for her children;

she had heard of Scholastica's merit, and she ventured to hope that

she might persuade her to accompany her to the [antipodes]
61 and

reside in her family. The offer was brilliant; to Scholastica it

seemed mysteriously and providentially opportune. Nevertheless she

hesitated, and demanded time for reflection; without telling herself

why, she wished to wait till Benvolio [returned].
62 He wrote her two

or three letters, full of the echoes of his E63 ^ actual life, and without

a word about the things that were nearer her own experience* The
month elapsed, but he was still absent. Scholastica, who was in

correspondence with the governor's wife, delayed her decision from
week to week. She had sold her father's manuscripts to a publisher,

[at a very poor bargain],
64 and gone, meanwhile, to live in a con-

vent. At last the governor's lady demanded her ultimatum. The

poor girl scanned the horizon, and saw no rescuing friend; Benvolio

was still at the court of Illyrial What she saw was the Countess's fine

W to treat of a special question
*
AntipodesW the girl

62 should return 3 brilliant

fco were placed before her ** for a very small sum
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eyes eagerly watching her over the top of her fan. They seemed to

contain a horrible menace, and to hold somehow her happiness at

their mercy. Her heart sank; she gathered up her few possessions
and set sail, with her illustrious protectors, for the [antipodes].

65

Shortly after her departure Benvolio returned. He felt a terrible

pang of rage and grief when he learned that she had gone; he went
to the Countess, prepared to accuse her of the basest treachery. But
she checked his reproaches by arts that she had never gone so far

as to use before, and promised him that if he would trust her, he

should never miss that pale-eyed little governess. It can hardly be

supposed that he believed her, but he appears to have been guilty of

letting himself be persuaded without belief. For some time after this

he almost lived with the Countess. He had, with infinite pains, pur-
chased from his neighbor, the miser, the right of occupancy of the

late Professor's apartment. The repulsive old man, in spite of his [e61

aversion to rhymesters, had not resisted the financial argument, and
seemed greatly amazed that a poet should have a dollar to spend,
Scholastica had left all things in their old places, but Benvolio, for

the present, never went into the room. He turned the key in the

door, and kept it in his waistcoat pocket, where, while he was with

the Countess, his fingers fumbled with it. Several months rolled by,
and the Countess's promise was not verified. He missed Scholastica

[intensely],
67 and missed her more as time elapsed. He began at last

to go to the old * 68 3 room [with the garden]
6S and to try to do some

work there. He^ 7 3 succeeded in a fashion[, but it seemed dreary

doubly dreary]
71 when he reflected what it might have been. Sud-

denly he ceased to visit the Countess; a long time passed without

her seeing him. She met him at another house, and had some remark-

able words with him. She covered him with reproaches that were

doubtless deserved, but he made her an answer that caused her to

open her eyes and flush, and admit afterward that, for a clever

woman, she had been a great fool. "Don't you see/* he said "can't

you imagine that I cared for you only by contrast? You took the

trouble to kill the contrast, and with it you killed everything else.

For a constancy I prefer thisl" And he tapped his poetic brow. He
never saw the Countess again.

^ 72] I rather regret now that I said at

the beginning of my story that it was not to be a fairy tale; other-

65 Antipodes
7G

only half

00 constitutional 71
; it seemed dark and empty; dou-

67
woefully

^s brown bly empty
69

[omitted]
7S [new paragraph]
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wise I should be at liberty to [say],
73 with harmonious geniality, that

if Benvolio missed Scholastica he missed the Countess also, and led

an extremely fretful and unproductive life, until one day he sailed

for the [antipodes]
74 and brought Scholastica home. After this he

began to produce again; only, many people said, his poetry had
become dismally dull. But excuse me; I am writing as if this were
a fairy tale!

73 relate 74 Antipodes



EDITOR'S NOTE to

"Glasses"

(1896)

"GLASSES" Is of 1896, the very year after James had turned away from
his failure in the theatre determined to "write masterpieces/* It first

appeared in February in the Atlantic Monthly and, in June, was
collected in Embarrassments, issued by Heinemann in England in a

first edition of 1250 copies and by Macmillan in the United States in

1600 copies reprinted in December. The volume included four

tales: "Glasses," "The Figure in the Carpet," "The Next Time/'
"The Way It Game." The last three were later included in the New
York Edition, thoroughly revised ("The Way It Came" under the

title "The Friends of the Friends"), and thereafter were often re-

printed as part of the James canon; "Glasses," however, has never

been so reprinted, and was omitted by James from the New York
Edition.

The first Notebooks entry on "Glasses" is of June 26th, 1895, but

the story was not begun until after September 8th, 1895. At the time

James was writing "immensely." Between June and the next April,
he produced over 100,000 words, including one of his finest novels

and two of his very best short stories. Between August llth and

September 8th, he wrote 23,000 words on The Spoils of Poynton

(1897); by February '96 he had added another 30,000 words and the

novel ran complete from April to October 1896 in the Atlantic

Monthly. In addition, James wrote the four tales of Embarrassments.

"The Figure in the Carpet" is first discussed in the Notebooks

on October 24th, 1895. On November 4th James is "first thinking of

trying the little sujet de nouvelle" which appears this triumphant
sneer of the literary creator at the critic January-February 1896 in

Cosmopolis. On December 21st, James notes the subject of "The

Way It Came"; with greater detail on January 10th, 1896, and in

May publishes it simultaneously in the English Chapman's Magazine
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of Fiction and the American Chap Book the Chap Book being a

semi-monthly journal published by Herbert S. Stone in Chicago,

through whom James also issued What Maisie Knew (1897), and
In the Cage (1898). Of these tales the one closest to James in auto-

biographical fact, "The Next Time," is exhaustively discussed before

it is written, the actual writing taking less than a month, for on

June 4th, 1895, James definitely speaks of "doing something with its

idea/' and on July 1st, 1895, the tale appears in The Yellow Book.

James wrote swiftly despite the complexity and density of his later

style, creating with relatively little fuss. As a professional writer first

and foremost that he was such primarily is too often forgotten
after a life-span continually dedicated to his art James was capable
of putting the most complex matters into the forms and language of

his final choice. One tends to overlook how much James wrote, be-

cause one associates nowadays craftsmanship and art with paucity
of production. Surprisingly enough, though continually revising,

James never changed the structure of a tale, never rearranged parts
or scenes, once the work had been published. Though James revised

less in manuscript than one would expect he seems to have

groped rather less than any other major writer for the right form

and the right parts. Like Turgenev, whom James admired, his aim
was to "do" a thing thoroughly, to exhaust its possibilities of presen-
tation. Some horror of waste must have come to him from his com-

mercial, Irish, millionaire, New York ancestors. The revision that

continued, however, and continued seemingly whenever a tale was

collected again, was of the expression. Strangely, for an author with

a reputation for verbosity, it is always a matter of fewer words, of

greater exactness and clarity.

James did finally revise "Glasses" in 1915, in preparation for

its inclusion in the Martin Seeker edition of the Uniform Tales

(1915-1919), using the pages from the first English edition (set from
different plates than the American), and marking his corrections in

ink. This is the only instance in which James worked over a tale for

a later collection that he had written before the issuance of the New
York Edition (1907-1909) and had omitted from it. This revision

was most likely one of his last efforts, for on February 28th, 1916,

following a stroke in December 1915 complicated by pneumonia, he
was dead.

The title page of the revision carries the following signed note:

This original text of Glasses (from the volume Embarrassments)
was corrected by Henry James for the purposes of my reprint of

the story. (Signed) Martin Seeker. 1915.
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These sheets are now In the Collection of American Literature at

the Yale University Library, a gift from Professor Chaimcey Brew-
ster Tinker. They have been used here with permission, and their

corrections have been retained.

Note: Brackets indicate changes in the bracketed text. Numbers

standing free denote additions to the text.

HENRY JAMES

ON

"Glasses"

(From the Notebooks.)

June 26th, 1895, 34 De Vere Gdns., W.
A little idea occurred to me the other day for a little tale that Mau-

passant would have called Les Lunettes, though I'm afraid that The

Spectacles won't do. A very pretty, a very beautiful little woman, de-

voted to her beauty, which she cherishes, prizing, and rejoicing in it

more than in anything on earth is threatened, becomes Indeed ab-

solutely afflicted, with a malady of the eyes which she goes to see

oculists about. She has had it for a long time, and has been told that

she must wear spectacles of a certain kind, a big strong unbecoming
kind, with a bar across them, etc. if she wishes to preserve her sight.

(The little notion of this was given me by my seeing a very pretty
woman in spectacles the other day on the top of an omnibus.) She

has been unable to face this disfigurement she has evaded and de-

frauded the obligation (wearing them only in secret and sometimes

changing them for glasses, etc.) and she has got worse. She adores her

beauty, and it has other adorers. The story must be told by a 3d

person, as it were, a spectator, an observer. He knows her case sees

her 1st at the oculist's, where he has gone for himself. At any rate he

is witness of her relations with an adoring young man, whom she
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cold-shoulders, makes light of, treats, du haut de son orgeuil et de sa

beaute, as not worth her trouble. He must be ugly rather ridicu-

lously ugly and not brilliant in other ways. Then she has to take

to the spectacles and disfigure herself. She must have been a married

woman separated from her husband. Or she may marry THIS is

BETTER a rich man from whom she keeps the secret of her infirmity.

May it not be in order to catch him, nail him, that she so keeps it?

She is in dread of losing him if she lets him know how she may be

afflicted and disqualified in the future. He marries her (or doesn't

he? does he chuck her at the last, on a suspicion?) and what I, as

narrator, see is a poor blind helpless woman (but beautiful in her

blindness still),
with the old rejected and despised lover now ten-

derly devoted to her, giving up his life to her in short, as it must

be, married to her. I think one must make her MISS the preferred
lover miss him at the very last, through his getting an accidental

glimpse of her doom, and so be left alone and without fortune, with

that doom staring her in the face.



GLASSES

(1896; 1915)





I.

YES indeed, I say to myself, pen In hand, I can keep hold of the

thread and let It lead me back to the first Impression. The little

story Is all there, I can touch It from point to point; for the thread,

as I call It, Is a row of coloured beads on a string. None of the beads

are missing at least I think they're not: that's exactly what I shall

amuse myself with finding out.

I had been all summer working hard In town and then had gone
down to Folkestone for a blow. Art was long, I felt, and my holiday
short; my mother was settled at Folkestone, and I paid her a visit

when I could, I remember how on this occasion, after weeks, In my
stuffy studio, with my nose on my palette, I sniffed up the clean

salt air and cooled my eyes with the purple sea. The place was full

of lodgings, and the lodgings were at that season full of people, peo-

ple who had nothing to do but to stare at one another on lie great
flat down. There were thousands of little chairs and almost as many
little Jews; and there was musk In an open rotunda, over which the

little Jews wagged their big noses. We all strolled to and fro and
took pennyworths of rest; the long, level cliff-top, edged In places
with its iron rail, might have been the deck of a huge crowded ship.
There were old folks In Bath chairs, and there was one dear chair,

creeping to its last full stop, by the side of which I always walked.

There was In fine weather the coast of France to look at, and there

were the usual things to say about it; there was also In every state of

the atmosphere our friend Mrs. Meldrum, a subject of remark not

less Inveterate. The widow of an officer In the Engineers, she had

settled, like many members of the martial miscellany, well within

sight of the hereditary enemy, who however had left her leisure to

form In spite of the difference of their years a dose alliance with my
mother. She was the heartiest, the keenest, the ugliest of women, the

least apologetic, the least morbid in her misfortune. She carried It

high aloft, with loud sounds and free gestures, made It flutter In the
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breeze as if it had been the flag of her country. It consisted mainly
of a big red face, indescribably out of drawing, from which she

glared at you through gold-rimmed aids to vision, optic circles of

such diameter and so frequently displaced that some one had vividly

spoken of her as flattening her nose against the glass of her specta-
cles. She was extraordinarily near-sighted, and whatever they did to

other objects they magnified immensely the kind eyes behind them.

[Blessed]
* conveniences they were, in their hideous, honest strength

they showed the good lady everything in the world but her own

queerness. This element was enhanced by wild braveries of dress,

reckless charges of colour and stubborn resistances of cut, wonder-
ous encounters in which the art of the toilet seemed to lay down its

life. She had the tread of a grenadier and the voice of an angel.
In the course of a walk with her the day after my arrival I found

myself grabbing her arm with sudden and undue familiarity. I had
been struck by the beauty of a face that approached us and I was
still more affected when I saw the face, at the sight of my compan-
ion, open like a window thrown wide. A smile fluttered out of it

as brightly as a drapery dropped from a sill a drapery shaken there

in the sun by a young lady flanked with two young men, a wonder-
ful young lady who, as we drew nearer, rushed up to Mrs. Meldrum
with arms flourished for an embrace. My immediate impression of

her had been that she was dressed in mourning, but during the few
moments she stood talking with our friend I made more discoveries.

The figure from, the neck down was meagre, the stature insignifi-

cant, but the desire to please towered high, as well as the air of

infallibly knowing how and of never, never missing it. This was a

little person whom I would have made a high bid for a good chance
to paint. The head, the features, the colour, the whole facial oval

and radiance had a wonderful purity; the deep grey eyes the

most agreeable, I thought, that I had ever seen brushed with a

kind of winglike grace every object they encountered. Their posses-
sor was just back from Boulogne, where she had spent a week with
dear Mrs. Floyd-Taylor: this accounted for the effusiveness of her
reunion with dear Mrs. Meldrum. Her black garments were of the

freshest and daintiest; she suggested a pink-and-white wreath at a

showy funeral She confounded us for three minutes with her pres-
ence; she was a beauty of the great conscious, public, responsible
order. The young men, her companions, gazed at her and grinned:
I could see there were very few moments of the day at which young
men, these or others, would not be so occupied. The people who ap-

i Blest
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preached took leave of their manners; every one seemed to linger
and gape. When she brought her face close to Mrs. Meldrum's

and she appeared to be always bringing it close to somebody's it

was a marvel that objects so dissimilar should express the same gen-
eral identity, the unmistakable character of the English gentle-

woman. Mrs, Meldrum sustained the comparison with her usual

courage, but I wondered why she didn't introduce me: I should

have had no objection to the bringing of such a face close to mine,

However, when [2] the young lady moved on with her escort she her-

self bequeathed me a sense that some such rapprochement might
still occur. Was this by reason of the general frequency of encoun-

ters at Folkestone, or by reason of a subtle acknowledgment that

she contrived to make of the rights, on the part of others, that such

a beauty as hers created? I was in a position to answer that question
after Mrs. Meldrum had answered a few of mine.

2
by this time



IL

FLORA SAUNT, the only daughter of an old soldier, had lost both her

parents, her mother within a few months. Mrs. Meldrum had
known them, disapproved of them, considerably avoided them: she

had watched the girl, off and on, from her early childhood. Flora,

just twenty, was extraordinarily alone in the world so alone that

she had no natural chaperon, no one to stay with but a mercenary

stranger, Mrs. Hammond Synge, the sister-in-law of one of the young
men I had just seen. She had lots of friends, but none of them nice:

she kept picking up impossible people. The Floyd-Taylors, with

whom she had been at Boulogne, were simply horrid. The Ham-
mond Synges were perhaps not so vulgar, but they had no con-

science in their dealings with her.

"She knows what I think of them," said Mrs. Meldrum, "and in-

deed she knows what I think of most things/'
"She shares that privilege with most of your friends!" I replied

laughing.
"No doubt; but possibly to some of my friends it makes a little

difference. That girl doesn't care a button. She knows best of all

what I think of Flora Saunt."

"And what may your opinion be?"

"Why, that she's not worth [talking]
1 about an idiot too abys-

mal."

"Doesn't she care for that?"

"Just enough, as you saw, to hug me till I cry out. She's too

pleased with herself for anything else to matter."

"Surely, my dear friend," I rejoined, "she has a good deal to be

pleased with!"

"So every one tells her, and so you would have told her if I had

given you a chance. However, that doesn't signify either, for her

i troubling
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vanity is beyond all making or mending. She believes in herself, and
she's welcome, after all, poor dear, having only herself to look to.

I've seldom met a young woman more completely [at liberty]
2 to be

silly. She has a clear course she'll make a showy finish."

"Well," 1 replied, "as she probably will reduce many persons to

the same degraded state, her partaking of it won't stand out so

much."
"If you mean that the world's full of twaddlers I quite agree with

you!" cried Mrs. Meldrum, trumpeting her laugh half across the

Channel.

I had after this to consider a little what she would call my moth-

er's son, but 1 didn't let it prevent me from insisting on her making
me acquainted with Flora Saunt; indeed I took the bull by the

horns, urging that she had drawn the portrait of a nature which.

common charity now demanded [that she should]
3
put into rela-

tion with a character really fine. Such a frail creature was just an

object of pity. This contention on my part had at first of course been

jocular; but strange ot say it was quite the ground I found myself

taking with regard to our young lady after I had begun to know
her. I couldn't have said what I felt about her except that she was

undefended; from the first of my sitting with her there after dinner,

under the stars that was a week at Folkestone of balmy nights and

muffled tides and crowded chairs I became aware both that pro-
tection was wholly absent from her life and that she was whollj in-

different to its absence. The odd thing was that she was not ap-

pealing: she was abjectly, divinely conceited, absurdly, fantastically

[happy].
4 Her beauty was as yet all the world to her, a world she

had plenty to do to live in. Mrs. Meldrum told me more about; her,

and there was nothing that, as the centre of a group of giggling*

nudging spectators, [she was not]
5
ready to tell about herself. She

held her little court in the crowd, upon the grass, playing her light

over Jews and Gentiles, completely at ease in all promiscuities. It

was an effect of these things that from the very first, with every one

listening, I could mention that my main business with her would be

just to have a go at her head and to arrange in that view for an

early sitting. It would have been as impossible, 1 think, to be im-

pertinent to her as it would have been to throw a stone at a plate-

glass window; so any talk that went forward on the basis of her

loveliness was the most natural thing in the world and immediately
became the most general and sociable. It was when I saw all this

that I judged how, though it was the last thing she asked for, what

2 free 3 of her to * pleased
5 Flora wasn't
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one would ever most have at her service was a curious compassion.
That sentiment was coloured by the vision of the dire exposure of

a being whom vanity had put so off her guard. Hers was the only

vanity I have ever known that made its possessor superlatively soft.

Mrs. Meldrum's further information contributed moreover to these

indulgences her account of the girl's neglected childhood and

queer continental relegations, with straying, squabbling, Monte-

Carlo-haunting parents; the more individious picture, above all,

of her pecuniary arrangement, still in force, with the Hammond
Synges, who really, though they never took her out practically she

went out alone had their hands half the time in her pocket. She

had to pay for everything, down to her share of the wine-bills and

the horses' fodder, down to Bertie Hammond Synge's fare in the

"Underground" when he went to the City for her. She had been

left with just money enough to turn her head; and it hadn't even

been put in trust, nothing prudent or proper had been done with

it. She could spend her capital, and at the rate she was going, ex-

pensive, extravagant and with a swarm of parasites to help, it cer-

tainly wouldn't last very long.
"Couldn't you perhaps take her, independent, unencumbered as

you are?" I asked of Mrs. Meldrum. "You're probably, with one ex-

ception, the sanest person she knows, and you at least wouldn't scan-

dalously fleece her."

"How do you know what I wouldn't do?" my humorous friend

demanded. "Of course I've thought how I can help her it has kept
me awake at night. But

[I
can't help her at all];

6 she'll take noth-

ing from me. You know what she does she hugs me and runs away.
She has an instinct about me, [she]

7 feels that I've one about her.

And then she dislikes me for another reason that I'm not quite clear

about, but that I'm well aware of and that I shall find out some

day. So far as her settling with me goes it would be impossible more-

over here: she wants naturally enough a much wider field. She must

live in London her game is there. So she takes the line of adoring
me, of saying she can never forget that I was devoted to her mother
which I wouldn't for the world have been and of giving me a

wide berth. I think she positively dislikes to look at me. It's all right;

there's no obligation; though people in general can't take their eyes
off me."

"I see that at this moment," I replied. "But what does it matter

where or how, for the present, she lives? Shell marry infallibly,

marry early, and everything then will change."

6 doing it's impossible 7 and
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"Whom will she marry?" my companion gloomily asked.

"Any one she likes. She's so abnormally pretty
183 she can do

anything. Shell fascinate some nabob or some prince."
"She'll fascinate him first and bore him afterwards. Moreover she's

not so pretty as you make her out; she [has a scrappy little] figure."

"No doubt; but one doesn't in the least [notice]
10 it."

"Not now," said Mrs. Meldrum, "but one will when she's

older*"!."

"When she's older shell [be]
12 a princess, so it won't matter."

"She has other drawbacks," my companion went on. "Those won-

derful eyes are good for nothing but to roll about like sugar-balls
which they greatly resemble in a child's mouth. She can't use

them."

"Use them? Why, she does nothing else."

"To make fools of young men, but not to read or write, not to do

any sort of work. She never opens a book, and her maid writes her

notes. You'll say that those who live in glass houses shouldn't throw

stones. Of course I know that if I didn't wear my goggles I shouldn't

be good for much."
"Do you mean that Miss Saunt ought to sport such things?" I ex-

claimed with more horror than I meant to show.

"I don't prescribe for her; I don't know that they're what she

requires."
"What's the matter with her eyes?" I asked after a moment.
"I don't exactly know; but I heard from her mother years ago

that even as a child they had had for a while to put her into spec-
tacles and that, though she hated them and had been in a fury of

disgust, she would always have to be extremely careful. I'm sure

I hope she is!"

I echoed the hope, but I remember well the impression this made

upon me my immediate pang of resentment, a disgust almost equal
to Flora's own. I felt as if a great rare sapphire had split in my hand.

8 that 11 and when everything will have to

hasn't a scrap of a count
10 miss 12 count as
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THIS conversation occurred the night before I went back to town. I

settled on the morrow to take a late train, so that I had still my
morning to spend at Folkestone, where during the greater part of it

I was out with my mother. Every one in the place was as usual out

with some one else, and even had I been free to go and take leave

of her I should have been sure that Flora Saunt would not be at

home. Just where she was I presently discovered: she was at the far

end of the cliff, the point at which it overhangs the pretty view of

Sandgate and Hythe. Her back however was turned to this attrac-

tion; it rested with the aid of her elbows, thrust slightly behind her

so that her scanty little shoulders were raised toward her ears, on

the high rail that inclosed the down. Two gentlemen stood before

her whose faces we couldn't see but who even as observed from the

rear were visibly absorbed in the charming figure-piece submitted to

them. I was freshly struck with the fact that this meagre and defec-

tive little person, with the cock of her hat and the flutter of her

crape, with her eternal idleness, her eternal happiness, her absence

of moods and mysteries and the pretty presentation of her feet,

which especially now in the supported slope of her posture occupied
with their imperceptibility so much of the foreground I was re-

minded anew, I say, how our young lady dazzled by some art

that the enumeration of her merits didn't explain and that the men-
tion of her lapses didn't affect. Where she was amiss nothing
counted, and where she was right everything did. I say she was

wanting in mystery, but that after all was her secret. This happened
to be my first chance of introducing her to my mother, who had not

much left in life but the quiet look from under the hood of her

chair at the things which, when she should have quitted those she

loved, she could still trust to make the world good for them. I won-
dered an instant how much she might be moved to trust Flora Saunt,

and then while the chair stood still and she waited I went over and
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asked the girl to come and speak to hen In this way I saw that if

one of Flora's attendants was the inevitable young Hammond Synge,
master of ceremones of her regular court, always offering the use of
a telescope and accepting that of a cigar, the other was a personage
I had not yet encountered, a small pale youth in showy knicker-

bockers, whose eyebrows and nose and the glued points of whose
little moustache were extraordinarily uplifted and sustained, I re-

membered taking him at first for a foreigner and for something of
a pretender: I scarcely know why, unless because of the motive I
felt in the stare he fixed on me when I asked Miss Saunt to come
away. He struck me a little as a young man practising the social art
of impertinence; but it didn't matter, for Flora came away with

alacrity, bringing all her prettiness and pleasure and gliding over
the grass in that rustle of delicate mourning which made the endless

variety of her garments, as a painter could take heed, strike one
always as the same obscure elegance. She seated herself on the floor
of my mother's chair, a little too much on her right instep as I

afterwards gathered, caressing her stiff hand, smiling up into her
cold face, commending and approving her without a reserve and
without a doubt. She told her immediately, as if it were something
for her to hold on by, that she was soon to sit to me for a "likeness,"
and these words gave me a chance to inquire if it would be the fate
of the picture, should I finish it, to be presented to the young man
in the knickerbockers. Her lips, at this, parted in a stare; her eyes
darkened to the purple of one of the shadow-patches on the sea.

She showed for the passing instant the face of some splendid tragic
mask, and I remembered for the inconsequence of it what Mrs. Mel-
drum had said about her sight. I had derived from this lady a.

worrying impulse to catechise her, but that didn't seem exactly kind;
so I substituted another question, [inquired]

* who the pretty young
man in knickerbockers might happen to be.

"Oh, a gentleman I met at Boulogne. He has come over to see
me." After a moment she added: "[He's]

2 Lord Iffield."

I had never heard of Lord Iffield, but her mention of his having
been at Boulogne helped me to give him a niche. Mrs. Meldrum
had incidentally thrown a certain light on the manners of Mrs.

Floyd-Taylor, Flora's recent hostess in that charming town, a lady
who, it appeared, had a special vocation for helping rich young men
to find a use for their leisure. She had always one or other in hand
and she had apparently on this occasion pointed her lesson at the
rare creature on the opposite coast. I had a vague idea that Bou-

1
inquiring 2

[omitted]
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logne was not a resort of the [aristocracy];
3 at the same time there

might very well have been a strong attraction there even for one of

the darlings of fortune. I could perfectly understand in any case

that such a darling should be drawn to Folkestone by Flora Saunt.

But it was not in truth of these things I was thinking; what was up-

permost in my mind was a matter which, though it had no sort of

keeping, insisted just then on coming out.

"Is it true, Miss Saunt," I suddenly demanded, "that you're so

unfortunate as to have had some warning about your beautiful

eyes?"
I was startled by the effect of my words; the girl threw back her

head, changing colour from brown to chin. "True? Who in the

world says so?" I repented of my question in a flash; the way she met
it made it seem cruel, and I [saw that]

4 my mother [looked]
5 at

me in some surprise. I took care, in answer to Flora's challenge, not
to incriminate Mrs. Meldrum. I answered that the rumour had
reached me only in the vaguest form and that if I had been moved
to put it to the test my very real interest in her must be held respon-
sible. Her blush died away, but a pair of still prettier tears glistened
in its track. "If you ever hear such a thing said again you can say
it's a horrid lie!" I had brought on a commotion deeper than any I

was prepared for; but it was explained in some degree by the next
words she uttered: "I'm happy to say there's nothing the matter with

any part of [my body;]
6 not the least little thing!" She spoke with

her habitual complacency, with triumphant assurance; she smiled

again, and I could see [that she was already sorry she had shown her-

self too disconcerted].
7 She turned it off with a laugh. "I've good

eyes, good teeth, a good digestion and a good temper. I'm sound
of wind and limb!" Nothing could have been more characteristic

than her blush and her tears, nothing less acceptable to her than to

be thought not perfect in every parJicular. She couldn't submit to

the imputation of a flaw. I expressed my delight in what she told

me, assuring her I should always do battle for her; and as if to rejoin
her companions she got up from her place on my mother's toes. The
young men presented their backs to us; they were leaning on the rail

of the cliff. Our incident had produced a certain awkwardness, and
while I was thinking of what next to say she exclaimed irrelevantly:
"Don't you know? Hell be Lord Considine." At that moment the

youth marked for this high destiny turned round, and she [went
3 world's envied 6 me whatever
*&k Thow she wished that she hadn't
6 look so taken me up
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on,]
8 to my mother: "I'll introduce him to you he's awfully nice."

She beckoned and invited him with her parasol; the movement
struck me as taking everything for granted. I had heard of Lord
Considine and if I had not been able to place Lord Iffield it was
because I didn't know the name of his eldest son. The young man
took no notice of Miss Saunt's appeal; he only stared a moment and
then on her repeating it quietly turned his back. She was an odd
creature: she didn't blush at this; she only said to my mother apolo-

getically, but with the frankest, sweetest amusement: "You don't

mind, do you? He's a monster of shyness!" It was as if she were

sorry for every one for Lord Iffield, the victim of a complaint so

painful, and for my mother, the [object of a trifling incivility].
*

"I'm sure I don't want him!" said my mother; but Flora added some

[remark about the rebuke she would give him for slighting us].
10

She would clearly never explain anything by any failure of her own
[power].

11 There rolled over me while she took leave of us and
floated back to her friends a wave of [tenderness]

12
superstitious

[and silly].
13 I seemed somehow to see her go forth to her fate; and

yet what should fill out this orb of a high destiny if not such beauty
and such joy? I had a dim idea that Lord Considine was a great pro-

prietor, and though there mingled with it a faint impression that I

shouldn't like his son the result of the two images was a whimsical

prayer that the girl mightn't miss her possible fortune.

8
spoke him for his rudeness

9
subject of a certain slight

n appeal
10 promise of how she would handle 12

[omitted]
13 dread
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ONE day In the course of the following June there was ushered Into

my studio a gentleman whom I had not yet seen but with whom I

had been very briefly in correspondence. A letter from him had

expressed to me some days before his regret on learning that my
"splendid portrait*' of Miss Flora Louise Saunt, whose full name
figured by her own wish in the catalogue of the exhibition of the

Academy, had found a purchaser before the close of the private
view. He took the liberty of inquiring whether I might have at his

service some other memorial of the same lovely head, some prelim-
inary sketch, some study for the picture. I had replied that I had in-

deed painted Miss Saunt more than once and that if he were inter-

ested In my work I should be happy to show him what I had done.
Mr. Geoffrey Dawling, the person thus introduced to me, stumbled
Into my room with awkward movements and equivocal sounds a

long, lean, confused, confusing young man, with a bad complexion
and large, protrusive teeth. He bore in its most indelible pressure
the postmark, as it were, of Oxford, and as soon as he opened his

mouth I perceived, In addition to a remarkable revelation of gums,
that the text of the queer communication matched the registered
envelope. He was full of refinements and angles, of dreary and dis-

tinguished knowledge. Of his unconscious drollery his dress freely

partook; it seemed, from the gold ring into which his red necktie
was passed to the square toe-caps of his boots, to conform with a

high sense of modernness to the fashion before the last. There were
moments when his overdone urbanity, all suggestive stammers and
interrogative quavers, made him scarcely intelligible; but I felt

him to be a gentleman and I liked the honesty of his errand and the

expression of his good green eyes.
As a worshipper at the shrine of beauty however he needed ex-

plaining, especially when I found he had no acquaintance with my
brilliant model; had on the mere evidence of my picture taken, as he
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said, a tremendous fancy to her [face].
1 I ought doubtless to have

been humiliated by the simplicity of his judgment of [it],
2 a judg-

ment for which the rendering was lost in the subject, quite leaving
out the element of art. He was like the innocent reader for whom
the story is "really true" and the author a negligible quantity. He
had come to me only because he wanted to purchase, and I remem-
ber being so amused at his attitude, which I had never seen equally
marked in a person of education, that I asked him why, for the sort

of enjoyment he desired, it wouldn't be more to the point to deal

directly with the lady. He stared and blushed at this[: it was plain
the idea frightened]

3 him. He was an extraordinary case person-

ally so modest that I could see it had never occurred to him. He had
fallen in love with a painted sign and seemed content just to dream
of what it stood for. He was the young prince in the legend or the

comedy who loses his heart to the miniature of the [outland]
4
prin-

cess^ 3
. Until I knew him better this puzzled me much the link

was so missing between his sensibility and his type. He was of course

bewildered by my sketches, which implied in the beholder some
sense of intention and quality; but for one of them, a comparative
failure, he ended by conceiving a preference so arbitrary and so

lively that, taking no second look at the others, he expressed the

wish to possess it and fell into the extremity of confusion over the

question of the price. I [simplified that problem],
6 and he went off

without having asked me a direct question about Miss Saunt, yet
with his acquisition under his arm. His delicacy was such that he

evidently considered his rights to be limited; he had acquired none
at all in regard to the original of the picture. There were others

for I was curious about him that I wanted him to feel I conceded:

I should have been glad of his carrying away a sense of ground
acquired for coming back. To insure this I had probably only to

invite him, and I perfectly recall the impulse that made me forbear.

It operated suddenly from within while he hung about the door and
in spite of the diffident appeal that blinked in his gentle grin. If he
was smitten with Flora's ghost what mightn't be the direct force of

the luminary that could cast such a shadow? This source of radiance,

flooding my poor place, might very well happen to be present the

next time he should turn up. The idea was sharp within me that

there were^J complications it was no mission of mine to bring about.

If they were to [occur]
8
they [might occur by a logic of their own].

9

1 looks 2 them 6 helped him over that stile

s
; the idea dearly alarmed 7 relations and 8 develop

*
[omitted]

9 should develop in their very own
6 beyond seas sense
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Let me say at once that they did [occur]
10 and that I perhaps

after all had something to do with it. If Mr. Bawling had departed
without a fresh appointment he was to reappear six months later

under protection no less [adequate]
n than that of our young lady

herself. I had seen her repeatedly for months: she had grown to

regard my studio as the [tabernacle of her face. This prodigy was

frankly there the sole object of interest];
12 in other places there

[were occasionally other objects].
13 The [freedom]

14 of her [man-

ners]
15 continued to be stupefying; there was nothing so extraordi-

nary save [the absence in connection with it of any catastrophe].
16

She was kept innocent [17] by her egotism, but she was helped also,

though she had now put off her mourning, by the attitude of the

lone orphan who had to be a law unto herself. It was as a lone

orphan that she came and went, as a lone orphan that she was the

centre of a crush. The neglect of the Hammond Synges gave relief

to this character, and she [paid them handsomely]
18 to be, as every

one said,
19 3

shocking. Lord Iffield had gone to India to shoot tigers,

but he returned in time for thef 20 ^

private view: it was he who had

snapped up, as Flora called it, the gem of the exhibition. My hope
for the girFs future had slipped ignominiously off his back, but after

his purchase of the portrait I tried to cultivate a new faith. The

girl's own faith was wonderful. It couldn't however be contagious:
too great was the limit of her sense of what .painters call values.

Her colours were laid on like blankets on a cold night. How indeed

could a person speak the truth who was always posturing and

bragging? She was after all vulgar enough, and by the time I had
mastered her profile and could almost with my eyes shut do it in a

single line I was decidedly tired of [her perfection. There grew to

be something silly in its eternal smoothness].
21 One moved with her

moreover among phenomena mismated and unrelated; nothing in

her talk ever matched [with]
22

anything out of it. Lord Iffield was

dying of love for her, but his family was leading him a life. His

mother, horrid woman, had told some one that she would rather

he should be swallowed by a tiger than marry a girl not absolutely
one of themselves. He had given his young friend unmistakable

10 develop 16 the degree in which she never paid
11 powerful for it

12
temple of her beauty. This miracle IT

, that is she was kept safe,
was recorded and celebrated 18 made it worth their while
there as nowhere else 10 too, 20 punctual

13 was occasional reference to other 21 its "purity," which affected me at

subjects of remark last as inane
14 degree 15 presumption 22

[omitted]
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signs, but [he]
23 was lying low, gaining time: it was in his father's

power to be, both in personal and in pecuniary ways, excessively

nasty to him. His father wouldn't last for ever quite the contrary;
and he knew how thoroughly, in spite of her youth, her beauty and
the swarm of her admirers, some of them positively threatening in

their passion, he could trust her to hold out. There were richer, clev-

erer men, there were greater personages too, but she liked her "little

viscount" just as he was, and liked to think that, bullied and perse-

cuted, he had her there so [luxuriously]
24 to rest upon. She came

back to me with tale upon tale, and it all might be or mightn't. I

never met my pretty model in the world she moved, it appeared,
in exalted circles and could only admire, in her wealth of illustra-

tion, the grandeur of her life and the freedom of her hand.

I had on the first opportunity spoken to her of Geoffrey Bawling,
and she had listened to my story so far as she had the art of such

patience, asking me indeed more questions about him than I could

answer; then she had capped my anecdote with others much more

striking, [revelations]
25 of effects produced in the most extraordi-

nary quarters: on people who had followed her into railway-car-

riages; guards and porters even who had literally stuck there; others

who had spoken to her in shops and hung about her house-door;

cabmen, upon her honour, in London, who, to gaze their fill at her,

had found excuses to thrust their petrifaction through the very

glasses of four-wheelers. She lost herself in these reminiscences, the

moral of which was that poor Mr. Bawling was only one of a mil-

lion. When therefore the next autumn she flourished into my studio

with her odd companion at her heels her first care was to make
clear to me that if he was now in servitude it wasn't because she had
run after him. Bawling [hilariously]

26
explained

[2T1 that when
one wished very much to get anything one usually ended by doing
so a proposition which led me wholly to dissent and our young
lady to asseverate that she hadn't in the least wished to get Mr.

Bawling. She mightn't have wished to get him, but she wished to

show him, and I seemed to read that if she could treat him as a

trophy her affairs were rather at the ebb. True there always hung
from her belt a promiscuous fringe of scalps. Much at any rate

would have come and gone since our separation in July. She had

spent four months abroad, where, on Swiss and Italian lakes, in Ger-

man cities, in [Paris],
28
many accidents might have happened.

23 [omitted]
20 [omitted]

24 gratefully
27 with a hundred grins

25 the disclosure 28 the French capital
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I HAD been again with my mother, but except Mrs. Meldrum and
the gleam of France had not found at Folkestone my old resources
and pastimes. Mrs. Meldrum, much edified by my report of the per-
formances, as she called them, in my studio, had told me that to

her knowledge Flora would soon be on the straw: she had cut from
her capital such fine fat slices that there was almost nothing more
left to swallow. Perched on her breezy cliff the good lady dazzled me
as usual by her universal light: she knew so much more about every-
thing and everybody than I could ever squeeze out of my colour-
tubes. She knew that Flora was acting on system and absolutely de-
clined to be interfered with: her precious reasoning was that her

money would last as long as she should need it, that a magnificent
marriage would crown her charms before she should be really
pinched. She had a sum put by for a liberal outfit; meanwhile the

proper use of the rest was to decorate her for the approaches to the
altar, keep her afloat in the society in which she would most nat-

urally meet her match. Lord Iffield had been seen with her at Lu-
cerne, at Cadenabbia; but it was Mrs. Meldrum's conviction that

nothing was to be expected of him but the most futile flirtation.

The girl had a certain hold of him, but with a great deal of swagger
he hadn't the spirit of a sheep: he was in fear of his father and would
never commit himself in Lord Considine's lifetime. The most Flora

might achieve [would be]
* that he wouldn't marry some one else.

Geoffrey Bawling, to Mrs. Meldrum's knowledge (I had told her of
the young man's visit) had attached himself on the way back from
Italy to the Hammond Synge group. My informant was in a posi-
tion to be definite about this dangler; she knew about his people:
she had heard of him before. Hadn't he been[, at Oxford,]

2 a friend
of one of her nephews^? Hadn't he spent the Christmas holidays

i was 2
[omitted] 3 at Oxford
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precisely three years before at her brother-in-law's in Yorkshire,

taking that occasion to get himself refused with derision by wilful

Betty, the second daughter of the house? Her sister, who liked the

floundering youth, had written to her to complain of Betty, and
that the young man should now turn up as an appendage of Flora's

was one of those oft-cited proofs that the world is small and that

there are not enough people to go round. His father had been some-

thing or other in the Treasury; his grandfather, on the mother's

side, had been something or other in the Church. He had come into

the paternal estate, two or three thousand a year in Hampshire;
but he had let the place advantageously and was generous to four

[ugly]
4 sisters who lived at Bournemouth and adored him. The

family was hideous all round, but the^ salt of the earth. He was

supposed to be unspeakably clever; he was fond of London, fond
of books, of intellectual society and of the idea of a political career.

That such a man should be at the same time fond of Flora Saunt

attested, as the phrase in the first volume of Gibbon has it, the

variety of his inclinations. I was soon to learn that he was fonder
of her than of all the other things together. Betty, one of five and
with views above her station, was at any rate felt at home to have
dished herself by her perversity. Of course no one had looked at her
since and no one would ever look at her again. It would be emi-

nently desirable that Flora should learn the lesson of Betty's fate.

I was not struck, I confess, with all this in my mind, by any symp-
toms on our young lady's part of that sort of meditation. The only
moral she saw in anything was that of her incomparable [counte-

nance],
6 which Mr. Bawling, smitten even like the railway porters

and the cabmen by the doom-dealing gods, had followed from Lon-
don to Venice and from Venice back to London again. I afterwards

learned that her version of this episode was profusely inexact: his

personal acquaintance with her had been determined by an acci-

dent remarkable enough, I admit, in connection with what had gone
before a coincidence at all events superficially striking. At Munich,

returning from a tour in the Tyrol with two of his sisters, he had
found himself at the table d'hote of his inn opposite to the full pre-
sentment of that face of which the mere clumsy copy had made him
dream and desire. He had been tossed by it to a height so vertiginous
as to involve a retreat from the [table];

7 but the next day he had

dropped with a resounding thud at the very feet of his apparition.
On the following, with an equal incoherence, a sacrifice even of his

bewildered sisters, whom he left behind, he made an heroic effort

* tIain 5 very 6 aspect 7 board
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to escape by flight from a fate of which he already felt the cold

breath. That fate, in London, very little later, drove him straight
before it drove him one Sunday afternoon, in the rain, to the door

of the Hammond Synges. He marched in other words close up to

the cannon that was to blow him to pieces. But three weeks, when
he reappeared to me, had elapsed since then, yet (to vary my meta-

phor) the burden he was to carry for the rest of his days was firmly
lashed to his back. I don't mean by this that Flora had been per-
suaded to contract her scope; I mean that he had been treated to

the unconditional snub which, as the event was to show, couldn't

have been bettered as a means of securing him. She hadn't calcu-

lated, but she had said "never!" and that word had made a bed big

enough for his long-legged patience. He became from this moment
to my mind the interesting figure in the piece.
Now that he had acted without my aid I was free to show him this,

and having on his own side something to show me he repeatedly
knocked at my door. What he brought with him on these occasions

was a simplicity so huge that, as I turn my ear to the past, I seem
even now to hear it bumping up and down my stairs. That was

really what I saw of him in the light of his behaviour. He had fallen

in love as he might have broken his leg, and the fracture was of a

sort that would make him permanently lame. It was the whole man
who limped and lurched, with nothing of him left in the same posi-
tion as before. The tremendous cleverness, the literary society, the

political ambition, the Bournemouth sisters all seemed to flop with
his every movement a little nearer to the floor. I hadn't had an
Oxford training and I had never encountered the great man at

whose feet poor Bawling had most submissively sat and who had
addressed him his most destructive sniffs; but I remember asking
myself [if such privileges had been an indispensable preparation
to]

8 the career on which my friend appeared now to have embarked.
I remember too making up my mind about the cleverness, which
had its uses and I suppose in impenetrable shades even its critics,

but from which the friction of mere personal intercourse was not the

sort of process to extract a revealing spark. He accepted without a

question both his fever and his chill, and the only thing he [showed
any subtlety about]

9 was this convenience of my friendship. He
doubtless told me his simple story, but the matter comes back [to

me]
10 in a kind of sense of my being rather the mouthpiece, of my

having had to [thresh it out]
n for him. He took it from

8 how effectively this privilege had 10
[omitted]

supposed itself to prepare him for n put it together
9 touched with judgment 12 in this form
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without a groan, and I gave it [to]
13

him[, as we used to say, pretty

hot];
14 he took it again and again, spending his odd half-hours with

me as if for the very purpose of learning how idiotically he was in

love. He told me I made him see things: to begin with, hadn't I first

made him see Flora Saunt? I wanted him to give her up and [lumi-

nously]
15 informed him why; on which he never protested nor con-

tradicted, never was even so alembicated as to declare just for the

sake of the [drama]
16 that he wouldn't. He simply and [undra-

matically]
17 didn't, and when at the end of three months I asked

him what was the use of talking with such a fellow his nearest ap-

proach to a justification was to say that what made him want to help
her was just the deficiencies I dwelt on. I could only reply without

[pointing the moral]:
18 "Oh, if you're as sorry for her as that!*' I

too was nearly as sorry for her as that, but it only led me to be sor-

rier still for other victims of this compassion. With Bawling as with

me the compassion was at first in excess of any visible motive; so

that when eventually the motive was supplied each could to a cer-

tain extent compliment the other on the fineness of his foresight.

After he had begun to haunt my studio Miss Saunt quite gave
it up, and I finally learned that she accused me of conspiring with

him to put pressure on her to marry him. She didn't know I would

take it that way; else she would[n't]
19 have brought him to see me.

It was in her view a part of the conspiracy; that to show him a kind-

ness I asked him at last to sit to me. I daresay moreover she was

disgusted to hear that I had ended by attempting almost as many
sketches of his beauty as I had attempted of hers. What was the value

of tributes to beauty by a hand that puxuriated in ugliness]?
20 My

relation to poor Dawling's want of modelling was simple enough.
I was really digging in that sandy desert for the buried treasure of

his soul.

13 [omitted]
17 pointlessly

14 quite as it came 1S gross developments
15 lucidly

19 never

16 point
2 could so abase itself
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IT befell at this period, just before Christmas, that on my having
gone under pressure of the season into a great shop to buy a toy or

two, my eye, fleeing from superfluity, lighted at a distance on the

bright concretion of Flora Saunt, an exhibitability that held its own
even against the most plausible pinkness of the most developed
dolls. A huge quarter of the place, the biggest bazaar "on earth,"
was peopled with these and other effigies and fantasies, as well as

with purchasers and vendors, haggard alike in the blaze of the gas
with hesitations. I was just about to appeal to Flora to avert that

stage of my errand when I saw that she was accompanied by a gen-
tleman whose identity, though more than a year had elapsed, came
back to me from the Folkestone cliff. It had been associated in that

scene with showy knickerbockers; at present it overflowed more

splendidly into a fur-trimmed overcoat. Lord Iffield's presence made
me waver an instant before crossing over; and during that instant

Flora, blank and undistinguishing, as if she too were after all weary
of alternatives, looked straight across at me. I was on the point of

raising my hat to her when I observed that her face gave no sign.
I was exactly in the line of her vision, but she either didn't see me
or didn't recognise me, or else had a reason to pretend she didn't.

Was her reason that I had displeased her and that she wished to

punish me? I had always thought it one of her merits that she wasn't
vindictive. She at any rate simply looked away; and at this moment
one of the shop-girls, who had apparently gone off in search of it,

bustled up to her with a small mechanical toy. It so happened that
I followed closely what then took place, afterwards recognising that
I had been led to do so, led even through the crowd to press nearer
for the purpose, by an impression of which in the act I was not fully
conscious*

Flora, with the toy in her hand, looked round at her companion;
then seeing his attention had been solicited in another quarter she
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moved away with the shop-girl, who had evidently offered to conduct

her into the presence of more objects of the same sort. When she

reached the indicated spot I was in a position still to observe her.

She had asked some question about the working of the toy, and the

girl, taking it herself, began to explain the little secret. Flora bent

her head over it, but she clearly didn't understand. I saw her, in a

manner that quickened my curiosity, give a glance back at the

place from which she had come. Lord Iffield was talking with an-

other young person: she satisfied herself of this by the aid of a

question addressed to her own attendant. She then drew closer to the

table near which she stood and, turning her back to me, bent her

head lower over the collection of toys and more particularly over

the small object the girl had attempted to explain. She took it

[back]
*
and, after a moment, with her face well averted, made an

odd motion of her arms and a significant little duck of her head.

These slight signs, singular as it may appear, produced in my bosom
an agitation so great that I failed to notice Lord Iffield's where-

abouts. He had rejoined her; he was close upon her before I knew
it or before she knew it herself. I felt at that instant the strangest
of all impulses: if it could have operated more rapidly it would
have caused me to dash between them in some such manner as to

give Flora a warning. In fact as It was I think I could have done

this in time had I not been checked by a curiosity stronger still than

my impulse. There were three seconds during which I saw the

young man and yet let him come on. Didn't I make the quick calcu-

lation that if he didn't catch what Flora was doing I too might per-

haps not catch it? She at any rate herself took the alarm. On per-

ceiving her companion's nearness she made, still averted, another

duck of her head and a shuffle of her hands so precipitate that a lit-

tle tin steamboat she had been holding escaped from them and rat-

tled down to the floor with a sharpness that I hear at this hour. Lord

Meld had already seized her arm; with a violent jerk he brought
her round toward him. Then it was that there met my eyes a quite

distressing sight: this exquisite creature, blushing, glaring, exposed,
with a pair of big black-rimmed eye-glasses, defacing her by their

position, crookedly astride of her beautiful nose. She made a grab at

them with her free hand while I turned confusedly away.

1 again



VII.

I DON'T remember how soon it was I spoke to Geoffrey Bawling; his

sittings were irregular, but it was certainly the very next time he

gave me one.

"Has any rumour ever reached you of Miss Saunt's having any-

thing the matter with her eyes?" He stared with a candour that was

a sufficient answer to my question, backing it up with a shocked and

mystified "Never!" Then I asked him if he had observed in her

any symptom, however disguised, of embarrassed sight: on which,
after a moment's thought, he exclaimed "Disguised?" as if my use

of that word had vaguely awakened a train. "She's not a bit myopic/*
he said; "she doesn't blink or contract her lids." I fully recognised
this and I mentioned that she altogether denied the impeachment;
owing it to him moreover to explain the ground of my inquiry, I

gave him a sketch of the incident that had taken place before me
at the shop. He knew all about Lord Iffield: that nobleman had

figured freely in our conversation as his preferred, his injurious
rival. Poor Dawling's contention was that if there had been a defi-

nite engagement between his lordship and the young lady, the sort

of thing that was announced in The Morning Post,, renunciation

and retirement would be comparatively easy to him; but that having
waited in vain for any such assurance he was entitled to act as if the

door were not really closed or were at any rate not cruelly locked.

He was naturally much struck with my anecdote and still more with

my interpretation of it.

"There is something, there is something possibly something very

grave, certainly something that requires she should make use of

artificial aids. She won't admit it publicly, because with her idolatry
of her beauty, the feeling she is all made up of, she sees in such aids

nothing but the humiliation and the disfigurement. She has used
them in secret, but that is evidently not enough, for the affection she
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suffers from, apparently some definite [ailment],
1 has lately grown

much worse. She looked straight at me in the shop, which was vio-

lently lighted, without seeing it was I. At the same distance, at Folke-

stone, where as you know I first met her, where I heard this mystery
hinted at and where she indignantly denied the thing, she appeared

easily enough to recognise people. At present she couldn't really
make out anything the shop-girl showed her. She has successfully

concealed from the man I saw her with that she resorts in private
to a pince-nez and that she does so not only under the strictest orders

from [an]
2

oculist, but because literally the poor thing can't ac-

complish without such help half the business of life. Iffield however
has suspected something, and his suspicions, whether expressed or

kept to himself, have put him on the watch. I happened to have

a glimpse of the movement at which he pounced on her and caught
her in the act."

I had thought it all out; my idea explained many things, and

Bawling turned pale as he listened to me.
"Was he rough with her?" he anxiously asked.

"How can I tell what passed between them? I fled from the place."

My companion stared [at me a moment].
3 "Do you mean to say

her eyesight's going?"
"Heaven forbid! In that case how could she take life as she does?"

"How does she take life? That's the question!" He sat there

bewilderedly brooding; the tears [had come into his eyes];
4

they
reminded me of those I had seen in Flora's the day I risked my
inquiry. The question he had asked was one that to my own satis-

faction I was ready to answer, but I hesitated to let him hear as yet
all that my reflections had suggested. I was indeed privately aston-

ished at their ingenuity. For the present I only rejoined that it

struck me she was playing a particular game; at which he went on
as if he hadn't heard me, suddenly haunted with a fear, lost in the

dark possibility [I had opened up]:
5 "Do you mean there's a danger

of anything very bad?"

"My dear fellow, you must ask her [oculist]
6."

"Who in the world 25 her [oculist]
7 ?"

"I haven't a conception. But we mustn't get too excited. My
impression would be that she has only to observe a few ordinary

rules, to exercise a little common sense."

Dawling jumped at this. "I see to stick to the pince-nez."
"To follow to the letter her oculist's prescription, whatever it is

i menace 2 her &
[omitted]

3
[omitted] special adviser

4 rose to his lids 7
special adviser
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and at whatever cost to her prettlness. It's not a thing to be trifled

with."

"Upon my honour it shan't be [trifled with]
8 !" he roundly de-

clared; and he adjusted himself to his position again as if we had

quite settled the business. After a considerable interval, while I

botched away, he suddenly said: "Did they make a great difference?
1 '

"A great difference?"

"Those things she had put on."

"Oh, the glasses in her beauty? She looked queer of course, but

it was partly because one was unaccustomed. There are women who
look charming In nippers. What, at any rate, if she does look queer?
She must be mad not to accept that alternative."

"She is mad," said Geoffrey Bawling.
"Mad to refuse you, I grant. Besides," I went on, "the pince-nez,

which was a large and peculiar one, was all awry: she had half

pulled it off, but it continued to stick, and she was crimson, she was

angry."
"It must have been horrible!" my companion murmured.
"It was horrible. But it's still more horrible to defy all warnings;

it's still more horrible to be landed in
" Without saying in what

I disgustedly shrugged my shoulders.

After a glance at me Bawling jerked round. "Then you do believe

that she may be?"

I hesitated. "The thing would be to make her believe it. She only
needs a good scare."

"But if that fellow is shocked at the precautions she does take?"

"Oh, who knows?" I rejoined with small sincerity. "I don't sup-

pose Iffield Is absolutely a brute."

"I would take her with leather blinders, like a shying mare!" cried

Geoffrey Bawling.
I had an impression that Iffield wouldn't, but I didn't communi-

cate it, for I wanted to pacify my friend, whom I had discomposed
too much for the purposes of my sitting. I recollect that I did some

good work that morning, but it also comes back to me that before

we separated he had practically revealed to me that my anecdote,

connecting itself in his mind with a series of observations at the

time unconscious and unregistered, had covered with light the sub-

ject of our colloquy. He had had a formless perception of some
secret that drove Miss Saunt to subterfuges, and the more he thought
of It the more he guessed this secret to be the practice of making
believe she saw when she didn't and of cleverly keeping people from

[omitted]
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finding out how little she saw. When one [patched]
*
things together

it was astonishing what ground they covered. Just as he was going

away he asked me from what source, at Folkestone, the horrid tale

had proceeded. When I had given him, as I saw no reason not to

do, the name of Mrs. Meldrum, he exclaimed: "Oh, I know all

about her; she's a friend of some friends of mine!" At this I remem-
bered wilful Betty and said to myself that I knew some one who
would probably prove more wilful still.

9
pieced



VIII.

A FEW days later I again heard Bawling on my stairs, and even
before he passed my threshold I knew he had something to tell me.

"I've been down to Folkstone it was necessary I should see her!"

I forgot whether he had come straight from the station; he was at

any rate out of breath with his news, which it took me however a

minute to [interpret].
1

"You mean that you've been with Mrs. Meldrum?"
"Yes; to ask her what she knows and how she comes to know it. It

worked upon me awfully I mean what you told me." He made a

visible effort to seem quieter than he was, and it showed me suffi-

ciently that he had not been reassured. I laid, to comfort him and

smiling at a venture, a friendly hand on his arm, and he dropped
into my eyes, fixing them an instant, a strange, distended look which

might have expressed the cold clearness of all that was to come. "I
know now!" he said with an emphasis he rarely used.

"What then did Mrs. Meldrum tell you?"
"Only one thing that signified, for she has no real knowledge.

But that one thing was everything."
"What is it then?"

"Why, that she can't bear the sight of her." His pronouns re-

quired some arranging, but after I had successfully dealt with them
I replied that I [knew perfectly Miss Saunt had a]

2 trick of turning
her back on the good lady of Folkestone. But what did that prove?
"Have you never guessed? I guessed as soon as she spoke!" Bawling
towered over me in dismal triumph. It was the first time in our

acquaintance that, [intellectually speaking],
3 this had occurred; but

even so remarkable an incident still left me sufficiently at sea to

cause him to continue: "Why, the effect of those spectacles!"
I seemed to catch the tail of his idea. "Mrs. Meldrum's?"

"They're so awfully ugly and they [increase so]
4 the dear woman's

1 aPPty 3 on any ground of understanding
2 was quite aware of Miss Saunt's 4 add so to
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ugliness." This remark began to flash a light, and when he quickly
added "She sees herself, she sees her own fate!" my response was so

immediate that I had almost taken the words out of his mouth.

While I tried to fix this sudden image of Flora's face glazed in and
cross-barred even as Mrs. Meldrum's was glazed and barred, he

went on to assert that only the horror of that image, looming out

at herself, could be the reason of her avoiding [such a monitress].
5

The fact he had encountered made everything hideously vivid and

more vivid than anything else that just such another pair of goggles
was what would have been prescribed to Flora.

"I see I see/' I presently rejoined. "What would become of

Lord Iffield if she were suddenly to come out in them? What indeed

would become of every one, what would become of everything?"
This was an inquiry that Bawling was evidently unprepared to

meet, and I completed it by saying at last: "My dear fellow, for that

matter, what would become of youT'
Once more he turned on me his good green eyes. "Oh, I shouldn't

mind!"

The tone of his words somehow made his ugly face beautiful, and
I

[felt that there dated from this moment in my heart a confirmed

affection for]
e him. None the less, at the same time, perversely and

rudely, I [became aware of a certain drollery in]
7 our discussion of

such alternatives. It made me laugh out and say to him while I

laughed: "You'd take her even with those things of Mrs. Mel-

drum's?"

He remained mournfully grave; I could see that he was surprised
at my rude mirth. But he summoned back a vision of the lady at

Folkestone and conscientiously replied: "Even with those things

of Mrs. Meldrum's." I begged him not to [think]
8 my laughter [in

bad taste: it was only a practical recognition of]
ft the fact that we

had built a monstrous castle in the air. Didn't he see on what flimsy

ground the structure rested? The evidence was preposterously small.

He believed the worst, but we were [utterly ignorant].
10

"I shall find out the truth," he promptly replied.
"How can you? If you question her you'll simply drive her to

perjure herself. Wherein after all does it concern you to know the

truth? It's the girl's own affair."

"Then why did you tell me your story?"
I was a trifle embarrassed. "To warn you off," I [returned smil-

5 the person who so forced it home 7 felt the droll side of 8 resent

6 discovered at this moment how 9 which but exposed
much I really liked 10

really uninformed
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ing].
11 He took no more notice of these words than presently to

remark that Lord Iffield had no serious intentions. "Very possibly,"

I said. "But you mustn't speak as if Lord Iffield and you were her

only alternatives/'

Bawling thought a moment. "[Wouldn't]
12 the people she has

consulted [give some information]
13 ? She must have been to

people. How else can she have been condemned?"

"Condemned to what? Condemned to perpetual nippers? Of

course she has consulted some of the big specialists,
but she has

done it, you may be sure, in the most clandestine manner; and

even if it were supposable that they would tell you anything which

I altogether doubt you would have great difficulty in finding out

which men they are. Therefore leave it alone; never show her what

you suspect."

I even, before he quitted me, asked him to promise me this.

''All right, I [promise," he said gloomily enough].
14 He was a lover

[who could tacitly grant the proposition]
15 that there was no limit

to the deceit his loved one was ready to practise: it made so remark-

ably little difference. I could see [that from this moment he would

be filled with a passionate pity ever so little qualified by a sense

of]
ie the girFs fatuity and folly. She was always accessible to him

that I knew; for if she had told him he was an idiot to dream she

could dream of him, she would have [resented]
17 the imputation

of having failed to make it clear that she would always be glad to

regard him as a friend. What were most of her friends what were

all of them but repudiated idiots? I was perfectly aware that in

her conversations and confidences I myself for instance had a niche

in the gallery. As regards poor Bawling I knew how often he still

called on the Hammond Synges. It was not there but under the

wing of the Floyd-Taylors that her intimacy with Lord Iffield most

flourished. At all events when a week after the visit I have just

summarised Flora's name was one morning brought up to me I

jumped at the conclusion that Bawling had been with her and even

I fear briefly entertained the thought that he had broken his word.

11 smiled i^by what a stretch his passionate
12 Couldn't something be got out of pity would from this moment over-

13
[omitted]

look

14 promise" -but he was gloomy
IT

[Illegible one-word correction]
is

facing the fact



IX.

SHE left me, after she had been introduced, in no suspense about her

present motive; she was on the contrary in a visible fever to en-

lighten me; but I promptly learned that for the alarm with which

she pitiably panted our young man was not accountable. She had

but one thought in the world, and that thought was for Lord Iffield.

I had the strangest, saddest scene with her, and if it did me no other

good it at least made me at last completely understand why in-

sidiously, from the first, she had struck me as a creature of tragedy.
In showing me the whole of her folly it lifted the curtain of her

misery. I don't know how much she meant to tell me when she

came I think she had had plans of elaborate misrepresentation; at

any rate she found it at the end of ten minutes the simplest way
to break down and sob, to be wretched and true. When she had

once begun to let herself go the movement took her off her feet:

the relief of it was like the cessation of a cramp. She shared in a

word her long secret; she shifted her sharp pain. She brought, I

confess, tears to my own eyes, tears of helpless tenderness for her

helpless poverty. Her visit however was not quite so memorable in

itself as in some of its consequences, the most immediate of which

was that I went that afternoon to see Geoffrey Bawling, who had in

those days rooms in Welbeck Street, where I presented myself at

an hour late enough to warrant the supposition that he might have

come in. He had not come in, but he was expected, and I was

invited to enter and wait for him: a lady, I was informed, was

already in his sitting-room. I hesitated, a little at a loss: it had

wildly coursed through my brain that the lady was perhaps Flora

Saunt. But when I asked if she were young and remarkably pretty
I received so significant a "No, sir!" that I risked an advance and

after a minute in this manner found myself, to my astonishment,

face to face with Mrs. Meldrum.

"Oh, you dear thing," she exclaimed, "I'm delighted to see you:
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you spare me another compromising demarche! But for this I

should have called on you also. Know the worst at once: if you see

me here it's at least deliberate it's planned, plotted, shameless. I

came up on purpose to see him; upon my word, I'm in love with

him. Why, if you valued my peace of mind, did you let him, the

other day at Folkstone, dawn upon my delighted eyes? I [took

there in half an hour the most extraordinary fancy to]
* him. With

a perfect sense of everything that can be urged against him, I [find]
2

him none the less the very pearl of men. However, I haven't come

up to declare my passion I've come to bring him news that will

interest him much more. Above all I've come to urge upon him to

be careful."

"About Flora Saunt?"

"About what he says and does: he must be as still as a mouse!

She's at last really engaged."
"But it's a tremendous secret?" I was moved to merriment.

"Precisely: she [telegraphed]
3 me this noon, and spent another

shilling to tell me that not a creature in the world is yet to know it."

"She had better have spent it to tell you that she had just passed

an hour with the creature you see before you."

"She has just passed an hour with every one in the place!" Mrs.

Meldrum cried. "They're vital reasons, she [wired],
4 for it's not

coming out for a month. Then it will be formally announced, but

meanwhile her [happiness is delirious].
5 I daresay Mr. Bawling

already knows[, and he may,]
6 as it's nearly seven o'clock,f 73 have

jumped off London Bridgef; but]
8 an effect of the talk I had with

him the other day was to make me, on receipt of my telegram, feel

it to be my duty to warn him in person against taking action, [as

it were],
9 on the horrid certitude which I could see he carried

away with him. I had added somehow to that certitude. He told

me what you had told him you had seen in your shop."
Mrs. Meldrum, I perceived, had come to Welbeck Street on an

errand identical with my own a circumstance indicating her rare

sagacity, inasmuch as her ground for undertaking it was a very

different thing from what Flora's wonderful visit had made of

mine. I remarked to her that what I had seen in the shop was

sufficiently striking, but that I had seen a great deal more that

morning in my studio. "In short," I said, "I've seen everything."

1 found myself there in half an hour 5
rejoicing is wild

simply infatuated with e and,
2 hold 7 may
s wired 8 . But
4
gays

s so to call it
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She was mystified. "Everything?"
"The poor creature is under the darkest of clouds. Oh, she came

to triumph, but she remained to talk something [approaching to]
10

sense! She put herself completely in my hands she does me the

honour to intimate that of all her friends I'm the most disinterested.

After she had announced to me that Lord Iffield was [bound hands
and feet]

n and that for the present I was absolutely the only person
in the secret, she arrived at her real business. She had had a sus-

picion of me ever since [the day, at Folkestone,]
12 I asked her for

the truth about her eyes. The truth is what you and I both guessed.

[She has no end of a danger hanging over her."]
13

"But from what cause? I, who by God's mercy have kept mine,
know everything that can be known about eyes," said Mrs. Meldrum.

"She might have kept hers if she had profited by God's mercy, i

she had done in time, done years ago, what was imperatively ordered

her; if she hadn't in fine been cursed with the loveliness that was
to make her behavior a thing of fable. She may [keep them still]

14

if shell sacrifice and after all so little that purely superficial
charm. She must do as you've done; she must wear, dear lady, what

you wear!"

What my companion wore glittered for the moment like a melon-
frame in August. "Heaven forgive her now I understand!" She

[turned pale].
15

But I wasn't afraid of the effect on her good nature of her thus

seeing, through her great goggles, why it had always been that Flora
held her at such a distance. "I can't tell you/' I said, "from what

special affection, what state of the eye, her danger proceeds: that's

the one thing she succeeded this morning in keeping from me. She
knows it herself perfectly; she has had the best advice in Europe.
'It's a thing that's awful, simply awful* that was the only account
she would give me. Year before last, while she was at Boulogne, she

went for three days with Mrs. Floyd-Taylor to Paris. She there sur-

reptitiously consulted the greatest man even Mrs. Floyd-Taylor
doesn't know. Last autumn, in Germany, she did the same. Tirst

put on certain special spectacles with a straight bar in the middle:
then we'll talk' that's practically what they say. What she says is

that she'll put on anything in nature when she's married, but that

she must get married first. She has always meant to do everything
as soon as she's married. Then and then only she'll be safe. How will

10 in the nature of is She's in very bad danger.'*
11

utterly committed to her 14 still keep her sight, or what xe-
12 that day at Folkestone when mains of it, 15 flushed for dismay
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any one ever look at her if she makes herself a fright? How could

she ever have got engaged if she had made herself a fright from the

first? It's no use to insist that with her beauty she can never be a

fright. She said to me this morning, poor girl, the most character-

istic, the most harrowing things. 'My face is all I have and such

a facel I knew from the first I could do anything with it. But I

needed It all I need it still, every exquisite inch of it. It isn't as if

I had a figure or anything else. Oh, if God had only given me a

figure too, I don't say! Yes, with a figure, a really good one, like

Fanny Floyd-Taylor's, who's hideous, I'd have risked plain glasses.

Que voulez-voits? No one is perfect/ She says she still has money
left, but I don't believe a word of it. She has been speculating on
her impunity, on the idea that her danger would hold off: she has

literally been running a race with it. Her theory has been, as you
from the first so clearly saw, that she'd get in ahead. She swears to

me that though the 'bar' is too cruel she wears when she's alone

what she has been ordered to wear. But when the deuce is she alone?

It's herself of course that she has swindled worst: she has put herself

off, so insanely that even her [vanity]
1<J but half accounts for it,

with little inadequate concessions, little false measures and pre-

posterous evasions and childish hopes. Her great terror is now that

Iffield, who already has suspicions, who has found out her pince-nez
but whom she has beguiled with some unblushing hocus-pocus, may
discover the dreadful facts; and the essence of what she wanted this

morning was in that interest to square me, to get me to deny indig-

nantly and authoritatively (for isn't she my 'favourite sitter?) that

she has anything [whatever]
17 the matter with any part of her. She

sobbed, she 'went on/ she entreated; after we got talking her extraor-

dinary nerve left her and she showed me what she has been through
showed me also all her terror of the harm I could do her. 'Wait

till I'm married! wait till I'm marriedl' She took hold of me, she
almost sank on her knees. It seems to me highly immoral, one's

participation in her fraud; but there's no doubt that she must be
married: I don't know what I don't see behind it! Therefore," I

wound up, "Bawling must keep his hands off."

Mrs. Meldrum had held her breath; she [exhaled]
18 a long moan.

"Well, that's exactly what I came here to tell him."
"Then here he is." Our [unconscious host]

19 had just [opened]
20

i
[Illegible one-word correction]

19 host, all unprepared, his latch key
17 in life still in his hand,
is gave out 20 pushed open
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the door[. Immensely]
21 startled at finding us [he]

22 turned a

frightened look from one to the other, [as if to guess]
23 what disaster

we were there to announce or avert.

Mrs. Meldrum[, on the spot, was]
24 all gaiety. "I've come to re-

turn your sweet visit. Ah," she laughed, "I mean to keep up the

acquaintance I"

"Do do," he murmured mechanically and absently, continuing
to look at us. Then [abruptly]

25 he broke out: "He's going to marry
her."

I was surprised. "You already know?"
He [had had in his hand]

26 an evening [news-]
27

paperf; he

tossed it]
2S down on the table. "It's in that."

"Published already?" I was still more surprised.

"Oh, Flora can't keep a [secret!" Mrs. Meldrum humorously de-

clared].
29 She went up to poor Bawling and laid a motherly hand

upon him. "It's all right it's just as it ought to be: don't think

about her ever any more." Then as he met this adjuration with a

[dismal stare in which the thought of her was as abnormally vivid

as the colour of the pupil,]
30 the excellent woman put up her

funny face and tenderly kissed him on the cheek.

21
, and, 28 which he tossed

22, 29 secret!" Mrs. Meldrum made it

23 wondering light
24 was on the spot

30 stare from which thought, and of

25
[omitted]

20 produced the most defiant and dismal, fairly
27

[omitted] protruded,
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I HAVE spoken of these reminiscences as of a row of coloured beads,
and I confess that as I continue to straighten out my chaplet I am
rather proud of the comparison. The beads are all there, as I said

they slip along the string in their small, smooth roundness. Geoffrey

Bawling accepted [like]
* a gentleman the event his evening paper

had proclaimed; in view of which I snatched a moment to [mur-

mur]
2 him a hint [to]

3 offer Mrs. Meldrum his hand. He returned

me a heavy head-shake, and I judged that marriage would hence-

forth strike him very much as the traffic of the street may strike some

poor incurable at the window of an hospital. Circumstances arising
at this time [promptly]

4 led to my making an absence from Eng-
land, and circumstances already existing offered him a [solid]

5 basis

for similar action. He had after all the usual resource of a Briton
he could take to his boats C6:i

. He started on a journey round the

globe, and I was left with nothing but my inference as to what

might have happened. Later observation however only confirmed

my belief that if at any time during the couple of months [that fol-

lowed]
7 Flora Saunt's brilliant engagement he had made up, as they

say, to the good lady of Folkestone, that good lady would not have

pushed him over the cliff. Strange as she was to behold I knew of

cases in which she had been obliged to administer that shove. I

went to New York to paint a couple of portraits; but I found, once
on the spot, that I had counted without Chicago, where I was
invited to blot out this harsh discrimination by the production of

[no less than ten].
8 I spent a year in America and should probably

have spent a second had I not been summoned back to England by
alarming news from my mother. Her strength had failed, and as

soon as I reached London I hurried down to Folkestone, arriving

1 as 2 nudge 6
, always drawn up in our back-

3 that he might *
[omitted] ground

6 firm 7 after 8 some dozen
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just at the moment to offer a welcome to some slight symptom of a

rally. She had been much worse, but [she]
9 was now a little better;

and though I found nothing but satisfaction in having come to her

I saw after a few hours that my London studio, where arrears of

work had already met me, would be my place to await whatever

might next occur. [Before]
10

returning to town [however I had

every reason to sally forth in search of]
n Mrs. Meldrum, from whom,

in so many months, I had not had a line, and my view of whom,
with the adjacent objects, as I had left them, had been intercepted

by a luxuriant foreground.
Before I had gained her house I met her, as I supposed, coming

toward me across the down, greeting me from afar with the familiar

twinkle of her great vitreous badge; and as it was late in the

autumn and the esplanade [was]
12 a blank I was free to acknowledge

this signal by cutting a caper on the grass. My enthusiasm dropped
indeed the next moment, for [it had taken me but a few seconds

to perceive]
13 that the person thus assaulted had by no means the

figure of my military friend. I felt a shock much greater than any I

should have thought possible [as]
14 on this person's drawing near

I [identified her as]
15

poor little Flora Saunt. At what moment

[Flora]
16 had recognised me belonged to an order of mysteries over

which, it quickly came home to me, one would never linger again:

[I could intensely reflect that]
17 once we were face to face it [183

chiefly mattered that I should succeed in looking [still
more in-

tensely]
19 unastonished. All I [saw]

20 at first 21 ^ was the big gold
bar crossing each of her lenses, over which something convex and

grotesque, like the eyes of a large insect, something that now repre-
sented her whole personality, seemed, as out of the orifice of a

prison, to strain forward and press. The face had shrunk away: it

looked smaller, appeared even to look plain; it was at all events,

so far as the effect on a spectator was concerned, wholly sacrificed

to this huge apparatus of sight. There was no smile in it, and she

made no motion to take my offered hand.

"I had no idea you were down here!" I [exclaimed]
22

; and I won-

dered whether she didn't know me at all or knew me only by my
voice.

"You thought I was Mrs. Meldrum/' she [very quietly remarked].
23

It was [the quietness itself that made me feel the necessity of an

[omitted]
10 Yet before ishe 17

[omitted]
11 1 called on i2

[omitted]
is so i entirely

13 1 had seen in a few more seconds 20
[omitted]

21 saw
14 when 22 said

is knew her for 23 ever so quietly answered
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answer almost violently gay].
24 "Oh yes,[" I laughed, "]

25
you have

a tremendous deal in common with Mrs. Meldrum! I've just re-

turned to England after a long absence and I'm on my way to see

her. Won't you come with me?" It struck me that her old reason for

keeping clear of our friend was well disposed of now.

"I've just left her[;]
26 I'm staying with her." She stood solemnly

fixing me with her goggles. "Would you like to paint me now?" she

asked. She seemed to speak, with intense gravity, from behind a

mask or a cage.

There was nothing to do but [to]
27 treat the question [with the

same exuberance].
28 "It would be a fascinating little artistic prob-

lem!" That something was wrong it [was not]
29 difficult to [per-

ceive]
30

; but a good deal more than met the eye might be presumed
to be wrong if Flora was under Mrs. Meldrum's roof. I [had not]

31

for a year had much time to think of her, but my imagination had

had [sufficient warrant]
32 for lodging her in more gilded halls. One

o the last things I had heard before leaving England was that in

commemoration of the new relationship she had gone to stay with

Lady Considine, This had made me take everything else for granted,

and the noisy American world had deafened my ears to possible con-

tradictions. Her spectacles were at present a direct contradiction;

they seemed a negation not only of new relationships but of every

old one as well. I remember nevertheless that when after a moment

she walked beside me on the grass I found myself nervously hoping
she wouldn't as yet at any rate tell me anything very dreadful; so

that to stave off this danger I harried her with questions about Mrs.

Meldrum and, without waiting for replies, became profuse on the

subject of my own doings. My companion was [completely]
33

silent,

and I felt both as if she were watching my nervousness with a sort

of sinister irony and as if I were talking to some different[,]
34

strange person. Flora plain and obscure and [soundless]
35 was no

Flora at all. At Mrs. Meldrum's door she turned off with the observa-

tion that as there was certainly a great deal I should have to say to

our friend she had better not go in with me. I looked at her again

I had been keeping my eyes away from her but only to meet her

magnified stare. I greatly desired in truth to see Mrs. Meldrum

alone, but there was something so [pitiful]
36 in the girl's [predica-

ment]
37 that I hesitated to fall in with this idea of dropping her.

Yet one couldn't express a compassion without seeming to take [too

24
just this low pitch that made me 28 still with high spirits

29 wasn't

protest with laughter
80 see 31 hadn't

25
[omitted]

32 ground 33
finely

34 and

20. 2T
[omitted]

35 numb 36 grim 3T trouble
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much wretchedness for granted].
38 I reflected that I must really

figure to her as a fool, which was an entertainment I had never

expected to give her. It rolled over me there for the first time it

has come back to me since that there is, [strangely],
39 in very

deep
[40] misfortune a dignity^

413 finer [even]
42 than in the most

inveterate habit of being all right. I couldn't have to her the manner
of treating it as a mere detail that I was face to face with a part of

what, at our last meeting, we had had such a scene about; but

while I was trying to think of some manner that I could have she

said quite colourlessly, [yet]
43 somehow as if she might never see

me again: "Good-bye. I'm going to take my walk."

"All alone?"

She looked round the great bleak cliff-top. "With whom should

I go? Besides, I like to be alone for the present."
This gave me the glimmer of a vision that she regarded her dis-

figurement as temporary, and the confidence came to me that she

would never, for her happiness, cease to be a creature of illusions.

It enabled rne to exclaim, smiling brightly and feeling indeed

idiotic: "Oh, I shall see you again! But I hope you'll have a very

pleasant walk."

"All my walks are [very]
44

pleasant, thank you they do me such

a lot of good." She was as quiet as a mouse, and her words seemed

to me stupendous in their wisdom. "I take several a day," she con-

tinued. She might have been an ancient woman responding with

humility at the church door to the patronage of the parson. "The
more I take the better I feel. I'm ordered by the doctors to keep
all the while in the air and go in for plenty of exercise. It keeps

up my general health, you know, and if that goes on improving as

it has lately done everything will soon be all right. All that was the

matter with me before and always; it was too reckless! was that

I neglected my general health. It acts directly on the state of the

particular organ. So I'm going three miles."

I grinned at her from the doorstep while Mrs. Meldrum's maid
stood there to admit me. "Oh, I'm so glad/* I said, looking at her

as she paced away ^ith the pretty flutter she had kept and remem-

bering the day when, while she rejoined Lord Iffield, I had indulged
in the same observation. Her air of assurance was on this occasion

not less than it had been on that; but I recalled that she had then

struck me as marching off to her doom. Was she really now marching

away from it?

38 for granted more trouble than 40
, and even in very foolish

there actually might have been 41 still 42 [omitted]
39 wondrously

43 though 44
[omitted]
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As soon as I saw Mrs. Meldrum I tn broke out [to her].
2 "Is there

anything in it? Is her general health ?"

Mrs. Meldrum [interrupted]
3 me with her great amused blare.

"You've already seen her and she has told you her wondrous tale?

What's 'in it* is what has been in everything she has ever done
the most comical, tragical belief in herself. She thinks she's doing
a 'cure/

"

"And what does her husband think?"

"Her husband? What husband?"
"Hasn't she then married Lord Iffield?"

"Vous-en-etes la?" cried my hostess. "[He]
4 behaved like a regular

beast/'

"How should I know? You never wrote [to]
5 me."

Mrs. Meldrum hesitated, covering me with what poor Flora called

the particular organ. "No, I didn't write [to you; and]
6 I abstained

on purpose. If I [didn't]
7 I thought you mightn'tf, over there, hear]

8

what had happened. If you should hear I was afraid you would stir

up Mr. Bawling."
"Stir him up?"
"Urge him to fly to the rescue; write out to him that there was

another chance for him/'
"I wouldn't have done it," I said.

"Well," Mrs. Meldrum replied, "it was not my business to give

you an opportunity."
"In short you were afraid of it."

Again she hesitated and though it may have been only my fancy
I thought she considerably reddened. At all events she laughed out.

Then "I was afraid of it!" she very honestly answered.

1 of course 2
[omitted] 5

[omitted] 6 you
3 checked * Why he 7 kept quiet 8 hear over there
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"But doesn't he know? Has he given no sign?"

"Every sign in life he came straight back to her. He did every-

thing to get her to listen to him; but she hasn't the smallest idea

of it."

"Has he seen her as she is now?" I presently and just a trifle

awkwardly inquired.
"Indeed he has, and borne it like a hero. He told me all about it."

"How much you've all been through!" I [ventured to ejaculate].
9

"Then what has become of him?"

"He's at home in Hampshire. He has got back his old place and
I believe by this time his old sisters. It's not half a bad little place."

"Yet its attractions say nothing to Flora?"

"Oh, Flora's by no means on her back!" my [interlocutress

laughed].
10

"She's not on her back because she's on yours. Have you got her

for the rest of your life?"

Once more [my hostess]
u

genially glared [at me].
12 "Did she tell

you how much the Hammond Synges have kindly left her to live

on? Not quite eighty pounds a year."
"That's a good deal, but it won't pay the oculist. What was it

that at last induced her to submit to him?"

"Her general collapse after that brute of an Iffield's rupture. She

cried her eyes out she passed through a horror of black darkness.

Then came a gleam of light, and the light appears to have broad-

ened. She went into goggles as repentant Magdalens go into the

Catholic Church."

"[Yet]
13
you don't think shell be saved?"

She thinks she will that's all I can tell you. There's no doubt

that when once she brought herself to accept her real remedy, as

she calls it, she began to enjoy a relief that she had never known.

That feeling, very new and in spite of what she pays for it most

refreshing, has given her something to hold on by, begotten in her

foolish little mind a belief that, as she says, she's on the mend and
that in the course of time, if she leads a tremendously healthy life,

she'll be able to take off her muzzle and become as dangerous again
as ever. It keeps her going."
"And what keeps youf You're good until the parties begin again."

"Oh, she doesn't object to me now!" smiled Mrs. Meldrum. "I'm

going to take her abroad; we shall be a pretty pair." I was struck with

this energy and after a moment I inquired the reason of it. "It's to

found occasion to remark n Mrs. Meldrum 12
[omitted]

10 friend declared 13 In spite of which
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divert her mind/' my friend replied, reddening again, I thought,
a little. "We shall go next week: I've only waited[, to start,]

14 to

see how your mother would be t 1J5V I expressed to her hereupon
my sense of her extraordinary merit and also that of the incon-

ceivability of Flora's fancying herself still in a situation not to jump
at the chance of marrying a man like Dawling. "She says he's too

ugly; she says he's too dreary; she says in fact he's 'nobody,'
"
Mrs.

Meldrum pursued. "She says above all that he's not 'her own sort.'

She doesn't deny that he's good, but she [insists on the fact that he's

grotesque].
16 He's quite the last person she would ever dream of." I

was almost disposed on hearing this to protest that if the girl had
so little proper feeling her noble suitor had perhaps served her

right; but after a while my curiosity as to just how her noble suitor

had served her got the better of that emotion, and I asked a question
or two which led my companion again to apply to him the invidious

[epithet]
17 I have already quoted. What had happened was simply

that Flora had at the eleventh hour broken down in the attempt to

put him off with an uncandid account of her infirmity and that his

lordship's interest in her had not been proof against the discovery
of the way she had practised on him. Her dissimulation, he was

obliged to perceive, had been infernally deep. The future in short

assumed a new complexion for him when looked at through the

grim glasses of a bride who, as he had said to some one, couldn't

really, when you came to find out, see her hand before her face. He
had conducted himself like any other jockeyed customer he had
returned the animal as unsound. He had backed out in his own

way, giving the business, by some sharp shuffle, such a turn as to

make the rupture ostensibly Flora's, but he had none the less re-

morselessly and basely backed out. He had cared for her lovely face,

cared for it in the amused and haunted way it had been her poor
little delusive gift to make men care; and her lovely face, damn it,

with the monstrous gear she had begun to rig upon it, was just

what had let him in. He had in the judgment of his family done

everything that could be expected of him; he had made Mrs. Mel-

drum had herself seen the letter a "handsome" offer of pecuniary

compensation. Oh, if Flora, with her incredible buoyancy, was in

a manner on her feet again now, it was not that she had not for

weeks and weeks been prone in the dust. Strange were the humilia-

tions, the [prostrations]
1S it was given [to]

ld some natures to sur-

vive. That Flora had survived was perhaps after all a [sort of sign

i*
[omitted]

17 term
is- before starting 18 forms of anguish,
i$ (hi(is him impossibly ridiculous i&

[omitted]
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that]
20 she was reserved for some final mercy. "But she has been

in the abysses at any rate/' said Mrs. Meldrum, "and I really don't

think I can tell you what pulled her through."
"I think I can tell you/' I [said].

21 "What in the world but Mrs.
Meldrum?"
At the end of an hour Flora had not come in, and I was obliged

to announce that I should have but time to reach the station,

wherefj
22 in charge of my mother's servantf, I was to find my

luggage].
23 Mrs. Meldrum put before me the question of waiting

till a later train, so as not to lose our young lady; but I confess I

gave this alternative a consideration less [profound]
24 than I pre-

tended. Somehow I didn't care if I did lose our young lady. Now
that I knew the worst that had befallen her it struck me still less

as possible to meet her on the ground of condolence; and with the

[melancholy aspect]
25 she wore to me what other ground was left?

I lost her, but I caught my train. In truth she was so changed that

one hated to see it; and now that she was in charitable hands one
didn't feel compelled to make great efforts. I had studied her face

for a particular beauty; I had lived with that beauty and reproduced
it; but I knew what belonged to my trade well enough to be sure
it was gone for ever.

20 proof 23
[omitted]

21 returned 24 accute
22 i was to find my baggage 25 sad appearance
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I WAS soon called back to Folkestone; but Mrs. Meldrum and her

young friend had already left England, finding to that end every
convenience on the spot and not having had to come up to town.

My thoughts however were so painfully engaged there that I should

in any case have had little attention for them: the event occurred

that was to bring my series of visits to a close. When this high tide

had ebbed I returned to America and to my interrupted work, which
had opened out on such a scale that, with a deep plunge into a great
chance, I was three good years in rising again to the surface. There
are nymphs and naiads moreover in the American depths: they may
have had something to do with the duration of my dive. I mention
them to account for a grave misdemeanour the fact that after the

first year I rudely neglected Mrs. Meldrum. She had written to me
from Florence after my mother's death and had mentioned in a

postscript that in our young lady's calculations the lowest [num-
bers]

* were now Italian counts. This was a good omen, and if in

subsequent letters there was no news of a sequel I was content to

accept small things and to believe that grave tidings, should there

be any, would come to me in due course. The gravity of what might
happen to a featherweight became indeed with time and distance

less appreciable, and I was not without an impression that Mrs.

Meldrum, whose sense of proportion was not the least of her merits,
had no idea of boring the world with the ups and downs of her

pensioner. The poor girl grew dusky and dim, a small fitful memory,
a regret tempered by the comfortable consciousness of how kind
Mrs. Meldrum would always be to her. I was professionally more

preoccupied than I had ever been, and I had swarms of pretty faces

in my eyes and a chorus of [high voices]
2 in my ears. Geoffrey

Bawling had on his return to England written me two or three

i
figures 2 loud tones
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letters: his last information had been that he was going into the

figures of rural illiteracy. I was delighted to receive it and had no
doubt that if he should go into figures they would, as they are said

to be able to prove anything, prove at least that my advice was

sound and that he had wasted time enough. This quickened on my
part another hope, a hope suggested by some roundabout rumour
1 forgot how it reached me that he was engaged to a girl down in

Hampshire. He turned out not to be, but I felt sure that if only
he went into figures deep enough he would become, among the

girls down in Hampshire or elsewhere, one of those numerous

prizes of battle whose defences are practically not on the scale of

their provocations. I nursed in short the thought that it was prob-

ably open to him to become one of the types [as to which],
3 as the

years go on, [frivolous and superficial spectators lose themselves in

the wonder that they ever succeeded in winning even the least win-

some mates].
4 He never alluded to Flora Saunt; and there was in his

silence about her, quite as in Mrs. Meldrum's, an element of in-

stinctive tact, a brief implication that if you didn't happen to have

been in love with her [she was not an inevitable topic].
5

Within a week after my return to London I went to the opera, of

which I had always been much of a devotee. I arrived too late for

the first act of "Lohengrin," but the second was just beginning, and
I gave myself up to it with no more than a glance at the house.

When it was over I treated myself, with my glass, from my place in

the stalls, to a general survey of the boxes, making doubtless on
their contents the reflections, pointed by comparison, that are most
familiar to the wanderer restored to London. There was [a certain

proportion]
6 of pretty women, but I suddenly [became aware]

T

that one of these was far prettier than the others. This lady, alone in

one of the smaller receptacles of the grand tier and already the

aim of fifty tentative glasses, which she sustained with admirable

serenity[ this]
8
single exquisite figure, placed in the quarter fur-

thest removed from my stall, was a person, I immediately felt, to

cause one's curiosity to linger. Dressed in white, with diamonds in

her hair and pearls on her neck, she had a pale radiance of beauty
which even at that distance made her a distinguished presence and,

with the air that easily attaches to lonely loveliness in public places,

an agreeable mystery. A mystery however she remained to me only
for a minute after I had levelled my glass at her: I feel to this

3 concerning whom 5 there was nothing to be said

4
superficial critics wonder without 6 the common sprinkling
relief how they ever succeeded in 7 noted

dragging a bride to the altar 8
, this
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moment the startled thrill, the shock almost of joy with which I

[suddenly encountered in]
9 her vague brightness [a rich revival of

Flora Saunt].
10 I say a [revival]

u because, to put it crudely, I had
on that last occasion left [poor Flora]

12 for dead. At present per-

fectly alive again, she was altered only, as it were, by [resurrection].
13

A little older, a little quieter, a little finer and a good deal fairer, she

was simply transfigured by [recovery].
14 Sustained by the reflection

that even [15]
recovery wouldn't enable her to distinguish me in the

crowd, I was free to look at her well. Then it was it came home to

me that my vision of her in her great goggles had been cruelly final.

As her beauty was all there was of her, that machinery had extin-

guished her, and so far as I had thought of her in the interval I had

thought of her as buried in the tomb her stern specialist had built.

With the sense that she had escaped from it came a lively wish to

return to her; and if I didn't straightway leave my place and rush
round the theatre and up to her box it was because I was fixed to

the spot some moments longer by the simple inability to cease look-

ing at her.

She had been from the first of my seeing her practically motion-

less, leaning back in her chair with a kind of thoughtful grace and
with her eyes vaguely directed, as it seemed to me, to one of the

boxes on my side of the house and consequently over my head and
out of my sight. The only movement she made for some time was to

finger with an ungloved hand and as if with the habit of fondness
the row of pearls on her neck, which my glass showed me to be

large and splendid. Her diamonds and pearls, in her solitude, mysti-
fied me, making me, as she had had no such brave jewels in the days
of the Hammond Synges, wonder what undreamt-of improvement
had taken place in her fortunes. The ghost of a question hovered
there a moment: could anything so prodigious have happened as

that on her tested and proved amendment Lord Iffield had taken
her back? This could [not]

16 have occurred without my hearing
of it; and moreover if she had become a person of such fashion
where was the little court one would naturally see at her elbow?
Her isolation was puzzling, though it could easily suggest that she
was but momentarily alone. If she had come with Mrs. Meldrum
that lady would have taken advantage of the interval to pay a visit

to some other box doubtless the box at which Flora had just been

looking. Mrs. Meldrum didn't account for the jewels, but the [re-

s' translated is this fact of life
10 into a resurrection of Flora 14 having recovered
11 resurrection 15 her
12 our young woman 10 scarce
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freshment]
17 of Flora's beauty accounted for anything. She pres-

ently moved her eyes over the house, and I felt them brush me again
like the wings of a dove. I don't know what quick pleasure flick-

ered into the hope that she would at last see me. She did see me:
she suddenly bent forward to take up the little double-barrelled

ivory glass that rested on the edge of the box and, to all appearance,
fix me with it. I smiled from my place straight up at the searching
lenses, and after an instant she dropped them and smiled as straight
back at me. Oh, her smilef:]

18 it was her old smile, her young smile,

her [peculiar]
19 smile made perfect! I instantly left my stall and

hurried off for a nearer view of it; quite flushed, I remember,
as I went, with the annoyance of having happened to think of the

idiotic way I had tried to paint her. Poor Iffield with his sample
of that error, and still poorer Dawling in particular with his! I

hadn't touched her, I was professionally humiliated, and as the

attendant in the lobby opened her box for me I felt that the very
first thing I should have to say to her would be that she must

absolutely sit to me again.

17 revival 18 19 very own
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SHE gave me the smile once more as over her shoulder, from her

chair, she turned her face to me. "Here you are again!" she ex-

claimed with her disgloved hand put up a little backward for me
to take. I dropped into a chair just behind her and, having taken it

and noted that one of the curtains of the box would make the dem-
onstration sufficiently private, bent my lips over it and impressed
them on its finger-tips. It was given me however, to my astonishment,
to feel next that all the privacy in the world couldn't have sufficed

to mitigate the start with which she greeted this free application of

my moustache: the blood had jumped to her face, she quickly re-

covered her hand and jerked at me, twisting herself round, a vacant,

challenging stare. During the next few instants several extraordinary

things happened, the first of which was that now I was close to them
the eyes of loveliness I had come up to look into didn't show at all

the conscious light I had just been pleased to see them flash across the

house: they showed on the contrary, to my confusion, a strange,
sweet blankness, an expression I failed to give a meaning to until,

without delay, I felt on my arm, directed to it as if instantly to ef-

face the effect of her start, the grasp of the hand she had impulsively
snatched from me. It was the irrepressible question in this grasp
that stopped on my lips all sound of salutation. She had mistaken

my entrance for that of another person, a pair of lips without a

moustache. She was feeling me to see who I was! With the percep-
tion of this and of her not seeing me I sat gaping at her and at the

wild word that didn't come, the right word to express or to disguise

my [stupefaction].
1 What was the right word to commemorate one's

sudden discovery, at the very moment too at which one had been
most encouraged to count on better things, that one's dear old friend

had gone blind? Before the answer to this question dropped upon
1 dismay
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me and the moving moments, though few, seemed many I heard,

with the sound of voices, the click of the attendant's key on the

other side of the door. Poor Flora heard also, and [with the]
2 hear-

ing, still with her hand on my arm, [she]
3
brightened again as I

had a minute since seen her brighten across the house: she had the

sense of the return of the person she had taken me for the person
with the right pair of lips, as to whom I was for that matter much
more in the dark than she. I gasped, but my word had come: if she

had lost her sight it was in this very loss that she had found again
her beauty. I managed to speak while we were still alone, before

her companion had appeared. "You're lovelier at this day than you
have ever been in your life!" At the sound of my voice and that of

the opening of the door her [excitement]
4 broke into audible joy.

She sprang up, recognising me, always holding me, and gleefully
cried to a gentleman who was arrested in the doorway by the sight of

me: "He has come back, he has come back, and you should have

heard what he says of me!" The gentleman was Geoffrey Bawling,
and I thought it best to let him hear on the spot. "How beautiful

she is, my dear man but how extraordinarily beautiful! More beau-

tiful at this hour than ever, ever before!"

It gave them almost equal pleasure and made Bawling blush

[up]
5 to his eyes; while this in turn produced, in spite of deepened

astonishment, a [blessed]
6
snap of the strain [that]

7 I had been

[under for some moments].
8 I wanted to embrace them both, and

while the opening bars of another scene rose from the orchestra I

almost did embrace Bawling, whose first emotion on beholding me
had visibly and ever so oddly been a consciousness of guilt. I had

caught him somehow in the act, though that was as yet all I knew;
but by the time we had sunk noiselessly into our chairs again [(]

9 for

the music was supreme, Wagner passed firstQ]
10 my demonstration

ought pretty well to have given him the limit of the criticism he had
to fear. I myself indeed, while the opera blazed, was only too afraid

he might divine in our silent closeness the very moral of my opti-

mism, which was simply the comfort I had gathered from seeing that

if our companion's beauty lived again her vanity partook of its life.

I had hit on the right note that was what eased me off: it drew all

pain for the next half-hour from the sense of the deep darkness in

which the stricken woman sat [there].
11 If the music, in that dark-

2 on 7
[omitted]

3 [omitted]
8 struggling with.

4 impatience
9

5
[omitted]

10

blest I*
[omitted]
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ness, happily soared and swelled for her, it beat its wings in unison

with those of a gratified passion. A great deal came and went be-

tween us without profaning the occasion, so that I could feel at the

end of twenty minutes as if I knew almost everything he might in

kindness have to tell me; knew even why Flora, while I stared at her

from the stalls, had misled me by the use of ivory and crystal and

by appearing to recognise me and smile. She leaned back in her

chair in luxurious ease: I had from the first become aware that the

way she fingered her pearls was a sharp image of the wedded state.

Nothing of old had seemed wanting to her assurance; but I hadn't

then dreamed of the art with which she would wear that assurance

as a married woman. She had taken him when everything had

failed; he had taken her when she herself had done so. His embar-

rassed eyes confessed it all, confessed the deep peace he found in it.

They only didn't tell me why he had not written to me, nor clear up
as yet a minor obscurity. Flora after a while again lifted the glass

from the ledge of the box and elegantly swept the house with it.

Then, by the mere instinct of her grace, a motion but half con-

scious, she inclined her head into the void with the sketch of a

salute, producing, I could see, a perfect imitation of [a]
12

response
to some homage. Dawling and I looked at each other again: the

tears came into his eyes. She was playing at perfection still, and her

misfortune only simplified the process.

I recognised that this was as near as I should ever come, certainly

as I should come that night, to pressing on her misfortune. Neither

of us would name it more than we were doing then, and Flora would

never name it at all. Little by little I [perceived]
13 that what had oc-

curred was, strange as it might appear, the best thing for her happi-
ness. The question was now only of her beauty and her being
seen and marvelled at: with Dawling to do for her everything in

life her activity was limited to that. Such an activity was all within

her scope: it asked nothing of her that she couldn't splendidly give.

As from time to time in our delicate communion she turned her

face to me with the parody of a look I lost none of the signs of its

strange new glory. The expression of the eyes was a [bit]
14 of pastel

[put in by]
15 a master's thumb; the whole head, stamped with a

sort of showy suffering, had gained a fineness from what she had

passed through. Yes, Flora was settled for life nothing could hurt

her further. I foresaw the particular praise she would mostly incur

she would be [incomparably]
16

"interesting." She would charm

12
[omitted]

is from
is saw i* rub i6

invariably
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with her pathos more even than she had charmed with her pleasure.
For herself above all she was fixed for ever, rescued from all change
and ransomed from all doubt. Her old certainties, her old vanities

were justified and sanctified, and in the darkness that had closed

upon her one object remained clear. That object, as unfading as a

mosaic mask, was fortunately the loveliest she could possibly look

upon. The greatest blessing of all was of course that Bawling

thought so. Her future was ruled with the straightest line, and so

for that matter was his. There were two facts to which before I left

my friends I gave time to sink into my spirit. One [of them]
17

was that he had changed by some process as effective as Flora's

change; had been simplified somehow into service as she had been

simplified into success. He was such a picture of inspired interven-

tion as I had never yet [encountered]:
18 he would exist henceforth

for the sole purpose of rendering unnecessary, or rather impossible,

any reference even on her own part to his wife's infirmity. Oh yes,

how little desire he would ever give me to refer to it! He principally
after a while made me feel and this was my second lesson that,

good-natured as he was, my being there to see it all oppressed him;

so that by the time the act ended I recognised that I too had filled

out my hour. Bawling remembered things; I think he caught in my
very face the irony of old judgments: they made him thresh about

in his chair. I said to Flora as I took leave of her that I would come
to see her; but I may mention that I never went. I'll go to-morrow if

I hear she wants me; but what in the world can she ever want? As I

quitted them I laid my hand on Bawling's arm and drew him for a

moment into the lobby.

"Why did you never write to me of your marriage?"
He smiled uncomfortably, showing his long yellow teeth and

something more. "I don't know the whole thing gave me such a

tremendous lot to do."

This was the first dishonest speech I had heard him make: he

really hadn't written [to me]
19 because [he had]

20 an idea* 21 } I

would think him a still bigger fool than before. I didn't insist, but I

tried there, in the lobby, so far as a pressure of his hand could serve

me, to give him a notion of what I thought him. "I can't at any
rate make out/' I said, "why I didn't hear from Mrs. Meldrum."

"She didn't write to you?"
"Never a word. What has become of her?"

"I think she's at Folkestone/' Bawling returned; "but I'm sorry

to say that practically she has ceased to see us."

17
[omitted]

18 conceived 20
[omitted] [ofsic!]

19
[omitted]

21 that
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"You haven't quarrelled with her?"

"How could we? Think of all we owe her. At the time of our

marriage, and for months before, she did everything for us: I don't
know how we should have managed without her. But since then she
has never been near us and has give us rather markedly little en-

couragement to [try and]
22
keep up [our]

23 relations with her."

I was struck with this [24]
though of course I admit I am struck

with all sorts of things. "Well," I said after a moment, "even if I

could imagine a reason for that attitude it wouldn't explain why
she shouldn't have taken account of my natural interest."

"Just so." Dawling's face was a windowless wall. He could con-
tribute nothing to the mystery, and, quitting him, I carried it away.
It was not till I went down to see Mrs. Meldrum that it was really

dispelled. She didn't want to hear of them or to talk of them, not a

bit, and it was just in the same spirit that she hadn't wanted to write
of them. She had done everything in the world for them, but now,
thank heaven, the hard business was over. After I had taken this

in, which I was quick to do, we quite avoided the subject. She

simply couldn't bear it.

22
[omitted]

23
[omitted] 24

,
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EDITOR'S NOTE to Three Essays (1865-1866)

HERE, at the end of the book, three very early essays have been re-

printed. They date from James' earliest period, when he was still

under twenty-five and had published but two short stories, and long
before his first volumes came out. Having briefly attended Harvard

Law School in 1863, but leaving it and determining to become a

writer, James, who at Cambridge had met James Russell Lowell of

the Atlantic Monthly and other editors, found the editorial offices of

the nation's superior publications open to him. During the next ten

years he wrote over two hundred reviews, covering all literary genres,
an international body of literature, and on the local scene by way of

studying the American product also American ephemera. These were

preparatory to and continued during his apprenticeship; they allowed

him to survey and to define for himself the objects and approaches of

his fictions, which evolved gradually and matured slowly. His first

novel, Watch and Ward, which appeared serially in 1871, but in

book-form and then heavily revised not until 1878, shows him a

product of the American scene of the Eastern seaboard and a student

of Hawthorne and of the English novel in the unmastered mixture

of allegory and realism. But in his first successful novel, Roderick

Hudson (1875), which is set in Paris, he uses more purely his own

particular background of travel and residence and trans-atlantic

voyagings that his father's ideal of the cosmopolitan man had ex-

posed him to. While his essays helped him to define his goals as a

writer of fiction, they also helped him to develop a philosophical

basis. But his overtly philosophical essays are few, the essay on

"Epictetus," here included, being the most overt study of a philo-

sophical system he was to write.

These essays of 1865-1866 show James even then capable of dis-

cernment and definition, if with less manner than he was later to

acquire, and of the analysis of character in which, in his fiction, he

was only after to excel. They were among twenty-five first gathered by

Pierre de Chaignon la Rose in 1921 and issued through Dunster

House, Cambridge, Mass., in an edition of one thousand copies

under the title of Notes and Reviews. They have not since been

reprinted.



EUGENIE DE GUERIN'S JOURNAL

[A review of "The Journal of Eugenie de Gurin." By G. S,

butien. London: Simpkin and Marshall, 1865. Originally pub-
lished in The Nation, December 14, 1865.]

IF Mademoiselle de Gu&in, transcribing from the fulness of her

affection and her piety her daily record of one of the quietest lives

that ever was led by one who had not formally renounced the world,

could have foreseen that within a few years after her death, her love,

her piety, her character, her daily habits, her household cares, her

inmost and freest thoughts, were to be weighed and measured by
half the literary critics of Europe and America, she would, doubt-

less, have found in this fact a miracle more wonderful than any
of those to which, in the lives of her favorite saints, she accorded

so gracious a belief. The history of a man or woman of genius pro-

longs itself after death; and one of the most pleasing facts with

regard to that of Mile, de Guerin is that it was her fate to know

nothing of her fame. One of the most unselfish of women, she was

spared the experience of that publicity which was the inevitable

result of her talents. Genius is not a private fact: sooner or later, in

the nature of things, it becomes common property. Mile, de Guerin

pays from her present eminence the penalty of her admirable facul-

ties. If there be in the seclusion, the modesty, the cheerful obscurity
and humility of her life, an essential incongruity with the broad

light of actual criticism, we may console ourselves with the reflec-

tion that, in so far as it might, fortune has dealt with her in her

own spirit. It has respected her noble unconsciousness. Her life and
her fame stand apart. Between her own enjoyment of the work and
the world's enjoyment of it intervenes that fact of her death which

completes the one and excuses the other.

Our own excuse for speaking of Mile, de Gu&in at this somewhat
late day lies in the recent issue of an English translation of her jour-
nal. This translation is apparently as good as it was likely to be. In

the matter of style, it is our opinion that Mile, de Guerin loses as

much by translation as her great countrywoman, Mme. de S^vigne;
and as it is for her style especially that we personally value Mile,

de Guerin, we cannot but think that an English version of her
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feelings would fail, in a very important particular, to represent her
her journal being, indeed, nothing more than a tissue of feelings,

woven as simply, as easily, as closely, as rapidly, with the same in-

terrupted continuity, as a piece of fireside knitting-work. It is prob-
able, nevertheless, that the book will prove acceptable from its

character of piety; and for those who are not acquainted with the

original, it may even, through the translator's faithful sympathy,
possess a certain literary charm.

Mile, de Gurin's journal begins in 1834, when she was twenty-
nine years of age, and ceases in 1840. It was strictly a series of daily
letters addressed to her brother Maurice, and consigned to a number
of blank-books, which he read when each was filled. It may be
divided into two parts: the first, covering less than five years, extend-

ing to the death of Maurice de Gu&rin; and the second, covering a

year and a half, extending from this event to what we may almost

call the real death of Mile, de Gu&in herself that is, the cessation

of that practice of daily communion with her brother which had so

long absorbed her most lively energies. She actually survived her

brother nine years, a period of which she has left us only that begin-

ning of a record formed by those few pages of her journal which she

has inscribed to his departed soul. Her admirers will hardly regret
the absence of a more extended chronicle of these weary years. Mile.

de Gurin's thoughts had always been half for heaven and half for

Maurice. When Maurice died they reverted, by a pious compromise,
to heaven alone, and assumed an almost painful monotony.
The chief figure in Mile, de Gurin's life, accordingly, is not her

own, but that of her brother. He, too, has become famous; he, too,

had his genius. The sisterly devotion expressed and implied in every
line of Mile, de Gu&in's writing needs, indeed, no such fact as this

to explain it. She was nothing of a critic; and for the readers of the

journal alone, the simple presumption that Maurice de Gu6rin was
a lovable man is sufficient to account for his supremacy in the life

of a woman who lived exclusively in her natural affections. For her,

then, he was simply the dearest of her brothers; for us, if we had the

space, he would be a most interesting object of study. But we can

spare him but a few words. He was by several years Eugenie's junior.
Sent to school at a distance at an early age, and compelled subse-

quently to earn his living in Paris by teaching and writing, his life

was passed in comparative solitude, and his relations with his family
maintained by letters. His first plan had been to enter the church,

and with this view he had attached himself to a small community
of theological students organized and governed by Lamennais. The

dispersion of this community, however, arrested and diverted his
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ecclesiastical aspirations; and if he never thoroughly abandoned

himself to the world as it stands opposed to the church, his habitual

seclusion and temperance are marked by a strictly secular tone.

After several years of Paris drudgery he contracted a marriage with

a young girl of some fortune. He died at the age of twenty-eight. To

ourselves, Maurice de Gu&rin is a more interesting person than his

sister. We cannot, indeed, help regarding the collection recently

made of his letters and literary remains as a most valuable contribu-

tion to our knowledge of the human mind. What he would have

accomplished if time had been more generous towards him, it is diffi-

cult to say; but as it is, little can be claimed for him on the ground
of his positive achievements. To say that he is chiefly interesting as

a phenomenon seems but a cold way of looking at one who, in all

that we know of his character, inspires us with the most tender

affection; and yet so it is that we are tempted to speak of Maurice de

Gu&in. So it is that we are led to look at every man who is deficient

in will. This was the case with Gurin. His letters, his diary, his

verses, are one long record of moral impotency. He was one of the

saddest of men. That he had genius, we think his little prose-poem,

entitled "The Centaur," conclusively proves; not a splendid, a far-

reaching genius, but nevertheless a source of inspiration which was

all his own. His sensibility, his perceptions, were of the deepest. He

put imagination into everything that he said or wrote. He has left

descriptions of nature which have probably never been excelled, be-

cause, probably, nature has never been more delicately perceived.

And yet we may be sure that for posterity he will live rather in his

sister than in himself. For he is essentially an imperfect figure; and

what the present asks of the past is before all things completeness.

A man is only remembered beyond his own generation by his results;

and the most that Gu<rin has left us is a heritage of processes. If he

had lived and grown great, we should assuredly be delighted to

peruse the record of his moral and religious tdtonnements. But as

his whole life was but a fragment, his fragmentary efforts lack that

character of unity which is essential to whomsoever, in morals or in

letters, is destined to become anything of a classic. Maurice de

Gu&in's only unity is in his sister.

The singular unity of her own genius, indeed, Is such as almost

to qualify her for this distinction. As her brother was all complexity,

she was all simplicity. As he was all doubt, she was all faith. It

seems to us that we shall place Mile, de Gu&in on her proper foot-

ing, and obviate much possible misconception, if we say that hers

was an essentially finite nature. We just now mentioned Mme. de

Svign. The great charm of Mme. de Svign's style is her perfect
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ability to say whatever she pleases. But as she was chiefly an observer

of fashionable society, she was not often tempted to utter very com-

posite truths. Now, Mile, de Guerin, perpetually engaged in the

contemplation of the Divine goodness, finds the right word and the

right phrase with the same delightful ease as her great predecessor.
With her, as with Mme. de Sevign, style was a natural gift. Many
of the causes of this perfection are doubtless identical in both cases.

Both Mme. de Sevign and Mile, de Guerin were women of taste

and of tact, who, under these conditions, wrote from the heart. They
wrote freely and familiarly, without any pre-occupation whatever.

They were both women of birth, both ladies as we say now-a-days.
To both of them there clings an air of purely natural distinction,

of implicit subordination to the fact of race, a silent sense of respon-

sibility to the past, which goes far to explain the positive character

of their style. When we add to this that in both of them the imagina-
tive faculty was singularly limited, we shall have indicated those

features which they possessed in common, and shall have helped to

confirm our assertion of the finite quality of Mile, de Gu&in's mind.
It was not that she was without imagination; on the contrary, she

unmistakably possessed it; but she possessed it in very small measure.

Religion without imagination is piety; and such is Mile, de Guerin's

religion. Her journal, taken as a whole, seems to us to express a

profound contentment. She was, indeed, in a certain sense, impatient
of life, but with no stronger impatience than such as the church was
able to allay. She had, of course, her moments of discouragement;
but, on the whole, she found it easy to believe, and she was too

implicit a believer to be unhappy. Her peculiar merit is that, with-

out exaltation, enthusiasm, or ecstasy, quietly, steadily, and natu-

rally, she entertained the idea of the Divine goodness. The truth is

that she was strong. She was a woman of character. Thoroughly de-

pendent on the church, she was independent of everything else.



THE LETTERS OF EUGENIE DE GUERIN

[A review of "Lettres d'Eug&iie de Gue~rin." Paris: Didier, 1866.

New York: Alexander Strahan and Company, 1866. Originally

published in The Nation, September 13, 1866.]

Now that the friends and correspondents of Mademoiselle de Gurin
have consented to the publication of her letters, there remains no
obstacle to a thorough acquaintance not only with the facts of her
external life, but with her thoughts and feelings the life of her soul.

It can have been the fortune of few persons to become so widely and

intimately known as the author of these letters, and to have evoked
sentiments of such unalloyed admiration and tenderness. How small
is the proportion either of men or of women who could afford to

have the last veil of privacy removed from their daily lives; not for
an exceptional moment, a season of violent inspiration or of spas-
modic effort, but constantly, uninterruptedly, for a period of seven-
teen years. Mile, de Guerin's letters confirm in every particular the

consummately pleasing impression left by her journal. A delicate

mind, an affectionate heart, a pious soul the gift of feeling and of

expression in equal measure and this not from the poverty of the
former faculty, but from the absolute richness of the latter. The
aggregation of these facts again resolves itself under the reader's

eyes into a figure of a sweetness so perfect, so uniform, and so simple
that it seems to belong rather to the biography of a mediaeval saint
than to the complex mechanism of our actual life. And, indeed,
what was Mile, de Gurin, after all, but a mediaeval saint? No other
definition so nearly covers the union of her abundant gentleness
and her perfect simplicity. There are saints of various kinds pas-
sionate saints and saints of pure piety. Mile, de Gurin was one of
the latter, and we cannot but think that she needed but a wider field

of action to have effectually recommended herself to the formal

gratitude of the Church. This collection of her letters seems to us
to have every quality requisite to place it beside those livres ediftants
of which she was so fond unction, intensity, and orthodoxy.
We have called Mile, de Gurin a saint perhaps as much from

a sense of satisfaction in being able to apply a temporary definition
to our predicate as from the desire to qualify our subject. What is a
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saint? the reader may ask. A saint, we hasten to reply, is Mile, de

Gu&rin; read her letters and you will discover. If you are disap-

pointed, the reason will lie not in this admirable woman, but in the

saintly idea. Such as this idea is, she answers it and we have called

her, moreover, a mediaeval saint. It is true that the organization of

society during these latter years has not been favorable to a direct

and extensive action on the part of personal sanctity, and that, as

we associate the idea of a successful exercise of this distinction with
social conditions which have long ceased to exist, it seems almost

illogical to imply that saintship Is possible among our contemporar-
ies. Yet it is equally certain that men and women of extraordinary

purity of character constantly attain to a familiarity with divine

things as deep and undisturbed as Mile, de Gu&in's. Her peculiar
distinction that fact through which she evokes the image of an
earlier stage of the world's history is the singular simplicity of her

genius and of her circumstances. Nowhere are exquisite moral recti-

tude and the spirit of devotion more frequent than in New Eng-
land; but In New England, to a certain extent, virtue and piety
seem to be nourished by vice and skepticism. A very good man or

a very good woman in New England is an extremely complex being.

They are as innocent as you please, but they are anything but Igno-
rant. They travel; they hold political opinions; they are accom-

plished Abolitionists; they read magazines and newspapers, and
write for them; they read novels and police reports; they subscribe

to lyceum lectures and to great libraries; in a word, they are en-

lightened. The result of this freedom of enquiry Is that they become

profoundly self-conscious. They obtain a notion of the relation of

their virtues to a thousand objects of which Mile, de Gu6rin had no

conception, and, owing to their relations with these objects, they

present a myriad of reflected lights and shadows. For Mile, de

Gurin there existed but two objects the church and the world,

of neither of which did it ever occur to her to attempt an analysis.

One was all good, the other all evil although here, perhaps, her

rich natural charity arrested In some degree her aversion. Such being
her attitude toward external things, Mile, de Gu&in was certainly
not enlightened. But she was better than this she was light itself.

Her life or perhaps we should rather say her faith Is like a small,

still taper before a shrine, flickering In no fitful air-current, and

steadily burning to Its socket.

To busy New Englanders the manners and household habits ex-

hibited In these letters are stamped with all the quaintness of re-

mote antiquity. But for a couple of short sojourns in Paris and in

the Nivernais, a journey to Toulouse, and a visit to the Pyrenees
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shortly before her death, Mile, de Gu&rin's life was passed in an
isolated chateau in the heart of an ancient province, without visitors,

without books, without diversions; with no society but that of her

only sister, a brother, the senior Maurice, and her father, whom the

reader's fancy, kindled by an occasional allusion, depicts as one of

the scattered outstanding gentlemen of the old regime proud, in-

corruptible, austere, devout, and affectionate, and, with his small

resources, a keen wine-grower. It is no wonder that, in the social

vacuity of her life, Mile, de Gu&rin turned so earnestly to letter-

writing. Her only other occupations were to think about her
brother Maurice, to spin by the kitchen fireside, to read the life of

a saint, or at best a stray volume of Scott or Lamartine, or Ber-

nardin de Saint-Pierre; to observe zealously the fasts and festivals

and sacraments of the church, and to visit sick peasants. Her great-
est social pleasure seems to have been an occasional talk with an
ecclesiastic; for to her perception all priests were wise and benignant,
and never commonplace. "To-morrow," she writes, "I shall talk

sermon. We are to hear the Abb Roques. He is always my favorite

preacher. It isn't that the others are not excellent." There is some-

thing very pathetic in the intellectual penury with which Mile, de
Gurin had to struggle, although there is no doubt that the un-

suspecting simplicity of vision which charms us in her writing is

largely owing to the narrow extent of her reading. The household
stock of books was small; it was difficult, both on account of the

exiguity of the means of the family and its remoteness from a large
town, to procure new ones; and in the case of Mile, de Gu&in
herself, the number of available works was further limited by her
constant scruples as to their morality. It must be owned that she
knew few works of the first excellence. She read St. Augustine and
F^nelon and Pascal, but for the most part she got her thoughts very
far from the source. Some one gives her Montaigne, but, although
she is no longer a young girl, she discreetly declines to open him.
"I am reading for a second time," she writes, "Bernardin de Saint-

Pierre, an amiable and simple author, whom it is good to read in

the country. After this I should like 'Notre Dame de Paris'; but I

am afraid. These novels make such havoc that I dread their pas-

sage; it terrifies me simply to see their effect on certain hearts. Mine,
now so calm, would like to remain as it is." So, instead of the great
men, she contents herself with the small. "You see," she elsewhere

says, "we are keeping the Month of Mary. I have bought for this

purpose at AIM a little book, 'The New Month of Mary/ by the

AbW Le Gaillan; a little book of which I am very fond soft and
sweet, like May itself, and full of flowers of devotion. Whoever
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should take it well to heart would be agreeable to God and en
admiration aux anges. . . . Read it; it is something celestial."

It is difficult to give an idea of the intimacy, the immediacy, of

Mile, de Gu&in's relations with the practice of piety. Not an in-

cident but is a motive, a pretext, an occasion, for religious action

or reflection of some kind. She looks at the world from over the

top of her prie-dieu, with her finger in her prayer-book. "Mile.

d'H.," she writes, "comes to edify me every second day; she reaches

church early, confesses herself, and takes the communion with an
air d'ange that ravishes and desolates me. How I envy her her soul!

. . . Her brothers, too, are little saints. The eldest, etc. ... Is n't

it very edifying?" And again: "I am in every way surrounded with

edification, fed upon sermons and discourses. Such a good Lent as

I have passed!" Describing to a dear friend, a young lady of her

own age, a peculiar ceremony which she had witnessed on a young
girl's taking conventual vows: "They say," she concludes, "that

everything the novice asks of God at this moment is granted her.

One asked to die; she died. Do you know what I would ask? That

you should be a saint." The reader will, of course, be prepared to

find Mile, de Gu&in a very consistent Catholic a perfect, an abso-

lute one. This fact explains her, and we may even say excuses hen
So complete a spiritual submission, so complete an intellectual self-

stultification, would be revolting if they were a matter of choice.

It is because they are a matter of authority and necessity, things
born to and implicitly accepted, that the reader is able to put away
his sense of their fundamental repulsiveness sufficiently to allow

him to appreciate their incidental charms. It is the utter consistency
of Mile, de Gu&rin's faith, the uninterruptedness of her spiritual

subjection, that make them beautiful. A question, a doubt, an

act of will, the least shadow of a claim to choice these things would

instantly break the charm, deprive the letters of their invaluable

distinction, and transform them from a delightful book into a

merely readable one. That distinction lies in the fact that they
form a work of pure, unmitigated feeling. The penalty paid by
Mile, de Gurin and those persons who are educated in the same

principles, for their spiritual and mental security, is that they are

incapable of entertaining or producing ideas. There is not, to our

belief, a single idea, a single thought, in the whole of these pages.
On the other hand, one grand, supreme idea being tacitly under-

stood and accepted throughout the idea, namely, of the Church

and a particular direction being thus given to emotion, there is an

incalculable host of feelings. Judge how matters are simplified.

Genius and pure feeling! No wonder Mile* de Gurin writes well!
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There are, doubtless, persons who would be ill-natured enough to

call her a bigot; but never would the term have been so ill applied.
Is a pure skeptic a bigot? Mile, de Gu<rin was the converse of this,

a pure believer. A pure skeptic doubts all he knows; Mile, de

Guerin believes all she knows. She knows only the Catholic Church.
A bigot refuses; she did nothing all her life but accept.
The two great events of Mile, de Guerin's life were her visit to

Paris on the occasion of the marriage of her brother Maurice, and
his death, in Languedoc, eight months afterwards. Paris she took

very quietly, as she took everything. What pleased her most was the

abundance and splendor of the churches, in which she spent a large

portion of her time. She had changed her sky, but she did not change
her mind. The profoundest impression, however, that she was des-

tined to receive was that caused by her brother's death. He died on
the best of terms with the Church, from which he had suffered a

temporary alienation. Her letters on the occasion of this event have
an accent of intense emotion which nothing else could arouse. We
cannot do better than translate a portion of one, which seems to

us to possess a most painful beauty:
"For a week now since he has left us since he is in heaven and I

am on earth I have n't been able to speak to you of him, to be
with you, to unite with you, my tender friend, also so dearly loved.

Shall we never be disabused of our affections? Neither sorrows, nor

rupture, nor death nothing changes us. We love, still love love

into the very tomb, love ashes, cling to the body which has borne
a soul; but the soul, we know that is in heaven. Oh, yes! there above,
where I see thee, my dear Maurice; where thou art awaiting me and

saying, 'Eugenie, come hither to God, where one is happy/ My
dear friend, all happiness on earth is at an end; I told you so; I

have buried the life of my heart; I have lost the charm of my exist-

ence. I did not know all that I found in my brother, nor what

happiness I had placed in him. Prospects, hopes, my old life be-

side his, and then a soul that understood me. He and I were two

eyes in the same head. Now we 're apart. God has come between
us. His will be done! God stood on Calvary for the love of us; let

us stand at the foot of the cross for the love of him. This one seems

heavy and covered with thorns, but so was that of Jesus. Let him
help me to carry mine. We shall at last get to the top, and from

Calvary to heaven the road isn't long. Life is short, and indeed
what should we do on earth with eternity? My God! so long as we
are holy, that we profit by the grace that comes from trials, from
tears, from tribulations and anguish, treasures of the Christian! Oh,
my friend! you have only to look at these things, this world, with
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the eye of faith, and all changes. Happy Father Trubert, who sees

this so eminently! How I should like to have a little of his soul, so

full of faith, so radiant with lovel . . . How things change! Let

us change, too, my friend; let us disabuse ourselves of the world, of

its creatures, of everything. I only ask for complete indifference." l

l James translated from the French (1890). (See Selected Bibliography,

Alphonse Daudet's Port Tarascon Part
I.)



EPICTETUS

[A review of "The Works of Epictetus. Consisting of His Dis-

courses, in Four Books; The Enchiridion; and Fragments. A
translation from the Greek, based upon that of Elizabeth Carter."

By Thomas Wentworth Higginson. Boston: Little, Brown, and

Company, 1865. Originally published in The North American

Review, April, 1866.]

THE present edition of Epictetus, as the title-page affirms, rests upon
Mrs. Carter's translation, which was published in a clumsy quarto
in 1758. On comparing the two versions, we find that the modifica-

tions made by the present editor bear chiefly upon the undue

quaintness, directness, and familiarity of Mrs, Carter's style. They
were undertaken, he intimates, with the hope of popularizing the

great Stoic moralist among modern readers. It is a significant fact, in

view of this intention, that the present version has altogether a more

literary air than Mrs. Carter's own, for which, to judge from the

long list of aristocratic subscribers that accompanies it, a somewhat

exclusive patronage was anticipated. The difference between the

two versions is not very great, but it has seemed to us that the altera-

tions made by Mr. Higginson tend to substitute the language of

books for the language of talk. This, however, is but as it should

be. The language of talk of the present day is quite as literary as

the language of books of a hundred years ago.
How far under these new auspices Epictetus is destined to become

familiar to modern English readers is a difficult question to decide.

In every attempted resuscitation of an old author, one of two things
is either expressly or tacitly claimed for him. He is conceived to

possess either an historical or an intrinsic interest. He is introduced

to us either as a phenomenon, an object worthy of study in con-

nection with a particular phase of civilization, or as a teacher, an

object worthy of study in himself, independently of time or place.
In one case, in a word, he is offered us as a means; in the other case

he is offered us as an end. To become popular he must fulfil the

latter condition. The question suggested by this new edition of

Epictetus is whether or not he is susceptible of a direct modern

application. There are two ways of answering this question. One
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Is to attempt an exposition of his character, and, with the reader's

sympathy, to deduce thence our reply. The other is to give our

opinion at once, and then to proceed to justify it by an exposition
of his character. We select the latter course. We agree with the

editor, then, that the teachings of Epictetus possess a permanent
value, that they may properly form at least one department in a

modern handbook of morals.

Little is known of our author's life. That he was a Greek by
birth; that he lived at Rome in the latter part of the first century;
that he was a slave, deformed and poor; and that he publicly dis-

cussed philosophy; these facts make up all that we know of his

history. But these are assuredly enough. As his philosophy was

avowedly a matter of living and acting, we may be sure the sym-

pathetic reader of his Discourses cannot but be sure that he exem-

plified it in his own life and acts. We need to know little of the

history of a man whose theory of conduct was so explicit, so em-

phatic, so detailed. There is in his precepts, possessing them even

as we do at second hand, a personal accent, a tone of honesty, of

sincerity, of feeling, an expression, so to speak, of temperament,
which gives them a kind of autobiographical force. Like his great

master, Socrates, the object of his constant and almost religious

reference, we know him only as he stands reported by a disciple.

But he has this advantage, that his disciple was a man of no par-
ticular originality. A thoroughly earnest man, moreover, a man of

strong personal influence and lively idiosyncrasies, such as Epictetus
must have been, may often be more successfully represented by an-

other than by himself. In an age when morals and metaphysics
were taught by direct exhortation, and the teacher's authority de-

pended largely upon the accordance of his habits with his theories;

when genius was reflected as much in the conduct as in the intellect,

and was in fact measured as much by the one as by the other; and

when the various incidents of a man's natural disposition that

whole range of qualities which in the present day are held to be

quite impertinent to public life increased or diminished the force

of his precepts, in such an age it is probable that the general figure

of a philosopher was in the eyes of his disciples a very vivid and

absolute fact, and, provided they were neither Xenophons nor

Platos, would be strictly respected in their recollections and reports.

This is especially likely to have been the case with Epictetus, from

the fact that he was a Stoic. The Stoic philosophy is emphatically a

practical one, a rule of life: it applies to the day, the hour, the

moment. As represented by Epictetus it is as far removed as possi-

ble from metaphysics. There is, therefore, no Stoicism of mere prin-
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ciple. And, lastly, there reigns throughout the parts of Epictetus's
Discourses such a close mutual consistency as to fix the impression
that his life was thoroughly consistent with the whole.

Stoicism is the most absolute and uncompromising system of

morals ever accepted by man. We say system of morals, because it is

in effect nothing of a philosophy. It is a stifling of philosophy, a

prohibition of inquiry. It declares a man's happiness to be wholly
in his own hands, to be identical with the strength of his will, to

consist in a certain parti-pris of self-control, steadfastly maintained.

It teaches the absolute supremacy of virtue, its superiority to

health, riches, honor, and prosperity. Virtue consists in a state of

moral satisfaction with those things which reason tells us are in

our power, and in a sublime independence of those things which are

not in our power. It is not in our power to be rich, to be free, to

be sound of body. But it is in our power to be resigned to poverty,

slavery, and sickness. It is in our power to live philosophically;
i.e., patiently, passively, in conscious accordance with the divine part
of our nature. It is easy to understand the efficacy of such a doctrine

as this in the age of Nero and Domitian, before Christianity had
had time to suggest that virtue is not necessarily a servitude, and
that the true condition of happiness is freedom. In that age the

only hope of mankind was in the virgin human will. Epictetus
never once intimates the existence of an idea of rights. On the con-

trary, his whole theory of those things which are not in our power
is inconsistent with such an idea. In his view, the conditions of

humanity are permanently fixed. Life is beset on every side with

poverty and suffering. Slavery is an accepted fact. Every man is

subject, as a matter of course, to certain visitations of cruelty and

injustice. These are so inevitable, so much a law of the universe,
that we must regulate our lives accordingly. To declaim against
them, to resist them, to deny them, is out of the question. Our duty
is to accept them in order that we may properly reject them. Our
own persons are the field of this operation. Over them we have no

power; but over ourselves we have an absolute mastery, that is, over
our true selves; not this contemptible carcass, these perishable
limbs, this fleeting life, nothing so simple as that; and yet, if we
would but perceive it, something infinitely more simple, the self-

contained, unencumbered faculty of reason. Within our own souls

we reign supreme. Cruelty and injustice may invade our bodies;
the Stoic quietly awaits them on the threshold of his reason, arrests

their progress, turns them to naught, and covers them with confu-
sion. "You may hurt me," he says, "if you can, that is, if I will. I

am only hurt so far as I heed my injuries; but I will not heed
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them. I have better things to think of, the providence of God,
his wisdom, power, and beauty, and this god-like principle, my own
nature, from which I derive courage, modesty, and religion. You

may hurt me and misuse me, and much good may it do you. It will

indeed gratify you, inasmuch as for you it is I that you persecute;
but for me, who am the proper judge, I would have you know, it is

not I, but this miserable body, to which you are welcome."
The age in which this attitude of mind was a refuge, a rest, a

relief, the fruit of a philosophy, is an age which we cannot ade-

quately conceive without a strong intellectual effort. And we must
remember that men would not have assumed it, if, in spite of its

apparent difficulties, it had not opened the wisest course. Aux

grands maux les grands remedies. When injustice was on the heroic

scale, submission had to be on the heroic scale too. Such were the

consolations of a Romanized world. In a brutal age virtue is brutal

as well as vice; and, indeed, we read the moral depression engen-
dered by the Roman decline more clearly in these utterances of a

reactionary piety than in any record of the flagrant profligacy of

the time. When this was the last word of honest Paganism, it was

high time that Christianity should arrive; for if vice called for a

reform, virtue called for it equally. Christianity was needed to cor-

rect the Roman spirit, generally, in its good as well as in its evil

manifestations. It was needed to teach the respect of weakness. The
Stoicism of Epictetus is in its uncompromising sternness, its harsh-

ness, its one-sidedness, its lack of imagination, a thoroughly Roman
principle. It rests upon common sense. It adapts itself to only one

stand-point, and betrays no suspicion of the needs of a character

different from that of its teacher. Common sense, in the character

of a kind of deus ex machina, has often undertaken the solution

of complex philosophical problems; but it has solved them only by

cutting the knot.

Stoicism, then, is essentially unphilosophic It simplifies human
troubles by ignoring half of them. It is a wilful blindness, a con-

stant begging of the question. It fosters apathy and paralyzes the

sensibilities. It is through our sensibilities that we suffer, but it is

through them, too, that we enjoy; and when, by a practical an-

nihilation of the body, the soul is rendered inaccessible to pain,
it is likewise rendered both inaccessible and incompetent to real

pleasure, to the pleasure of action; for the source of half its im-

pressions, the medium of its constant expression, the condition of

human reciprocity, has been destroyed. Stocism is thus a negation of

the possibility of progress. If the world, taken at a given moment,
were destined to maintain all its relations unchanged forevermore,
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then the doctrine in question would be the best theory of life within

human attainment. But as to the modern mind, there is always a

possible future in which to lodge the fulfilment of impossible ideals;

for, besides our principle of Christian faith, there exists for the

things of this world a kindred principle of Christian hope, Stoicism

seems, at the present day, to imply an utter social immobility. And if

the majority of mankind became Stoics, it is certain that social

immobility would ensue as the result of so general an assumption of

passivity. The grand defect of the system is, that it discourages all

responsibility to anything but one's own soul. There is a somewhat

apocryphal anecdote of Epictetus having said to his master, Epaph-
roditus, as the latter was about to put his leg into the torture, "You
will break my leg"; and, when in a few moments this result was

accomplished, of his having quietly added, "Did not I tell you so?"

It would be easy to quote this anecdote as an example of great
nobleness of soul. But, on reflection, we see that it reveals, from

our modern point of view, an astounding moral degradation. It as-

suredly does not diminish our respect for Epictetus, any more than

the tub of Diogenes diminishes our respect for him; but it sets

inflexible limits to our consideration for the spirit by which a noble

nature was so enslaved. There is no doubt that, on its own ground,

Pagan brutality was best refuted by such means as these. But it is

equally certain that such means as these are possible only to spirits

tainted by the evils which they deplore. It is against the experience
of such evils that they react; but as long as the battle is fought on
the old ground, the reactionists only half secure our sympathy. To
future ages they have too much in common with their oppressors. It

is only when the circle is broken, when the reaction is leavened by
a wholly new element, that it seems to us to justify itself. The taint

of Epictetus is the taint of slavery.

Mr. Higginson tells us, in his Preface, that these Discourses were

the favorite reading of Toussaint TOuverture. When we add this

fact to the fact that Epictetus was himself a slave, when we view,

in connection, the affinity with these principles of two minds ele-

vated, indeed, by the sentiment of liberty, but in a measure debased

by the practice of servitude, we shall approach a perception of

the ignoble side of Stoicism. It has occurred to us that we might
realize it in the following fashion. Let us imagine a negro slave,

under our former Southern dispensation, keenly conscious of all the

indignities of his position, and with an intellect of exceptional

power, dogmatically making the best of them, preaching indiffer-

ence to them, and concluding, in fact, that weariness and blows and
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plantation fare are rather good things, we shall so take home to

our minds the didactic character of Epictetus.
To the vivacity, the consistency, the intensity of belief, the un-

compromising frankness of speech with which this character is

maintained, we cannot pay too large a tribute of respect. He must
have been a wholesome spectacle in that diseased age, this free-

thinking, plain-speaking old man, a slave and a cripple, sturdily
scornful of idleness, luxury, timidity, false philosophy, and all power
and pride of place, and sternly reverent of purity, temperance, and

piety, one of the few upright figures in the general decline. Of the

universal corruption and laxity of character and will he is keenly,
almost pathetically, sensible. "Show me some one person," he ex-

claims, "formed according to the principles which he professes. Show
me one who is sick, and happy; in danger, and happy; dying, and

happy; exiled, and happy; disgraced, and happy. Show him to me;

for, by Heaven, I long to see a Stoic. ... Do me this favor. Do
not refuse an old man a sight which he has never seen. . . . Let

any of you show me a human soul, desiring to be in unity with God;
not to accuse either God or man; not to be angry; not to be en-

vious; not to be jealous; in a word, desiring from a man to become
a god, and in this poor mortal body aiming to have fellowship with

Zeus. Show him to me. But you cannot." No indeed, they could not.

And yet very little of the energy of Epictetus goes to merely de-

ploring and lamenting the immorality about him. He is inde-

fatigable in reproving, contradicting, and what we should now-a-

days call snubbing, his auditors and interlocutors; in reminding
them of their duties, in shaming them out of their foibles and vices.

He is a merciless critic of all theorists, logicians, and rhetoricians,

of all who fail to take the very highest ground in regard to the

duties of a man, and who teach the conscience to satisfy itself with

a form of words. He himself has no need of theories; his five senses

teach him all he wants to know. "Have these things no weight?" he

asks. "Let a Pyrrhonist or an Academic come and oppose them.

For my part, I have neither leisure nor ability to stand up as advo-

cate for common sense. ... I may not be able to explain how
sensation takes place, whether it be diffused universally or reside

in a particular part, for I find perplexities in either case; but that

you and I are not the same person, I very exactly know." Like most

men of a deep moral sense, he is not at all inquisitive; he feels very
little curiosity concerning the phenomena of the external world.

From beginning to end of his Discourses, there is no hint of a

theory of nature, of being, or of the universe. He is ready to take
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all these things as they come, as the work of the gods, and as adding,

in their marvellous beauty and complexity, to the debt we owe the

gods. But they are no concern of his. His business is with human

nature, with the elevation of human character to the divine ideal.

To our perception he is very weak as a logician, although he con-

stantly claims to arrive at truth and wisdom by a severe exercise of

the reasoning faculty. His nature is pre-eminently a religious one;

and it is when he speaks under the impulse of feeling, and with a

certain accent of passion, that he is most worth quoting and remem-

bering. There are moments when he talks very much as a modern

Christian would talk. "What else can I do, a lame old man, but

sing hymns to God? . * . Since I am a reasonable creature, it is my
duty to praise God. This is my business. I do it. Nor will I ever

desert this post so long as it is permitted me; and I call upon you
to join in the same song." Epictetus praises God because he is a rea-

sonable creature; but what he calls reason, we should, in many
cases, call faith. His sense of a Divine presence in human affairs

never, indeed, rises to enthusiasm or to ecstasy; but it is, neverthe-

less, very far removed from the common sense on which, in treating

of our attitude towards the things of this life, he invariably takes his

stand. Religious natures are of no particular time, and of no par-

ticular faith. The piety of Epictetus was a religious instinct as pure
as the devotion of a Christian saint; that is, it did for him the most

that religion can do for any man, it enabled him to live hopefully

in the midst of a miserable world. It enabled him to do so, indeed,

only through the exercise of a force of will of which few Christian

saints have probably felt the need; for they have rested their hopes
on a definite assurance.

The great value of these Discourses, then, to our perception, is

not in their philosophy, for, in strictness, they have none, but in

the reflection they offer of their author's character. Intellectually he

was no genius, he was, if we may use the expression, very slightly

intellectual; he was without curiosity, without science, without im-

agination, the element which lends so great a charm to the writings

of that other Stoic, Marcus Aurelius. He was simply a moralist; he

had a genius for virtue. He was intensely a man among men, an

untiring observer, and a good deal of a satirist. It was by the life

of his style that he acted upon his immediate disciples, and it is by
the same virtue, outlasting almost two thousand years and a trans-

formation into our modern speech, that he will act upon the readers

of to-day. When moral nobleness finds solid expression, there is no

limit to its duration or its influence. Epictetus dealt with crude
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human nature, which is the same in Christians and Pagans, in men
of the nineteenth century and men of the first. In every doctrine

there are good and bad possibilities, there is a good and a bad
Stoicism. But a literal Stoicism our present social conditions render,

to say the least, difficult. For the majority of mankind society is

tender rather than harsh. We have no longer to hold out our necks

to unjust persecutors, to bow our heads to gratuitous insults, to

wrap our human nakedness in our simple virtue. This is not an

heroic age, and it becomes daily more difficult to be gracefully

proud. We, therefore, with less danger than earlier generations may
accept and apply Epictetus. Such acceptance, indeed, as he may re-

ceive at our hands would hardly answer his desires, and would be

but another instance of the unceremonious avidity with which the

present fashions the past to its needs. The good a man does the

world depends as much on the way the world takes him as on the

way he oilers himself. Let us take Epictetus as we take all things in

these critical days, eclectically. Let us take what suits us, and leave

what does not suit us. There is no doubt but we shall find much to

our purpose; for we still suffer, and as long as we suffer we must act

a part.
"I am acquainted with no book," says Mr. Higginson, "in which

the inevitable laws of retribution are more grandly stated, with less

of merely childish bribery or threatening." The reader of Epictetus
will easily discover what is meant by this, and will decide that,

explain it by Stoicism or any other name one may choose, it is for

this fact that our author is pre-eminently valuable. That no gain
can make up for the loss of virtue is an old story, but Epictetus
makes it new. What is the punishment, he inquires, of craven spir-

its? "To be as they are." "Paris, they say," to quote from another

chapter, "was undone when the Greeks invaded Troy and laid it

waste, and his family were slain in battle. By no means; for no one

is undone by an action not his own. . . . His true undoing was

when he lost modesty, faith, honor, virtue. When was Achilles

undone? When Patroclus died? By no means. But when he gave
himself up to rage." And in another place: "I lost my lamp because

the thief was better at keeping awake than I. But for that lamp he

paid the price of becoming a thief, for that lamp he lost his virtue

and became like a wild beast. This seemed to him a good bargain;
and so let it be!" And in still another: "Is there not a divine and

inevitable law, which exacts the greatest punishments from those

who are guilty of the greatest offences? For what says this law? Let

him who claims what belongs not to him be arrogant, be vainglori-
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ous, be base, be a slave; let him grieve, let him envy, let him pity;

and, in a word, let him lament and be miserable/' "That he is un-

happy" he says elsewhere, "is an addition every one must make for

himself." This is good Stoicism; and to bear it well in mind is nei-

ther more nor less, for us moderns, than to apply Epictetus.
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